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Neutron powder diffraction has been used to study the defect structure of neodymium cerium
cuprite Nd22xCexCuO46y (x50.15). It has been shown that in addition to oxygen
vacancies, O2 sites in superconducting samples may also contain a small quantity of implanted
oxygen atoms positioned between copper ions and neodymium/cerium, which control the
electrical charge in the Cu–O planes. The oxygen distribution among crystal lattice sites in
Nd22xCexCuO46y (x50.15) was determined, the average charge of the copper ions was
calculated by the method of valence sums, and a correlation was established between the charge
of the copper-oxygen plane andTc . © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00102-6#

Neodymium cerium cuprite, Nd22xCexCuO46y, occu- merely by varying the cerium concentration or merely
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pies a special position among the various copper-contain
high-temperature superconductors~HTS! for various rea-
sons. First, unlike other HTS cuprites, the charge carriers
electrons.1–3 Second, superconductivity is observed in
fairly narrow range of Ce concentrations (0.14,x,0.17).
Finally, even within this range of cerium concentrations,
superconduction transition temperature (Tc) is extremely
sensitive to the oxygen stoichiometry. This compound ha
tetragonal (T8) crystal structure and the atomic configurati
is similar to the La22xSrxCuO42y (x.0.10) structure.1 The
T8 structure of Nd22xCexCuO42y compounds~Fig. 1! con-
sists of alternating copper-oxygen planes of CuO2 in which
the Cu ions have a square oxygen-ion neighborhood~O1
sites! and a ‘‘sandwich’’ formed by layers of oxygen ion
~O2 sites! interspersed with neodymium-cerium ions.

Questions involving the relation between the superc
ducting transition temperature, the oxygen nonstoichiome
and the structure of Nd22xCexCuO46y have attracted the at
tention of many researchers. However, information on
oxygen content as a function of the thermodynamic con
tions in neodymium cerium cuprite, obtained by therm
gravimetry and chemical analysis~iodometry! are contradic-
tory. Some authors4,5 assert that, even after treatment in pu
oxygen, the oxygen index does not exceed four. Ot
authors6–8 take the view that, after annealing in oxyge
samples contain excess oxygen in interstitial sites in the c
per oxide structure. It is postulated that in
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y sample annealed in a rare gas atm
sphere, the total oxygen content decreases (y.0), which
leads to an additional increase in the charge carrier con
tration in the lattice with the onset of superconductivi
Note that the optimum doping level cannot be achiev
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annealing in oxygen.
However, thermogravimetry and iodometric titration c

only provide data on the total oxygen content in sampl
whereas neutron diffraction can be used to determine
distribution of oxygen and oxygen defects in the lattice. F
instance, neutron powder diffraction was used to dem
strate the existence of oxygen vacancies in the lattice in
perconducting and nonsuperconducting Nd22xCexCuO42y

(x50.155) samples.10 However, it is unclear how the sto
ichiometrically excess oxygen, observed by thermogravim
ric analysis6,11 and by iodometric titration,7 is distributed in
the crystal lattice. The authors of Ref. 12 used neutron
fraction analysis to solve this problem for polycrystallin
Nd22xCexCuO42y samples and showed that the oxygen
oms may be partially distributed at position O3~Fig. 1!,
which is completely filled in the La22xSrxCuO42y lattice by
so-called ‘‘apical’’ oxygen~T-structure!. These conclusions
were then confirmed by neutron diffraction analyses
single crystals of pure Nd2CuO42y ~Ref. 13!, cerium-doped
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y ~Ref. 14!, and for Nd1.9Ce0.1CuO42y

polycrystals.15 Studies have indicated that vacancies a
present at the O1 and O2 sites together with a small quan
of apical oxygen at positions O3. The authors of Ref.
proposed a model for defect formation in Nd1.9Ce0.1CuO42y

which assumes that both oxygen vacancies and ‘‘interst
~O3! oxygen ions are present at crystallographic positions
the structure of neodymium cerium cuprite. Calculations
the cation valence state in Nd1.9Ce0.1CuO42y , using the
method of valence sums from an analysis of cation-oxyg
bond lengths,16 provided further evidence to support th
presence of both vacancies and interstitial oxygen in the
tice.

Thus, the properties of Nd22xCexCuO42y , including su-
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perconductivity, are determined by both the cerium and
oxygen content. Oxygen stoichiometry is established follo
ing synthesis of the compound by the sample annealing c
ditions; this is difficult to monitor, and frequently cannot b
determined by the researchers. Unfortunately, very few s
tematic studies have been made of the distribution of oxy
ions in the Nd22xCexCuO42y defect lattice and its influenc
on the superconductivity of the samples.

The aim of the present study is to investigate the ac
distribution of oxygen in the lattice of Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y

compounds having a fixed cerium content (x50.15), which
influences the valence of the copper, and to observe a co
lation between the charge of the copper atoms and the su
conducting transition temperature.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The crystal structure was studied by x-ray diffracti
~Dron-UMI1 diffractometer using copper radiation! and neu-
tron diffraction (l51.515 Å). The neutron diffraction pat
terns at room temperature were obtained at the IVV-
atomic reactor using a D7a diffractometer. A double mon
chromator: pyrolytic graphite ~002 reflecting plane!–
germanium~333!, was used to improve the angular reso
tion (Dd/d50.3%). The structural parameters were refin
by means of a Rietveld full-profile analysis using the ‘‘Fu
prof’’ program.17 The superconducting transition temper
ture was determined by the ac susceptibility method~fre-
quency 1 kHz!.

Neodymium cerium cuprite, Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y, was
prepared using standard ceramic technology, in the temp

FIG. 1. T8 crystal structure:1—Cu, 2—Nd/Ce,3—O1, 4—O2, and5—O3.
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with intermediate grinding of the reaction mixture. Th
samples were preannealed at 1000 °C for 24 h under dif
ent oxygen pressures: PO250.0015~sample No. 1!, 0.0026
~No. 2!, 0.03 ~No. 3!, and 1 atm~No. 4!, followed by rapid
quenching.

2. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

The x-ray diffraction analyses showed that all t
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y samples are single-phase with aT8 te-
tragonal crystal structure. The structural parameters~atomic
coordinates, site occupation numbers, thermal vibration
plitudes, and static atomic displacements! were obtained
from the neutron diffraction patterns by successive comp
sons of the calculated and experimental data. A typical n
tron diffraction pattern is shown in Fig. 2.

To a first approximation, we assumed th
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y has a pureT8 structure in which all the
oxygen atoms are only occupy at O1 and O2 sites and
individual temperature factors for each atom are isotropic
an earlier study18 we showed that the incorporation of anis
tropic thermal vibrations and static atomic displacements
calculations of La22xSrxCuO42y improves the convergenc
with the experiment, reflecting an anisotropic variation in t
crystal lattice parameters under strontium doping or fast n
tron irradiation. Thus, we introduced anisotropic Deby
Waller factors for all the atoms to achieve further refineme
Finally, the best fit to the experiment~minimum values of the
R factors! was achieved by introducing an additional oxyg
position—‘‘interstitial’’ oxygen atoms in O3 positions~Fig.
1!. Since there are a very small number of these positio
the occupation of the O3 positionsn~O3! and their position
(z coordinate! were determined by successively fixingn~O3!
and z in small steps and then analyzing the converge
factors, to achieve their minimum values.

Similar procedures for refinement of the structure p
rameters of Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y were performed for all the
samples. These refined structure parameters are presen
Table I. The unit cell parameters for sample No. 4 differ
fairly appreciably from those of the previous three. An acc
rate determination of the occupancy of the oxygen sites
the cell of this sample revealed that their occupancies
fered from the first three, with position O2 being complete
filled, whereas vacancies were identified at positions O1

The values ofTc , determined from the onset of a supe
conducting transition, on the temperature dependences o
ac susceptibility are also presented in Table I.

We shall examine the structural characteristics
Nd22xCexCuO42y samples with different dopant concentr
tions. Published data12,19,20and our own data on the crysta
lattice parameters of Nd22xCexCuO42y as a function of the
cerium ion concentration, have shown that the reduction
the cell volume with increasing cerium concentration
mainly caused by a decrease in the parameterc from 12.15
(x50) to 12.07 Å (x50.15), whereas the parametera re-
mains unchanged to two decimal places (3.9460.01 Å).
This behavior is attributable to characteristic features of
crystal structure, since it is well known that the symmet
type, and dimensions of ionic compounds are determine

158Voronin et al.
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FIG. 2. Neutron diffraction pattern of Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y No. 2. Circles—experiment, upper curve—calculations, and lower curve—difference bet
experiment and calculations.
a considerable extent by the relative dimensions of the ions
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whose radii depend on their nearest neighborhood.21,22 In the
T8 structure the copper atoms~Fig. 1! have a square array o
O1 oxygen ions in a plane~coordination number 4!, and each
O1 ion is surrounded by two copper and four neodymi
atoms~coordination number 6!. In the sandwich, the neody
mium ions are adjacent to four oxygen ions in position
and, at a greater distance, four O1 ions located in the b
plane, whereas the nearest neighbors of the O2 ions are
four Nd cations. The ionic radii21,22 are: r (Cu21)50.57 Å,
r (Cu11)50.60 Å for coordination number 4
r (O22)51.40 Å for coordination number 6, an
r (O22)51.38 Å for coordination number 4, an
r (Nd31)51.01 Å for coordination number 8. It is know
that when the ionic radii deviate from the ideal ratios, t
lattice parameter in perovskite has one of three valu
2(r A1r O), 2&(r B1r O), or 2&r O ~Ref. 23!. Using these
values of the radii for Nd22xCexCuO42y , we obtain the fol-
lowing relations: 2(r A1r O),2&(r B1r O),2&r O. We
now consider the CuO2 basal plane. The lattice paramet
obtained from the oxygen–oxygen distance is grea
(a52&r (O22)53.96 Å) than that obtained from th
copper–oxygen distance (2r ~Cu21/Cu11!12r (O22)
53.94 Å). In the planes formed by O2 oxygen ions, thea
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surrounded by four Nd ions. Thus, thea parameter in
Nd22xCexCuO42y compounds is controlled by the configu
ration of the oxygen ions in the CuO2 plane.

The lower experimental values of the lattice paramet
a53.94 Å ~samples No. 1–3! compared with the calculate
values~3.96 Å! may be attributed to the large amplitudes
the O1 displacement and their anisotropy~Table I!. This
strong anisotropy of the O1 displacements may be cause
a change in the local neighborhood symmetry of the cop
atoms, where this is reduced to orthorhombic. Such a red
tion in symmetry from tetragonal (I4/mmm) to orthorhom-
bic (Cmca) was observed when Nd ions were replaced
Tb ~Ref. 19! or Gb ions24 in ~Nd/Ln!1.85Ce0.15CuO42y com-
pounds where Ln5Tb, Gb. Since we observed no addition
reflections, we assumed that uncorrelated static displa
ments of O1 atoms were present together with the ther
vibrations. This assumption is based on the results
neutron-diffraction low-temperature measurements
Nd18.5Ce0.15CuO42y single crystals, studied in Ref. 14, i
which large anisotropic amplitudes of O1 displaceme
were observed at 11 K. We postulated that the oxygen i
were distributed statistically in a position having the coor

159Voronin et al.



nates (0.5,01y,0

TABLE I. Structure parameters of Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y .
Parameters

Sample

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

a, Å 3.93956~15! 3.93889~15! 3.94628~12! 3.92806~17!
c, Å 12.06644~58! 12.06502~59! 12.08171~50! 12.02967~67!
c/a 3.0629 3.063 3.0615 3.0625
V, Å3 187.273 187.187 188.150 185.613
Tc , K 20.4 18.3 16.5 –
Nd/Ce z 0.35268~13! 0.35250~13! 0.35225~12! 0.35268~15!

b115b22 0.0068~9! 0.0061~9! 0.0035~8! 0.0100~11!
b33 0.0002~1! 0.0003~1! 0.0001~1! 0.0002~1!

Cu b115b22 0.0067~14! 0.0076~13! 0.0056~13! 0.0039~15!
b33 0.0010~1! 0.0012~1! 0.0010~1! 0.0008~1!

O1 b11 0.0094~17! 0.0083~16! 0.0078~15! 0.0082~24!
b22 0.0219~19! 0.0216~19! 0.0118~16! 0.0024~21!
b33 0.0013~1! 0.0017~1! 0.0014~1! 0.0018~2!
n 2 2 2 1.968~27!

O2, O3 b115b22 0.0029~16! 0.0054~16! 0.0040~16! 0.016 8~17!
b33 0.0013~1! 0.0011~1! 0.0006~1! 0.0005~1!
n 1.924~30! 1.941~29! 1.911~27! 2

O3 z 0.165~9! 0.165~9! 0.165~9! 0.165~9!
n 0.023~10! 0.011~9! 0.041~9! 0.016~13!

n(O) 3.937~30! 3.952~30! 3.952~27! 3.984~13!
y 0.063~30! 0.048~30! 0.048~27! 0.016~13!
Rp 3.17 3.22 3.08 3.75
Rwp 4.15 4.25 4.10 4.93
RB 2.62 2.61 2.29 3.26
Rf 2.52 2.81 2.72 3.16

Here a,c are the cell parameters,V is the volume,b11 ,b2252p2^u11
2 ,u22

2 &/a2, b3352p2^u33
2 &/c2 are the

anisotropic thermal parameters,n is the occupation of particular positions,n(O) is the total oxygen content in
the cell, y is the oxygen deficit,Rp , Rwp , RB , Rf are the convergence factors.17 Space groupI4/mmm:
Cu(2a)—0,0,0, Nd/Ce(4e)—0,0,z, O1(4c)—0.5,0,0, O2(4d)—0,0.5,0.25, O3(4e)—0,0,z.
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ing values of the O1 coordinates, for example, for sam
No. 1:y;0.024 andz;0.0053, and all the amplitudes of th
thermal vibrationŝ b i i & were similar and close to those o
the Nd/Ce and Cu vibrations. This effect was also obser
for samples Nos. 2 and 3. Figure 3 gives the parametea
andc as a function of the amplitude of the displacement
the O1 atoms, which reveals a clear correlation betw
them. We draw attention to the fact that when the displa
ments of the O1 oxygen ions^uii & are taken into account, th
Cu–O1 bond lengths are equal in all three superconduc
compounds:L(Cu–O1)51.974460.0006 Å. We postulate
that the square of oxygen ions rotates statistically about
copper atoms, as was observed in Refs. 19 and 20. The
culations indicate that the Nd–O2 bond is fairly rigid a
thus L(Nd–O2)52.330060.0003 Å for all
Nd22xCexCuO42y compounds. The Nd–O1 bonds are re
tively weaker and the values ofL(Nd–O1) are 2.67660.003
(x50) and 2.65660.002 Å (x50.15). As a result, substitu
tion of trivalent Nd with tetravalent Ce, having a small
ionic radius, appreciably shortens the lattice in thec direc-
tion.

The oxygen distribution pattern throughout the cell o
served in the nonsuperconducting sample No. 4, anneale
a stream of pure oxygen, differs from that for the superc
ducting samples Nos. 1–3. First, the lattice parameters
considerably smaller. Second, the nonsuperconduc
sample has vacancies at O1 and O2 sites and the disp
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FIG. 3. Lattice parameters of Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y with different oxygen
contents as a function of the amplitude of static displacement of the oxy
atoms at position O1.
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TABLE II. Cation–anion bond lengths~Å! in crystal cell of
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y compounds.

O1
ments of the O1 oxygen ions have a larger amplitude para
to the Cu–O bond compared with that in the perpendicu
direction. Third, the O2 vibrations are strongly anisotrop
with a maximum displacement amplitude in theab plane.
Finally, the vibrations of the Nd/Ce atoms are also stron
anisotropic with a maximum displacement amplitude in
ab plane, the total oxygen content in the cell is close to fo
~Table I! and the convergence factors are higher than th
of the superconducting samples Nos. 1–3. This not only
dicates that the oxygen stoichiometry is impaired but a
that vacancies appear in the Nd/Ce sublattice or their ra
change. This assumption leads to improved convergence
gives a reduced oxygen concentration at O2. This mo
qualitatively explains the structural characteristics of t
sample, especially the smaller lattice parameters, which
unusual for oxidized samples since the parameters are
ally increased slightly by oxidation.12–15 Since existing data
cannot determine for certain whether vacancies are prese
the Nd sublattice or whether the ratio of Nd/Ce ions in t
site has changed, we did not attempt to refine the structur
this sample.

The existence of additional oxygen at O3 lattice si
remains an important issue. For our Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y

samples we used experimental values of the cation–oxy
bond length~Table II! for additional testing of the electrica
neutrality of the crystal cell by the method of valence sum
as was performed in our previous study f
Nd1.9Ce0.1CuO46y ~Ref. 15!. It was found that electrical bal
ance of the positive and negative charges in the crystal
requires the introduction of additional apical oxygen at

TABLE III. Calculated percent content of Cu11 and Cu21 ions, charge state
of copper sitesV(Cu) and neodymium-cerium sitesV(Nd/Ce), total posi-
tive ~1! and negative~2! charge of cell, their differenceD, and contribution
to Cu valence made by apical oxygendV(Cu-O3).

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Cu11, % 27.5 28.7 24.6 25.9
Cu21, % 72.5 71.3 75.4 74.1
V(Cu) 1.725 1.713 1.754 1.741
V(Nd/Ce) 3.079 3.086 3.075 3.199
~1! 7.882 7.884 7.904 8.133
~2! 7.894 7.900 7.920 7.960
D 0.012 0.016 0.016 0.179
dV(Cu–O3) 0.019 0.010 0.041 0.013

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Nd–O1 2.6531~8! 2.6544~8! 2.6612~8! 2.6452~12!
Nd–O2 2.3272~6! 2.3255~6! 2.3276~6! 2.3203~12!
Nd–O3 2.265~3! 2.262~2! 2.265~2! 2.017~3!
Nd–O3 2.794~3! 2.793~2! 2.798~2! 2.814~3!
Cu–O1 1.9698~1! 1.9694~1! 1.9731~1! 1.9640~1!
Cu–O2 3.6028~1! 3.6023~1! 3.6078~1! 3.5919~1!
Cu–O3 1.991~3! 1.991~3! 1.994~3! 2.226~3!
^Cu–O1& 1.9742 1.9739 1.9748 –

^Cu–O1& is the bond length allowing for the static displacement of the
oxygen atoms—~0.5, 01y, 01z!.
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sites. The results are presented in Table III with allowan
for the static displacements of O1 atoms. It can be seen
for samples Nos. 1–3, electrical neutrality of the cell is a
curately (,0.02) conserved, whereas for sample No. 4
difference between the positive and negative charges is
large. This difference is clearly attributable to the loss
oxygen and Nd/Ce stoichiometry during the annealing p
cess, as has already been noted. Attention is drawn to the
that the calculated valence of the Nd/Ce site~3.199! was
considerably higher than the value of 3.075 typical of t
composition 1.85Nd10.15Ce. In our opinion, this result pro
vides further confirmation of the validity of the method
valence sums to estimate the charge state of cations in i
compounds.

Figure 4 givesTc as a function of the lattice paramete
of Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y . A clear correlation can be observe
betweenTc and the lattice parameters. The values of t
parameters are determined by the specific position of
oxygen ions in the cell. The particular role of apical oxyg
for the establishment of superconductivity
La22xSrxCuO42y and YBa2Cu3O72y compounds has bee
emphasized in many studies, including our own.18,24 In
Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y the apical O3 oxygen promotes redistr
bution of charge between the O2-Nd/Ce-O2 sandwich
the Cu-O1 plane, thereby controlling the valence state of
copper ions. Figures 5a and 5b giveTc as a function of the
copper ion charge and the concentration of apical oxyge
the lattice, respectively. Thus, in Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y com-
pounds an important role is played by the apical O3 oxyg
which controls the effective charge in the CuO2 plane, intro-

FIG. 4. Dependence ofTc on the lattice parameters:1—our results,2—Ref.
12, 3—Ref. 19, and4—Ref. 25.
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ducing distortions into the crystal lattice of neodymium c
rium cuprite.

In this way, we have obtained the following main r
sults.

Neutron diffraction was used to make a detailed study
the structural characteristics of the crystal lattice of neo
mium cerium cuprite Nd1.85Ce0.15CuO42y as a function of
the oxygen stoichiometry. The oxygen content in the c
was determined and appreciable anisotropic displacemen
oxygen atoms and their influence on the crystal lattice
rameters were established. It was confirmed that super
ductivity occurs in reduced samples having an oxygen d
ciency. It was established that apical oxygen~O3 sites! exists
in the lattice and this plays an important role in the format
of the charge state of the CuO2 planes. It was demonstrate
that the oxygen occupation of lattice sites may be additi
ally monitored by using the method of valence sums. W
determined the dependence ofTc on the valence state of th
copper atoms, which is governed not only by the oxyg

FIG. 5. Dependence ofTc on the valence state of the copper atoms~a! and
on the filling numbers of the O3 position~apical oxygen! ~b!: 1—our data
and2—Ref. 12.
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Low-energy electron spectrum in copper oxides in the multiband p – d model

or-
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660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia
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An exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in thep–d model of a CuO6 cluster was used to
obtain dependences on the model parameters of the lowest-energy two-hole terms: the
energy difference between the 2p orbitals of planar and apical oxygen
D(apex)5«(2p)2«@2p(apex)#, the crystal field parameterDd5«3z22r 22«x22y2, and the ratio
of the distances between the copper atom and the apical and planar oxygen atoms
d(apex)/d(pl). In the limit of larged(apex)/d(pl) andDd , our model is equivalent to the three-
bandp–d model and, in this case, large singlet-triplet splittingD«>1 eV is also observed.
As the parameters decrease, a singlet-triplet crossover is observed. Two mechanisms are identified
for stabilization of the triplet term3B1g(0) as the ground state. It is shown that for realistic
values of the parameters, reduction of thep–d model to the three-band model is limited by the low
energies of the current excitations because of the presence of the lower excited3B1g and
1A1g cluster states. Intercluster hopping causes strong mixing of singlet and triplet states far from
the G point. The results of the calculations are compared with data obtained by angle-
resolved photoelectron emission in Sr2CuO2Cl2. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00202-0#
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copper oxides does not lend itself toab initio band calcula-
tions because of the difficulties involved in allowing for th
strong electron correlations. The three-bandp–d model1,2

is the simplest model for the energy structure of copper
ides which takes account of strong correlation effects at
Cu cation and the ionic nature of the chemical bond of
insulating ground state of undoped oxides having a semic
ductor gap as a result of charge transport. It is curren
assumed that holes induced byp-type doping or intrinsic
nonstoichiometry are located on the oxygen and a ‘‘hole
copper1 hole on oxygen’’ pair is in the Zhang–Rice singl
state.3 It is also assumed that the first excited state of a p
of holes is 2–3 eV higher and is unrelated to the low-ene
dynamics of the current carriers. This is one reason for
appearance of numerous theoretical studies concerned
reducing thep–d model to the single-band Hubbard mod
or the t –J model.4–6 Nevertheless, there is theoretical a
experimental evidence to indicate the importance of ot
states, absent from the three-bandp–d model. For instance
polarized x-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS!7 and electron
energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS!8 show quite measurabl
filling of d3z22r 2 orbitals in all the oxides studied. In order t
give a three-band model in accordance with the obser
states, its basis must also include thed3z22r 2 copper state9,10

and the 2p@2p(apex)# state of planar~apical! oxygen, which
transform by a similar irreduciblea1g representation. A
study of the two-hole spectrum of a CuO6 cluster using per-
turbation theory11,12 for model parameters determined fro
CuO x-ray photoemission spectroscopy~XPS! reveals that
the two-hole3B1g level for La2CuO4 is 0.7 eV higher than
the singlet1A1g level. This value changes to zero or ev
becomes negative as a result of small variations in the
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tance ofd3z22r 2 orbitals for the electronic structure.
Note also thatab initio calculations of the electronic

structure of CuO4 and CuO6 clusters using the self-consiste
field method with configurational interaction showed tha
reduction in the distance from the apical oxygen leads
stabilization of the3B1g triplet as the ground two-hole stat
rather than the1A1g singlet.13 The small energy spacing be
tween these states produces changes in the low-energy
of the Fermi quasiparticle spectrum.14 It was shown in Ref.
15 that strong mixing of singlet and triplet states takes pl
far from theG point.

Here we examine two problems. First, we make a mu
band analysis of the validity of the three-bandp–d model. It
was shown in similar studies11,12 that between the Zhang–
Rice singlet and its corresponding triplet3A1g there are vari-
ous two-hole states:3B1g , 1A1g , 1B1g , and others. Unlike
the authors of Refs. 11 and 12, we examine in detail
dependence of these multielectron terms on the model
rameters, which can reveal mechanisms for their poss
stabilization as ground levels and can identify the range
validity of the three-band model. To this end, we studied
ground state of two holes in a CuO6 cluster using the exac
diagonalization method, we calculated the eigenvalues
eigenvectors as functions of the crystal field parame
Dd5«(d3z22r 2)2«(dx22y2), the energy difference betwee
the 2p orbitals of planar and apical oxyge
D(apex)5«(2p)2«„2p(apex)…, and the ratio of the dis-
tances between the copper atom and the apical and pl
oxygen atoms d(apex)/d(pl). In the limit of large
d(apex)/d(pl) andDd values, our model is equivalent to th
three-bandp–d model, and large singlet-triplet splitting
D«2>1 eV is also observed, which agrees qualitatively w
Ref. 3. By varying the values of the parameters, we obse

16320163-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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eters we find20.5,D«2,0.5. In practice, this implies tha
there is no good energy separation between the ground
first excited current states. This factor imposes some c
straints on the reduction of the multiband model to t
single-band Hubbard model or thet –J model.

Second, we consider the influence of singlet-triplet m
ing of states by intercluster hopping on the electron disp
sion law near the top of the valence band. An interclus
hop is taken into account in perturbation theory by
method14 wherein the zeroth approximation is the exact
agonalization of the clusters. The results of the calculati
showed good agreement with data obtained by an
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy~ARPES! for the anti-
ferromagnetic dielectric Sr2CuO2Cl2 ~Ref. 16!. In addition,
singlet-triplet mixing by hopping indicates that a spi
exciton mechanism of superconductivity is possible.

1. EXACT DIAGONALIZATION OF A CuO 6 CLUSTER

We consider the Hamiltonian of the 2p electrons at oxy-
gen and the 3d electrons at copper in the hole representat

H5Hd1Hp1Hpd1Hpp , ~1!

where

Hd5(
r

Hd~r !,

Hd~r !5(
ls

F ~«dl2m!drls
1 drls1

1

2
Udnrl

s nrl
2sG

1(
ss8

~Vdnr1
s nr2

s82Jddr1s
1 dr1sdr2s8

1 dr2s!,

Hp5(
i

Hp~ i!,

Hp~ i!5(
as

F ~«pa2m!pias
1 pias1

1

2
Upnias

s nias
2s G

1(
ss8

~Vpni1
s ni2

s82Jppi1s
1 pi1spi2s8

1 pi2s!,

Hpd5(̂
i,r &

Hpd~ i,r !,

Hpd~ i,r !5 (
alss8

~Tlapias
1 drls1Vlsnrl

s nrl
s8

2Jaldrls
1 drlspias8

1 pils!,

Hpp5(
^ i,J&

(
abs

~ tabpias
1 pjbs1h.c.!.

Here the first two terms describe the intra-atomic energie
a copper~oxygen! site with Hubbard repulsionUd(Up), in-
terorbital intra-atomic Coulomb repulsionVd(Vp), and Hund
exchange interactionJd(Jp). The indicesl anda correspond
to different orbitals in the crystal field. The third term in E
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exchangeJpd interactions. The last term in Eq.~1! corre-
sponds to ap–p hop.

We shall consider the set ofdx22y2(l51) and
d3z22r 2(l52) states of copper andpx ,py states of oxygen
as being the most important to describe the low-ene
spectrum of quasiparticles in the CuO2 layer. We shall then
use the following notation and relations between t
model parameters:d5«(s)2«(dx22y2), Tdx22y2,s

5Tpd ,

Td3z22r 2,s(apex)5A2
3Tpd@d(pl)/d(apex)#3.5,

Vx22y2,s@s(apex)#'Vd3z22r 2,s@s(apex)#5Vpd ,

Jx22y2,s@s(apex)#'Jd3z22r 2,s@s(apex)#5Jpd , and tpx ,py
5tpp .

The indexs@s~apex!# refers to symmetrized combinations o
2p and 2p(apex) oxygen orbitals which forms bonds with
3d orbitals of copper. The electrically neutral compou
La22x

31 Srx
21(CuO4)

261x corresponds tonh511x holes per
formula unit. Thus, forx50 we have one hole per cluste
and forxÞ0, two-hole states make some contribution.

Exact diagonalization of the final clusters is a power
method of studying systems with strong electron correlati
and it is desirable to take a fairly large cluster to calculate
thermodynamic averages per site and the correla
functions.17 We shall confine ourselves to the smallest po
sible CuO2, CuO4, and CuO6 clusters since their exact diago
nalization is required only to construct a local basis which
then used for approximate calculations of the electron Gr
functions of an infinite CuO2 lattice. Diagonalization of the
CuO6 cluster is performed separately in different sectors
Hilbert space with the hole numbersn50,1,2. The vacuum
sectorn50 corresponds to the 3d10 configuration of copper
and the 2p6 configuration of oxygen. In the one-hole secto
the eigenvectors are the molecular orbitals of oxygen hyb
ized with the 3d states of copper. All the basis states in t
two-hole sector are different combinations of configuratio
of the two holes over oxygen and copper states. In our c
with one orbital per oxygen site and two orbitals per copp
site, we have 28 triplet states: six3B1g , one3A2g , ten3Eu ,
four 3A1g , two 3B2u , three3A2u , two 3Eg , and 36 singlet
states: ten1Eu , eleven1A1g , seven1B1g , one 1B2g , two
1B2u , three1A2u , and two1Eg per cluster. In the following
calculations only the three parameters indicated above w
varied and the others were set as follows:d53.5 eV,
Tpd51.4 eV, Vd59 eV, Vp57 eV, Jd51 eV, Jp50.6 eV,
Vpd50.5 eV, andJpd50.2 eV.

Figures 1a–1c give the lowest energies of the compe
singlet1A1g( i ) and triplet3B1g( i ) states~i 50 for the ground
state of this symmetry andi 51 for the excited state! as a
function of the parametersd(apex)/d(pl), Dd , andD~apex!.
The fraction of states equivalent to the Zhang–Rice single
as high as 80% in1A1g(0) and does not depend on the valu
of the above parameters. Thus, it is quite logical to iden
this singlet as a Zhang–Rice singlet.3 The remaining 20% are
assigned to1A1g symmetrized states of the (dx22y2)2 and
(2p)2 configurations. The contributions of the atomic orb
als to the other three states1A1g(1) and3B1g( i ) vary sub-
stantially with the values of the parameters, so they can
be identified with any specific molecular orbital having t
same symmetry.
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The dependence of the level energy ond(apex)/d(pl),
plotted in Fig. 1a shows that ford(apex)/d(pl).1.05 the
Zhang–Rice singlet is the ground state of our cluster, wh
agrees well with Ref. 12, where the excited states1A1g(1)
and3B1g(0) only extend by approximately;0.2 eV above it
for d(apex)/d(pl).1.3. Ford(apex)/d(pl),1.05 the triplet
3B1g(0) becomes the ground two-hole state with the con
bution made to it by the symmetrized configurati
dx22y22p(apex) increased from 10%@d(apex)/d(pl)52# to
40% @d(apex)/d(pl)51#. The contribution of the Hund
state associated with the symmetrized configurat
dx22y2d3z22r 2 increases negligibly~to 10%!.

As the energy of the 2p(apex) orbitals of apical oxygen
decreases, a crossover of the excited states and the Zh
Rice singlet is observed~Fig. 1b!. In the calculations the
crossover point with the 3B1g level occurs at
D(apex)51.2 eV, which differs slightly from the 1.7 eV ob
tained in Ref. 11 and is attributable to differences in t
calculation methods. As well as the tendency to crossove
is observed that the fraction of thed3x22r 22p(apex) symme-
trized configuration in 1A1g(1) increases from 5%
@D(apex)50# to 50%@D(apex)52# and the fraction of the
dx22y22p(apex)-symmetrized configuration in3B1g(0) in-
creases from 3% to 90%. It is important to note that this
only the first of the mechanisms for stabilization of t
3B1g(0) state as the ground state and, as we can see
dx22y22p(apex) symmetrized configuration makes a ma
contribution. An increase in this contribution is observ
both for this dependence and for that plotted in Fig. 1a.
both cases, we are dealing with the same stabilization me
nism. However, whereas in the first case this stabilizatio
associated with a decrease in the energy of the 2p(apex)

FIG. 1. Energies of the3B1g( i ) and1A1g( i ) terms as a function of the ratio
of the distance between the copper atom and the apical and planar ox
d(apex)/d(pl) @Dd50.3 eV, D(apex)50.7 eV] ~a!, the energy difference
between the 2p orbitals of planar and apical oxyge
D(apex)5«(2p)2«@2p(apex)…„d(apex)/d(pl)#51.2, Dd50.3 eV… ~b!,
and the crystal field parameter Dd5«(d3z22r 2)2«(dx22y2)
@d(apex)/d(pl)51.2, D(apex)50.7 eV] ~c!.
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dence of the corresponding hopping integral on the dista
from the apical oxygen. As in Ref. 18, a decrease in
energy of the 2p(apex) orbitals effectively increases the
contribution to the ground two-hole state.

The 3B1g(0) and1A1g(0) states belong to different irre
ducible representations and nothing prevents their crosso
but the absence of effective repulsion of the1A1g(0)-and
1A1g(1) levels and the possible crossover of these lev
appear to be a characteristic feature of our representatio
theD4h group. This feature is evidently closely related to t
isolation of the Zhang–Rice singlet and its inability to h
bridize with any states other than those of the (dx22y2)2- and
(2p)2 symmetrized configurations in the absence of inter
tions other thanHpd .

A decrease in the parameterDd ~Fig. 1c! leads to an
appreciable increase in the fraction of the Hund state
ultimately leads to convergence of the ground1A1g(0)
Zhang–Rice singlet and the excited3B1g(0) state, particu-
larly in the range of real valuesDd<1 eV. This is the second
mechanism for stabilization of the3B1g state as the ground
state. Since this mechanism involves increased Hund in
action with an increasing contribution of thedx22y2d3z22r 2

configuration, it is more efficient as the energy of the 2p
orbitals of planar oxygen increases and the energy of
d3z22r 2 orbitals decrease. In this method of stabilizing t
3B1g state, it is observed that the fraction of 2p(apex) states
decreases whereas the fraction of the Hund configura
dx22y2d3z22r 2 via which filling of thed3z22r 2 orbitals could
be observed, remains small~around 10% forDd50!. A simi-
lar conclusion as to the stabilizing role of the Hund exchan
interaction was reached inab initio calculations.13 It is inter-
esting to note that a substantial decrease in the energy o
1A1g(1) state with decreasing parameterDd is associated
with a negligible increase in the fraction of the (d3z22r 2)2

configuration~from 5% to 15% forDd50! with the major
contribution being made by thed3z22r 22p symmetrized con-
figuration, remaining unchanged at 70%. In the ‘‘dangerou
vicinity of the ground state, we also observe the3B1g(1)
state which shows similar tendencies to converge as the
rametersd(apex)/d(pl), Dd , and the energy of the 2p(apex)
orbitals of apical oxygen decrease. However, because of
cluster symmetry, this level and the1B1g(0) level repel and
do not come closer than 1 eV to the1A1g(0) level of the
Zhang–Rice singlet.

2. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS OF THE EXACT
DIAGONALIZATION

These results of the exact diagonalization of a clus
can be used to construct a local multielectron basis of sta
between which hops in an infinite lattice lead to band form
tion. To discuss the reducibility of thep–d model to the
single-band Hubbard model, we compare the more reali
local basis shown in Fig. 2a with the local basis of the Hu
bard model ~Fig. 2b!, which consists of four states: th
vacuum stateu0&, two single-particle statesu1&5a↑

1u0& and
u2&5a↓

1u0&, and the two-particle stateu2&5a↑
1a↓

1u0&. It
can be seen from a comparison of Figs. 2a and 2b that in
energy rangeE!D«1 andE!D«2 , whereD«1 andD«2 are

en
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the energies of the local excitations~excitons! in the single-
particle and two-particle sectors of Hilbert space, the diff
ence between the bases of thep–d model and the Hubbard
model can be neglected and, in this sense, it is possibl
make a low-energy reduction of thep–d model to the
single-band Hubbard model. The single-particle exciton
ergyD«1 is determined by the excitations in the crystal fie
dx22y2→d3z22r 2 with the energyDd ; for typical parameters
in copper oxidesD«1>1 eV. The energy of a two-particle
excitonD«2 , associated with a hole-current carrier, depen
very much on the choice of model. For instance, in the thr
bandp–d model we findD«252 – 4 eV and the excited trip
let state can be neglected here. However, it can be seen
Figs. 1a and 1b that this situation changes in the more r
istic multiband p–d model where
D«25E@3B1g(0)#2E@1A1g(0)# may be fairly small or even
negative. For smallD«2 , the range of possible reduction t
the single-band modelE!D«2 becomes quite small, and fo
D«2<0 no such range exists. Since the parameters on w
D«2 depends~the crystal field and the interatomic spacin!
differ for different copper oxides and depend on the level
doping, it is possible to have a situation where singlet-trip
crossover takes place as the composition varies. This cr
over was obtained in ab initio calculations13 for
La22xSrxCuO4 with x'0.1; for the superconducting phase
this system the lower two-hole term is a triplet. In anoth
model copper oxide Sr2CuO2Cl2, an octahedron of neares
neighbors incorporates two chlorine ions along thec axis;
this increases the ionicity of the Cu–Cl bond compared w
Cu–O and reduces the fraction of covalent mixing of ch
rine p states in thea1g molecular orbital which, according to
Ref. 19, is less than 1% away from the top of the valen
band. It has been noted that the occupancy of the Clp states
may vary widely, without influencing the low singlet-triple
splitting energyD«2 . In our opinion, the smallness ofD«2

shows up when the dispersion law in Sr2CuO2Cl2 measured
experimentally by the ARPES method16 is compared with
that calculated using thet –J model.20 Near the top of the
valence band and in the energy rangeE,0.1 eV, the agree-
ment is fairly good but the differences increase for sta
deeper in the valence band~Fig. 3!.

To calculate the dispersion law, we consider an infin
CuO2 lattice with a unit cell in the form of an infinite cluste

FIG. 2. Local bases of the multibandp–d model ~a! and the single-band
Hubbard model~b!. For the multibandp–d model only the lowest excited
terms in the single-particle and two-particle sectors of Hilbert space
shown.
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for which an exact diagonalization of the initial Hamiltonia
~1! has been performed. The results of the calculations
presented below.

3. DISPERSION OF ELECTRONS NEAR THE TOP OF THE
VALENCE BAND

The following generalization of the strong couplin
model14 is proposed to allow for the strong electron corre
tions within the unit cell in the band calculations: the latti
is divided into nonintersecting cells~clusters!, the intracell
part of the Hamiltonian is exactly diagonalized, and t
eigenvectorsup&5un,g& and termsEn,g are found for a clus-
ter with n particles, where the indexg numbers all the other
quantum numbers. The next stage involves constructing

Hubbard operators for this cellf: Xf
pp85un,g&^n8,g8u, in

whose representation the intercell component of the Ham
tonian may be written exactly as a generalized multile
Hubbard model. As a result, the initial Hamiltonian~1! is
written exactly in the formH5H01H1 ,

H057(
fng

~Eng2nm!Xf
gg ,

H15(
~ fg!

(
gg8GG8

LGG8
gg8 ~ f,g!Xf

gg8Xg
G8G . ~2!

The spectrum of single-particle hole excitationsH0 con-
sists of a set of dispersion-free levels~‘‘resonances’’!
Vm5En11,g1

2En,g2
, where the indexm is the number of

possible Fermi excitations between termsun11,g1&
→un,g2&. Intercluster hops described byH1 are taken into
account in perturbation theory using the simplest ‘‘Hubba
I’’ approximation.21 In the double-sublattice structure of th
CuO2 layer the dispersion equation has the form

det$dnmdAB~v2Vm!2FmLAB
mn~k!%50. ~3!

HereA andB are the sublattice indices,L~k! is the Fourier
transform of the intercell interactions, an
Fm5^Xf

n11,g1 ,n11,g1&1^Xf
n,g2 ,n,g2& is the filling factor,

which depends on the temperature and hole concentratio

re
FIG. 3. Quasiparticle spectrum in Sr2CuO2Cl2. The circles gives the ARPES
data,16 the dashed and solid curves give the results of calculations for
t –J and t – t8–J models.20 The rectangles give the results of calculatio
using the multibandp–d model.23
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plest case of a CuO2 cell was used to calculate the ho
spectrum in the paramagnetic22 and antiferromagnetic
phases.23 However, the more symmetric clusters, CuO4 or
CuO6, are more convenient because they correctly reflect
local symmetry of copper, but they cannot cover the en
lattice with nonintersecting clusters. Each in-plane oxyg
ion belongs directly to two clusters and nonorthogonality
the Hubbard operators arises in neighboring cells. To so
this problem for the three-bandp–d model, it was suggeste
in Refs. 24 and 25 that Wannier functions should be c
structed for each cell and then used to determine theX op-
erators. After this procedure, the results of both approac
are almost the same. We shall subsequently use a sim
division into O–Cu–O clusters.

The results of the exact diagonalization of the CuO6 or
CuO4Cl2 clusters described above indicate that the sing
triplet splittingD«2 is small (D«2,0.5 eV), and this will be
used subsequently.

For the local basis shown in Fig. 2a, the top of the v
lence band is determined by three Fermi modes

Xs
a05u1,2s&^2,0u, Xs

a15u1,2s&^2,1,0u,

Xs
a25u1,2s&^2,1,2su, ~4!

whereu1,s& is the lowest molecular orbital in the single-ho
sector, u2,0& is the Zhang–Rice singlet, andu2,1,M &,
M50,61 are two-hole triplets. We shall adopt the Za�tsev
notation26 in which the initial and final states are replaced
a single root vectorXpq→Xa. The excitation energies~4! in
the zeroth approximation are given by

V05E~2,0!2E~1,2s!, V15E~2,1,0!2E~1,2s!,

V25E~2,1,2s!2E~1,2s!.

We use a double-sublattice Fourier transformation to
scribe the antiferromagnetic phase. Assuming thatXk

a andYk
a

denote the Fourier transforms of the Hubbard operato
sublattices 1 and 2, the Hamiltonian of an intercluster h
allowing for the Fermi modes~3! has the form

Hpd5 T̃pd(
ks

g~k!Xks
1a0Yks

a012is~sin~kxa!Xks
1a1Yks

a0

1sin~kya!Xks
1a0Yks

a1!12is&~sin~kxa!Xks
1a2Yks

a0

1sin~kya!Xks
1a0Yks

a2!1h.c., ~5!

where the following notation is introduced

g~k!5cos~kxa!1cos~kya!,

T̃pd52Tpd~uv01u0v !vv0/2,

u25~11dnu!/2, v2512u2,

d5«p2«d , n25d218Tpd
2 ,

u0
25~11d0 /n0!/2, v0

2512u0
2 ,

d05d2Vpd , v0
25d0

218Tpd
2 .
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T̃pd'0.1 eV. The first term in Eq.~5! describes a quasipar
ticle ~hole! hop with the excitation of a Zhang–Rice singl
while the second and third terms describe a hole hop w
singlet-triplet mixing. The mixing vanishes at theG point.
Details of calculations of the band structure in the antifer
magnetic phase are given in Ref. 23, and we used this
cedure to calculate the hole dispersion law for undop
Sr2CuO2Cl2 ~Fig. 3!. A comparison between our calculation
and the ARPES data shows far better agreement than
obtained for calculations using thet –J model.20 Since the
t –J model can only be obtained with a local basis, as in F
2b, where there are no triplet states and singlet-triplet mix
far from the G point, we conclude that allowance for th
triplet states of two holes and its mixing with the Zhang-Ri
singlet are important to describe the hole spectrum in
narrow energy range 0.1–0.5 eV below the top of the
lence band, i.e., where high-temperature superconductivi
clearly an important effect.

4. INTERACTION OF HOLES WITH SPIN EXCITONS

Singlet-triplet mixing described by the last two terms
Eq. ~5! may result in an additional mechanism of superco
ducting pairing. These terms resemble interband transiti
which may well be a source of pairing.27 These components
of Hpd may also be explicitly written as Fermion-boson i
teraction using Hubbard operator algebra, whereby we h

Xi
u2,1,0&^1,2su5Xi

u2,1,0̂ 2,0uXi
u2,0̂ 1,2su . ~6!

This implies that the addition of a hole to the initial sta
u1,2s& with the formation of a final triplet state~the process
u1,2s&→u2,1,0&) is equivalent to the generation of a hole
the processu1,2s&→u2,0& with the final state being a
Zhang–Rice singlet, and the simultaneous generation o
spin excitonu2,0&→u2,1,0&. It has been shown that the sp
splitting energyD«2 is small. Other exciton excitations from
the singlet to higher two-hole terms are possible from
point of view of Hubbard operator algebra but are less eff
tive because of the higher energy.

At the same time, the second term in Eq.~5! determines
the exchange of spin excitons withSz50 without hole spin
flipping, which may lead to pairing, and the third term d
scribes the emission and absorption of a spin exciton w
Sz51, i.e., with spin flipping. This may give rise to pairin
as in paramagnon exchange, and may also cause pair des
tion as a result of hole spin flipping.

Note that this pairing mechanism may occur only in sy
tems doped with holes with nonzero filling of two-ho
states.

A multibandp–d model allowing for thed3z22r 2 orbit-
als of copper as well asdx22y2 orbitals was considered in
Ref. 18, where it was shown that an increase in the pop
tion of thea1g single-electron molecular orbitals reduces t
population of theb1g states and therefore lowersTc . From
our point of view~Figs. 1a and 1b!, a substantial increase i
the fraction ofa1g single-electron orbitals is clear evidenc
that singlet-triplet crossover may take place in these co
pounds. The need to allow for thed3z22r 2 states to obtain an
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adequate description of the low-energy part of the electron
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spectrum of Sr2CuO2Cl2 is also noted in Ref. 28 usingab

initio band calculations and comparing these with the str
coupling model.

We consider it meaningless to write the equations fr
the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer theory in which the pho
parameters would be replaced by spin-exciton ones, s
other mechanisms of superconductivity are also known
this model of the electronic structure: kinematic exchang29

caused by the first term in Eq.~5!, exchange of excitons
crystal-lattice excitations, and paramagnon exchange~see a
recent review presented in Ref. 30!. In this study we wish to
stress that the possibility of spin-exciton pairing inp-type
copper oxides is caused by the specific characteristic
their electronic structure, specifically the proximity of sing
and triplet current two-hole states.

This work was carried out under the State Program ‘‘S
perconductivity’’ ~Project No. 93237! and was also sup
ported by the Krasnoyarsk Region Science Founda
~Project No. 5F0009!.
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Response of a YBaCuO/MgO bolometer structure at high levels of laser excitation.

Nonlinear model and experiment

A. Yu. Klokov, T. I. Galkina, and A. F. Plotnikov

P. N. Lebedev Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted July 11, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 191–194~February 1998!

A nonlinear model is developed for the photoresponse of a bolometric structure taking into
account the temperature dependences of the thermal constants of the YBaCuO/MgO structure and
its boundary thermal resistance. The model also allows for the specific form of the current-
voltage characteristic of YBaCuO and the heat release from the transport current flow. A
comparison between the experimental data and the model showed that the nonlinear
thermal model accurately describes the temporal characteristics of the photoresponse. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00302-5#

The phonon subsystem in Si/Ge heterostructures and su- W5B~T0
42T1

4!, ~1!
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perlattices in the temperature range between liquid hel
and liquid nitrogen~and above! can be investigated using th
thermal pulse method as described in Ref. 1, where the
ergy dissipation process in structures containing a Ga
AlGaAs double barrier was studied by detecting nonequi
rium acoustic phonons. A high-temperature superconduc
bolometer2,3 is a natural choice as an acoustic phonon de
tor in this temperature range~4–90 K! and is undoubtedly of
current interest.

However, for an accurate interpretation of the expe
mental data we require information on the temporal char
teristics of such a bolometer, i.e., information on how ac
rately the bolometer can follow changes in t
nonequilibrium phonon flux. In principle, this informatio
can be obtained by investigating the temporal characteris
of the bolometer response to optical irradiation~and there-
fore heating! by a laser pulse, i.e., by measuring the pho
response. However, there is some indication that in the
gion where the superconducting transition begins,
photoresponse is not only attributable to changes in the
lometer temperature~as a result of absorption of laser radi
tion! but is also~preferentially! caused by direct destructio
of Cooper pairs by the incident radiation and thus by chan
in the quasiparticle concentration.4 In this case, the tempora
characteristics of the photoresponse do not reflect the
namics of the change in bolometer temperature and there
cannot indicate its response time in the ‘‘bolometer’’ regim
and thus its suitability for the detection of nonequilibriu
acoustic phonons.

We need to investigate the photoresponse characteri
of a high-temperature superconducting bolometer and
determine its response time in the bolometer regime,
comparing the experimentally measured photoresponse
that calculated using the nonlinear thermal model. An
ceedingly thorough analysis of experimental data on the
sponse to laser radiation was described in Ref. 5. Note
any attempt to model the thermal response requires quan
tive data on the thermal contact between the film and
substrate. Such information is not generally available.

According to the acoustic mismatch model,6 the heat
flux across the boundary of two media is given by
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where T0,1 are the temperatures in media 0 and 1 at
interface, respectively, andB is a constant which depends o
the properties of the adjacent media~the densities and veloci
ties of sound!.6

For small heat fluxes this relation is linearized

W5~T02T1!/RBd , ~2!

whereRBd5(4BT3)21 is the boundary thermal resistance
The authors of Ref. 5 had no information on the boun

ary thermal resistance in a YBaCuO/MgO structure a
therefore when modeling this using acoustic misma
theory, took the value for a Rh:Fe/sapphire interface.7 as the
constantB in Eq. ~1!. The authors of Ref. 5 also neglecte
the heat released in the bolometer film from the current fl
as well as the specific form of the YBaCuO current-volta
characteristic. This last factor may significantly alter the te
poral characteristics of the bolometer response calcula
near the superconducting transition.

We describe a nonlinear mathematical model of the
sponse which does not have these shortcomings. The re
of a numerical simulation of the photoresponse of
YBaCuO/MgO structure are compared with the experimen
data. The boundary thermal resistanceRBd used in the cal-
culations was determined for this particular structure usin
procedure developed in Ref. 8.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A meander YBaCuO/MgO bolometric structure was p
pared as in Ref. 9. The structure measured 334 mm, the
ribbon width was 0.15 mm, and the YBaCuO film thickne
350 nm. Figure 1 gives the results of measuring a family
curvesR(T) for various bolometer currents which were us
to determine the current-voltage characteristic of
YBaCuO film. The superconducting transition temperatu
Tc varied between.86 and .85 K, with the transition
width DT.0.8 K. The extremely high~for YBaCuO! tem-
peratureTc and the narrow transition widthDT, combined
with the good stability of the parameters~no appreciable
changes inTc andDT were observed over a year! evidenced
the high quality of the YBaCuO films.

16920169-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The source of photoexcitation was an LGI-21 nitrog
laser with a pulse length of.10 ns. The photoresponse wa
recorded with a V9-5 sampling voltage converter. Figure
gives results of measurements of the photoresponse nea
beginning ~RBol50.015V, curve 1! and middle
(RBol580V, curve 2! of the superconducting to norma
transition. The laser radiation flux wasP055000 W/cm2 and
the bolometer currentI Bol510 mA.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The structure under study is shown schematically in F
3. The geometric and thermophysical parameters for
YBaCuO film and substrate are denoted by the indices 0
1, respectively. A currentI Bol flows along the YBaCuO film,
creating a potential differenceU between thez50 andz5L
planes.

We shall assume that the current distribution in the fi
can be described by the functionJ(U,T) ~the current den-
sity, which depends on the voltageU and temperatureT! so
that

FIG. 1. Resistance of a YBaCuO bolometerRBol versus temperature fo
various transport currents through the bolometer:I Bol ~mA!: 1—10, 2—5,
3—1, and4—0.1.

FIG. 2. PhotoresponseI of YBaCuO bolometer to pulsed laser excitatio
1—at the beginning of the transitionRBol50.015V (TB584.5 K), 2—at
the center of the transitionRBol580V (TB585.1 K); P055000 W/cm2.
18, 28—calculated values. For comparison the dashed curve gives the
dependence of the average overheating of the bolometer film~this is the
same as the photoresponse at low levels of excitation!, calculated at the
center of the superconducting transition~RBol580V, TB585.1 K!.
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J~U,T!dx5I Bol . ~3!

This is a fairly safe assumption since it is known, for i
stance, that the current in granular films does not flow o
the entire cross section but along a finite number of chan
distributed randomly in the film~percolation conduction!.10

Nevertheless, we shall use this model representation, as
ing that, in good-quality epitaxial films~of fairly large cross
section!, percolation effects should be very weak. Assumi
that the absorption of incident radiation in the YBaCuO fi
obeys the Bouger–Lambert law@i.e., .12exp(2gx#, where
g is the absorption constant#, we write the heat conduction
equations for the film and the substrate

r0c0~T0!
]T0

]t
5

]

]x S ¸0~T0!
]T0

]x D1gexp~2gx!P0~ t !

1Q, ~4!

r1c1~T1!
]T1

]t
5

]

]x S ¸1~T1!
]T1

]x D , ~5!

Q5
J~U~ t !,T!U~ t !

L
, ~6!

whereP0(t) is the incident radiation flux,U(t) is the poten-
tial difference between thez50 andz5L planes~Fig. 3!,
i.e., the response of the bolometric structure determined f
condition~3!, andr0,1, c0,1, and¸0,1 are the density, specific
heat, and thermal conductivity of the film and substrate,
spectively.

The boundary conditions have the form

]T0

]x
ux5050, ~7!

2¸0~T0!
]T0

]x Ux5 l 0
2¸1~T1!

]T1

]x U
x50

, ~8!

2¸1~T1!
]T1

]x
ux505

1

4TB
3RBd

~T0
4ux5 l 0

2T1
4ux50!, ~9!

T1ux5 l 1
5TB , ~10!

e

FIG. 3. Structure under study:0—YBaCuO film, 1—MgO substrate, and
2—cryostat cold sink at temperatureTB .
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whereTB is the thermostat temperature.
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The first boundary condition~7! corresponds to neglec
of heat losses as a result of radiation from the surface of
film. The second condition~8! describes the continuity of th
heat flux at the film/substrate interface. The third condit
~9! describes the temperature jump at the film/subst
interface.6 When the fourth powers of the temperatures
different, the coefficient is selected so that for a small h
flux and therefore a small temperature jump, the bound
thermal resistance isRBd . The value ofRBd must be deter-
mined experimentally.

We write the initial conditions in the form

T0~x,0!5T0
s~x!, T1~x,0!5T1

s~x!, ~11!

where the functionsT0
s(x) andT1

s(x) may be determined by
solving the system of equations obtained from Eqs.~3!–~10!
if the time partial derivatives]T0,1/]t are assumed to b
zero.

Note that the validity conditions of the heat conducti
equation describing thermal processes5 in this YBaCuO/
MgO structure are strictly satisfied at liquid nitrogen te
perature and above.

The system of equations~3!–~11! was solved numeri-
cally using an implicit scheme and the convergence w
checked by the ‘‘net accumulation point’’ method.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The photoresponse was calculated in the tempera
range 84–88 K, i.e., in the transition range of the superc
ducting to normal state. The boundary thermal resista
RBd5831024 K•cm2/W used in the calculations was dete
mined for this structure using a procedure developed in R
8. The current densityJ(U,T) was obtained by linear inter
polation of the curvesRBol(T) ~Fig. 1!. The curveP0(t),
giving the time dependence of the laser radiation power,
approximated by a parabola.

The following should first be noted: the calculatio
showed that for the structure used experimentally, allowa
for the Joule heat release from the flow of transport curr
was unimportant in the range of current densities up
23104 A/cm2 ~the maximum current density in our exper
ment! and only had a significant influence on the respons
current densities higher than 105 A/cm2).

1! The numerical simulation showed that at low incide
radiation fluxes (,100 W/cm2), the response profile is al
most independent of the flux and thermostat temperatureTB

in the entire temperature range 84–88 K. This is because~a!
the maximum ‘‘isothermicity’’ of the bolometer is,20 mK
~i.e., is much smaller than the width of the superconduct
to normal transition.0.8 K! and the response is propo
tional to the average overheating of the film;8 and ~b! the
time dependence of the average overheating of the YBaC
film in this temperature range (DTB.4 K) is almost inde-
pendent of the thermostat temperature, since the thermal
stants of the YBaCuO/MgO structure vary negligibly.

2! When the incident radiation fluxP0 was increased to
103– 104 W/cm2, it was found that the temporal character
tics of the bolometer depend strongly on the thermostat t
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peratureTB and onP0 . For comparison with the experimen
Fig. 2 gives the results of calculating the photorespo
~curves 18 and 28! under conditions corresponding to th
experimental ones. An analysis of Fig. 2 reveals good ag
ment between the calculations and experiment for such
rameters as the pulse full width at half maximum: the ph
toresponse at the beginning of the superconducting trans
is appreciably shorter than that at the center. This variatio
the duration of the calculated photoresponse for a given
cident radiation flux (53103 W/cm2) is caused by the strong
nonlinearity of the YBaCuO current-voltage characteris
near the superconducting transition and by the signific
nonisothermicity of the YBaCuO film~of the order of
.0.5 K!, which is comparable to the width of the superco
ducting transition. To illustrate this nonisothermicity, Fig.
gives the results of calculating the overheating distribution
a YBaCuO/MgO structure at the time corresponding to
maximum average film temperature~see dashed curve in Fig
2!. It is interesting to note that when the boundary therm
resistance is zero, the nonisothermicity of the bolometer fi
is even higher.

To sum up, a comparison between the experimental
sults and the calculations has shown that this nonlinear t
mal model accurately describes the time behavior of the p
toresponse of this YBaCuO/MgO bolometer. The model c
therefore be used to estimate the bolometer response
and can accurately take into account its response chara
istics in proposed studies of the phonon subsystem in S
heterostructures and superlattices.

The authors would like to thank E. V. Pechen’ for prep
ration of the YBaCuO films and A. I. Sharkov for usef
advice and discussions.

This work was supported by the GNTP programs ‘‘S
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nologies and Devices in Micro- and Nanoelectronic
~Project No. 130/57!.

FIG. 4. Distribution of overheating in YBaCuO/MgO structure above ba
temperature TB ~calculated!, P055000 W/cm2. Curve 1—
RBd5831024 K•cm2/W. For illustration, curve2 gives the hypothetical
case of zero boundary thermal resistance at the YBaCuO/MgO interf
The coordinate is normalized to the thickness of the YBaCuO film.
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Electronic structure and stability relations of CaF 2 and NaCl phases in a Ti-H system

-

I. A. Nechaev, V. I. Simakov, and V. S. Demidenko

Siberian Physicotechnical Institute at Tomsk State University, 634050 Tomsk, Russia
~Submitted February 13, 1997; resubmitted July 24, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 195–197~February 1998!

Calculations are made of the electronic structures of TiH0.73 and TiH hydrides having a NaCl
crystal structure and TiH1.5, TiH0.73, and TiH having a CaF2 structure. Estimates of
their superconductivity temperature indicate that this should be significantly higher for the
stoichiometric NaCl phase compared to nonstoichiometric phases. The results are compared with
the characteristics of thex phase of titanium hydride TiH0.73 which undergoes a
superconducting transition at 4.3 K. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00402-X#

A change in the crystal-structure type in compounds andtemperature for hydridesTc;4.3 K. In view of these obser
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solid solutions leads to changes in their physical propert
For instance, the superconducting transition temperatureTc

of NaCl-type implantation phases such as carbides, oxi
and nitrides of transition metals, have an abrupt maxim
for stoichiometric compositions.1 Superconducting PdHx
solid solutions with the same type of structure exhibit t
same type ofTc(x)/Tc

max behavior2 as in Ref. 1. However, a
similar phase is not formed in a Pt-H system and intere
ingly, this does not exhibit superconductivity.2 In a Ti-H
system, hydrogen usually occupies tetrahedral interst
sites and, at H concentrations higher than 50 at. %, the e
librium type of crystal structure for this system is CaF2. De-
spite this, the discussed law governing the corresponde
between the distribution over octahedral interstitial sites
the implanted element and superconductivity for a Ti-H s
tem is clearly confirmed in Ref. 3, where it is shown that t
synthesizedx phase TiH0.73, having an NaCl structure with a
small (c/a50.95) tetragonal distortion, has a fairly hig

FIG. 1. Density of electronic states for the ordered hydride Ti(Hc f)1.5 . Here
and in Fig. 2 the vertical dashed line indicates the Fermi level. The o
circles give the photoelectronic spectrum of TiH1.5 from Ref. 4 with the
photon energyhn521 eV and the inset gives the spectrum forhn515 eV.
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vations, it is relevant to identify the significance of the co
tribution of the electronic factor to the physical conditio
prohibiting the existence of equilibrium titanium hydride
having an NaCl structure and to determine more precis
the characteristics of theTc dependence of titanium hydride
on the composition and structural state.

To denote the type of crystal structure, we introduce
superscripts ‘‘nc’’ and ‘‘cf’’ to indicate NaCl and CaF2, re-
spectively. Figure 1 gives the density of electronic states
the hydride Ti(Hc f)1.5 calculated, as are all the following
using a modified scheme7 compared with that used in Refs.
and 6. For the calculations we assumed the highest pos
order for the given concentration in the unit cell of a fac
centered cubic ~fcc! lattice with the paramete
a58.3224 a.u.~Ref. 8!. The good, detailed agreement wi
experiment in the vicinity of the Fermi level~inset to Fig. 1!
indicates an ordered distribution of hydrogen in the tetra
dral interstitial sites of the fcc titanium lattice. The calcul
tions showed that this state is energetically favored.

n
FIG. 2. Densities of electronic states for the hydrides Ti(Hnc) ~a!,
Ti(Hnc)0.73 ~b!, Ti(Hcf) ~c!, and Ti(Hcf)0.73 ~d!.

17320173-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



Figure 2 sh

TABLE I. Values of the parameterb ~in Ry21! for the hydrides studied.

ttice
TiH1.5 TiH TiH0.73

NaCl - 24.6 28.9
CaF2 7.5 2.0 8.7

TABLE II. Calculated electron-phonon characteristics of the titanium hydrides studied.

Material
N(Ef),

state/Ry•atom MH^vD
2 &H , a.u. uD , K l lTi Tc , K

Ti~Hnc!0.73 8.73 0.038 282 0.67 0.40 3.9
4.3 ~Ref. 3!

Ti~Dnc!0.73 8.73 0.032 280 0.72 0.40 4.9
5.0 ~Ref. 3!

Ti~Hnc! 9.30 0.031 290 0.98 0.43 10.2
Ti~Hcf!1.5 1.65 0.113 318 0.33 0.21 ,0.1
Ti - - 380 ~Ref. 13! - 0.38 ~Ref. 2! 0.27

0.39 ~Ref. 2!

MH is the hydrogen mass,̂vD
2 &H is the mean square of the Debye frequency of the hydrogen subla

vibrations,uD is the Debye temperature; for allMTi^vD
2 &H50.15 a.u.
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cubic phases with H/Ti<1 with hydrogen obeying a prob
ability distribution over octahedral interstitial sites, accor
ing to Ref. 3, and hydrogen having an ordered distribut
over tetrahedral interstitial sites. The fcc lattice parame
a57.8462 a.u. for these hydrides was obtained neglec
the tetragonality of thex phase of TiH0.73 and assuming vol-
ume invariance per atom. It can be seen that when both s
tures depart from stoichiometry, the band linking thes states
of titanium and hydrogen becomes severely broade
whereas thed-band states below the Fermi level remain
most unchanged for NaCl-type fcc phases and are subs
tially transformed for CaF2 , promoting stability of the cubic
lattice. Note that an analysis of the electronic energy sp
trum of Ti(Hnc) and Ti(Hnc)0.73 showed that the experimen
tally observed3 tetragonal distortion for thex phase canno
be attributed here to the Jahn–Teller mechanism, as it
for TiH2 ~Ref. 9!, although the Fermi energyEf for these
hydrides corresponds to the sharp density-of-states p
N(E). In this case, the instability of the fcc lattice of tita
nium hydride to tetragonal distortion may be caused by
high value of b5 1/N(Ef) (dN(E)/dE)uEf

~Ref. 10!. Ac-
cording to Ref. 10, taking account of Ref. 11, for this syst
where the contribution to thed-band binding energy
Ebind;0.3 Ry/atom depends weakly on the hydrog
concentration,6 we have instability if b.bcr , where
bcr514.7 Ry21. The results of the calculations ofb for all
the systems studied are presented in Table I. It is easy to
that the theoretical model agrees with experiment,12 isolates
the NaCl structure as an uncharacteristic cubic phase for
ordered titanium hydrides, having a tendency to lower
symmetry by means of a displacement type of transiti
This may provide microscopic confirmation of the reaso
for the experimental difficulties involved in obtaining a
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The superconductivity characteristics of hydrides in d
ferent structural modifications should clearly differ substa
tially. Table II gives the results of calculations of th
electron-phonon interaction constantl and the superconduct
ing transition temperatureTc . Standard approaches we
used for the estimates.14,15 The scattering phase for the hy
drogen sublattice was taken as a ‘‘weighted’’ average of
scattering phases for an electron with the Fermi energy at
hydrogen potential and for a vacancy. The partial Debye
quencies in the hydrides were determined using the pla
jellium model16 extended to a two-component system. Es
mates ofl and Tc for Ti(Dnc)0.73 were made using the an
harmonic relation.14

Table II shows that the strong influence of hydrogen
tetrahedral interstitial sites on the density ofd-band elec-
tronic states has a negative influence on the supercondu
properties of the system and reduces the electron-phono
teraction constantlTi in the metal sublattice compared wit
its value in pure titanium, whereas hydrogen in octahed
interstitial sites alters negligibly this characteristic, i.e., t
effective properties of hydrogen essentially differ in Na
and CaF2 structures. In thex phase of TiH0.73 ~Ref. 3! a
negative factor for the superconductivity is the presence
fraction of vacancies in excess of stoichiometric. In fact,
complete absence of any negative contribution from vac
cies in octahedral interstitial sites in the scattering ofs andp
electrons by the hydrogen sublattice gives a higher value
Tc for the stoichiometric hydride Ti(Hnc). Before experi-
mental data are obtained, this factor may serve as an ind
tion how realistic a general law for this type of structure
such as that already identified for palladium nitrides and
drides.
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Phonon-free mechanism of superconductivity in compounds containing quasi-two-

dimensional NiB complexes

S. A. Karamov

Moscow Physicotechnical Institute, 141700 Dolgoprudny�, Moscow Region, Russia
~Submitted April 28, 1997; resubmitted July 29, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 198–201~February 1998!

A study is made of some characteristics of phonon-free pairing of hybridizedp andd electrons
in planar NiB complexes in the presence of strong short-range Hubbard repulsion. A
generalized Hubbard model is used to calculate the superconductivity phase diagram as a function
of the degree of underfilling of the 2p6 and 3d10 shells in NiB complexes. The phase
region of states having the highest superconducting transition temperatures is established.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00502-4#

Compounds such as LuNi2B2C and La3NI2B2N3 ~Refs. 1
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and 2! containing a planar NiB structure have been studi
This structure is described assuming that it contains h
excitations of the type 3d(x22y2) and 2p(x,y) in com-
pletely filled 3d10(Ni) and 2p6(B52) shells. In this case
d(p) electrons tunnel through excitedp(d) states of boron
~nickel—depending on the energy ratio of the single-parti
2p and 3d states!. Possible atomic states are assumed to
Ni—d10, d9, d8 and B—p6, p5, p4.

Strong internal correlations split the hole 3d(x22y2)
and 2p(x,y) levels into Hubbard sublevels~two d levels and
four p levels according to the degrees of degeneracy of
single-particle atomic states! which correspond to certain
single-particle energies«d and«p . Here an analysis is mad
of the limiting case of infinitely high Hubbard energie
when only one Hubbardp level and oned level are filled at
the same time:«p;«d .

Allowance for tunneling interaction leads to hybridiz
tion and simultaneous filling of the Hubbard hole leve
«p ,«d . As a result, the levels are collectivized into Hubba
bands. Possible atomic ground states are: NiB52, Ni1B52,
NiB42, and Ni1B42.

The energy shiftr 5«p2«d of the anionic levels relative
to the cationic ones is not calculated here: this is assume
be a variable parameter which determines the phase pro
ties of the compound.

1. GENERAL THEORY. EQUATIONS OF STATE AND
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY CRITERION

The electronic structure of a NiB complex will be stu
ied using the Emery model,3–5 where the tunneling matrix
elementstpl;d are only taken into account between thep and
d states of the nickel and boron atoms, which play a fun
mental role in the formation of the elementary excitati
spectrum. If the Coulomb interaction is neglected, assum
that this is strongly screened, this gives a generalized H
bard model in the zeroth approximation of the average~self-
consistent! field with the Hamiltonian6

Ĥ5( N̂rnpp«p1( N̂rndd«d1V̂, ~1!
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Here p̂1, p̂, d̂1, andd̂ are the creation and annihilatio
operators of thep- andd-hole states.

The following are selected as the basis of atomic h
states for changing to the Hubbard representation.

For the boron atom: The vacuum state B52, 2p6: u0&, the
single particle states B42,2p5: px↑

1 u0&, py↑
1 u0&, px↓

1 u0&,
py↓

1 u0& ~quadruply degenerate level!; and the two-particle
states B32,2p4: px↑

1 py↑
1 u0&, px↓

1 py↓
1 u0&,

(px↑
1 py↓

1 u0&1px↓
1 py↑

1 u0&)/& ~triply degenerate level!.
For the nickel atom: The Ni, vacuum state 3d10: u0&, the

single particle states Ni1,3d9: d↑
1u0&,d↓

1u0& ~doubly degen-
erate level!, and the two-particle Ni21,3d8: d↑

1d↓
1u0& state.

Changing to the Hubbard representation reduces
Hamiltonian to the following form:

Ĥ5(
rk

«kX̂r
kk1

1

2 (
abrr 8

X̂r
aX̂r8

b V̂ab~r2r 8!, ~3!

where X̂r
a are the Hubbard operators,a and b are the so-

called root vectors which identify transitions between sta
of the cell.7 This Hamiltonian corresponds to the followin
inverse, virtual, multicomponent, single-particle Green fun
tion of the loopless Hubbard approximation:6

@Gw
21~p!#ab5@$Gw

~0!~p!%21#ab2 f bVab~p!. ~4!

HereGw
(0)(p) is the diagonal atomic Green function.

Allowance for tunneling interaction is made in the nea
est neighbor approximation;f p and f d are the so-called end
factors which allow for the infinite Hubbard energy and a
dependent on the average underfilling numbersnp andnd of
the electronic 2p6 and 3d10 shells, respectively

f p5H 123np/4, 0,np,1,

~np12!/12, 1,np,2,
~5!

f d5H 12nd/2, 0,nd,1,

nd/2, ,nd,2.
~6!

In addition to the noncollectivizedp branchesE5«p ,
the single-article Green function~4! gives two branches

17620176-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where

t2/t255
4~sin2$a~px1py!/2%

1sin2$a~px2py!/2%! , 0,np,1,

6~sin2$a~px1py!/2%

1sin2$a~px2py!/2%! , 1,np,2.

~8!

Here m52(«d1«p)/2 is the chemical potential of th
compound,r 5«p2«d , t is the tunneling matrix element be
tween states of the nearest Ni and B atoms, anda is the
modulus of the vector of translational symmetry.

The average hole-state filling numbersnp and nd are
expressed in terms of the matrix elements of the Green fu
tion

@Dw~p!#ab5@Gw~p!#ab f b , ~9!

thereby determining the equations of state of the system

(
pj

BjnF~Ej !5H np /~2 f p!2nF~«p!, 0,np,1,

2~np21!/3f p2nF~«p!, 1,np,2,
~10!

(
pj

AjnF~Ej !5H np /~2 f d!, 0,nd,1,

~nd21!/ f d , 1,nd,2,
~11!

where

A15B25
1

2 F12
r

Ar 214 f pf dt2G ,

A25B15
1

2 F11
r

Ar 214 f pf dt2G . ~12!

The establishment of superconductivity in the system
determined by the presence of a negative scattering am
tude at the Fermi surface. The condition for the establi
ment of a superconducting state is the appearance of a
gularity of the two-particle multicomponent vertex pa
Gab(p) for zero total energy, momentum, and spin,8 which
in the empty lattice approximation~in the gas approxima
tion! is given by the ladder series9

Gab~p!5Gab
~0!~p!2T(

wp8
Gabln

~0! ~p,p8!Gw
ll8~p8!G2w

nn8

3~2p8!Gl8n8~p8!. ~13!

Here Gabln
(0) (p) is the two-particle vertex part, irreducibl

over two lines in the same direction, which we find using t
Dyson method.10

As a result, the superconductivity condition is express
by the usual Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer~BCS! formula
l.0 with the effective constantl

Tc;e21/l, l5gp. ~14!

Here r5(pd(E(p)) is the energy density of states at th
Fermi surface,g is the energy factor,

g5
«d«p@C«pf p1D«df d#

f pf d@«p1«d#2 , ~15!
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C5H 22, 0,nd,1,

2, 1,nd,2,
~16!

D5H 21, 0,np,1,

21/3, 1,np,2.
~17!

The density of statesr is always positive so that the exis
tence of superconductivity in the system is determined by
conditiong.0.

2. OCCUPATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELECTRONIC
SPECTRUM

Each point in the phase plane (nd ,np) corresponds to
some phase state which may be realized by various c
pounds of a particular type. Each phase state (nd ,np) has a
one-to-one correspondence with the pair of values (r /t,q),
whereq5np1nd is the total hole charge of the NiB com
plex. In other words, (r /t,q) and (nd ,np) are alternative
systems of phase coordinates. The valuer /t is the parameter
of the problem. It is subsequently assumed thatt51.

Taking the variabler as the parameter, the equations
state~10!, ~11! written in the form

H nd5nd~Ef ,nd ,np!,

np5np~Ef ,nd ,np!,
~18!

define parametrically in terms of the chargeq in the coordi-
nates (nd ,np) the family of phase trajectoriesnp5np(nd) of
the constantr , which are almost the same as the trajector
of motion of the phase-state points of the compounds du
doping ~curves1–4 in Fig. 1!.

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the superconductivity of an NiB complex in
square 0,np,2,0,nd,2. The regions of superconductivity are show
hatched.C,D,E,F gives the approximate position of the points of maximu
Tc(np ,nd): 1, 3—phase trajectories forr /t50, 2, 4—phase trajectories for
r /t52, 5—electrical neutrality line~19! for q52, 6—curves bounding the
regions of filling of localizedp states, and7—curves of Van Hove singu-
larities ~K curve!.
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The parameterq is determined by the condition of elec
trical neutrality of the compound. A set of phase states (r ,q)
with the sameq value forms a line of electrical neutralit
~line 5 in Fig. 1! in the phase plane (nd ,np)

np5q2nd . ~19!

Thus, the position of the phase state (r ,q) in the coor-
dinates (nd ,np) is determined by the point of intersection
the phase trajectory of the correspondingr and the line of
electrical neutrality of the correspondingq ~pointsA andB
in Fig. 1!.

3. PHASE DIAGRAM

Under conditions of strong Hubbard repulsion, the ex
tence of superconductivity is determined by the sign a
magnitude of thed–d and p–p scattering amplitudes. Th
superconductivity phase region is now sought. The superc
ductivity condition has the forml5gr.0. A numerical so-
lution of the problem is plotted in Fig. 1~the regions of
existence of the superconducting state are shown hat
and the curves6 delimit the regions of filling of localizedp
states!.

Thus, the phase diagram is constructed in the squ
0,np,2,0,nd,2. This problem is symmetric relative t
the partial hole transformationnp→42np ,nd→22nd , so
that the phase diagram in the square 2,np,4,0,nd,2 is
the square 0,np,2,0,nd,2, turned through 180° abou
the center. For the region 0,np,4,2,nd,4, which corre-
sponds to hybridization of hole excitations of the ty
3d(3z22r 2) and 2p(x,y), the theory gives the same resu
as for the region 0,np,4,0,nd,2 ~Fig. 2!.

4. PHASE RELIEF OF Tc

It has been noted that each point (nd ,np) in the phase
plane corresponds to some phase state which may be rea

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the superconductivity of the NiB complex in
square 0,np,4,0,nd,4. The regions of existence of superconductiv
are shown hatched:1—line of electrical neutrality for La3Ni2B2N2,7

(q54.55).
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with the sameTc corresponding to the given phase sta
Thus, the dependence ofTc on the parametersnd and np

forms a certain relief which is of major interest because
can be used to determine the phase states and the compo
giving the highestTc values.

The relief ofTc(nd ,np), to within a preexponential fac
tor of the order of magnitude oft, is the exponential relief of
the function2l21(nd ,nd), determined by relations~14! and
~15!. Thus, we investigate the functionl(nd ,np).

For each subbandE(p) and each value ofr , there is a
chargeq for which the state (r ,q) corresponds to the Ferm
level which passes through the saddle points of the spe
surfaceE(p). Then, the energy density of the electron
states on the Fermi surface for these phase states h
clearly defined van Hove singularity, i.e., an extremum
given r . The set of these points for all possible values or
form parametrically defined curves in terms ofr ~curves7 in
Fig. 1! which will be arbitrarily calledK curves.11,12 All the
points on this line correspond to states for which the Fe
surface passes through van Hove singularities. It follo
from Eq. ~14! that these states correspond to maxima ofTc

for l.0 andTc50 for l,0 in the dependenceTc(q) for
constantr which describes the change inTc along the corre-
sponding phase trajectory of constantr . For each subband
the set of these states for differentr forms aK curve in the
phase plane which on the reliefTc(nd ,np) corresponds to a
‘‘ridge’’—a line of Tc peaks for constantr . Each phase tra-
jectory of constantr intersects theK curve at the phase poin
of the maximumr(q) and l(q) for this value ofr . If the
point of intersection corresponds tog.0, this point lies in
the region of superconductivity. It was shown in Refs.
and 12 that for each subband the maximum ofTc(nd ,np)
corresponds to the point of intersection of the phase tra
tory r;t with the correspondingK curve ~pointsC, D, E,
andF in Fig. 1!.

5. COMPARISON WITH THE EXPERIMENT

It was assumed here that, in the compounds being s
ied, the electron-phonon interaction is negligible compa
with the kinematic electron-electron interaction. Numero
experiments confirm that the superconductivity in these co
pounds cannot be described by the BCS model. For insta
experimental data are given in Ref. 1 for La3Ni2B2N3 ~1! and
LaNiBN ~2!. In accordance with the BCS model,Tc is given
by the expressionTc;M 21/2 exp(21/l), where M is the
mass of a unit cell andl is the BCS constant. It is known13,14

that at temperatures above the Debye temperature, the
perature derivativerT8 of the electrical resistivity of a com
pound is proportional to the BCS constantl for this com-
pound. Results of resistivity measurements1 can be used to
determine the ratio of the parametersl1 and l2 for these
compounds:l1 /l2'30. In this case we findM2,M1 .
Thus, in accordance with the BCS theoryTc2.Tc1 should be
found. In practice compound~2! is not a superconducto
which sharply contradicts this theory.

e
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1R. J. Cava, H. W. Zandbergen, B. Batlogget al., Nature~London! 372,
245 ~1994!.

2

,

ducting compounds allowing only for kinematic interactio
of the electrons~including the Emery model11,12! describe
the behavior ofTc as a function of the carrier concentratio
consistent with that observed experimentally15,16 although
this dependence cannot be described in terms of the B
model.

The electrical neutrality condition for these compoun
has the form~19!. A superconducting transition was ob
served in various La3

31Ni2B2N32d
32 compounds, particularly

for d50.3 ~Ref. 1!. The corresponding electrical neutrali
line (q54.55) is shown in Fig. 2~line 1!. The position of the
phase-state point of the compound on this line is determi
by its parameterr . This point is clearly located in the regio
of superconductivity, in the square 3,np,4,1,nd,2.
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this work.
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Current-voltage characteristics of YBa 2Cu3O72x single crystals and Kosterlitz–Thouless

i-
transition
N. D. Kuz’michev and M. A. Vasyutin

N. P. Ogarev Mordovian State University, 430000 Saransk, Russia
~Submitted September 16, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 202–204~February 1998!

The nonlinearI –V characteristic (V(I )) of YBa2Cu3O72x single crystal was investigated near
the transition from the resistive to the superconducting state in the absence of a magnetic
field. A modulation Fourier analysis at temperatureT* ~the maximum of the amplitudes of the
higher (n.1) harmonics of the response voltage! was used to determine an analytic
dependenceV(I ) which accurately describes the experimental results~direct measurements and
harmonics! in the range of currentsI ,30 mA (j ,310 A/cm2). It is shown that atT* the
power approximation of theI –V characteristicV;I 3 is only found in the low current density limit
( j ! j 05140 A/cm2). The results are interpreted in terms of the Kosterlitz–Thouless~KT!
transition model. It is established thatT* corresponds to the temperature of the KT transitionTKT ,
which means thatTKT can be determined directly. The deviation ofV(I ) from a power
dependence is caused by the nonlogarithmic variation of the vortex interaction energy as a function
of the distance between them. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00602-9#
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tals and high-quality, high-temperature superconduct
films are an important and topical issue which has been
dressed by numerous authors~see, for instance, Refs. 1–12!.
However, the properties of YBa2Cu3O72x single crystals
have not been sufficiently well studied.

In the vast majority of the studies known to us, the a
thors only investigated the dependenceU(I d) which was de-
scribed over a wide range of current using the power fu
tion

V;I a~T!, ~1!

wherea(T) is an exponent which depends on the tempe
ture T.

In Refs. 11 and 12 we reported strong nonlinearity of
I –V characteristics of YBa2Cu3O72x single crystals, ob-
served nearTc . Here we analyze these results using
method of modulation Fourier analysis which can be used
investigate theI –V characteristics of high-temperature s
perconductors.

This method involves studying a large number of h
monics Uk(I d) ~Uk is the kth harmonic voltage! of the
sample response signal and using these to determineV(I )
and its derivatives. The following notation is adopted:U are
experimental values andV are calculated values. The curre
I is taken to be the total currentI 5I d1I a cos(vt), whereI a

is the amplitude of the ac current,v52pn, and n is the
frequency, i.e.,V(I )5V(I d) for I a50.

An analysis of studies of theI –V characteristics show
that the function~1! cannot describe the harmonics of th
response signalUk(I a ,I d) ~Refs. 11 and 12!.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A modulation technique~low modulation amplitudes! is
used to study the current-voltage characteristics of tun
junctions.13
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tudes~modulation Fourier analysis! was developed in Refs
11, 12, 14, and 15.

When the functionV(I ) is expanded as a Fourier serie
in terms of the argumentvt, in the absence of hysteresis w
have V(I )5V0(I d ,I a)/21(Vk(I d ,I a)cos(kvt). The coeffi-
cientsVk(I d ,I a) ~the amplitudes of the harmonics! are deter-
mined using formulas for the Fourier coefficients16 or using
the formula14,15

Vk~ I d ,I a!52 (
m50

`
1

m! ~m1k!! S I a

2 D 2m1k

V~2m1k!~ I d!,

~2!

where k50,1,2,3,... is the number of the harmonic,V(p)

3(I d) is the p-order derivative ofV(I ) with respect toI
taken atI 5I d . Formula~2! is more convenient for moder
ately small amplitudesI a when few harmonics are observe
(k.5) which causes rapid convergence of the series in
mula ~2!.

The experimental curvesUk(I a ,I d) for fixed I a and
U(I d) measured directly using direct current are used to
termine V(I ). First, the functionVk(I a ,I d) is selected for
specific I a which approximately describesUk(I a ,I d) ~here
we assumedk52! and then, by integrating~taking into ac-
count the boundary conditions, existing physical models,
the identified properties ofUk(I a ,I d)! this function is used to
determine a proposedV(T) ~i.e., in the zeroth approximation
it is assumed thatVk(I a ,I d) is proportional to the derivative
dkV/dIk!. Various modifications of this functionV(I ) are
then analyzed to determine the condition for minimum r
deviation ofVk(I a ,I d) from Uk(I a ,I d).

2. EXPERIMENT

The I –V characteristics of high-temperature superco
ducting YBa2Cu3O72x single crystals were studied, usin
both modulation Fourier analysis and direct current, in

18020180-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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temperature range 83,T,94 K. The direct current was be
tween 0 and 50 mA, the amplitude of the ac current varied
the range 0,I a,27 mA, and the frequency was in the ran
40 Hz<n<10 kHz.

The I –V characteristics and the harmonic voltage
YBa2Cu3O72x single crystals were investigated by a fou
contact method. The resistance of the contacts was less
0.3 V. Technical aspects and characterization of the sam
were examined in greater detail in Ref. 12.

From the results, we found~Fig. 1! that theI –V charac-
teristic of the single crystals atT5T* 592.060.2 K ~T* is
the position of maxuUk(T)u! may be approximated by the an
lytic function1!

V~ I !5R0@ I 2I 0arctan~ I /I 0!#5~R0I 0/3!@~ I /I 0!32~3/5!

3~ I /I 0!51...#, ~3!

where R055.460.1 mV (r057.631025 V•cm),
I 0513.560.1 mA (j 051.43102 A/cm2) are temperature
dependent parameters.

Figure 2 gives the temperature dependencesU1(T),
U2(T), anda(T) ~inset!. The curvea(T) was obtained by
approximating the initial region ofU(I d) by the function~1!
at different temperatures.

3. KOSTERLITZ-THOULESS TRANSITION IN YBa 2Cu3O72x

SINGLE CRYSTALS

At low currents~I !I 0 , j ,30– 50 A/cm2! assuming that
arctan(I/I0)'(I/I0)2(1/3)(I /I 0)3, we obtain for function~3!

V~ I !'MI 3, ~4!

whereM5R0 /(3I 0
2)'10V/A2 is the coefficient of nonlin-

earity of V(I ) for single crystals.
To explain equation~4!, we use the concept of a two

dimensional Kosterlitz-Thouless~KT! transition,1–5 caused
by appreciable anisotropy of the resistance, the critical m
netic fieldHc2 , and the coherence lengthj of this material.
‘‘Soliton’’ objects participate in a KT transition, comprisin
vortices coupled in ‘‘vortex-antivortex’’ pairs. Their interac

FIG. 1. I –V characteristic~0! and current dependences of the firstU1 ~1!,
secondU2 ~2!, and third harmonic voltageU3 ~3! of the response signal a
temperatureT5T* 592.0 K, I a527 MA, n51 kHz: a—experiment, b—
calculations using equation~3!.
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tion energy is proportional to the logarithm of the distan
between them.1–5,17 Assuming weak pinning of vortices a
inhomogeneities in the sample, the resistanceR is propor-
tional to the density of free vorticesNF ~Ref. 17!:
R;NF;(I /I 0)q/2kBT, whereq5(pnsh

2/2m)1/2 is the effec-
tive charge of a vortex,ns5ns

2D5ns
3Dd0 is the 2D electron

density,d0 is the thickness of the superconducting layer,h is
Planck’s constant,m is the electron mass, andkB is the Bolt-
zmann constant. TheI –V characteristic has the form
V;I a(T), wherea(T)511q2/(2kBT).

The curvea(T) changes abruptly atT5TKT ~Nelson–
Kosterlitz jump! from three to one~Fig. 2!. The temperature
TKT coincides with the temperature of the maximum of t
highest harmonics T* , i.e., TKT5T* 592.0 K and
a(TKT5T* )53 ~Fig. 2!. The maximum ofUk(T) should be
observed at that temperature at which the maximum num
of free vortices are created, i.e., atTKT . This may be ex-
plained as follows. According to the KT model~see Ref. 17!,
the sample resistanceR T<TKT is R52pj2RNNF , wherej
is the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length, andRN is the
normal-state resistance of the sample. The concentratio
free vortices is given by the expressio
NF(T<TKT);( j / j 0)2; j 2(j/ns)

2. According to the
Ginzburg-Landau and BCS models,18 we have
j;(12T/Tc)

21/2 andns;12T/Tc .
From this we obtain the dependenceR(T)

R;~12T/Tc!
24. ~5!

Equation ~5! is meaningful up to temperaturesT5TKT .
AboveTKT annihilation of vortices leads to a sharp drop inR
and a rapid decrease in the nonlinearity caused by the mo
of ‘‘KT vortices’’ so that R has a maximum atT5TKT and
Uk(T) (k.1) should have a peak atTKT sinceUk;R.

The similarity betweenTKT and Tc in YBa2Cu3O72x

single crystals leads to a high value ofR(TKT) ~see equation
~5!!, which is easy to observe experimentally from obser
tions of higher harmonics.

Our results show that in the range of currentsI ,30 mA
( j ,310 A/cm2) the I –V characteristics are accurately d

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the firstU1 ~1! and secondU2

(I d520 mA) ~2! harmonic voltages of the response signal forI a527 mA
and n527 kHz. Inset—temperature dependence of the exponenta(T)
(a(T* )53).
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1!The temperatureT* was determined by averaging over the temperatures of
the maxima of all the harmonics studied.

.

n,

.

n

hence casts doubts on the validity of the KT model. Acco
ing to Ref. 17, there are several reasons for the nonpo
behavior ofV(I ) in a KT transition, such as screening
intervortex interaction, the domain structure of t
YBa2Cu3O72x single crystal, and other factors. This pr
duces a nonlogarithmic dependence of the interaction en
on the distance between the vortices. In the low current lim
where the number of paired vortices is negligible, we fi
V(I→0);I 3 @see Eq.~4!#. From Eq. ~4! we can obtain
ns(TKT)'1.331021 cm23 andjab(TKT)55.4 nm.

Since the distance between the CuO planes
YBa2Cu3O72x is an order of magnitude smaller than th
vortex dimensions (;jab), these may form normal three
dimensional Abrikosov vortices but then a KT transitio
would be impossible. Thus, the authors of Ref. 1 sugges
that the objects involved in the KT transition are norm
state excitations which form pairs atKKT in the form of
quasitwo-dimensional condensates. Genenkoet al.19,20 as-
sume that the magnetic flux transported by a vortex is v
small (F!F0) and two-dimensional superconductivity
possible. As was found qualitatively and by numerical sim
lation in Refs. 21 and 22, Josephson interaction between
ers in YBa2Cu3O72x is screened in the KT transition regim

To sum up, we have determined the analyticI –V char-
acteristic of YBa2Cu3O72x single crystals whose harmonic
@Vk(I a ,I d)# accurately describe the experimental curv
Uk(I a ,I d), and we have also identified the range of valid
of the function~1! to describe theI –V characteristics of this
material. It has also been established that the maximum t
perature of the dependences of the amplitudes of the hi
harmonics of the response voltageUk(T) (k.1) is the
Kosterlitz-Thouless temperature (TKT), which may serve as
a new method of determiningTKT .
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YBa2Cu3O72d /CeO2 heterostructures on sapphire R-plane
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~001!YBa2Cu3O72d epitaxial films were prepared by laser ablation on~11̄02!Al2O3 surface. A
thin (001)CeO2 or (111)CeO2 buffer layer was deposited between the substrate and the
superconductor film to reduce their chemical interaction. In the initial stages of CeO2 buffer
formation, its orientation depended strongly on the intensity of cerium ion interaction with oxygen.
Epitaxial growth of~001!YBa2Cu3O72d films was achieved both on~001!CeO2//~11̄02!Al2O3

and ~111!CeO2//~11̄02!Al2O3. TheTc temperature of epitaxial~001!YBa2Cu3O72d films
was within 88–90 K, and the currentJc at 77 K was in excess of 106 A/cm22. © 1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00702-3#
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tand characteristic of sapphire make it a promising substr
material for thin high-Tc superconducting films for use i
microwave technology~filters, resonators, etc.!. Preparation
of perfect epitaxial~001!YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! films on
sapphire, however, is complicated by the considerable dif
ence in lattice parameters and by chemical interaction of
growing layer with the substrate at temperatures of 70
800 °C ~Ref. 1!.

Thin CeO2 ~CeO! layers were used successfully2–4 as

buffers in growing epitaxial YBCO films on (110̄2)Al2O3

~AO!. The CeO layer exhibits a preferred orientation re
tionship with sapphireR-plane both azimuthally and with
respect to the substrate norma

~001!@110#CeOuu~11̄02!@22̄01#AO ~Ref. 3!, despite the sig-
nificant lattice mismatch@Da52(a12a2)/(a11a2)'10%,
wherea1 anda2 are the lattice constants of the substrate a
film material, respectively#. ~111!-oriented CeO grains ar
usually present in the bulk of cerium dioxide. The volum
fraction of ~111!-oriented CeO grains in the buffer can b
reduced by subjecting it to a thermal treatment in oxygen
T'950 °C ~Ref. 4!.

The available literature on chemical inertness of YBC
to CeO in film heterostructures is contradictory. It w
proposed2 to use a thin CeO buffer to produce a tunneli
barrier between YBCO electrodes, since the insolubility
Ce in YBCO permits one to achieve an atomically smo
interface. On the other hand, YBCO was observed to inte

strongly with the epitaxial CeO buffer atT5790 °C.5

Among the main products of interaction is BaCeO3.
This work considers some features in the epitax

growth of CeO buffer on sapphire and studies the effect o
structure on the parameters of YBCO films.
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Laser ablation~KrF, l5248 nm, t530 ns! was used
for deposition of a thin~50 nm! CeO buffer layer on
(11̄02)AO, followed by growing on it a 200-nm thick epi
taxial YBCO film.

The starting targets were wafers prepared by stand
ceramic technology. During the CeO layer deposition,
oxygen pressureP0 in the growth chamber was varied withi
1310232431021 mbar. The YBCO film was grown with
Ts varied in the 740–785 °C interval and withPO fixed at
0.4 mbar. The CeO layer was grown atTs5750 °C. The
YBCO target was ablated at a laser radiation dens
Q52 J/cm22. CeO was evaporated withQ varied within
0.8– 2.5 J/cm22.

The phase composition and structure of the grown lay
were characterized using Philips PW 1710 (u/2u) and
Siemens D 5000~f scanning! diffractometers.

The morphology of the YBCO film surface was studie
with an atomic-force microscope.

The superconducting transition temperatureTc of the
YBCO films was determined from the temperature dep
dence of resistivityr and effective magnetic susceptibilityx
( f 530 kHz). The critical current density was derived fro
I -V curves measured on YBCO microbridges 4–8mm wide
and 50mm long. The microbridges were patterned by ph
tolithography and Ar ion milling~500 V!.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The structure of the CeO layer depended substantially
Q and P0 during their growth. Growth underQ,1 J/cm22

and P0.0.1 mbar produced azimuthally oriented~001!CeO
layers~Figs. 1a and 2a!. X-ray diffraction data indicate ab
sence of~111!-oriented CeO grains in the buffer layer.

18320183-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. u/2u diffractograms obtained with CuKa source on~a! ~001!YBCO//~001!CeO and ~b! ~001!YBCO//~111!CeO heterostructures grown o

(11̄02)AO. The CuKa doublet is shown resolved in the~005!YBCO diffraction peak for~001!YBCO//~001!CeO~inset in panel a!. Panel b shows af scan
for ~117!YBCO. In inset, star identifies the~002!CeO diffraction peak.
When grown underQ.1.5 J cm22 andP0,1022 mbar, ~111!CeO buffer layer. For intermediate values ofQ and
o
s,

e

d

as

r-
the

The

er-
ge
the ~111!CeO//~11̄02!AO orientation became dominant~see
Fig. 1b!. The weak reflection at 2u'33° ~inset in Fig. 1b!
implies the presence of~001!-oriented CeO grains in the

FIG. 2. X-rayw scans (CuKa) of ~a! ~113!CeO and~b! ~117!YBCO for a

~001!YBCOuu~001!CeO epitaxial heterostructure grown on (110̄2)AO at
Ts5750 °C.
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PO, the CeO layer had polycrystalline structure with tw
clearly pronounced preferential grain orientation
~001!CeOuu~11̄02!AO and ~111!CeOuu~11̄02!AO.

For Ts5750 °C, the~001!YBCO film grew epitaxially
both on ~001!CeOuu~11̄02!AO and on ~111!CeOuu~11̄02!AO
~Figs. 1 and 2!. The CuKa doublet was actually resolvabl
for the ~005!YBCO peak in the~001!YBCOuu~001!CeO case.
The FWHM of the~005!YBCO peak for CuKa1 was 0.09°.
The parameterc511.67 Å for the YBCO cell was calculate
using the value of 2u for the ~00.11!YBCO peak. The
~005!YBCO x-ray peak measured on~001!YBCOuu~111!CeO
was 20–40% broader, and the lattice parameter w
c511.65 Å.

YBCO films grown on~001! and ~111! buffer layers at
Ts5750 °C did not reveal any significant differences in su
face morphology. The films had a smooth surface, with
density ofa-oriented particles~thec axis was parallel to the
substrate plane! not exceeding 106 cm22. No growth spirals
whose core contains screw dislocations were observed.
surface of~001!YBCO films grown atTs.780 °C was not
smooth and exhibited a large number of pinholes~Fig. 3!.

The values ofTc for YBCO films grown on both~001!
and ~111!CeO buffers were within 88–90 °C~Fig. 4!. The
values of Tc found from ther(T) relation were in good
agreement with data on the temperature dependence ofx ~see
inset to Fig. 4!. The currentJc for YBCO films prepared on
~001! and~111!CeO buffers was in excess of 106 A/cm22 at
77 K.

3. DISCUSSION

The mechanisms responsible for the formation of pref
entially ~001!-oriented CeO layers on a substrate with a lar

184Bo kov et al.
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lattice mismatch, as is the case, for example, w
(11̄02)AO, are still not fully clear. The process of Ce
nucleation is apparently affected to a considerable exten
the character of the oxygen environment around the Ce i
The CeO complexes forming on the sapphire substrate
be different, depending on the oxygen pressure in the gro
chamber and cerium atom~ion! concentration in the ad
sorbed phase. The valence state of Ce in compounds
oxygen may be either 41 (CeO2) or 31 (Ce2O3) ~Ref. 6!.
CeO2 has a cubic fluorite unit cell (a55.411 Å), with each
cerium ion sitting at the center of an oxygen cube. Ce2O3 has
a hexagonal cell (a53.888 Å), c56.096 Å ~Ref. 6!, with

FIG. 3. Photomicrograph of the surface of an YBCO film grown
Ts5785 °C was obtained with an atomic-force microscope.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of~1! resistivity r and~2! critical current

density Jc for an ~001!YBCO film grown on ~001!CeOuu~11̄02!AO at
Ts5750 °C. The inset shows effective magnetic susceptibilityx vs tem-
perature for ~001!YBCO films grown at Ts5750 °C on ~1!

~001!CeOuu~11̄02!AO and ~2! ~111!CeOuu~11̄02!AO.
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at two substantially different distances from the cerium io
In the conditions of oxygen deficiency~P0,1022 mbar,

Q.1.5 J cm22!, Ce2O3 nuclei are the first to become stab
in the initial stage of the CeO film formation. Th
(0001)Ce2O3 plane has a minimum surface energy, a
therefore the nuclei are oriented in such a way as to make
c axis in Ce2O3 perpendicular to the substrate plane. T
lattice mismatch between CeO2 and (0001)Ce2O3 is the low-
est for ~111!CeO2 uu~0001!Ce2O3, and it is this that deter-
mines the CeO layer orientation in its subsequent gro
~Fig. 1b!.

In the case of a high oxygen-adatom concentration
the substrate~P0.0.1 mbar andQ,1 J cm22!, (001)CeO2

nuclei become stable from the very beginning of CeO la
growth, and this predetermines the orientation of an epita
CeO film with respect to the substrate normal~Fig. 1a!.
Minimization of the elastic strain energy in the nucleu
substrate system governs the predominant azimuthal orie
tion of the nuclei.

The mechanisms favoring formation of an~001!YBCO
film on a substrate with a small lattice mismatch were co
sidered by the present authors elsewhere.7 ~001!YBCO
achieves a good lattice match to~001!CeO ~with Da'1%!
when the corresponding oxygen sublattices are rotated
muthally by 45° for a YBCO film grown on a~001!CeO
buffer, as derived from x-ray characterization~Figs. 1a, 2a,
and 2b!, is ~001!@010#YBCOuu~001!@110#CeO.

One of the causes of reduction of thec parameter in
YBCO films grown on sapphire compared to SrTiO3 or
NdGaO3 substrates7 is the high level of tensile stresses in th
axb plane due to the significant thermal-expansion misma
between YBCO and AO.

A ~001!YBCO film was grown epitaxially on a sapphir
substrate also with a~111!CeO buffer~Fig. 1b!. A f scan
shows clearly the four diffraction peaks due to reflecti
from the ~117!YBCO crystallographic planes~inset in Fig.
1a!. The azimuthal orientation of the YBCO film on th
~111!CeO buffer is governed apparently by YBCO nuc
formed on~001!CeO grains~see inset in Fig. 1b!. The lower
intensity of formation of stable YBCO nuclei on the surfa
of ~111!-oriented CeO grains compared to that on~001!CeO
may be the result of~a! the relatively high level of mechani
cal stress in the YBCO nucleus-~111!CeO system because o
a larger effective lattice mismatch and~b! the presence of
microinclusions of secondary phases~primarily of BaCeO3!
formed in chemical interaction between~111!CeO and atoms
~ions! of Ba in the vapor phase which are produced in t
laser ablation of the starting YBCO target. The high dens
of noncompleted unit cells of cerium dioxide on~111!CeO
surface should stimulate more active reaction of Ce with p
ticles adsorbed from the vapor phase compared to~001!CeO.

The high density of pinholes on the free surface
YBCO films grown atTs.780 °C~Fig. 3! is a consequence
of a reaction between the superconductor film and the C
layer, which becomes intense at highTs . The main products
of the reaction between the CeO buffer and the phase ads
ing on it in laser ablation of an YBCO target are Y2BaCuO5,
BaCeO3, and CuO~Ref. 5!. The presence of BaCeO3 micro-
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structures grown atTs5750 °C was established by th
present authors in x-ray diffraction studies8. BaCeO3 has a
perovskite structure@a54.397 Å ~Ref. 6!#. The formation of
stable YBCO nuclei on the surface of BaCeO3 microinclu-
sions, as well as intergrowth of BaCeO3 precipitates into the
superconductor layer, is suppressed by the significant la
mismatch. Particles adsorbed on BaCeO3 surface diffuse to
YBCO growth ledges or reevaporate. As a rule, BaCeO3 in-
clusions cluster close to the superconductor/CeO-bu
interface.3,4

~001!YBCO films grown on~001!CeOuu~11̄02!AO and
~11!CeOuu~11̄02!AO at Ts5750 °C had close values o
Tc588290 K andJc.106 A/cm22 at 77 K~see Fig. 4!. The
drop in x at the superconducting transition temperature
tests to the absence of microinclusions of an YBCO ph
with a lowerTc in the YBCO films thus grown.

To conclude, the structure of the CeO buffer layer gro
by laser ablation on the (110̄2)AO surface is strongly depen
dent on the intensity of Ce–O chemical interaction in t
initial stages of the layer formation. Epitaxial~001!YBCO
films can be grown both on~111!CeOuu~11̄02!AO and on
~001!CeOuu~11̄02!AO. One of the main reasons for formatio
186 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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Ts.780 °C is precipitation of microinclusions of seconda
phases at the interface. The values ofTc for the epitaxial
~001!YBCO films produced lie within 88–90 K, with
Jc.106 A/cm22 at 77 K.
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SEMICONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS
Investigation of laser-induced defect formation in CdTe crystals by Rutherford
backscattering

L. A. Golovan’, P. K. Kashkarov, Yu. N. Sosnovskikh, V. Yu. Timoshenko,
and N. G. Chechenin

M. V. Lomonosov State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia

V. M. Lakeenkov

State Institute of Rare Metals, 109017 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted June 25, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 209–211~February 1998!

Rutherford backscattering has been used to study defect formation processes in a CdTe surface
layer exposed to pulsed laser radiation. It was established that scattering centers are
formed only at laser pulse energies exceeding the melting threshold of the surface. The spatial
distributions of Cd and Te and of structural defects in the irradiated layer were determined.
The data are interpreted assuming intensive evaporation of one of the components~Cd!. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00802-8#

Cadmium telluride is an important material in modern 1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
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optoelectronics that can be used to fabricate solar cells, e
trooptical modulators, hard radiation detectors, and also
substrate for growing layers of CdxHg12xTe solid solution.
Characteristics of this material include comparatively lo
thermal conductivity and specific heat, as well as hig
volatile components.1 A promising method for specific modi
fication of the electrical and recombination properties of
nary compounds is pulsed laser irradiation, characterized
local, short-lived action on the semiconductor.2,3 Pulsed laser
irradiation of CdTe and the induced modification of the pro
erties of this semiconductor has only been examined in a
studies.4–10 Most attention was paid to the laser-induc
modification of the composition of the surface layers. F
instance, Te enrichment of the surface layer and Cd de
tion are reported in Refs. 4–7. However, the data on
changes in composition and defect formation presente
Refs. 4–8 do not allow us to draw any definitive conclusi
on the laser-induced modification mechanisms. This is
because the authors made no distinction between the
where pulsed laser irradiation causes a melting phase tra
tion at the surface and the case of laser irradiation at ener
below the melting threshold. Also, the formation of defe
was inferred by studying the electronic properties of the
radiated materials, for example, using photoluminesce
and photoconductivity methods.5–10 One method for direct
determination of the concentration and distribution of defe
in the surface region is Rutherford backscattering~RBS!.11

Here, this method is used for the first time to study the las
induced modification of the surface layer of CdTe. Note t
the melting thresholdWm of CdTe was calculated by us i
Ref. 9 and determined experimentally in Ref. 10. On ex
sure to nanosecond ruby laser pulses, the thresholdWm was
40 mJ/cm2, which is several times lower than the meltin
thresholds for most IV and III-V semiconductors.3
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The measurements were made using~111! oriented
CdTe single crystals. The RBS spectra were recorded usi
system built on a Van de Graaff accelerator at the Scient
Research Institute of Nuclear Physics at Moscow State U
versity using a 1.4 MeV He1 ion beam. Single pulses from
an OGM-20 ruby laser~l5694 nm,t520 ns! were used for
the pulsed laser irradiation. A homogenizer was used to
tain unpolarized spatially homogeneous radiation.3 The
samples were irradiated in vacuum atT5300 K and the RBS
spectra were recorded in situ immediately after the laser
radiation. A detailed description of the apparatus is given
Ref. 12. The RBS spectra were measured for randomly
axially incident ion beams. The distribution of the comp
nents was determined by a computer analysis of the spe
profile using the RUMP program.13

It is known that RBS spectra in the channeling mo
contain information on the defect concentration and distri
tion. The depth distribution profile of the relative concentr
tion of point defects may be obtained from the relation11

nd~z!5
Nd~z!

N
5

xd~z!2x r~z!

12x r~z!
, ~1!

whereNd andN are the concentrations of defects and regu
atoms in the appropriate sublattice,xd is the RBS yield for
oriented incidence of the ion beam from the irradiated cr
tal, normalized to the yield for random incidenc
x r(z)5xv(z)1F(z) is the contribution of the unchannele
ion component propagating in the irradiated crystal,xv(z) is
the normalized RBS yield for the unirradiated crystal w
oriented incidence of the ion beam. The dechanneling fu
tion F(z) was calculated using the single scattering appro
mation, whose validity was confirmed by a later check~see
Ref. 11!.

18720187-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We shall first consider the change in the composition
the CdTe surface layers which is observed as variation
the RBS spectra obtained for randomly incident io
Changes in the profile of these spectra were identified exp
mentally forW>100 mJ/cm2. The RBS spectra for the initia
sample and for a sample irradiated at the energy den
W5120 mJ/cm2, obtained for unoriented ion beam inc
dence, are shown in Fig. 1. In view of the similarity betwe
the masses of Cd and Te, the contributions of these com
nents to the RBS spectra of the unirradiated crystal w
almost impossible to resolve. As a result of the pulsed la
irradiation, the surface layers of the sample became ap
ciably enriched in tellurium and depleted in cadmium. Th
result is extremely logical if we bear in mind that the vap
pressure of cadmium at the melting point is apprecia
higher than the vapor pressure of tellurium at the same t
perature~7 and 0.2 atm, respectively1! and thus, Cd is pref-
erentially evaporated from the melt under pulsed laser i
diation. The distribution of the relative concentrations of t
components obtained from the analysis is shown in the in
to Fig. 1. It can be seen that with increasing depthz, the
relative Te concentration in the irradiated crystal decrea
and the relative Cd concentration increases, becoming
stant at the levels of the corresponding concentrations of
components in the unirradiated CdTe crystal. Thus,
thickness of the CdTe surface layer with laser-induced mo
fied composition is'10 nm.

The RBS spectra of CdTe in the channeling mode
shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the action of a laser p
with W'Wm caused no changes. Modification of the cha
neling spectra was initiated atW>50 mJ/cm2. The axial
RBS yield increased with increasing energy density of
laser pulse.

An analysis of the variations in the RBS spectra in t
ion channeling mode revealed that defect formation in

FIG. 1. Rutherford backscattering spectra with unoriented ion beam
dence for unirradiated~1! and irradiated CdTe~2! with W5120 mJ/cm2.
The inset shows the concentration distribution profile of the CdTe com
nents after irradiation atW5120 mJ/cm2 ~solid curve—Te, dashed curve—
Cd!.
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surface region is satisfactorily described assuming that p
scattering centers are formed as a result of the laser irra
tion. Calculated defect distribution profiles for various e
ergy densities are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen tha
W580 mJ/cm2 the damage to the surface layer is very a
preciable: approximately 30% of the atoms are displa
from their regular positions and the thickness of the def
layer is '70 nm. AsW increases further, the defect zon

i-

-

FIG. 2. Axial RBS spectra of CdTe before~1! and after pulsed laser irra
diation with W540 ~2!, 50 ~3!, 103 ~4!, and 143 mJ/cm2 ~5!. The random
RBS yield of CdTe is shown by the filled triangles~6!.

FIG. 3. Concentration profile of point defects in CdTe after pulsed la
irradiation atW582 ~1! and 143 mJ/cm2 ~2!.
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defect concentration corresponds to amorphization of
surface.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In our experiments, Rutherford backscattering has b
used for the first time to record changes in the composi
of a CdTe surface layer induced by laser irradiation. Chan
in the composition are observed as a result of laser irra
tion atW.120 mJ/cm2 which causes efficient evaporation
the highly volatile cadmium component from the melt. Th
is evidenced by a layer depleted in Cd and enriched in
'10 nm thick, which is appreciably less than the thickne
of the molten layer~'400 nm, according to our calcula
tions!.

The experiments showed that defect formation in Cd
is an above-threshold process: the formation of defect
point scattering centers—at laser pulse energy dens
W>50 mJ/cm2 is recorded by RBS. As the pulse energy i
creases, the defect concentration and the thickness o
defect layer increase. Note that the thickness of the de
layer l d is several times less than the thickness of the mo
layer d. For instance atW580 mJ/cm2, we find l d'70 nm
whereas, according to our calculations,8 the thicknessd for
the same pulse energy density was 235 nm.

Possible causes of this laser-induced defect forma
include the high rate of solidification of the melt and inte
sive evaporation. This latter process was recorded optic
at W>100 mJ/cm2 ~Ref. 14!. Intensive evaporation may pro
duce defects as a result of the formation of a nonstoichiom
ric layer, or as a result of an increased rate of solidificat
caused by the outflux of heat accompanying evaporation
is known that for III-V compounds this last process m
cause nonepitaxial solidification of the melt from the surfa
which then gives rise to surface layer defects.15 Since it has
been noted that CdTe components are highly volatile, it m
be postulated that, for this material, defect formation is
tributable to this mechanism. The assumption that the sur
layer becomes amorphized as a result of intensive evap
tion from the surface is also consistent with the observa
that the thickness of the defect layer is appreciably gre
than the thickness of the modified layer. As a result
evaporation, the material loses the energylmv ~wherel is
the specific heat of evaporation andmv is the mass of evapo
rated material!, which may lead to crystallization of a certa
layer whose massmc is determined from the simple
relation15
189 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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where L is the specific heat of crystallization, which
L5209 J/g for CdTe~Ref. 1!. Since it has been shown tha
cadmium evaporates preferentially from the melt,l should
be determined by the heat of evaporation of Cd~888 J/g
~Ref. 16!!. Thus, the evaporation of Cd from a layer 15 n
thick assures crystallization of a CdTe layer'30 nm thick.
This factor clearly plays an increasing role in defect form
tion with increasingW.

To conclude, we note that RBS has been used for
first time to study laser-induced defect formation and co
positional changes in CdTe. It was observed that pulsed l
irradiation at energy densities above the melting thresh
induces defects, predominantly point scattering centers.
fect formation is caused by intensive evaporation of one
the components.
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Optoelectronic effects in p -CdGeAs 2 single crystals and structures based on them

r-
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Spectra of inelastic light scattering by optical phonons inp-CdGeAs2 single crystals were
obtained for the first time. The observed clear polarization dependence and the absence of any
appreciable dependence of the intensity and frequency of the observed lines when the
sample is swept in'300 mm steps indicates these CdGeAs2 single crystals grown by directional
crystallization from a near-stoichiometric flux, are of high quality and homogeneous. The
type of symmetry of the observed phonon lines is interpreted and it is shown that the force
constants in CdGeAs2 and CdSnP2 crystals differ slightly. Temperature dependences of
the electrical conductivity and the Hall constant were studied in oriented homogeneousp-CdGeAs2
single crystals. It was established that the conductivity of these crystals is determined by the
deep acceptor levelEA50.175 eV and has the degree of compensation 0.5–0.6. The temperature
dependence of the Hall mobility reflects the competition between impurity and lattice
mechanisms of hole scattering. The photosensitivity of In/CdGeAs2 surface barrier structures
reaches 20mA/W at T5300 K and remains at this level within the fundamental absorption of
CdGeAs2. It is concluded that these structures may be used as wide-band photoconverters
for natural light and as selective photoanalyzers for linearly polarized radiation. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00902-2#
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gap semiconductor~EG50.57 eV atT5300 K! and may be
obtained asn or p type by doping or by controlling the
deviations of the flux composition from stoichiometry.1 The
development of the basic principles of the growth technolo
for CdGeAs2 single crystals having a chalcopyrite lattice a
the observation of the highest coefficients of nonlinear s
ceptibility among known nonlinear optical materials1–5 have
been responsible for the unique applications of this mate
as high-efficiency laser radiation converters. The extens
application of CdGeAs2 in radiation converters is limited by
the significant level of optical absorption in the region
transparency which can be attributed to a high concentra
of lattice defects of various types.1,6 Recently, intensive
physicotechnological studies of growth processes for hi
optical-quality CdGeAs2 single crystals have been initiate
in leading scientific centers throughout the world.7 As for
well-studied phases of variable composition — II-VI com
pounds — it is vitally important to carry out technologic
studies in different laboratories and then compare the m
physical properties of the materials to establish a correla
between the physical properties of CdGeAs2 and the growth
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complex semiconductor materials. In the present pa
which takes a step in this direction, we report results of
first studies of inelastic light scattering and the electri
properties of electrically homogeneous CdGeAs2 single crys-
tals grown by Lockheed using a technique4 developed at the
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute. The development
photosensitive structures using these materials is also ex
ined.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) Preparation of single crystals.Single crystals of
CdGeAs2 were grown by directional crystallization of a nea
stoichiometric flux of the ternary compound in a horizon
crucible in a low and constant temperature gradient.6

2) Raman light scattering.Chalcopyrite CdGeAs2 crys-
tals possess a tetrahedral atomic coordination and are an
electronic analog of III-V crystals having a zinc blende stru
ture. Mixing of two cationic sublattices leads to ordering a
also changes theTd

2(F43m) space group typical of zinc
blende to theD2d

12(I42d) group typical of chalcopyrite. Since

19020190-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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obtained for the volume of the corresponding Brillouin zon
and the pointsG~000!, X(0,0,2p/a) andW(2p/a,0,p/a) in
the Brillouin zone of zinc blende are transformed into theG
point in the Brillouin zone of chalcopyrite. Thus, phonons
pointsG, X, andW in the sphalerite structure correspond
phonons at the center of the Brillouin zone of the chalco
rite structure. Consequently, the phonons correspondin
the boundary of the Brillouin zone in the sphalerite struct
may be recorded in first-order light scattering.

Thus, the primitive CdGeAs2 cell contains eight atoms
~two formula units! and the spectrum of lattice vibration
consists of 21 optical and three acoustic branches. Accor
to a group-theoretical analysis, the long-wavelength nor
vibrations~at pointG! are transformed as follows in terms o
symmetry type:

1G112G213G314G417G5 , ~1!

where all theG5 vibrational modes are doubly degenera
Vibrations having the symmetryG1 , G3 , G4 , and G5 are
active in the Raman scattering spectrum whileG4 andG5 are
active in the infrared absorption spectrum. The vibratio
havingG2 symmetry are not active in scattering processes
in infrared absorption.

This analysis neglects the internal electric field in po
crystals. Allowance for long-range Coulomb interacti
caused by the macroscopic electrostatic field coupled w
optical polar lattice vibrations ofG4 andG5 symmetry, leads
to splitting into longitudinal and transverse vibratio
(3G416G5). Thus, 22 optical vibration modes may be pr
dicted experimentally in the first-order light scattering pr
cess:

1G113G313G4~LO!16G5~LO!16G5~TO!. ~2!

The Raman scattering spectra were measured
CdGeAs2 crystals at room temperature using two argon la
lines at 488.0 and 514.5 nm. A backscattering geometry
used. The focused laser beam was directed perpendicul
the ~112! crystallographic plane. The angle between the
rection of phonon propagation and thec tetragonal axis of
the crystal was 54.7°. The polarization vectors of the incid
and scattered light were directed along@110#~'! and@112#~i!
in the ~''! or ~'i! configuration. The scattered light wa
analyzed with a double diffraction spectrometer with a sp
tral resolution of 4 cm21.

Typical Stokes components of the light scattering sp
tra observed for the 514.5 nm line are shown in Figs. 1
2 for parallel~''! and crossed polarizations~'i! of the in-
cident and scattered light, respectively. Similar spectra w
obtained using the 488.0 nm radiation. Corresponding sp
tra were also obtained for the anti-Stokes components
these spectra. This indicates that all the observed spe
lines ~Figs. 1 and 2! are caused by first-order Raman lig
scattering by optical phonons corresponding to the cente
the Brillouin zone of the CdGeAs2 lattice. These spectra
demonstrate a clear polarization dependence and ind
that the vibrational modes are anisotropic.

The general law governing the behavior of chalcopyr
crystals involves a relatively weak dependence of the vib
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tional spectra for the optical phonons on the direction of
wave vector of phonon propagation relative to the crysta
graphic axes.8,9 This characteristic indicates that the dispe
sion of the optical phonons corresponding to the center of
Brillouin zone is low.

In the first-order light scattering process phonons
symmetryG1-, G4(TO)- andG5(TO) are active for parallel
polarized incident and scattered light~''! while those of
G3- and G5(LO) symmetry are active for crossed polariz
tions ~'i!. To identify the observed phonon lines it is als
useful to compare the light scattering spectra of CdGe2

crystals and another member of this class—CdSnP2, which
also has a chalcopyrite structure.8

The measured frequencies together with the results
our interpretation of the phonon line symmetry are presen
in Table I. A comparison with the structure of zinc blend
indicates that theG5(TO)-, G4(TO)-, andG5(LO) phonons
with frequencies of 66, 78, and 94 cm21, respectively, origi-
nate from acoustic phonon branches. These phonons ma
represented as the result of folding of the appropriate aco

FIG. 1. Raman scattering spectrum of ap-CdGeAs2 single crystal obtained
using 514.5 nm Ar1 laser radiation with backscattering from the~112!
plane, for parallel polarized incident and scattered light~''! at T5300 K.
Slit width R51.3 cm21.

FIG. 2. Raman scattering spectrum of ap-CdGeAs2 single crystal obtained
using 514.5 nm Ar1 laser radiation with backscattering from the~112!
plane, for crossed polarizations of the incident and scattered light~'i! at
T5300 K. Slit widthR51.3 cm21.
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TABLE I. Measured frequencies and interpretation of the type of phonon
symmetry in a CdGeAs2 crystal.
tic branches toward the center of the Brillouin zone
CdGeAs2. The observation of a clearly defined polarizati
dependence for the spectra as well as the absence of
appreciable dependence of the intensity and frequency o
observed lines~see Table I! when the sample is swept i
'300m m steps over an area of'333 mm indicates these
crystals are high-quality and homogeneous.

For ZnSiP2 crystals, which also have a chalcopyri
structure, it was shown that the main contribution to theG1

phonons is preferentially attributable to anion vibration
while the cation atoms may be considered to be in a stat
rest.8 Assuming that this relation is also satisfied for oth
chalcopyrite crystals, the difference in the frequencies of
G1 phonons in the Keating model10 for a CdSnP2 crystal, for
which we found 193 cm21, is only ;1% if we take into
account the difference in the atomic masses of P and
This then indicates a small difference between the force c
stants in CdGeAs2 and CdSnP2 crystals.

3) Carrier transport effects.The tensors of the electrica
conductivity s and the Hall coefficientR were investigated
for ~001! oriented samples with average dimensions
132315 mm, which allowed us to measure the followin
tensor components:s' and R'. The kinetic coefficients
were measured using a four-probe compensation metho
the temperature range 80–400 K in weak static electric
magnetic fields. After mechanical polishing, the surface
the samples was usually treated with a polishing etchan~3
parts HNO3:1 partHF:3 parts H2O! at T5300 K for approxi-
mately 1 min. Current and potential contacts were prepa
by deposition of copper from an aqueous solution of CuS4

at appropriate points on the samples. The relative meas
ment error fors andR did not exceed 3% and 5%, respe
tively.

The measurements show that this method can produ
p-type material with a free hole concentratio
p'1.531015 cm23 at T5300 K, which corresponds to th
lowest p values published in Refs. 11 and 12. The ma
feature of the crystals used is their high electrical homo
neity. The spread ofs' andR' values in measurements o
the voltage drop at different pairs of probes did not exce
1% at T5300 K and when the surface of the samples w
probed with an optical probe~;0.2 mm in diameter!, the
photovoltage typical of all previously studiedp-CdGeAs2
samples was not observed.

Typical temperature curvess'(T) and R'(T) for cur-
rent transport in ai'c geometry, wherec is the unit vector

Frequency, cm21 Type of symmetry

66 G5(TO)
78 G4(TO)
94 G4(LO)

161 G5(LO)
193 G1

202 G5(LO)
273 G5(LO)
283 G5(LO)
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along the tetragonal axis are plotted in Fig. 3~curves1 and
2!. These curves are similar to those plotted in Refs. 11
12 and show that below 300 K, p-type hole impurity condu
tivity is observed in these crystals and the faster drop inR'

at T.300 K is caused by the onset of mixed conductio
The exponential decrease in conductivity and increase in
Hall coefficient when the samples are cooled
'120– 130 K reveal a similar slope and may be attributed
thermalization of electrons at the acceptor level. Figure
shows that lgR21;T21. Since the level of the growth tech
nology for CdGeAs2 crystals does not provide the basis f
assessing the degree of compensation beforehand, this
havior of R'(T) may suggest that in these crystals in t
temperature range 140–300 K the free hole concentra
remains below the concentration of acceptors and comp
sating donors (p!NA,ND). For a nondegenerate hole ga
and a single acceptor level, neglecting the influence of
cited states, the following expression13 can be used to ana
lyze the curvesp(T)

p5@~NA2ND!/NA#~Nv /g! exp~2EA /kT!. ~3!

An analysis of the experimental curvesp(T) using this ex-

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the electrical conductivitys' ~1!, the
Hall constantR' ~2!, and the Hall mobility of the holesUp

' ~3! for a
p-CdGeAs2 single crystal.
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EA50.175 eV and their degree of compensation by don
K'0.5– 0.6. For calculations of the effective density
states in the valence bandNv the effective hole mass wa
taken to bem1'0.3m0 ~Ref. 14!. It should be noted that this
acceptor activation energy falls within the range of kno
EA values for CdGeAs2 ~Ref. 1!. Deviations from the expo-
nential behavior ofs'(T) at T,120 K may be caused by
transition to conduction via localized states.

The dependence behavior of the Hall mobility tens
Up

'(T) on the holes in these crystals~curve3 in Fig. 3! was
similar to that observed earlier for CdGeAs2 crystals11,12,14

and may be interpreted as the result of competition betw
two scattering mechanisms: impurity ions and lattice vib
tions. The sharp drop inUp

' , like the decay of the Hall
constant atT.300 K, may be caused by the participation
two kinds of charge carriers in the transport process. Ass
ing that the coefficient of anisotropy of the Hall mobility o
the holes isK5Up

i /Up
' , according to Ref. 11, we can est

mate the maximum Hall mobility of the holes a
Up

i '500 cm2/V•s for this material, near the temperatu
Tm'220 K at which the mobility passes through a ma
mum as a result of the impurity mechanism being repla
by the lattice one. We stress that the estimatedUp

i value is
slightly lower than that in Ref. 11. This may indicate
higher acceptor concentration compared with the sam
used in Ref. 11. Thus, the lowerUp

i values obtained for ou
samples compared with Ref. 11 may be caused by the hi
acceptor compensation.

4) Photosensitivity of In/p-CdGeAs2 structures. A
semitransparent layer of indium was deposited on
CdGeAs2 plane parallel to the tetragonalc axis by thermal
deposition in vacuum. This contact exhibits a photovolt
effect whose polarity corresponds to the negative polarity
the barrier contact and did not depend on the incident pho
energy or on the localization of the light probe on the surfa
of the structures. These In/p-CdGeAs2 surface barrier struc
tures exhibited the maximum current photosensitivity wh
they were illuminated on the barrier contact si
Si'20m A/W and SU'2 V/W at T5300 K. The photosen-
sitivity increased by two to three orders of magnitude wh
the temperature was reduced to'80 K.

Typical spectral dependences of the short-circuit pho
current for one of these structures are plotted in Fig. 4. T
energy position of the long-wavelength edge of the photoc
rent for these structures with its distinct step correspond
interbandA-transitions in CdGeAs2 ~Ref. 15!. Above the en-
ergy of theA-transitions, the photocurrent of surface-barr
structures typically continues to increase and reaches a m
mum near the energy of theB transitions.15 It can be seen
from Fig. 4 that the photocurrent remains high over a w
spectral range within the fundamental absorption
CdGeAs2, which indicates that the efficiency of photogene
ated pair collection is sufficient to suppress surface recom
nation. It can be seen from Fig. 4~curve2! that a decrease in
temperature is accompanied by broadening of the lo
wavelength photocurrent edge as a result of enhanced
toactive absorption involving defect levels. The lon
wavelength photosensitivity peak at\vD'0.48 eV may be
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attributed to transitions of electrons to the conduction ba
from the levelEV10.17 eV, which is observed in the tem
perature dependences of the kinetic coefficients of th
crystals~Fig. 3!.

When the plane of the In/CdGeAs2 structures parallel to
the c axis is illuminated by linearly polarized radiation, th
photocurrent along the normal to it exhibits a periodic d
pendence on the azimuthal anglew between the electric vec
tor of the light waveE and c, as for CdGeAs2 homojunc-
tions, which is typical of uniaxial crystals.14 The polarization
difference of the photocurrentD i 5 i i2 i' ~curve1 in Fig. 5!
is positive in accordance with the selection rules for int
bandA transitions in CdGeAs2 ~Ref. 14! and has a maximum
near the A-transition energy. Unlike homojunctions, fo
which the influence of absorption in the layer adjacent to
active region of the structures changes the sign ofD i to

FIG. 4. Spectral dependences of the photocurrenti normalized to the same
number of incident photons, for an In/CdGeAs2 structure using natural ra-
diation: T(K): 1—300,2—77.

FIG. 5. Spectral dependences of the photocurrent polarization differencD i
~1! and the coefficient of natural photopleochroismP ~2! for an In/CdGeAs2
structure atT5300 K.
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3R. F. Mekhtiev, É. O. Osmanov, and Yu. V. Rud’, Prib. Tekh. Eksp.2,
179 ~1964!.

.

.
-

;

.

n.
entire range of polarization photosensitivity. The sho
wavelength drop inD i is caused by the onset ofB transi-
tions, which dominate forE'c. The coefficient of natura
photopleochroism15 of p-CdGeAs2 single-crystal surface
barrier structures is also positive and dominates near
A-transition energy~curve 2 in Fig. 5!, as for other direct-
gap II-IV-V2 chalcopyrite crystals.

To sum up, this method of directional crystallization
CdGeAs2 from a near-stoichiometric flux can reproducib
give single crystals with a fairly low hole concentration a
high electrical homogeneity. The clear polarization dep
dence of the spectra of inelastic light scattering by opti
phonons combined with the absence of any local depend
of the intensity and frequency of the observed lines provi
evidence of the high quality and homogeneity of these sin
crystals. Surface-barrier structures using these single cry
may be used as wide-band detectors for natural light,
selective photoanalyzers for linearly polarized radiation.
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Depth distribution of point defects in Si bombarded by high-energy N 51 and Si 51 ions
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Electron spin resonance has been used to study the depth distribution of point defects in Si
samples bombarded by N51 (E516 MeV) and Si51 (E526.8 MeV) ions at 175 and 300 K in the
dose range (4 – 8)31015 cm22. It was established that unlike the implantation of moderate-
energy Si ions (E;100 keV), the depth distributions of planar tetravacancies in samples
bombarded by ions at 300 K under these conditions have two maxima. The experimental
results indicate that the tetravacancy density maximum closer to the surface is formed as a result
of secondary defect formation processes. No continuous amorphous layer was observed in
the bulk of any of the Si samples. This experimental observation is evidence of defect annealing
which takes place when high-energy ions are implanted in Si. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01002-8#

Ion implantation withE;1 MeV/ion is beginning to be The ESR spectra were recorded using a Varian sp
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used successfully for the production of integrated circu
and microelectronics devices with an increased density
active and passive elements.1,2 Clearly, in the future the en
ergy which will be used in implantation to fabricate int
grated circuits will be;1 MeV/a.m.u.. Although the main
laws governing defect formation processes in Si bombar
by E;10 keV/a.m.u. ions have been fairly well studie
those for Si bombarded byE;1 MeV/a.m.u. ions have bee
little studied, even though the first publications on this to
appeared more than twenty years ago.3 Note that at present
there are very few reported investigations of the depth
tributions of point defects in Si irradiated b
E;1 MeV/a.m.u. ions as a function of the sample tempe
ture under irradiation.

Here ESR was used to investigate the structure
depth distribution of point defects in Si bombarded
;1 MeV/a.m.u. N51 and Si51 ions at temperatures of 17
and 300 K in the dose rangeD5(4 – 8)31015 cm22.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND TECHNIQUE

For the experiments we used commercial, zone-refi
Si doped with boron (r'1 kV•cm). The samples measure
103530.3 mm.

The samples were bombarded with ions at the Ross
dorf Scientific Center~Germany! using the TANDEM ion
accelerator. The implantation parameters are given in Ta
I. To prevent heating, an indium-gallium paste was depos
on the unirradiated part of the samples which were then
idly attached to a steel microscope stage which was mou
in a chamber with automatic temperature control over
range 175–500 K.
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trometer in the microwave X range~9 GHz! at room tem-
perature. The depth distribution profile of the concentrat
of paramagnetic defects was constructed by varying the
tensity of the ESR signal while gradually removing Si laye
from the irradiated side. The material was removed layer
layer by mechanical polishing using diamond paste~grain
size;1 mm!. The thickness of the removed layer was det
mined by weighing the sample before and after polish
using analytic weights with an accuracy of 1027 g. The ab-
solute error in the determination of the thickness of the
moved layer did not exceed 0.1mm.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1! Atomic configuration of paramagnetic defects.For Si
samples irradiated under these conditions the ESR spec
consists of two superposed components: a broad intense
with an isotropicg factor and a series of narrow lines who
position depends on the orientation of the magnetic field

The first component has the sameg factor as VV
centers4,5 ~a VV center is a broken bond in an amorpho
region,g52.0055,Hpp5(5 – 7)31024 T, whereHpp is the
line width of the ESR spectrum!.

TABLE I. Implantation parameters.

Ion E, MeV D, Ion/cm2 j , nA/cm2 T, K

Si51 26.8 831015 150 300
Si51 26.8 431015 150 175
N51 16 631015 30 300
N51 16 631015 30 175

19520195-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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An analysis of the positions of the lines of the seco
component in the ESR spectrum for various magnetic fi
orientations identified this as theP3 spectrum6,7 produced by
planar tetravacancies.

2! Depth distribution of VV centers.The depth distribu-
tions in the irradiated samples have a single peak near
end of the path. The density of VV centers in Si samp
bombarded by Si51 ions at 300 and 175 K~Figs. 1c and 2b!
and by N51 ions at 300 K~Fig. 3b! show a slight increase in
the initial sections of the range whereas for the samples b
barded by N51 ions at 175 K the concentration of VV cente
is below the sensitivity limit of the technique for most of th
range~Fig. 3c!.

We shall analyze the experimentally determined de
distributions of VV centers using known amorphizatio
mechanisms, especially those studied by Gibbons.9

The distribution of VV centers in Si samples bombard

FIG. 1. Depth distribution of inelastic~1! and elastic~2! energy losses of
implanted 26 MeV Si ions in Si~Ref. 8! ~a!, integrated depth distribution o
layer concentration of planar tetravacancies~P3 center! and VV centers in
Si bombarded with 26 MeV Si51 ions ~b!, and differential depth distribution
of bulk concentration of planar tetravacancies~P3 centers! and VV centers
~c!: T5300 K andD5831015 cm22.
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by Si51 ions at 175 K correlates reasonably well with th
distribution of primary radiation defects~Figs. 1a and 2b!. In
addition, the ratio of the concentration at the elastic ion st
ping peak to the concentration at the beginning of the ra
is approximately the same for primary defects and for V
centers~'60 for implantation of Si51 ions in Si!. This im-
plies that the number of amorphous inclusions formed by
stopping per unit path length is approximately proportion
to the number of primary displacements. Thus, in this ca
the amorphous phase is formed as a result of the overla
subcascades in the track of a single ion.

The distributions of VV centers in samples bombard
by Si51 ions at 300 K and in those bombarded by N51 ions
are broadened appreciably in both the directions toward
away from the surface. For these samples the ratio of
concentration of primary defects at the elastic ion stopp
peak to this concentration at the beginning of the range
several times greater than the ratio of the concentration
VV centers at the distribution peak to its concentration at
beginning of the range~Figs. 1a and 1c, 3a and 3b!. Thus,
the formation of the depth distribution profiles of VV cente
in this case is appreciably influenced by secondary de
formation processes such as the diffusion of Frenkel-p
components toward the surface and in the depth direct
and their interaction with each other and with defect co
plexes.

FIG. 2. Integrated depth distribution of layer concentration of planar te
vacancies~P3 centers! and VV centers in Si bombarded with Si51 ions ~a!
and differential depth distribution of bulk concentration of planar tetra
cancies~P3 centers! and VV centers in Si bombarded with Si51 ions ~b!:
E526.8 MeV, T5175 K, andD5431015 cm22.
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The concentration of VV centers in samples bombard
by 16 MeV N51 ions at 175 K in the depth rang
0,x,(2/3)Rp is below the sensitivity limit of the method
~i.e., the intensity of the ESR line caused by the paramag
ism of the VV centers does not vary in this depth rang!
whereas near the average projected rangeRp the distribution
of VV centers has a broad maximum~Fig. 3c!. Since the
full-width at half maximum of the VV centers is approx
mately ten times that for the corresponding maximum of
primary Frenkel pairs~Figs. 3c and 2a!, it may be concluded
that the depth distribution of VV centers in these sample
mainly formed by overlap of disordered regions created
different ions and partly as a result of interaction betwe
primary radiation defects and disordered regions.

3! Absence of a continuous amorphous layer within
bulk of the implanted silicon.As a result of these investiga
tions, it was also observed that no continuous amorph

FIG. 3. Depth distribution of inelastic~1! and elastic~2! energy losses of 16
MeV N ions implanted in Si~Ref. 8! ~a! and differential depth distribution
of bulk concentration of planar tetravacancies~P3 centers! and VV centers
in Si bombarded with 16 MeV N51 ions at 300 ~b! and 175 K ~c!:
D5631015 cm22.
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samples. This is evidenced by the low concentrations of
centers at the elastic stopping peak (NVV,1018 cm23),
which is between two and three orders of magnitude low
than the concentration typical of a continuous amorph
layer ~NVV;1020 cm23 ~Refs. 4 and 5!. In addition, the con-
centration of tetravacancies at any point in the range
1016– 1017 cm23 ~note that a tetravacancy, like all other d
fects, excepting VV centers, can only exist in the crys
phase of Si!. Nevertheless, it is well known9,10 that the im-
plantation of;10 eV/a.m.u. Si ions under the same impla
tation conditions as those used in our experiments, lead
complete amorphization of the implanted layer. Note th
using positron annihilation, the authors of Ref. 11 observ
the formation of a continuous amorphous layer nearRp in Si
samples bombarded by Si ions atT'300 K with
E'12 MeV andD51016 cm22.

Thus, doses appreciably higher~more than an order o
magnitude higher! than the critical amorphization dose
characteristic of moderate-energy implantation~under other-
wise the same irradiation conditions! are required for the
formation of a continuous amorphized layer at the end of
range under bombardment by;1 MeV/a.m.u. Si ions.

For all implantation conditions used in these expe
ments, the calculated energy density released by the h
energy ions at the elastic stopping peak is 1024– 1025 cm3 and
is sufficient to form a continuous amorphous layer in
bombarded by moderate-energy ions under otherwise
same irradiation conditions.12,13

Thus, the absence of a continuous amorphous laye
the bulk of these Si samples may be caused by the follow
factors: 1! implantation of;1 MeV/a.m.u. ions in Si is ac-
companied by partial annealing of defects, which, as
been indicated in various studies, is possible if the inela
energy loss of the implanted ions exceed'100 eV/Å ~Refs.
14 and 16!; 2! nearRp the implanted ions create mobile an
fixed defects, whose interaction has the result that the n
ber of fixed defect complexes per unit volume does not
ceed the critical concentration needed to form a continu
amorphous layer.13,17 Mobile and fixed defects are forme
nearRp because the energy dispersion of implanted ions w
energyE'1 MeV/a.m.u. in a solid near the end of the ran
is ;1 MeV ~Ref. 8!. Thus, ions whose energy nearRp is
'10 keV will create predominantly fixed defects since io
atom collisions take place with a small impact parame
Ions whose energy at the end of the range is'1 MeV will
create predominantly vacancies and interstitial atoms sinc
this case, ion-atom collisions take place with a large imp
parameter. Thus, in high-energy implantatio
(E;1 MeV/a.m.u.) the formation of a continuous amo
phous layer may be impeded by the interaction between
bile and fixed defects.13,17

4! Depth distribution of planar tetravacancies.In
samples irradiated at 175 K the tetravacancy density
creases monotonically from the surface and reaches a m
mum at a certain depth (x,Rp) after which it decreases
monotonically~Figs. 2b and 3c! as a result of a decrease
the fraction of the volume occupied by the crystallin
phase.16 The range distributions of the tetravacancy densit
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in samples bombarded by ions atT5300 K ~Figs. 1c and 3b!
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do not correlate with the distribution of the elastic and
elastic energy losses of the implanted ions~Figs. 1a and 3a!
and are characterized by two peaks in the Si bulk. One
these peaks is closer toRp and the other is 2–3mm from the
surface. It should be noted that in the depth ran
0,x,4 mm the layer concentration of tetravacancies in
samples bombarded by N51 ions at 300 K ~E516 MeV,
D5631015 cm22! is almost twice this concentration i
samples bombarded by N51 ions at 175 K ~E516 MeV,
D5631015 cm22!. This drop in the tetravacancy densi
near the end of the range is evidently attributable to the
duced volume of the crystalline phase for irradiation at 1
K. Note that the maximum density of defects~divacancies,
tetravacancies,A andE centers! in Si samples bombarded b
high-energy ions (E;1 MeV/a.m.u.) at room temperatur
was observed by the authors of Refs. 14, 18–21 at the d
x;(0.2– 0.5)Rp using ESR, Rutherford backscattering, i
frared spectroscopy, positron annihilation, and capaci
deep-level transient spectroscopy.

In our view, the formation of the defect-density max
mum close to the surface cannot be explained qualitativ
by denser cascades of recoil atoms in the initial section
the high-energy ion range18 because our experimental resu
indicate that the formation of a tetravacancy density ma
mum close to the surface depends on the sample temper
under irradiation. The authors of Ref. 14 suggested that
defect density maximum close to the surface is formed a
result of the interaction of vacancies which diffuse towa
the surface from the region of maximum elastic ene
losses. However, this interpretation is also purely qualita
and incomplete, since it neglects the diffusion of interstit
atoms toward the surface and their annihilation by vacanc
as well as interactions of primary radiation defects with va
ous defect complexes.

Our experimentally determined temperature dep
dences of the tetravacancy range distributions indicate
the tetravacancy density maximum close to the surfac
formed as a result of secondary defect formation proces
probably as a result of the interaction of vacancies am
themselves and/or with vacancy complexes.

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

One of the most likely reasons for the formation of
tetravacancy density maximum near the surface is that
steady-state depth distribution of vacancies under ion b
bardment of Si may also have a maximum in the initial s
tions of the range. Interaction of these vacancies am
themselves and/or with vacancy complexes may lead to
formation of a tetravacancy maximum. The possible ex
tence of this vacancy density maximum derives from
following reasoning.

Ion bombardment of Si is inevitably accompanied
spatial redistribution of Frenkel pair components22 since the
diffusion coefficient of interstitial atoms is considerab
greater than that of vacancies. Consequently, in the ste
state the ratio of the concentration of interstitial atoms to t
of vacancies varies substantially over the range. It is kno
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tial atoms. Thus, in the immediate vicinity of the surfac
even if defect interaction is neglected, the concentration
interstitial atoms may be lower than the concentration
vacancies since in the diffusion approximation, the coe
cients of the quasichemical reactions which determine
interaction between components of Frenkel pairs and sin
are directly proportional to their diffusion coefficients.10 If
the diffusion of interstitial atoms and vacancies from th
generation site to the surface is considered as fluxes of n
interacting particles, in certain parts of the range some
tance from the surface, the concentrations of interstitial
oms and vacancies will clearly be comparable whereas in
region of maximum generation, the vacancy concentrat
will substantially exceed the concentration of interstitial
oms. Thus, quasichemical reactions, especially annihila
of interstitial atoms with vacancies, a sink for vacancies a
interstitial atoms at the surface, and also interaction betw
components of Frenkel pairs and various defect comple
may have the result that, in addition to concentration maxi
nearRp , the steady-state depth distribution of vacancies w
also have another maximum closer to the surface.

To check this hypothesis, we carried out a numeri
simulation, which involved calculating the steady-state de
distribution of the densities of vacancies and interstitial
oms for the implantation of Si with high-energ
(E;1 MeV/a.m.u.) and moderate-energ
(E;10 keV/a.m.u.) ions. The following assumptions we
made.

1! The steady-state depth distributions of vacancies
interstitial atoms may be determined by solving a system
nonlinear differential equations written in the diffusio
approximation10

DVd2V/dx25b IVIV1bVVV21bVV1gV~x!,

DId
2I /dx25b IVIV1b II I

21b I I 1gI~x!. ~1!

HereV andI are functions describing the range distributio
of the densities of vacancies and interstitial atoms,DI and
DV are the diffusion coefficients of interstitial atoms an
vacancies, respectively,gI(x) and gV(x) are the generation
terms describing the depth distributions of the densities
interstitial atoms and vacancies formed by elastic stopping
a given ion flux ~g(x) was calculated using the TRIM-9
program8 wheregI(x) andgV(x) were assumed to be equal!,
b IV , bVV , andb II are the quasichemical reaction consta
which determine the interaction between vacancies and
interstitial atom, between two vacancies, and between
interstitial atoms, respectively, andb I and bV are the qua-
sichemical reaction constants which determine the inte
tion between sinks and components of Frenkel pairs.

2! The sink distribution was assumed to be directly p
portional to the distribution of elastic energy losses.

3! The system~1! was solved for the following boundar
conditions: a! the irradiated surface of the sample was a
sumed to be an ideal sink for vacancies and interstitial ato
i.e., the trapping coefficient of interstitial atoms and vaca
cies, which determines their interaction with the surface, w
assumed to be infinite; b! the unirradiated surface of th
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sample was assumed to be a reflecting face, i.e., the trap
coefficient of interstitial atoms and vacancies, which det
mines their interaction with the surface, was assumed to
zero ~the thickness of the samples was taken as 300mm!.

The system~1! was solved by an iterative method d
scribed in Ref. 23. The diffusion coefficients of the vacanc
and interstitial atoms were assumed to be free paramete

An analysis of the solutions of system~1! revealed the
following:

1! The steady-state depth distribution of the vacan
density, having two maxima—the second positioned at
end of the range and the first closer to the surface—may
obtained by solving system~1! for reasonable value
of the free parameters: DV<331027 cm2/s and
DI>531025 cm2/s.

According to the published data, the diffusion coef
cients of vacancies and interstitial atoms at room tempera
are;1028 and;1025 cm2/s, respectively.10

2! A bimodal vacancy distribution cannot be obtained
solving system~1! for any values of the free parameters
the termb IVIV responsible for the annihilation of Frenk
pair components is eliminated from system~1!. However, if
the terms responsible for interaction between vacancies
interstitial atoms (b II I

2,bVVV2), and for their interaction
with sinks (b I I ,bVV) are alternately eliminated from th
system, a bimodal vacancy distribution may be obtained
solving system~1! for values of the free parameters in th
range indicated above.

Figure 4 shows calculated depth distributions of vac
cies and interstitial atoms in Si samples bombarded by
MeV and 20 keV N51 ions~the free parameters used to sol

FIG. 4. Calculated steady-state depth distribution of the bulk concentra
of vacanciesV and interstitial atomsI in Si bombarded with 200 keV~a!
and 16 MeV ~b! N ions. In the calculationsDV and DI were taken as
231027 and 531025 cm2/s, respectively.
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for the calculated depth distributions of the vacancy conc
trations are poorly resolved for moderate-energy ion impl
tation of Si ~Fig. 4a! and well resolved for high-energy io
implantation~Fig. 4b!. The reason for this is obvious: whe
Si is bombarded by moderate-energy ions, the region
maximum Frenkel pair generation is situated in the imme
ate vicinity of the surface whereas for high-energy ion i
plantation this region is some distance from the surface.
conclude, the results of this numerical simulation indica
that the formation of a tetravacancy density maximum clo
to the surface whenE;1 MeV/a.m.u. ions are implanted in
Si at 300 K, may be caused by the spatial redistribution
vacancies and interstitial atoms and their interaction with
surface, between themselves, and with various defect c
plexes.
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Strontium diffusion in Sr 323xLa2xhx„VO4…2 solid solutions

-1
O. N. Leonidova and I. A. Leonidov

Institute of Solid-State Chemistry, Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia

G. I. Dontsov and A. S. Zhukovskaya

Urals State Technical University, 620002 Ekaterinburg, Russia
~Submitted February 27, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 223–226~February 1998!

Layer-by-layer radiometric analysis in the temperature range 800–950 °C was used to measure
the diffusion coefficients of90Sr, 45Ca, 133Ba radionuclides in Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2

(x50,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25) solid solutions. It was established thatDCa* .DSr* .DBa* . An increase in
the concentrations of vacancies~h! in the strontium sublattice leads to increased
coefficients of diffusion of rare-earth metal cations. The activation energies for radionuclide
diffusion were determined. It was shown that M21 cations migrate via Sr~2! positions. © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01102-2#

The presence of structural defects in inorganic com-ity of the 133Ba g radiation was measured using a BDBSZ
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pounds in many respects determines their transport cha
teristics. The formation of a Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 solid so-
lution, where 0<x<0.33, was identified in a
Sr3~VO4!2–LaVO4 system.1 When lanthanum orthovanada
LaVO4 is added to strontium orthovanadate Sr3~VO4!2, La1

ions are incorporated into the sublattice of the stronti
ions. However, with two VO4

32 groups, only two La31 ions
are incorporated instead of the three replaceable stron
ions with the result that vacancies appear in the stront
sublattice. These compounds are attracting attention bec
high ionic conductivity has been observed with Sr21 ions as
current carriers.2 On the basis of the results of studies of t
electrophysical properties~electrical conductivity, transpor
numbers!, it was postulated that a vacancy mechanism
responsible for the transport of strontium ions. Here we
vestigate the diffusion of Ca21, Sr21, and Ba21 cations in
Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 ceramic samples and we determine t
diffusion parameters as a function of temperature and do
concentration.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Samples synthesized as described in Ref. 2 were pre
into disks .10 mm in diameter, sintered at 1200 °C, a
then annealed at the experimental temperature. The open
rosity of the ceramic was close to zero and the density, m
sured by hydrostatic weighing, was.90– 92% of the x-ray
density. The diffusion of rare-earth metal cations
Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 was studied by systematically remo
ing layers and measuring the residual integrated activityI )
~Ref. 3!. The radionuclides90Sr, 45Ca, and133Ba were used
as labels.

The source of diffusion on the surface of the sample w
a thin layer of the material enriched in the appropriate rad
nuclide. Diffusion annealing was carried out for 11 h
800–950 °C. The radionuclide distribution over the depthl )
of the ceramic was determined by removing parallel lay
10–20mm thick by polishing. The residual integrated acti
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eM system complete with a PSO-2-4 scaler. TheCa and
90Sr
b radiation was measured with an RKB-4-1 eM radiomet
The diffusion coefficients of90Sr, 45Ca, and133Ba were cal-
culated using standard solutions of the Fick equation. T
diffusion parameters were determined by approximating
experimental points with the calculated curvesI ( l ) and find-
ing the minimum variance between the experimental and
culated values of the residual integrated activities.4 The rela-
tive measurement error for the diffusion coefficient was le
than 30% at the 0.95 confidence level.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows typical experimental curves of the re
tive integrated activity of45Ca, 90Sr, 133Ba (I /I 0) as a func-
tion of the depth of penetration in Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 ce-
ramic samples, whereI 0 is the integrated activity at zero
penetration depth. The diffusion coefficients of the radion
clides in Sr2.4La0.4h0.2~VO4!2, calculated from these diffu-
sion profiles, at 900 °C are 11.731029, 11.031029, and
6.831029 cm2/s for calcium, strontium, and barium, respe
tively. The relationDBa* ,DSr* ,DCa* may be attributed to the
size factor.

The experimental curves of the radionuclide diffusi
coefficients are satisfactorily described by the Arrhen
equation

DM* 5DM*
0 exp~2Ud /kT!. ~1!

The temperature dependences ofDM* in
Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 (x50.1,0.15,0.2,0.25) solid solution
were used to determine the diffusion activation energ
(Ud) for 45Ca, 90Sr, and133Ba, which were similar,'1 eV.

In a previous study2 the Tubandt method was used
show that the Sr21 ions are responsible for the electric
transport, and the temperature dependence of the ionic

20020200-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ductivity ~¸! of strontium and barium orthovanadate so
solutions M323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 , where M5Sr,Ba,
x<x,0.33, is described by

¸T5¸0 exp~2U/kT!. ~2!

The activation energy (U) for ionic conduction in
Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 is 0.77 eV and does not depend on t
concentration of strontium vacancies in the structure. N
that the activation energies for90Sr diffusion in these com-
pounds, around 1 eV, are slightly higher than the activat
energy for ionic conduction.

Figure 2 gives the90Sr diffusion coefficients as a func
tion of the composition of the Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 solid
solution forT5const. The diffusion coefficients of divalen
metal radionuclides in undoped Sr3~VO4!2 are lower than
those in the solid solutions under study because they con
small quantities of strontium vacancies.5 At 800 °C, 850 °C,

FIG. 1. Relative residual integrated activity of45Ca(1), 90Sr(2), and
133Ba(3) radionuclides for Sr2.4La0.4h0.2~VO4!2! as a function of depth at an
annealing temperature of 900 °C.

FIG. 2. Coefficients of diffusion of90Sr in Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 as a func-
tion of the lanthanum concentrationx at various temperatures:T(°C): 1—
800,2—850,3—900, and4—950.
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and 900 °C, DSr* in strontium orthovanadate i
1.1310210 cm2/s, 1.5310210 cm2/s, and 2.3310210 cm2/s,
respectively

The changes in DSr* as a function of x in
Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 may be described for smallx by the
well-known expression6 for the vacancy transport mecha
nism

DSr* 5 f nr 2@VSr#exp~2Ud /kt!, ~3!

where f is the correlation factor,n is the frequency of hop-
ping attempts,r is the hopping length, and@VSr# is the va-
cancy concentration in the strontium sublattice. According
Eq. ~3!, the dependences of the radionuclide diffusion co
ficients on the vacancy concentrationx for constantT and f
should be nearly linear. However, it can be seen from Fig
that the dependencesD* (x) deviate substantially from
straight lines. Similar curves were obtained for45Ca and
133Ba radionuclides~Fig. 3!. Of the parameters appearing
expression~3!, the correlation factor may undergo the large
variation as a function ofx. It may be supposed that its valu
is mainly influenced by the deformation of the crystal latti
caused by doping.

In order to compare the radionuclide diffusion coef
cients and the coefficients of random diffusion of strontiu
ions calculated using the Nernst–Einstein equation us
ionic conductivity data

DSr5kT¸/qSr
2 nSr, ~4!

we need to determine the concentration of strontium ionsnSr

involved in the charge transport. Figure 4 gives the preex
nential factor of the ionic conductivity̧0 as a function ofx.
These values are accurately described by

¸05¸8~223x!x, ~5!

where¸8526.63103 S•cm21
•K. The factor (223x) is pro-

portional to the carrier concentration i

FIG. 3. Diffusion coefficients of 45Ca(1) and 133Ba(2) in
Sr2.4La0.4h0.2~VO4!2 as a function of the lanthanum concentrationx at
900 °C.
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Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 and shows that the maximum numb
of strontium ions involved in the transport is close to two p
formula unit.

The structure of Sr3~VO4!2 has not been determined t
within interatomic distances but it has been shown that
compound has the same structure as barium orthovanad7

An analysis of the structure of Ba3~VO4!2 also indicates tha
two barium ions, Ba(2a) and Ba(2b), situated in a ten-
oxygen neighborhood and positioned perpendicular to theaH

axis, may participate in the transport process. This statem
is also supported first, by the longer bond lengths betw
positions Ba(2a), Ba(2b) and position Ba~1!, in a six-
oxygen neighborhood ~Ba(2a) – Ba(1)—4.37 Å and
Ba(2b) – Ba(1)—4.30 Å!, compared to the Ba(2a) – Ba(2b)
bond length of 3.71 Å~Ref. 8!. Second, the sizes of th
necks linking the free and filled positions are.1.6 Å be-
tween positions Ba(2a) and Ba(2b) whereas between Ba~1!
and Ba(2a) and between Ba~1! and Ba(2b), they are 0.6 and
1 Å, respectively. These small necks impede the diffusion
rare-earth metal cations along thecH axis. Assuming that the
structure is the same, it may be postulated that in Sr3~VO4!2

the Sr21 ions migrate via Sr~2! positions in the plane perpen
dicular to thecH axis. The value 3x shows that the La31 ions
and strontium vacancies are in the same position. The c
centration of mobile ions is thennSr5z(223x)/V ~z53 is
the number of formula units!.

These dependences of the coefficients of random di
sion in Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 on temperature and donor con
centration are described by:

D5D0x exp~2U/kT!. ~6!

The difference between the activation energiesU andUd is
.0.2 eV, which may be attributed to the temperature dep
dence of the correlation factorf . Since no detailed informa
tion is currently available on the structure of Sr3~VO4!2 or
solid solutions based on this, we used the Haven r
(H5D* /D) to compare the experimental isotope diffusi

FIG. 4. Preexponential factor of ionic conductivity versus lanthanum c
centration. The curve was calculated using Eq.~5!.
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coefficients (D* ) and the random diffusion coefficients (D),
assuming that the parametersH and f are interrelated.

Figure 5 gives the Haven ratioH at 800 and 950 °C. It
can be seen thatH depends onT andx and is less than 0.5 o
the correlation factor calculated in the first approximati
using the Manning formula~f 5(12P)/(11P), where
P51/m, m is the number of nearest neighbors, which
three for the Sr~2! sublattice!. More accurate values off may
be obtained using the relation

f 5
11^cosu&
12^cosu&

, ~7!

where^cosu& is the average cosine of the angle between
directions of a pair of successive hops used to calculate
correlation factors for the simplest structures with a unit ho
ping frequency in all directions.9 Assuming that strontium
ions migrate predominantly via Sr~2! positions in
Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 , the closest structure to these com
pounds is a honeycomb structure for whichf 50.33
(u5120°). Since in real structures there is a difference
positions along thecH axis between neighboring Sr(2a) and
Sr(2b) ions ~corrugated honeycomb structure!, in an undis-
torted solid-solution structure wherex→0 we find the angle
u,120° and f .0.33. The value ofH in Sr3~VO4!2 is
'0.43. This value may be reduced substantially for at le
two reasons. For example, it has been shown for anisotr
structures10 that if the hopping frequencies along thez axis
(nz) and in thexy plane (nx) are taken into account, fo
large ratiosnx /nz the correlation factor describing the diffu
sion process at the frequencynx decreases. Moreover, whe
some of the strontium ions in positions Sr~2! are replaced by
lanthanum ions, accompanied by the formation of vacanc
in this sublattice, the Sr(2a) – Sr(2b), Sr~2!–La~2!, and
Sr~2!–h~2! bond lengths may vary appreciably. As a res
of this local distortion of the structure, the angleu increase

-FIG. 5. Haven ratioH in Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 for variousx. T(°C): 1—
800,2—950.
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and in accordance with Eq.~7!, f decreases. Thus, as the
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1G. le Flem and P. C. Easstman, Bull. Soc. Chem. France7, 2769~1968!.
2I. A. Leonidov, O. N. Leonidova, and A. A. Fotiev, E´ lektrokhimiya 28,
temperature increases, the distortions of the crystal lat

decrease, the angleu should decrease andf increases. It has
been found that the Haven ratio increases with temperat

To conclude, as a result of studying the transport ch
acteristics of Sr323xLa2xhx(VO4)2 , it has been observe
that the distribution of impurity centers~lanthanum ions and
strontium vacancies! and the transport of strontium cations
strongly anisotropic. Defects distort the structure in the Sr~2!
plane, which substantially influences the correlation fac
for the diffusion of radionuclide.
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Entropy of crystallization of materials from a ‘‘molten’’ sublattice of superionic

conductors

M. A. Korzhuev

A. A. Ba�kov Institute of Metallurgy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117911 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted March 17, 1997; resubmitted May 28, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 227–228~February 1998!

It is shown that the entropy of crystallization of materials~such as Cu, Ag, Au, and Li! in a
‘‘molten’’ sublattice of superionic conductors→crystal system may substantially exceed the
entropy of crystallization of the same materials from a melt. The observed behavior
explains the known tendency of various superionic conductors to form filamentary crystals
~whiskers! in the solid phase, together with the completely different structure of these whiskers.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01202-7#

The crystal structure of superionic conductors~SICs! Here k05R0 /N0 is the Boltzmann constant,N0 is
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may be represented as the superposition of a ‘‘molten’’ s
lattice of mobile ions~Cu11, Ag11, Li11, H11, F12, C112,
and so on! and a hard ‘‘core’’ which conserves the properti
of the solid up to the melting point of the compound (Tm).
‘‘Melting’’ of the sublattice of mobile ions generally occur
at the temperature of the superionic phase transi
Tc;0.3– 0.4Tm when some of the SIC ions are excited
interstitial sites~Frenkel defects!, where they are distributed
over many vacancies~order–disorder phase transition!. The
order–disorder transition makes the major contribution~up
to 90%! to the total entropy of the superionic transitio
ac5DSc /R0 ~R0 is the universal gas constant!, with defor-
mation of the core accounting for the remaining 10%. On
whole,ac can have a fairly high value in superionic condu
tors ~up to one or higher!.1–3 Thus, the entropy of melting
crystallization of SIC samples atT5Tm decreases
appreciably4,5 ~am8 ;am2ac , wheream5DSm /R0 is the re-
duced entropy of melting of an ordered material! ~curves2
and3 in Fig. 1!, like the tendency of ingots to faceting6 ~this
tendency usually shows up clearly foram.4 – 6! ~Ref. 7!.

The process of crystallization in superionic conduct
can also take place in the solid state by a ‘‘molten’’ S
sublattice→crystal system~growth of whiskers, ribbons, an
dendrites using Cu, Ag, Na, and so on!.8–11 For Cu, Ag, and
Na we haveam51.12, 1.17, and 0.85, respectively,12 which
presupposes samples with a polycrystalline structure an
rounded surface when these crystallize from a melt.7 How-
ever, whiskers and ribbons8–11 typically have a single-crysta
structure and partial faceting which indicates a possible
parity between the values ofam andam9 ~heream9 5DSm9 /R is
the reduced entropy of crystallization of materials from
molten SIC sublattice!. The value ofam9 for SICs has not
been estimated separately before.

Here it is shown that the value ofam9 for SICs may
substantially exceed the entropy of crystallizationam of the
same materials from a melt.

The change in the configurational component of the
tropy accompanying melting of the sublattice of mobile io
in an SIC is described by the expression

DSi
conf5k0~ ln WT.Tc

2 ln WT,Tc
!. ~1!
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Avogadro’s number,W5Ca5(b!)/ @(b2a)!a! # is the sta-
tistical weight of the appropriate states,Ca

b is the number of
ways of distributinga mobile ionsa in b vacancies in the
crystal.3,13,14

Assuming in expression~1! a5b5nN0(T,Tc) and
a5nN0 , b5NN0(T.Tc) ~n andN are the number of mo-
bile ions and vacancies per formula unit of the compoun!,
we obtain using the Stirling formula ln(y!).y„ln(y)21… for
N@n;1

a i
conf5DSi

confR05S N ln
N

N2n
1n ln

N2n

n D; ln N.

~2!

Figure 2 gives the curvesa i
conf5 f (n), calculated using Eq

~2! for various values of the parameterN ~curves1–3!. Also
plotted are the values of the configurational component

FIG. 1. Typical temperature dependences of the reduced entropya5S/R0

for ordered materials~1!, SICs ~2!, amorphous materials~3!, and a molten
sublattice of mobile ions in a SIC~4!: Tc , Tg , andTm are the superionic
transition temperature, the glass-transition temperature of amorphous m
rials, and the crystal melting point. Configurational space: a—SIC~N510,
Cu22xSe! ~Refs. 1 and 2!, b—liquid ~N52, cellular model15,16!, and c—
ordered solid phase (N51).

20420204-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the enthalpy of melting for the cellular model of a liqu
am

conf5 ln 2 ~curve 4! ~Refs. 15 and 16! which makes the
main contribution~up to 70–80%! to the total entropy of
melting of Cu, Ag, Au, Li, and Na~Ref. 12!.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that forN.2 andn.0.1, it is
possible to haveam9 ;a i

conf;acM /Mi.am
conf;am in a SIC

(Mi is the atomic weight of the mobile ions excited in inte
stitial sites andM is the molecular weight of the SIC!, be-
cause the ions in a ‘‘distributed’’ SIC sublattice have
higher degree of disorder than those in a liquid. This is p
sible because of the hard SIC core which increases the
mensionality of the configuration space for possible disord
ing of ions whenI .I c ~Fig. 1! ~Ref. 17!.

Thus, for N.2 and n.0.1 mobile ions in the molten
SIC sublattice may possess the excess entr
(am9 2am); ln(N/2) in relation to ordinary melting~curve4
in Fig. 1!. Thus, crystallization of mobile ions by a molte
SIC sublattice→crystal system corresponds to a change
entropya8;a i

conf which exceeds the entropy of crystalliz
tion am of the same materials from a melt~curve4→curve1
in Fig. 1!.

For copper selenide Cu22xSe ~fluorite structure,N510,

FIG. 2. Configurational componenta i
conf of the reduced entropy of disor

dering of mobile ions versus the atomic fractionn of mobile ions for a
superionic phase transition in a SIC~1–3!. The disorder parameterN is:
1—100,2—10 (Cu22xSe), 3—2; 4—am

conf5 ln 2.
205 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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crystallizes from the molten sublattice, we haveam9 ;3.25
~curve2 in Fig. 2!, which explains in terms of the empirica
relations7 the high rate of copper whisker generation
Cu22xSe, their perfect crystal structure, the growth anis
ropy, and partial faceting.8,9

The highest values of the parametersN andn in known
inorganic SICs areN521 for AgI andn;2 for Ag2HgI4 and
(Na2O)x(Li 2O)y(Al2O3)11 ~two sublattices of the compound
melt!1,2 from which the maximum entropy is estimated
am9 ;5 – 6 ~Fig. 2!. Even higher values ofam9 may be ob-
served in more complex organic SICs and in biological o
jects as a result of an increase in the parametersN and/orn.
This high value ofam9 may be responsible for the increase
tendency of this group of materials to grow ne
formations.18 Studies of the physical properties and pha
transitions of these materials may be especially interestin
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Verlag, New York, 1979; Zinatne, Riga, 1982#.
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Interactive process in the mechanism of thermostimulated luminescence in anion-defect

e-
a-Al2O3 crystals

I. I. Mil’man, V. S. Kortov, and S. V. Nikiforov

Ural State Technical University, 620002 Ekaterinburg, Russia
~Submitted June 30, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 229–234~February 1998!

A study of the role of deep traps in the specific features of the thermoluminescence~TL! of anion-
defecta-Al2O3 single crystals is reported. The existence of deep traps is proven by direct
observation of the associated TL peaks. Experimental support for the effect of deep-trap filling
on the main characteristics of the main TL peak at 450 K is presented. A model involving
trap interaction is proposed, which differs radically from the others described in the literature by
taking into account the temperature dependence of the carrier capture probability by deep
traps. This model was used to calculate the dependences on heating rate and deep-trap filling of
the main parameters of the main TL peak for the crystals under study~TL yield, glow-
curve shape, and sensitivity to the stored light sum!, which were found to be close to those
observed experimentally. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01302-1#

Interest in investigation of the luminescence propertiesdiated with visible or UV light was explained as due to r
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of anion-defecta-Al2O3 crystals stems from their use fo
development of high-sensitivity detectors for ionizin
radiation.1 Experimental investigation of thermolumine
cence~TL! of nominally pure anion-defecta-Al2O3 single-
crystals reveals several features which are not accounte
by the available models of TL kinetics in solids. The mo
essential of them are the substantial drop of the average
tivation energy@^E&(T)# within the main~dosimetric! peak
at 450 K, which is demonstrated by the fractional glo
technique,2 and the dependence of the TL yield on crys
heating rate.3,4 The reliability of the experimental observa
tions is not subject to doubt, since during the recent ye
they have been confirmed more than once in indepen
measurements.5–8

Investigation of the temperature behavior of radiatio
induced and photoluminescence within the main crystal
minescence band~410 nm! permitted one to relate the ob
served features of the TL to thermal quenching, which
most efficient around the main peak.2,4 Establishment of this
relation made possible formal description of the depende
of TL yield on heating rate and of the anomalous behavio
^E&(T) by a kinetic equation with a modified Mott facto
which takes into account the thermal quenching. The mec
nism of the observed TL features at the microscale remain
however, unclear, and the observation that they bec
manifest in the same way in other characteristic lumin
cence bands as well~330 and 690 nm!9 did not find adequate
interpretation. In this connection it appeared reasonabl
analyze the role played by other processes capable of af
ing strongly the kinetics of luminescence and, in particu
of carrier capture by deep traps. Because direct meas
ments met with difficulties, the presence of deep traps
nominally pure anion-defect corundum crystals has so
been revealed from indirect evidence. In particular, it is w
their competition in carrier trapping that one associated
change in dosimetric sensitivity observed in crystals s
jected to high-dose irradiation. TL of the same crystals ir
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distribution of charge from deep to shallower traps, whi
are responsible for the 450-K peak.10

The objective of this work was experimental detection
the deep traps and establishment of their role in the ab
features of TL in anion-defecta-Al2O3 single crystals.

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We studied samples of nominally purea-Al2O3 single
crystals grown by directed crystallization in strongly redu
ing conditions provided by the presence of graphite~thermo-
chemical coloring!. The oxygen vacancy~F center! concen-
tration in the samples, as derived from the optical absorp
spectra, was about 1017 cm23. The main TL peak at 450 K
~heating rateb52 K•s21! was excited by90Sr/90Y b radia-
tion. TL measurements in the linear or fractional heati
regime were made using a computerized setup describe
detail elsewhere.11 A distinctive experimental feature of thi
work was the possibility of selectively filling the deep tra
at different crystal temperatures. To reduce the sample ex
sure time under excitation, we used nonselective UV rad
tion capable of efficiently populating deep traps. The radia
lamp was DRT-240 mercury-vapor quartz type with a focu
ing attachment. The TL was measured in the 300–110
range with a PM tube whose spectral sensitivity exclud
recording thermal radiation.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our studies demonstrate the possibility of detecting d
traps by direct observation of the TL they are responsible
Figure 1 presents glow curves of anion-defecta-Al2O3 crys-
tals excited by UV light at 500 K~curve1! and 620 K~curve
2!. Besides the conventional TL features, namely, the m
peak A (Tm5450 K) and peakB (Tm5570 K), which is
associated with Cr31 ions, we readily see the appearance
the glow curves, of new maxima,C and D ~Tm5740 and

20620206-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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890 K, respectively!. The TL peaksA, B, C, and D are
identical in spectral composition, and their spectra cont
bands characteristic ofF andF1 centers.

We see also from Fig. 1 that the relative TL yield
peaksC and D depends noticeably on the temperature
which the samples were excited. The same is true for pe
A and B too. For instance, when TL was excited at roo
temperature, the main peakA dominated in yield, with peaks
B, C, andD becoming practically undetectable.

One of the main results demonstrated by Fig. 1 is
possibility of selectively populating the deep traps resp
sible for the TL peaksC and D by properly varying the
illumination temperature, with the traps associated with p

FIG. 2. ~1–4! Temperature dependences of average activation energy
four deep-trap states and~5! glow curve for the main TL peak of anion
defecta-Al2O3 crystals excited at room temperature by90Sr/90Y radiation.
1—deep traps not filled on purpose,2—the deepest trap filled at 825 K
3—both traps filled at 620 K,4—both deep traps depleted by annealing
1220 K for 15 min.

FIG. 1. Glow curves of UV-excited anion-defecta-Al2O3 crystals obtained
at a heating rate of 2 K•s21. Excitation temperatureT(K): 1—500,2—620.

207 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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A left empty. This makes possible investigation of the d
pendence of the kinetics of the peakA thermoluminescence
on the deep-trap filling when the crystal is subsequently
luminated at room temperature. Figure 2 shows the^E&(T)
relation for peak A obtained for four deep-trap state
namely, when the deep traps were not populated on purp
~initial state1!, when only the deepest trap was filled~state
2!, when both deep traps were populated~state3!, and when
both deep traps after filling were emptied by heating
sample at 1220 K for 15 min~state4!.

Shown in Fig. 3 are the results of a study of the peakA
TL yield as a function of the heating rate of excited crysta
made for the deep-trap states similar to those describe
discussion of Fig. 2, with the notation left unchanged. Ta
I illustrates the dynamics of variation in shape of the glo
curve, which was estimated from its halfwidth at peakA,
under variation of the heating rate and for the same chan
of deep-trap state. As seen from Table I, the emptying
deep traps results in a stronger dependence of the glow c
halfwidth on heating rate.

An analysis of the experimental data presented in Fig
and 3 and Table I shows convincingly that the TL paramet
of peakA depend on carrier filling of the deep traps. Th
most essential point is, however, that the above feature
the main-peak TL also are directly related to the deep-t
state. By varying properly their population, one can cont
the temperature dependence of the average activation en

or

FIG. 3. Light sum emitted in the main TL peak as a function of heating r
of anion-defecta-Al2O3 crystals for the same deep states as in Fig. 2. T
notation is the same.

TABLE I. Glow-curve halfwidth of anion-defecta-Al2O3 crystals vs heat-
ing rate and deep-trap state.

Deep-trap
state

Halfwidth, K

b50.5 K•s21 b52 K•s21 b55 K•s21 b512 K•s21

1 33 42 47 56
2 32 38 39 41
3 29 32 34 37
4 33 40 45 54

207Mil’man et al.
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~Fig. 2! and the drop in TL yield with increasing crysta
heating rate~Fig. 3!. As evident from the above results, a
nealing of the crystals at 1220 K for 15 min resulted
emptying of the deep traps and recovery of the anoma
TL features of peakA.

The studies associated with the population of the d
traps revealed that the probability of their filling grows wi
temperature. This begins to be seen in the temperature re
characteristic of the TL peakA. This observation led to ac
cepting as a working hypothesis the assumption that the
mechanism in anion-defecta-Al2O3 crystals involves an in-
teractive process. This process consists essentially in c
peting capture by the deep traps of the carriers release
readout of the main TL peak.12–14

The simplest band diagram for the interaction of shall
TL-active traps with deep traps~an interactive trap system! is
shown in Fig. 4. HereH,N,M (cm23) are the total concen
trations of the luminescence centers, shallow, and deep tr
respectively;h,n,m (cm23) are the concentrations of th
filled H, N, and M levels; a, d, and g (cm23 s21) are the
carrier trapping coefficients;p is the thermal ionization prob
ability for the shallow TL-active traps; andnc (cm23) is the
free-carrier concentration in conduction bandC. The zero
index refers to the initial filling of the levels after excitatio

Excitation at room temperature fills levelsN, M , andH
by carriers. It is assumed that during this process and
some time after the start of the heating electric neutra
persists:h5n1m1nc , wherenc50 before heating. Ther
mal activation ejects electrons from the filled active trapsN
into the conduction bandC. There are three possible path
by which the electrons can relax from their excited states:~1!
radiative recombination at the luminescence centerH; ~2!
capture by deep trapsM ; and~3! retrapping by levelsN. It is
also assumed that levelsH andM are thermally stable within
the temperature interval of TL measurement.

FIG. 4. Band diagram of the interactive trap system.N—TL-active trap,
M—deep trap,H—luminescence center. Transitions:g—radiative recombi-
nation at luminescence centerH, d—capture by deep trapsM , a—capture
by trapsN, p—thermal depletion of shallow TL-active traps. See text f
other symbols.
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described by the following coupled equations

dn

dt
52pn1a~N2n!nc , ~1!

dm

dt
5d~M2m!nc , ~2!

dnc

dt
5pn2a~N2n!nc

2d~M2m!nc2g~n1m1nc!nc , ~3!

I ~ t !52
dh

dt
5g~n1m1nc!nc , ~4!

whereI (t) is the TL intensity at the instantt. The probability
for an electron to be ejected into the conduction band
thermal ionization of the traps is described by the express
p5S exp(2E/kT), whereE is the activation energy,S is the
frequency factor for this process,T is the absolute tempera
ture, andk is the Boltzmann constant. The meaning of t
other parameters was explained before.

Equations ~1!–~4! were solved numerically by the
fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. The equations mode
the interaction of the shallow and deep traps under lin
heating. The solution was presented in the form of a gl
curve, with both the filling of trapsN andM and the heating
rate being variable parameters.

Having assumed an interactive process, the depend
of TL yield on the heating rate was studied theoretically
two scenarios. In the first of them, the probability of carr
trapping at deep levels, d(T), was made
temperature-independent,12,13 whereas in the second it wa
prescribed on purpose, since we observed it to exist in
perimentally. The analytical form of thed(T) relation was
based on our knowledge of the luminescence quenching
rameters, which provided earlier a good agreement of
^E&(T) curves and of the drop of the TL yield with increa
ing heating rate between model and actual experiments2 In
this work we limited ourselves to considering only two pr
cesses involved in the main TL peak, namely, radiative
combination with a probabilityh and trapping of the release
carriers at deep levels with a probability 12h. In this case
thed(T) relation can be presented in the following analytic
form:

d~T!5d0~12h!5d0S 12
1

11C exp~2W/kT! D
5d0

C exp~2W/kT!

11C exp~2W/kT!
, ~5!

whered0 is a temperature-independent factor.
The quenching activation energyW and constantC en-

tering Eq. ~5! were estimated using the data obtained2 in
modeling the TL features with inclusion only of the therm
quenching characteristics. Application of the best-fit criteri
to experimental data yielded2 also the values forE and S.
Thus there were grounds to use as input in the numer
solution of Eqs.~1!–~4! the parameters already substantiat

208Mil’man et al.
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TABLE II. Calculated dependence of the halfwidth of the main TL peak on
heating rate and deep-trap filling.
earlier2: E51.31 eV, S51013 s21, W50.97 eV, and
C51011. The applicability of the values ofW andC to de-
scription of thed(T) relation was verified by comparing th
corresponding measurements with the figures calcula
from the analytical expression~5!. The deep trap responsibl
for the TL peak at 740 K is best suited for experimen
control of its population. Therefore in this stage the expe
mental values ofd(T) were determined from measuremen
of the TL yield for the 740-K peak as a function of th
crystal excitation temperature. Initially the deepest trap w
completely filled.

The results of the comparison are shown in Fig.
Curves2 and3 are plots of Eq.~5! with parametersW andC
varied. Taking into account the good qualitative agreem
between the theoretical and experimentald(T) relations, the
valuesW51.1 eV andC51011 were subsequently used i
the numerical solution of Eqs.~1!–~4!. The other parameter
were chosen based on the criterion that the solution sh

FIG. 6. Calculated main-peak TL vs heating rate and filling of deep trapM
(m0 /M ): 1—1, 2—0.1, 3—0.01,4—0.001,5—0.0001.

FIG. 5. ~1! Experimental and~2,3! calculated TL yield for the 740-K peak
vs excitation temperature.W(eV) andC: 2—0.88 and 63108, 3—1.1 and
1011.
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provide a qualitatively close description of the experime
tally obtained dependence of the main-peak TL under va
tion of the heating rate and deep-trap filling, whose char
teristics are displayed in Fig. 3 and Table I.

The calculated effect of deep-trap population simul
neously on the TL yield at the main peak and on its sha
under heating-rate variation is presented in Fig. 6 and Ta
II. The data listed in Table II show the dependence of
glow-curve halfwidth on heating rate decreasing with
creasing deep-trap filling. A comparison of the results p
sented in Figs. 3 and 6 and in Tables I and II shows them
be in sufficiently good qualitative agreement.

The results of the TL modeling by means of Eqs.~1!–
~4!, which are illustrated in Fig. 6 and Table II, were o
tained with a0510214 cm23 s21, d0510212 cm23 s21,
g0510211 cm23 s21, W51.1 eV, C51011, E51.31 eV,
S51013 s21, N51013 cm23, M51014 cm23,
n051011 cm23, andnc5106 cm23. The variable parameter
were the deep-trap fillingm0 /M and the crystal heating
rateb.

An experimental study of the effect of deep-trap fillin
on the TL properties of anion-defect corundum revealed
more feature. It was found that the TL sensitivity at the ma
peak is also connected to the deep-trap states, name
increased to saturation with their filling and could be r
turned to the initial level by annealing at 1220 K for 15 mi
This observation is depicted by curve1 in Fig. 7. The data

m0 /M

Halfwidth, K

b50.5 K•s21 b52 K•s21 b55 K•s21 b512 K•s21

1 34 36 38 38
0.01 34 38 42 45
0.001 34 42 49 53
0.0001 38 41 53 58

FIG. 7. Main-peak TL yield vs deep-trap filling.1—experiment,2—
calculation.
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under gradual filling of the trap responsible for the TL pe
at 740 K ~Fig. 1!. The excitation dose at which the TL se
sitivity at the main peak and the TL yield at peakC were
observed to saturate was accepted to correspond
m0 /M51. Curve2 in Fig. 7 shows the calculated change
TL sensitivity at the main peak as a function of deep-tr
filling. Eqs. ~1!–~4! were solved with the parameters used
obtain the data of Fig. 6 and Table II. As seen from Fig.
curves1 and 2 are qualitatively similar. When considere
together with the other results, this observation argues for
adequacy of our trap interaction model, which determines
main features and characteristics of the TL of anion-de
corundum crystals.

Thus this work demonstrates the existence of deep t
in anion-defect corundum by direct TL observation. T
spectral composition of the glow at the peaks associated
these traps and their kinetic parameters were determi
Convincing experimental data are presented for the effec
deep-trap filling on all features of the main TL peak. T
experimentally observed relations were used to develop
interaction model of the relatively shallow active traps
sponsible for the 450-K TL peak with thermally stable de
traps. This model differs radically from others described
the literature in its inclusion of a temperature dependenc
the trapping probability of the carriers released in TL read
by the deep traps within the temperature interval 300–600
The calculations based on this model support simultane
dependence on the heating rate and deep-trap filling of
main TL parameters of the crystals under study, namely,
main-peak TL yield, the glow curve shape, and the sens
ity to stored light sum, which are found to be close to tho
observed experimentally. The model involving an interact
210 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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crystals provides an explanation of the totality of experime
tal observations within a common frame. In this model, th
mal quenching of luminescence is considered as a direct
sequence of an interaction of shallow and deep traps in
crystal. This accounts for the success of our earlier attemp
the description of their TL features both based on the ther
quenching concept and by taking into consideration the te
perature dependence of the probability of carrier capture
deep traps.
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Electronic structure of lead „II… fluoride and lead „II… chloride crystals

the
I. V. Murin, A. V. Petrov, I. I. Tupitsyn, and R. A. Évarestov

Scientific-Research Institute of Chemistry at St. Petersburg State University, 199034 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted June 6, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 235–236~February 1998!

The method of complete neglect of differential overlap was used to calculate the electronic
structure ofa PbF2, b PbF2, and PbCl2 crystals which form the basic matrices for the synthesis
of new superionic conductors. It was shown that the electronic subsystem is fairly stable
on transition from the high-symmetryb PbF2 crystal to the low-symmetrya PbF2. The electronic
structure of the cotunnite crystal PbCl2 was calculated for the first time. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01402-6#

Lead halide compounds form the basis for the synthesis
1,2
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of a broad class of superionic compounds.However, the
nature of the anomalously high mobility of fluorides or chl
rides has not yet been sufficiently explained in physi
chemical studies of these compounds. As a first step tow
understanding the essence of the ionic conduction proc
we attempt to calculate the electronic structure of the l
halides PbF2 and PbCl2.

It is known that lead fluoride crystallizes in two modifi
cations: cubic ~space groupFm3m!3 and orthorhombic
(Pnma!.4 The cubic crystal is stable at high temperatures
order to search for promising new compounds, it is import
to determine the differences in the electronic structure
these two PbF2 modifications which have the same over
composition but different spatial configurations of the atom

The superionic state of the crystal is characterized
structural disordering of the fluorine sublattice in lead flu
ride. It may be postulated that the fluorine ions in tetrago
lead fluoride, which possesses lower local symmetry, are
state closer to disordered.

We are not aware of any calculated data on the e
tronic structure of lead fluoride in the orthorhombic modi
cation so that it is interesting to make a theoretical study
the electronic structure and charge state of the ions in
crystal. This information will also be useful for spectroscop
investigations of this crystal.

The lead chloride crystal has the same spatial charac
istics as tetragonal lead fluoride and is known as cotunn5

We are also unaware of any calculations of the electro
structure of cotunnite.

The electronic structure of lead fluoride and lead ch
ride crystals was calculated using the method of cry
orbitals—linear combination of atomic orbitals~CO LCOA!
in the complete neglect of differential overlap~CNDO!
approximation.6 This method can be used to calculate t
band structure of a fairly complex crystal, having a lar
number of atoms per unit cell and low space group symm
try.

If cyclic boundary conditions are imposed on the ma
region of the crystal, the wave vectork hasN different val-
ues which corresponds toN primitive cells numbered by the
position vectorRn . Since a considerable number of integra
are not calculated in the CNDO approximation, the expr
sions for the matrix elements of the single-electron Ham
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following form:

Hpp~k!5Upp1ZAgAA
00 2(

C
(
n50

N21

ZCgAC
0n

1 (
n51

N21

bAA
0 Spp

0n exp~ ikRn!, ~1!

Hpq~k!5 (
n50

N21

bAB
0 Spq

0n exp~ ikRn!, ~2!

Fpp~k!5Hpp~k!1
1

N (
C

(
n50

N21

(
k8

Prr ~k8!gAC
0n

2
1

2N (
n50

N21

(
k8

Ppp* ~k8!gAA
0n exp~ i ~k2k8!Rn!,

~3!

Fpq~k!5Hpq~k!2
1

2N (
n50

N21

(
k8

Ppq* ~k8!gAB
0n

3exp~ i ~k2k8!Rn!. ~4!

Calculation of thek-dependent density matrix

Ppq~k!52(
i

occ.

Cip* ~k!Ciq~k!, ~5!

involves summation over all occupied crystal orbitals (i )
which are linear combinations of atomic orbitals. In expre
sions ~1!–~4!, Spq

0n and gAB
0n are the overlap and Coulom

integrals, respectively, for thep orbital of atomA in primi-
tive cell 0 and theq atomic orbital of atomB in cell n, Upp

describes the interaction between an electron and the ato
core of atomA, and the core chargeZA is equal to the num-
ber of valence electrons of atomA.

A characteristic feature of the CNDO method is that
has variable~fitting! parameters, which makes computer c
culations considerably easier. Experimental data for w
studied crystals were used to make an accurate choic
parameters, especially the so-called resonant integralb.
Thus, the parameters of fluorine and chlorine were chose
the basis of calculations on CaF2 and KCl crystals, respec
tively. The parameters of lead were refined for the cu

21120211-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Parameters of the electronic structure of lead~II ! fluorides and
chloride ~in eV!.

9

modification, it being the most studied. Finally, it was a
sumed that the parameters of a given type of atom w
transferrable from one crystal to another.

The calculations showed~see Table I! that when a PbF2
crystal is converted from theb phase~fluorite structure! to
thea phase~cotunnite structure!, the change in the electroni
structure is very small. The band gap, the width of the up
valence band, and the atomic charges vary negligibly.
both cases, the top of the upper valence band consistss
states of lead while the bottom of the conduction band
formed by p states of lead. The existence of a fairly wid
energy gap~5.8 and 5.7 eV fora andb PbF2, respectively!
means that these crystals can be reliably classified as in
tors. The calculated charges at the fluorine atoms are20.94e
which is consistent with the experimentally observed h
ionic conductivity for fluorine.

One can distinguish conditionally two contributions
the electrical conductivity associated with the ionic and el
tronic subsystems. The electronic subsystem determines
type of chemical bond and the electron density distribution
the crystal. The ionic subsystem determines the charact
tics of these crystals from the point of view of the ion as t
smallest particle involved in charge transport. In this a
proach, the calculated data on the electronic structure of
crystal ‘‘fit in’’ with the general picture of the ionic transpo
process. In this particular case, a comparison between
electronic structure of two crystals having the same ove
composition but different spatial configurations of the ato
indicates that the electronic subsystem is fairly stable
transition from the high-symmetry to the low-symmet
crystal. This is consistent with the fact that fluoride co
pounds of lead are conductors with high ionic conductiv
because of the characteristic features of the fluorite and
tunnite crystal structures.

Parameter

Crystal

a PbF2 b PbF2 PbCl2

Bottom of conduction band 1.247 1.227 5.151
Top of upper valence band 24.558 24.510 23.748
Band gap 5.805 5.737 8.899
Bottom of upper valence band 214.816 215.113 214.527
Width of upper valence band 10.258 10.604 10.77
212 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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of a cotunnite PbCl2 crystal. Our calculations give a ban
gap of 8.9 eV which indicates that this crystal has dielec
properties. The width of the upper valence band is 10.7
i.e., is similar to that for lead fluorides. The structure of t
upper valence band is similar to that for fluorides: the top
the band is determined by thes states of lead while the
bottom of the conduction band of PbF2 is formed by thes
states of lead. The charges at the chlorine atoms are20.96e,
which also shows the high degree of ionicity of the bond
the crystal.

Some researchers have already attempted to explain
nature of the ionic transport in cationic-conducting so
electrolytes,7,8 by attributing the cationic conductivity to
characteristics of the electronic structure~in particular, the
appearance of local levels in the conduction band and
appreciable change in the band gap!. For anionic-conducting
solid electrolytes, the electronic pattern before and after tr
sition of the crystal to the superionic phase most likely var
negligibly. This implies that the nature of the anionic diso
der in these crystals has qualitatively different characte
tics.

When a fluorine atom leaves its regular site in the latt
~0h symmetry for a fluorine atom in a fluorite crystal!, it
moves via positions which are known to be less symmet
However, in thea phase of lead fluoride~cotunnite structure!
the regular position already has fairly low symmetry, but th
does not cause appreciable changes in the electronic stru
compared with theb phase of lead fluoride~fluorite struc-
ture!.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Grant 96-03-33134!.
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Study of crystals in medium- and long-wavelength IR ranges by

e

surface-electromagnetic-wave spectroscopy
E. V. Alieva, G. N. Zhizhin, L. A. Kuzik, and V. A. Yakovlev

Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 142092 Troitsk, Moscow District, Russia
~Submitted July 23, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 237–241~February 1998!

First observation of excitation of surface electromagnetic waves~SEW! is reported in the
reststrahlen region in for biaxial crystal KTiOPO4 ~KTP! using a tunable CO2 laser around 10mm,
and for CaF2, BaF2, MgO ~cubic crystals!, and LiNbO3 ~uniaxial crystal! in the far IR using
ith a free-electron laser. The parameters of SEW propagation in these crystals have been obtained
by the interference method of SEW phase spectroscopy, and the possibility of determining
the complex dielectric permittivity of crystals from the SEW propagation parameters demonstrated
in the range of SEW existence. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!01502-0#

Spectral studies of thin films on crystal surfaces requireof the dielectric permittivity of the medium along which th
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the knowledge of optical constants of the substrate in
frequency region of interest. For this purpose one custom
ily uses reflectance spectra with their subsequent treatm
by dispersion analysis1 or Kramers–Kronig transformation
procedure.1 In the reststrahlen region, however, the desi
accuracy cannot be achieved, because in dispersion ana
fitting the calculated to experimental spectra is quite f
quently impossible because of the anharmonicity in the
gion of the absorption bands, and the dielectric permittiv
calculated by the Kramers–Kronig method depends on
trapolation beyond the measured spectrum and is sensitiv
the accuracy with which the absolute value of the reflecta
was determined, particularly in regions with a small refle
tance. All these difficulties can be avoided by using pha
sensitive reflectance measurement methods, for instanc
ellipsometry2 and dispersive Fourier spectroscopy.3 In this
work we also employed a phase-sensitive method of de
mining the optical constants of crystals, namely, phase s
troscopy of surface electromagnetic waves~SEW!, which
permits unambiguous calculation of the complex dielec
permittivity from the SEW propagation parameters. Mo
over, the presence of a thin~about a few nm thick! insulating
film on the crystal surface, which does not affect the crys
reflectance spectrum within measurement accuracy, resu
a noticeable change of the SEW propagation parameter
the crystal with a film, thus permitting one to find the diele
tric permittivity not only of the bulk crystal but of the thin
film as well.4

SEW are a TM mode and, thus, exist at the interfa
between media one of which is surface active, which me
that the real parts of the dielectric permittivities« of these
media must have opposite signs.5 The SEW electric field is
maximum at the interface, thus making these waves hig
sensitive to the state of the surface and to thin films. T
wave vector of SEW is larger than that of the bulk wav
and, as a result, SEW is a nonradiative mode. To convert
bulk wave to SEW and back, one has to have a device
pable of wave-vector matching, for instance, a diffracti
grating, an impedance step etc. SEW spectroscopy per
direct determination of both the imaginary and the real p
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SEW propagate. This was used to advantage in determi
the optical constants of metals,6 for which the conditions of
SEW existence are met throughout the IR region up to
visible. On the surface of insulator crystals, SEW can ex
only within narrow spectral intervals corresponding to re
strahlen bands, within which crystals are surface act
(Re«,0). Crystal studies by SEW spectroscopy meet w
difficulties associated with the fact that the SEW damp
coefficient by crystals is several orders of magnitude lar
than that by metals, which calls for miniaturization of th
experiment. Earlier studies determined the SEW propaga
parameters and the dielectric permittivity of crystallin
quartz7 and of sodium chlorate8 with a CO2 tunable laser
near 1000 cm21. Surface electromagnetic waves were fou
to propagate over SrTiO3 at several methanol-laser freque
cies near 100 cm21.

In this work, SEW spectroscopy has been tried on
number of crystals popular in various areas of optics a
electronics. Besides the CO2 laser, we used also a FELIX
free-electron laser, which is continually tunable from 100
2000 cm21 and which permitted investigation over a broa
IR range, including the long-wavelength domain that h
been practically inaccessible until now.

1. EXPERIMENT

The optical arrangement used in SEW phase spect
copy is presented schematically in Fig. 1. Fixed-frequen
laser radiation was focused by a parabolic mirror onto a
between a metal screen and the sample surface and diffra
from it. Part of the diffracted radiation acquired a wave ve
tor equal to that of the surface wave. It transformed into
SEW, which propagated along the surface of the sample
der study up to the edge and diffracted from it to beco
again a bulk wave. Interference of these two bulk wav
produced, at a certain distance from the sample, a field
tribution which was measured either by a receiver mov
along theZ axis or by an array of pyrolitic detectors oriente
along theZ axis ~256 devices on a strip 25.4 mm long!. The

21320213-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Z scan of the SEW interference pattern was read out from
detectors and fed into a digital oscillograph to be stored la
in the data file.

The SEW interference pattern contains information
SEW phase and amplitude at the edge of the sample.
coordinates of the extremazm can be written

Re~neff!a1~b21zm
2 !1/22@~a1b!21zm

2 #1/2

5~m1Dm!/2n, ~1!

wheren is the laser radiation frequency,neff is the effective
SEW refractive index,a is the distance from the SEW exc
tation slit to sample edge,b is the minimum distance from
sample edge to the receiver or detector array,m is the extre-
mum number~even for maxima, and odd for minima!, and
Dm is the SEW phase advance depending on the sur
properties. It can be considered constant for a fixed slit wi
within a certain interval ofa andn variation.

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence of SEW parameters for different direc
of propagation over the KTP crystal.

FIG. 1. Optical arrangement for a SEW phase spectroscopy experim
1—parabolic mirror,2—metal screen,3—sample under study,4—IR radia-
tion receiver or pyrolitic detector array,5—digital oscillograph.
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The positions of the extrema obtained for several d
tancesa can be used to derive from Eq.~1! the absolute
value of the real part of the SEW effective refractive inde
Reneff , for the given frequency.10 To reduce the time re-
quired for measurement of the frequency dependence
SEW dispersion, one can fix all geometric parameters en
ing Eq. ~1! and measure the relative change in the interf

ns

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of SEW propagation parameters ove
CaF2 crystal.

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of SEW propagation parameters ove
MgO crystal.

nt.
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ence pattern by properly sweeping the laser frequency. H
ing treated a series of interferograms obtained in this w
one can calculate the relative values of Reneff ~SEW
dispersion!.8

From the modulation of the interference pattern one
estimate the SEW absorption by calculating the SEW f
pathL ~the distance in which the SEW intensity decreasee
times! using the relation11

a/L52 ln@~AI max2AI min!/~AI max1AI min!#1A, ~2!

whereI max and I min are the maximum and minimum value
of the interferogram envelopes taken at a coordinatez, andA
is a constant depending on SEW excitation efficiency.

Since the bulk to SEW wave conversion efficiency
small, it is desirable to use in SEW spectroscopy hig
intensity coherent collimated radiation sources, i.e. lasers
this work, investigation of SEW propagation over the KT
crystal was made with a tunable CO2 laser
(930– 1080 cm21). For a large number of crystals, howeve
the absorption bands lie below 900 cm21, and these crystals

FIG. 5. Frequency dependence of SEW parameters for propagation a
the LiNbO3 crystal axis. The various symbols refer to different series
relative measurements of SEW dispersion. Filled circles and squares c
spond to absolute values of SEW propagation parameters.

TABLE I. Parameters of SEW propagation over crystals.
v-
y,

n
e

-
In

free-electron lasers, which have broadened substantially
possibilities of SEW spectroscopy.12 For instance, SEW
propagation over CaF2, BaF2, MgO, and LiNbO3 crystals in
the far IR region was studied with a FELIX pulsed fre
electron laser having unique characteristics.13

2. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows frequency dependences of the quant
Dn5(Reneff21) andL for a biaxial KTP crystal obtained
for several directions of SEW propagation. The lette
specify the direction of SEW propagation with respect to
a, b, andc axes of the KTP crystal, namely, the first lett
identifies the SEW propagation axis, and the second, the
normal to the crystal surface. The points refer to the SE
parameters~SEW dispersion and free path! extracted from
the interference patterns, and the lines, to SEW parame
calculated from the dielectric permittivity« of the crystal by
combined use of dispersion and Kramers–Kronig analysi
the reflectance spectrum. Figures 3–5 display theoret
~calculated by dispersion analysis! and experimental SEW
parameters for CaF2 and MgO~cubic crystals! and LiNbO3

~uniaxial crystal! for the case of SEW propagation along th
crystal axis. The data presented in Figs. 3–5 demonstra
good agreement of calculated SEW propagation parame
with experiment. Table I sums up the experimental SE
characteristics for all the crystals studied by us, namely,
spectral regions covered, free-path variation ranges, and
persion of the surface waves. The SEW propagation par
eters can be used to calculate the complex dielectric per
tivity of the crystal« for the region where these waves exis
Table II lists the real and imaginary parts of« for MgO,
which were derived from the values ofDn and L obtained
from the experimental SEW propagation parameters, and
reflectance calculated from them for several frequenc
Also presented for comparison are data obtained from a
persion analysis of the reflectance spectrum of MgO and
experimentally measured reflectance. All the data are see
be in good agreement.

The above studies have demonstrated the possibility
determining optical constants of crystals in the reststrah
region by SEW spectroscopy.

ng
f
re-
Crystal and orientation Frequency rangen, cm21 Real part of SEW effective refractive indexneff SEW free pathL,mm

BaF2 186–193 1.002–1.0096 1.1–0.9
CaF2 265–293 1.0056–1.042 1.0–0.4
MgO 399–476 1.0016–1.053 0.97–0.31
LiNbO3, SEW 263–281 1.0046–1.016 0.6–0.2
Perpendicular to crystal axis 175–180 1.012–1.0186 0.8–0.38
LiNbO3, SEW parallel to crystal axis 256–302 1.0033–1.013 0.8–0.3
KTP (ba) 1039.4–1046.8 1.017–1.045
KTP (bc) 1035.5–1055.6 1.0006–1.086 0.04–0.025
KTP (ca) 967.7–981.0 1.005–1.033 00.86 (969 cm21) –0.025 (980 cm21)
KTP (cb) 967.7–979.7 1.002–1.027 0.063 (970.5 cm21) –0.034 (976 cm21)
KTP (cb) 1045–1055.6 1.014–1.077 0.016 (1052 cm21)
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TABLE II. Comparison of complex dielectric permittivities« and reflectancesR ~s polarized radiation, angle of incidence 10°! calculated from SEW
propagation parameters and by dispersion analysis~DA! of the reflectance spectrum for a MgO crystal.
n, cm21

SEW DA

Rexpneff8 L, mm «8 «9 Rcalc «8 «9 Rcalc

416.15 1.007056 0.00005 660660 26262 2562 91.260.9 261.4 17.4 93.5 92.6
432.9 1.015560.0003 730660 232.260.7 5.160.5 94.960.4 231.9 5.1 94.8 94.2
454.5 1.027460.0004 450630 218.660.3 2.560.3 94.360.4 218.4 2.0 95.4 95.7
476.19 1.05460.002 310630 29.960.4 0.960.2 94.960.6 212.2 1.06 95.6 95.4
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Dufour effect in superionic copper selenide

M. A. Korzhuev

A. A. Ba�kov Institute of Metallurgy, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117911 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted August 5, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 242–244~February 1998!

The Dufour effect has been observed in the superionic conductor copper selenide, Cu22xSe. This
effect is the opposite of the Soret thermal diffusion effect which was previously only
observed in gaseous and liquid systems. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!01602-5#

The Dufour effect, which is the opposite of the Soret So far the highest ‘‘chemical’’ diffusion coefficientsD̃
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thermal diffusion effect, involves the establishment of a h
flux Jq and a temperature gradient¹T during the interdiffu-
sion of components of a binary system under the action
concentration gradient¹C1 of one of the components.1 In
the linear approximation for the generalized forces,
fluxes of heatJq and massJ1 in a binary system with inter-
diffusing components may be expressed in the form

Jq52¸¹T2r1Tm11
C D9¹C1 , ~1!

J152rC1C2D8¹T2rD¹C1 , ~2!

where¸ is the thermal conductivity,T is the average abso
lute temperature,m11

C 5(dm1 /dC1)T , m1 is the chemical po-
tential of the first component,D9, D8, andD are the Dufour,
Soret, and interdiffusion coefficients,r1 andr2 are the den-
sities, andC1,2 are the concentrations of the components.1,2

For the steady state (Jq5J150) expressions~1! and~2!
give

D852D¹C1 /~C1C2¹T!, ~3!

D95l¹T/~Tr1mP11
C ¹C!, ~4!

which, assuming the Onsager reciprocity relationD85D9
~Refs. 1 and 2!, yields the following expression for the tem
perature difference in the Dufour effect

DT5DC~Tr1m11
C D/~lC1C2!!1/2, ~5!

where DT5¹Th and DC5¹Ch are the temperature an
concentration gradients in the sample, andh is the height of
the sample. It follows from expression~5! that the magnitude
of the Dufour effectDT is mainly limited by the diffusion
coefficientsD of the system components.

At near-room temperature, the diffusion coefficients
atoms and ions in gases, liquids, and solids
D;1021 cm2/s, ;1025 cm2/s, and;10210210219 cm2/s,
respectively.3–5 Thus, the best conditions for observing th
Dufour effect are found in gases. The measured values ofDT
for gases are a few degrees, in liquids theseDT values are
;104 times smaller, and in normal solids the Dufour effe
is negligible.2

In superionic conductors~solid electrolytes! the diffu-
sion coefficients of mobile ions may be similar to those
ions in liquids and gases.5 This situation is observed in
mixed electronic-ionic conductors where the ions are ac
erated by more mobile electrons as they undergo comb
‘‘chemical’’ diffusion in samples.5–9
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~up to 10 cm /s! have been observed in I-VI semicondu
tors having the formula A22x

I BVI ~A5Cu, Ag, Au and B5S,
Se, Te!.6 In nonstoichiometric copper selenidep-Cu22xSe
(x50.01– 0.3) approximately one third of the copper io
are mobile@D̃;1022 cm2/s is found at room temperatur
andD;1022 cm2/s atT.Tc5413 K, whereTc is the supe-
rionic phase transition temperature~Fig. 1!#, and these ions
are readily displaced in the sample under the action of c
centration, temperature, pressure, and other fo
gradients.7,10,11 The possibility of a large Dufour effect in
Cu22xSe was indicated by the anomalously high values
the inverse Soret effect which were observed earlier.12

Here, in order to observe the Dufour effect, concent
tion gradients ~Dx;0.04– 0.3, DCCu;102121022 cm23!
were established in the material by bringing two Cu22xSe
samples of different composition in mechanical contact a
then homogenizing them~Fig. 2! ~Ref. 13!. The Dufour ef-
fect DT;1 K caused by diffusion fluxes of mobile copper
the sample was observed during the homogenization proc

1. EXPERIMENT

Polycrystalline Cu22xSe alloys of varying composition
(x50.01– 0.1) were prepared by ampoule synthesis.10 The
measurements were made using cylindrical samples~6 mm
diameter,h516 mm! of varying composition (x1,x2). The
sample compositions~x150.01 andx250.05 and 0.1! were
selected within the homogeneous range of the compo
~Fig. 1! so that the homogenization process was not acc
panied by phase transitions to the solid state. Copp
constantan thermocouples~0.1 mm diameter, differentia
thermo-emfa540 mV/K ! were attached to the ends of th
samples and were used to measureT and DT ~Fig. 2!. The
samples were held in a thermostat (60.01 K) for an hour
and were then compressed at a pressure of 0.01 GPa.

The compression process produced a composite inho
geneous sample where the mobile copper diffused from
part (x1) to the other (x2) ~Fig. 2! ~Ref. 13!. The homogeni-
zation process was monitored by measuring the thermo-
a ~Ref. 13!. Homogenization was accompanied by the D
four effect—by a temperature variation in different parts
the composite sample. These Dufour temperature gradi
DT were identified using an N-309 automatic plotter~sensi-
tivity 25 mV/cm! controlled by a Shch-301 digital voltmete
~sensitivity 0.1mV!. The measurements were made in t

21720217-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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temperature rangeT5300– 430 K, covering the stability re
gions of the low-temperaturea phase and the high
temperatureb phase of the compound~Fig. 1!. Compression
of the samples, which were separated by an antidiffus
layer ~Al foil, h50.05 mm!, showed that the plastic defor
mation accompanying the compression causes neglig
heating of the composite sample near thex1 /x2 phase
boundary (DT<10.01– 0.02 K).

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the Dufour temperature gradientsDT
~curves1–3! observed for a composite Cu22x1

Se/Cu22x2
Se

sample~x150.01, x250.05 and 0.1!. The sign of the ob-
served effect corresponded to heating of the material w

FIG. 1. Part ofT2x phase diagram of Cu-Se system near the compo

Cu22xSe. Polymorphic modifications:a—Cm, b—F4̄3m ~Ref. 10!.

FIG. 2. Dufour temperature differenceDT ~1–3! established in composite
Cu22x1

Se/Cu22x2
Se sample by diffusion of copper. The time of conta

between the samples is indicated by the arrow:x150.01; x2 : 1, 2—0.05,
3—0.1. T ~K!: 1, 4—300, 2—340, 3—420, 4—nitric acid was used as the
copper acceptor.11
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sion process~¹T JCu, JCu is the mobile copper flux in the
sample!.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that at room temperature
Dufour effect in Cu22xSe samples is fairly small~DT up to
0.2 K! ~curve 1!, the effect increases with temperatur
reaching a maximum~DT up to 1.2 K! in the high-
temperatureb phase of the compound~curves2 and3!. The
kinetics of the Dufour effect~curves 1–3 in Fig. 2! was
completely determined by the homogenization kinetics of
composite sample.13 At T5340– 430 K the composite
sample homogenized completely withint;1 – 3 h ~x̄;0.03,
~Ref. 13!!. In this case, the Dufour effect reached a ma
mum ~DT up to 1.2 K!, and then decreased monotonically
zero forJCu→0 ~curves2 and3 in Fig. 2!. At room tempera-
ture the homogenization process was considerably slo
and did go to completion because of the difficulties involv
in relaxation of the mechanical stresses created in the sam
as a result of the Kirkendall effect,12,13and the Dufour effect
therefore decreased (DT;0.2 K) ~curve1 in Fig. 2!.

The Dufour effect at room temperature was increas
(DT to 0.7 K! ~curve4 in Fig. 2! by using a more efficient
method of extracting the mobile copper from the don
sample with 10% nitric acid@by the chemical reaction
Cu22xSe1 HNO3→Cu22(x1Dx)Se1 Cu~NO3!21NO~NO2!↑
1H2O] ~Ref. 11!. For this purpose one end of the samp
(x1) in the thermostat was brought in contact with the a
and the temperature gradientDT along the sample was mea
sured.

The observed increase inDT ~curve4 in Fig. 2! may be
attributed to an increase in the concentration gradientDx
acting along the sample to;0.3. Some contribution may
also be made by endothermic phase transitions in the s
state accompanying the change in the composition of
samplesx50.01→0.3 ~Fig. 1! and the extraction proces
itself.11 Thus, curve4 ~Fig. 2! gives the Dufour effect ob-
served in the material under conditions of so-called ‘‘rea
tive’’ ‘‘chemical’’ diffusion. 4,5

Thus, the Dufour effect~Fig. 2!, previously only ob-
served in gaseous and liquid systems,1,2 has now been de
tected in the superionic conductor copper selenide Cu22xSe.
The relatively strong Dufour effect in Cu22xSe ~Fig. 2! is
determined by the following factors: 1! the superionic nature
of the compound, which gives high copper diffusion coef
cients in the samples~up to 1022 cm2/s!; 2! the large com-
position gradientsDx and mobile copper concentration gr
dientsDCCu established in the samples achieved as a re
of the wide region of homogeneity of the compound~Fig. 1!;
3! the high m11

C values and low thermal conductivit
¸54.231023 J/~cm•s•K!. For this reason Cu22xSe has a
high thermoelectric efficiencyZ5a2/d¸, where d is the
electrical conductivity.

The high chemical potentialm11
C 5(dm1 /dC1)T can be

attributed to thex-dependence of the free energy of nons
ichiometric Cu22xSe. The standard heat of formation of th
compound is DH f

0(298.15)5265.5 kJ/mol for x50
and 2416.4 kJ/mol for x50.18 ~Ref. 14!. Thus, for
complete homogenization of an inhomogeneo
sample x150.01/x250.05(0.1)→ x̄;0.025(0.045) under

d
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a

~acceptor! sample should decrease ~increase!
by DT;@DH f

0(x50.01)2DH f
0(x50.05)#/(MC);123 K

(M5206 g is the molecular weight andC588.2 J/~g•K! is
the specific heat of the compound!, which explains both the
magnitude and the sign of the observed effect~Fig. 2!.

Thus, the Dufour effect may also be observed in ot
nonstoichiometric superionic conductors possessing a w
region of homogeneity and mixed electronic and ionic co
ductivity. Of particular interest for research purposes may
the alloys Cu0.93Ag0.071xSe and Cu0.8775Ag0.125Se, which un-
dergo an electronicp-n transition where the chemical diffu
sion coefficients of mobile copper and silver ions atta
record levels for solids (D;1021 cm2/s) ~Ref. 15!.

The author would like to thank V. F. Bankina and N. N
Filipovich for growing the crystals for the measurements
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Excess space charge in strontium titanate
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An analysis is made of mechanisms of the formation and redistribution of space charge which
influence the dielectric hysteresis in SrTiO3. The excess space charge density in SrTiO3

at 4.2 K is estimated by comparing calculated and experimental dependences of the initial
capacitance and the dielectric hysteresis parameterDC/C0 as a function of the crystal thickness.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01702-X#

The nonlinear dielectric strontium titanate SrTiO3 ~STO! obtained in Ref. 8. The reciprocal initial specific capacitan
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has recently attracted increasing interest among develo
of new electronic devices.1–3 These devices are based on
capacitor structure with a STO dielectric and the electro
are made of metal or the high-temperature supercondu
YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO!.

However, a STO-based capacitor structure almost
ways has an excess negative4 space charge localized at th
acceptors.5,6 This excess space charge is caused by effec
the STO-electrode contact and possibly also by the tech
logical processes involved in the fabrication of the structu
When the dc voltage applied to the capacitor structure
increased, the space charge may increase substantially
result of the injection of electrons from the negative ele
trode ~cathode!.6 After fabrication, the capacitor structure
usually stored at 300 K with short-circuited electrodes a
the space charge is distributed uniformly in the STO b
with a time constant of;30 s. After the structure has bee
cooled to the working temperature~78 K or lower!, this
space charge distribution is conserved until an external e
tric field is applied to the STO. The applied static field r
distributes the space charge and after the external field
been switched off, a new, nonuniform space charge distr
tion is conserved. In this case, the initial capacitance of
structure is higher than that for a uniform distribution a
this increase in the initial capacitance may be described
‘‘positive’’ hysteresis.6

When the external dc voltage applied to the structure
increased further, the negative space charge injected from
negative electrode into the STO crystal begins to predo
nate and the initial~with the external voltage switched off!
capacitance of the structure decreases. This reduction in
initial capacitance may be described as ‘‘negativ
hysteresis.6 In this reasoning it is assumed that when an
ternal dc voltage is applied to the capacitor structure,
space charge does not drift to the electrode because of
barriers at the STO-metal contacts.7

Dielectric hysteresis, i.e., a multivalued capacitan
voltage characteristic, significantly impedes the developm
of electronic devices using STO.

Here we make a quantitative estimate of the exc
space charge density~neglecting the injected space charg!
based on experimental data obtained at 4.2 K~Ref. 6!.

We consider a nonlinear capacitor with uniformly di
tributed excess space charge at 4.2 K, using the relat
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of this capacitor may be written in the form

S

C0
5

2EHz0

s
L, ~1!

whereEH is the normalization constant,z05E(0)/EH is the
normalized electric field strength at the crystal–electrode
terface (x50), L is the thickness of the STO crystal, ands
is the excess space charge per unit area of the electrode

The valuez0 is the root of the equation8

K arctan~z0!1z05
s

2«0«minEH
, ~2!

whereK5(«max/«min)21, and«max and«min are the permit-
tivities of STO in the absence of an external static elec
field and in an infinitely strong field, respectively.

Assuming different values of the space charge densitys,
we can findz0 using Eq.~2! and then, using formula~1!, we
can determine the thickness dependence of the recipr
specific capacitance for a uniform space charge distribu
in the crystal. We also need to know the values of the
rameters«min , K, andEH for STO single crystals for which
the experimental data used for comparison were obtaine

On the basis of known experimental data for STO sin
crystals at 4.2 K ~Refs. 6 and 8!, we can take
«max.(36240)3103, «min.23103, and EH.0.8
3105 V/m. Taking different values ofs, we can then use
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! to find the corresponding thickness depe
dences of the specific reciprocal capacitance.

The calculated curves are plotted in Fig. 1 together w
the experimental data obtained on samples with metal e
trodes before the voltage is first applied.6

Satisfactory agreement between the calculated and
perimental dependences is obtained fors;531022 S/m2,
where (S/C0).3.753106 m2/F. Note that, in the absence o
space charge, the specific reciprocal initial capacitance
(S/C0)5L/«0«max.2.983106 m2/F.

Thus, a comparison between the calculated and exp
mental data shows that, after fabrication of the capac
structure, the STO crystal contains space charge with a
face ~per unit electrode area! density s5;0.05 S/m2. We
stress that this estimate does not include the injected s
charge since we used experimental data obtained before
voltage is first applied.

22020220-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Attention should be drawn to the fact that the slope
the thickness dependence of the specific reciprocal cap
tance is determined by the total excess space charge in
STO per unit electrode area and does not depend on
crystal thickness.

It should also be borne in mind that, according to o
estimates, the maximum concentration of charged accep
is NA.531021 m23 ~Ref. 8! so that an excess space char
with the surface densitys.0.05 S/m2 can exist only for the
crystal thicknessLmin>s/ueuNA.70 mm. If the crystal thick-
ness isL<Lmin , the space charge distribution clearly cann
vary under the action of an external bias voltage~we assume
here that the external field strength is insufficient to redist
ute the space charge as a result of electron injection from
cathode! since NA is the highest possible concentration
charged acceptors. Thus, forL<Lmin, it is impossible to have
positive hysteresis. This conclusion is quite consistent w
the experimental data:6 Extrapolating~dashed curve! the ex-
perimental dependence~filled circles! of the dielectric hys-
teresis parameterDC/C0 on the STO crystal thickness, plo
ted in Fig. 2, givesDC/C050 L.70– 100mm. This may be

FIG. 1. Reciprocal specific capacitance versus crystal thickness
T54.2 K: 1–3—calculated curves fors50, 0.05, and 0.06 S•m22, respec-
tively. The filled circles give the experimental data.

FIG. 2. Calculated~1! and experimental~2! dependences of the dielectri
hysteresis on the crystal thickness atT54.2 K.
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regarded as indirect evidence that the above estimates
valid.

As an additional check on the validity of these conc
sions, we can compare this experimental thickness dep
dence of the dielectric hysteresis parameterDC/C0 for metal
electrodes6 with the corresponding calculated thickness d
pendence.

To obtain this calculated dependence, we first note t
for L5Lmin.70 mm the specific reciprocal capacitance of
capacitor structure with space charge depends on the cr
thicknessL asS/C053.753106L, and the concentration o
charged acceptors has a maximum over the entire crysta
that no positive hysteresis occursDC/C050.

For L.Lmin the space charge becomes redistributed
der the influence of the external electric field, being loca
at the positive electrode~anode!.

Figure 3 ~curves 1–3! gives the capacitance-voltag
characteristics obtained by solving numerically the equati
describing a nonlinear capacitor with space charge~1—
without excess space charge,2—for a uniform space charge
distribution with the densityr0510 S/m3, and 3—for a
Gaussian space charge distribution with the maximum d
sity rmax510r0 at one electrode9!. It can be seen that pref
erential distribution of space charge at one electrode lead
an increased specific initial capacitance compared with a
form space charge distribution~when the total space charg
is the same!. This increased capacitance which is conserv
when the external field is switched off, is positive hysteres

To simplify the calculations, we assume that as a res
of the action of an external field, the excess space charge
acceptors at the anode to the maximum concentra
NA.531021 m23 ~in a layer of thicknessLmin!, whereas no
excess space charge is found in the rest of the crystal. In
case, the influence of the space charge on the capacitan
the structure will decrease as the thicknessL increases. For
L5Lmin the thickness dependence of the specific recipro
capacitance of the structure should be almost the same as
in the absence of space charge, i.e., (S/C0)52.983106L.
We assume that this agreement is found forL>1 mm.

Thus, the angular coefficienta of the thickness depen

atFIG. 3. Calculated capacitance-voltage characteristics for various s
charge distributions in a strontium titanate crystal atT54.2 K: r(z)
3(S•m23): 1—0, 2—10, and3—100 ~rmax, Gauss law!.
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capacitor structure exposed to the action of an external v
age varies between 3.753106 for L5Lmin.70 mm and
2.983106 for L.1 mm. We assume that the angular coe
cienta(L) varies linearly in the thickness range from 70mm
to 1 mm, for which we obtaina53.813106– 0.8283106L.

The dielectric hysteresis is usually characterized by
parameterDC/C05@C(0)2C0#/C0 ~Ref. 6!. HereC0 is the
capacitance before the primary application of voltage a
C(0) is the capacitance after voltage has been applied. In
case, this expression is conveniently given in the form

DC

C0
5

C~0!

C0
215

S/C0

S/C~0!
21, ~3!

where, in accordance with the above (S/C0).3.753106L
and @S/C(0)#.(3.813106– 0.8283106L)L for 0.07<L
<1 mm. Substituting these thickness dependences into
pression~3!, we find the thickness dependence of the diel
tric hysteresis parameterDC/C0 , which is given by the solid
curve in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the agreement between
calculated and experimental dependences forL<0.6 mm is
extremely good. This condition indirectly confirms the a
sumptions and estimates made above.

For L>0.6 mm, the experimental values of the diele
tric hysteresis parameter are considerably lower than the
culated ones. This may be because a fairly high voltag
applied to the capacitor structure, at large thicknesses, w
leads to appreciable injection of electrons from the cath
into the STO crystal because of the electric field inhomo
neity around the cathode and thus reduces the influenc
the space charge redistribution, i.e., decreases the diele
hysteresis parameter.

Thus, a comparison between the experimental and ca
lated data yields the following conclusions with a high d
gree of reliability.

1! During the fabrication of a metal-STO-metal capa
222 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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whose density, according to our estimates for these S
crystals, iss.0.05 S/m2.

2! When the capacitor structure is fabricated using t
(L<100 mm) STO layers, the entire bulk of the crystal
completely filled with space charge having a maximum co
centration of charged acceptors (NA.531021 m23). In this
case, the application of an external voltage to the capac
structure cannot cause redistribution of the space charg
that no positive hysteresis should occur in such a structu

The authors would like to thank O. G. Vendik for usef
discussions.
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DEFECTS. DISLOCATIONS. PHYSICS OF STRENGTH

ts
Studies of the structure of defects in In 4Se3 crystals by small-angle neutron scattering

V. M. Garamus

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Moscow;
I. Ya. Franko State University, 290000 Lvov, Ukraine

A. Kh. Islamov

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, 141980 Dubna, Moscow Region, Moscow

Ya. P. Pilat and V. P. Savchin

I. Ya. Franko State University, 290000 Lvov, Ukraine
~Submitted June 23, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 248–250~February 1998!

Small-angle neutron scattering is used to study the layered semiconductor In4Se3. It is observed
that the samples contain inhomogeneities of colloidal dimensions, which are attributed to
the precipitation of indium. Annealing reduces the concentration of inhomogeneities. Modeling
the system using an ensemble of primary spherical inhomogeneities showed that a single
cluster of a rectangular superlattice~2–2–6! contains 24 primary inhomogeneities of radius
13.561,5 Å and the distance between them is 70.961.5 Å. © 1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01802-4#

1. Indium selenide In4Se3 is a layered semiconductor 2. It is known7 that the presence of isolated point defec
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(a515.296 Å, b512.308 Å, c54.0806 Å, space group
Pnnm! which has various characteristic features compa
with other layered crystals. The most important characteri
is the experimentally proven one-dimensional disorder wh
may be established by the superposition of some pse
structure on the main lattice structure.1,2

The characteristics of the crystal structure and its cap
ity for disorder show up in the anisotropy of the kineti
optical, and photoelectronic properties over a wide tempe
ture range. A broad spectrum of localized states is obser
whose existence is attributed to structural defects and
namic disorder.

Appreciable concentrations of defects may strongly
fluence the phonon and electron spectra of semiconduc
An analysis of the mobility dynamics for indium-dope
In4Se3 single crystals after annealing3,4 indicated that cylin-
drical defects oriented along thec axis may be formed. It is
assumed that these defects form as a result of a decrea
the maximum solubility of indium and its precipitation
structural lattice defects and between In4Se3 layers. The an-
isotropy of the internal field in the In4Se3 crystal lattice may
lead to characteristic features in the distribution of structu
defects.5,6 If the growth conditions are not optimum
n-In4Se3 exhibits implantation regions whose number is
duced after annealing in vacuum. Crystals ofp-In4Se3 typi-
cally have a block structure which is not changed by ann
ing. However, the density of extended defects inp-In4Se3 is
considerably lower than that inn-type crystals.

Here we use small-angle neutron scattering to study
structure of defects in In4Se3 samples as well as the distribu
tion of these defects.
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in a single-crystal matrix makes no contribution to sma
angle scattering. When the defect concentration is large, fl
tuations in the defect density may be recorded by mean
its contrast to the crystal matrix. The existence of sma
angle scattering provides evidence that the sample cont
colloidal inhomogeneities and means that the inhomogen
scales can be estimated without using model representat

We measured the small-angle neutron scattering spe
for single-crystal In4Se3 samples and also for finely disperse
powder. The In4Se3 single crystals were grown by the Czo
chralski method. Single-crystal samples were prepared
cleaving thin wafers of varying thickness~0.5–2.0 mm!
along the~100! natural cleavage plane. These crystals
n-type with a carrier concentration of 531015 cm23.

The measurements were made using the YuMO sm
angle neutron-scattering spectrometer in the IBR-2 pul
reactor at the I. M. Frank Neutron Physics Laboratory of
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research~Dubna, Russia!. The
range of neutron wavelengths used was between 0.7 and
so that neutron scattering cross sections could be recorde
the range of scattering vectors between 0.01 and 0.3 Å23.
The absolute values of the scattering cross sections were
termined using a standard metallic vanadium scatterer.
measurement error for the differential neutron scatter
cross sections did not exceed 5%~Ref. 8!.

Small-angle neutron scattering was observed for all
samples. The presence of a minimum (q'0.05 Å21) indi-
cates a narrow inhomogeneity size distribution~Fig. 1!. Us-
ing the relation7

qminR5p, ~1!

22320223-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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we obtainR5120 Å. HereR is the inhomogeneity radius
q54p sinu/l is the scattering vector, 2u is the scattering
angle, andl is the neutron wavelength.

The maximum on the scattering curve may be int
preted as interference between the scattering of isolated
homogeneities. In this case, an accumulation of point def
~clusters! should be considered. The authors of Refs. 3 an
put forward the hypothesis that indium may be precipita
in the interlayer region and at structural lattice defects.
present, no other explanation has been put forward for
physical nature of these defects.

After the samples had been annealed in vacuum
350 °C for 12 h, the character of the scattering curv
changed negligibly with only an appreciable drop in the sc
tering intensity~Fig. 1!. These data indicate that the conce
tration of the defects decreases while their average size
crease slightly. An estimate of the scattering intensity
samples with and without annealing gives a decrease in
concentration of defect clusters by a factor of approximat
2.5. These results agree with the results of electrophys
investigations which showed a substantial decrease in
carrier concentration and the concentration of localiz
states.6

The general form of the neutron scattering curve
In4Se3 powder reflects the characteristic features for
In4Se3 single-crystal sample~Fig. 2!, although the minimum
and maximum are less well-defined. A Guini
approximation7 to the differential neutron scattering cro
sectiondS(q)/dV was made for the initial section of th
scattering curve

dS~q!/dV5dS~0!/dV exp~2q2Rg
2/3!, ~2!

where Rg is the radius of inertia of the scattering partic
density~radius of gyration!

FIG. 1. Differential neutron scattering cross section for In4Se3 semiconduc-
tors versus scattering vector:1—initial crystal state,2—after heat treatment
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@r~r !2rs#dv. ~3!

wherer(r ) is the neutron scattering density distribution
the particle,rs is the average scattering density of the solve
~in this case, the crystal matrix!, dS(0)/dV is the zero-angle
scattering,

dS~0!/dV5n~r2rs!
2V2, ~4!

n is the inhomogeneity concentration andV is the inhomo-
geneity volume. The value obtained for the radius of iner
is 100 Å with a systematic error of 15%~Ref. 7!.

It should be noted that measurements of the small-an
neutron scattering spectra for powder samples yield inform
tion averaged over all orientations of the crystallites wher
for crystal samples, it is possible to observe a scatter
curve which is only averaged in the plane perpendicular
the beam. A comparison between the scattering curves
the powder and crystal samples may provide information
the anisotropy of the orientation of the defect clusters
crystalline In4Se3. It can be confirmed that single-crysta
In4Se3 has some pseudostructure formed by defect clust
as was noted in Ref. 3.

FIG. 3. Modeling of neutron scattering by In4Se3 sample using a rectangula
superlattice of primary inhomogeneities~continuous curve!.

FIG. 2. Differential neutron scattering cross section for In4Se3 powder ver-
sus scattering vector.
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planar region in In4Se3 samples and also assuming that the
is a maximum which can be interpreted as interference in
scattering of inhomogeneities, we modeled this system w
an ensemble of primary spherical inhomogeneities formin
superlattice. The scattering intensity was calculated using
Debye formula, which is written as follows for a system
spheres having the same radiusR ~Ref. 9!:

dS~q!/dV5nF2~qR!F11
2

n (
j 5 i 11

n
sin qri j

qr i j
G , ~5!

whereF2(qR) is the scattering by a homogeneous sphere
radiusR, n is the number of spheres, andr i j is the distance
between the centers of two spheres.

The best agreement~Fig. 3! was obtained by the leas
squares method for the following parameters:2–2–6lattice,
radius of primary inhomogeneities 13.561.5 Å, and dis-
tance between them 70.061.5 Å. Thus, according to ou
data, a single superlattice cluster contains 24 primary in
mogeneities. The normalizedx2 value is 1.1 and the radiu
of inertia of the model structure is 110 Å.

In sum, we have obtained the following results:
Small-angle neutron scattering in In4Se3 crystals has re-

vealed defect clusters having a narrow size distribution.
Annealing the samples in vacuum at 350 °C for 12

reduces the defect concentrations approximately 2.5 ti
while the size of the defect clusters changes negligibly.
225 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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spherical inhomogeneities, we established that a single c
ter of a rectangular superlattice~2–2–6! contains 24 primary
inhomogeneities of radius 13.561.5 Å and the distance be
tween them is 70.961.5 Å.

The results of these small-angle investigations indic
that the position of the defect clusters in crystalline In4Se3

exhibits long-range order, i.e., a certain pseudostructure
ists which could form the subject of a further investigatio
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Kinetics of impurity segregation at grain boundaries in polycrystals. II. Concentrated

he
solution
V. V. Slezov, L. N. Davydov, and V. V. Rogozhkin

Khar’kov Physico-Technical Institute, 310108 Khar’kov, Ukraine
~Submitted August 8, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 251–253~February 1998!

The isothermal impurity segregation from a finite-size grain into an intergrain boundary region or
at an external free surface is investigated when the impurity concentration in the boundary
region is not small. Simple algebraic equations are obtained that describe the impurity
concentration for the case of several competing and interacting impurities. The process of
segregation of two impurities is discussed in detail, and it is shown that the concentration of one
of them can have a maximum as a function of time. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01902-9#

In Ref. 1 we presented the first analytical investigation Let us assume the concentration of impurities within t
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of impurity segregation from a finite-size grain which a
lowed us to describe correctly the process of impurity seg
gation in the intergrain boundary region in polycrystalli
materials.

Our theory in Ref. 1 involved a relatively simple situ
tion, however, where only one type of impurity was pres
whose concentrations in the grain and in the boundary reg
were small. As the concentration of impurities in the boun
ary region increases in the course of the segregation
becomes large, the exodus of impurities into the bound
region can slow down~for example, due to a decrease in t
number of free sites at the boundary!. In addition to this
‘‘local’’ interaction, in a concentrated solution the dire
~‘‘nonlocal’’ ! interaction between neighboring impurity a
oms becomes important. When the segregation involves
eral different impurities at the same time, the competition
space and interaction between neighboring atoms can l
as shown in Ref. 2, to a nonmonotonic change in the c
centration of one of the impurities with time. Since the gra
size was infinitely large in Ref. 2, the question of how th
process takes place in a real finite-size grain remains to
addressed. In this paper we investigate the segregatio
several~or one! types of impurity simultaneously into th
boundary region from a finite-size grain when the impur
concentration in the boundary region happens to be larg

As we showed in Ref. 1, the equation that describes
change in the impurity concentrationcb(t) with time t in a
boundary region of thickness 2d has the form

d

l
@cb~ t !2cb~0!#5~c02l~ t !!S~ t !, ~1!

where 2l is the thickness of the planar grain,c0 is the initial
impurity concentration in the grain,c(x56 l ,t)[l(t) is the
impurity concentration in the grain near the boundary, a
S(t) is a known function of time1 given by the following
interpolation formula

S~ t !512expS 2
2

Ap
ADt

l 2 D , ~2!

whereD is the diffusion coefficient of the impurity.
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grain is small (c(x,t)!1) but that its value in the boundar
region can be arbitrary (0<cb(t)<1). The corresponding
condition at the boundary has the form of a Langm
isotherm3

cb~ t !

12cb~ t !
5a~T!l~ t !, ~3!

wherea is referred to as the redistribution coefficient whic
for small cb(t), should depend on concentration

a5exp
E1E8cb~ t !

T
. ~4!

HereT is the temperature andE, E8 are energy parameter
that describe the difference in solution energies of the im
rity in the grain and in the boundary region. The functio
a(cb) describes the interaction of closely spaced impur
atoms~on neighboring sites!: attraction~for E8.0! or repul-
sion ~for E8,0!. Another kind of interaction~single-site or
local interaction!, which is expressed mathematically by a
lowing the denominator on the left side of Eq.~3! to be
different from unity, arises from a competition for space, i.
from the impossibility of placing more than one impuri
atom at the same site. In contrast to the local interact
between impurity atoms, which is specified by the parame
E8, we customarily refer to this new interaction as ‘‘nonl
cal’’. When cb!1, Eq. ~3! becomes the Henry isotherm
cb(t)5al(t) with a5exp(E/T). In this case the segregatio
is similar to that discussed in Ref. 1.

If there are different kinds of impurity atoms present
the solid solution able to segregate simultaneously into
grain boundary region, interacting with one another as th
do, the situation becomes much more complicated. Since
~1! does not depend on the choice of equilibrium conditio
at the boundary~2!, in the multicomponent case these rel
tions take the forms

d

l
@ci

b~ t !2ci
b~0!#5~c0i2l i~ t !!Si~ t !, ~5!
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a-
FIG. 1. Time dependence of the concentr
tion of two impurities segregating out of~a!
a finite-sized grain (l 51026 m) and~b! an
infinitely large grain~l 5`, see Ref. 2! un-
der various isothermal conditions.
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Fig. 1b we show the results of Ref. 2 for comparison.
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b~ t !
5a i~c ,T!l i~ t !, ~6!

where i 51, 2...,N labels the impurity,N is the number of
these impurities, and

a i~cb,T!5exp
1

T S Ei1(
j

N

Ei j cj
b~ t !D . ~7!

Note that Eq.~5! is valid for any interaction of the impuritie
at the boundary.

Let us consider the simultaneous segregation of sev
different impurities in more detail for the example of a tw
component solution (i 51,2). It is not difficult to show that
when a1,a2 and D1.D2 the time dependence of the im
purity concentration in the boundary region can be n
monotonic. The time dependences of the impurity concen
tions c1

b and c2
b for this case are shown in Fig. 1a~under

various isothermal conditions!. In this case we have used th
same values of parameters as in Ref. 2~see the Table!. In

TABLE I. Parameters for segregation process used to solve Eqs.~5!–~7!
and make the plots shown in Fig. 1~see Ref. 2!.

E150.6 eV E125E21520.13 eV
E250.8 eV E115E2250
c1

b(0)50.15 c0151023

c2
b(0)50.08 c0251024

D15D0i exp(2Qi /T) D015D0251024 m2/s
Q152.2 eV Q252.4 eV
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Thus, it is clear that the approach used in Ref. 1, wh
leads to simple algebraic expressions for the time-depen
change in the concentration of impurities segregating out
finite-size grain into the boundary region, can be used fo
concentrated solution of impurities in the boundary region
well. The condition for equilibrium at the surface separati
the boundary and grain is, in this case, the Langm
isotherm.3

If the impurity concentration is not small, it is necessa
to include interactions between impurity atoms. The lo
interaction or competition for space, i.e., the impossibility
placing more than one impurity atom on a given site, is e
plicitly taken into account by the Langmuir isotherm. Th
dependence of the redistribution coefficienta on the concen-
tration cb takes into account the nonlocal interaction
neighboring atoms. Both forms of interaction have a sign
cant effect on the segregation process; whereas compet
for space decreases the segregation, the nonlocal intera
can either facilitate the segregation~when the impurity atoms
attract! or limit it ~when they repel!.

If two ~or several! kinds of impurity are segregating int
the boundary region, it can happen that one of the impuri
precipitates out predominantly in the boundary. Howev
another scenario is also possible, in which an impurity t
diffuses more slowly but dissolves better in the bound
region will in due time begin to displace a rapidly diffusin
impurity that has already arrived there from the bound
region. Once this process begins, the concentration of
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latter will begin to decrease. In a finite-size grain, the maxi-
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mum concentration of this impurity, and also the relati
changes in the concentrations, are not as marked as the
for an infinitely large grain. This is natural because t
smaller strength of a finite grain as an impurity source w
limit the segregation.

Finally, it is worth noting that once the solubility of th
impurities in the boundary is known, Eqs.~5! and~6! imme-
diately tell us what the maximum initial concentration
impurities in a grainc0 or ~and! the size of a grainl should
be in order that no new phase separation with this impu
take place at the boundary, or~for prespecifiedc0 , cb(0), l !
the time at which its precipitation begins. Generally spe
ing, Eqs.~5! and~6! allow us to find the time it takes for th
impurity concentration at the boundary to reach some pr
limit imposed, e.g., by some applications-related criteri
For times greater than this, we can reverse the segrega
process by increasing the sample temperature for a ce
time and thereby preventing a portion of the impurity fro
re-dissolving into the grain. Because this resegregation
228 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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conditions!, we now can find the time required to establish
given low level of impunity concentration in the boundar
These facts must be taken into account when a metho
chosen for thermal processing of a polycrystalline materi
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Anomalous absorption of thermal neutrons in copper in the presence of strong

le
mechanical stresses
A. G. Lipson, I. I. Bardyeshev, V. A. Kuznetsov, and B. F. Lyakhov

Institute of Physical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117915 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted July 11, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 254–259~February 1998!

A study has been made of the interaction between an ultraweak flux of thermal neutrons
(I n520 n/s•cm2) and a copper cathode during electrolysis in a 1M solution of KOH in H2O. An
effect involving the generation of appreciable elastic and plastic deformations, revealed as
transverse bending of the copper plate and damage to its surface, was observed in the copper. It
was shown that the average cross section for absorption of thermal neutrons in the copper
is increased approximately twenty times compared with its equilibrium value. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02002-4#

It was established in Refs. 1 and 2 that in nonequilibriumits bulk modulus.7 Note that the creation of such appreciab
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ferroelectrics in a state of ferroelectric–paraelectric ph
transition under the action of an ultraweak thermal neut
flux (0.1– 100.0 n/s•cm2), appreciable mechanical stress
are generated, leading to defect formation and the app
ance of microcracks, as well as anomalous absorption
thermal neutrons. The consequences of the action of
traweak thermal neutron fluxes~suppression of spontaneou
deformation and a shift of the Curie pointTC by 3–4 K
toward low temperatures! are equivalent to irradiating th
crystals with a 5 Mradg-radiation dose.3 It was postulated1

that such effective interaction between thermal neutrons
a crystal involves inelastic scattering of neutrons by noneq
librium phonons generated in the phase transition proc
resulting from the extremely efficient conversion of the el
tic energy stored by the lattice into plastic deformation e
ergy. Thus, the presence of a second-order phase trans
or strong mechanical stresses in a crystal irradiated by t
mal neutrons is a necessary condition for the excitation
nonequilibrium phonons whose energy is transformed by
inelastic mechanism in the neutron diffusion process.

Similar effects could be observed in crystals by creat
highly nonequilibrium conditions, for example, by introdu
ing mechanical stresses during the hydrogenation of me
which do not dissolve hydrogen, by simultaneously expos
them to an ultraweak flux of thermal neutrons. In this ca
as a result of the shallow depth of hydrogen penetration
the high rate of surface defect generation under irradiatio4

the mechanical stresses will be created in a thin surf
layer, so that they are concentrated in a small volume.

In particular, the interaction between hydrogen and c
per can take place by substitution only in a thin surface la
<10 nm thick~Refs. 5 and 6!. Hydrogen atoms accumulat
preferentially within pile-ups of point defects and disloc
tions and also near twin boundaries. The hydrogen imp
tation process in copper~by analogy with the injection of
low-energy argon ions6! should result in the formation o
dislocation pile-ups in parallel rows at the crystal surfa
This gives rise to the creation of strong lateral compress
stresses in bands oriented in the$112% and$110% directions. It
will be shown subsequently that the surface stresses du
the electrolysis of copper may reach values comparable
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mechanical stresses for long time intervals by any ot
method~apart from electrolysis! would present problems. In
addition, the presence of dynamic stresses whose magn
is of the order of the bulk modulus is a necessary condit
for the generation of the strongly nonequilibrium optic
phonon branch in a crystal since, under the action of th
stresses, the entire spectrum of normal modes is excite
the Debye frequency. However, it is known8 that, when the
optical phonon mode is introduced in a crystal, the cro
section for capture of thermal neutrons may be increa
compared to crystals containing only the acoustic phon
branch. However, the current view is that the action of el
tromagnetic vibrations of a lattice in equilibrium with a m
dium cannot significantly~severalfold! increase the cross
section for absorption of thermal neutrons in this medium9

However, we show here that under highly nonequil
rium conditions of interaction between hydrogen and cop
~in the presence of an ultraweak thermal neutron flux!, ac-
companied by strong mechanical stresses in the surface
of the sample, the average cross section for capture of t
mal neutrons by Cu63 and Cu65 nuclei in a crystal environ-
ment may be increased twenty times.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

In order to create strong mechanical stresses, hydro
was introduced into the surface layer of copper by mean
electrolysis. The hydrogen was introduced into the coppe
an electrochemical method using samples of electroly
cold-rolled, technical-grade copper, having an areaS56 cm2

and thicknessd5231022 cm. The results of a x-ray micro
probe analysis indicate that the main impurity in the samp
is silicon (2.531021 mol %), which is introduced to im-
prove the elastic properties.

The electrolysis was carried out in a 100 ml glass c
filled with a 1M solution of KOH in H2O. The copper
samples were the cathodes and the anodes were mad
platinum. The process used a dc currentj 540 mA/cm2 at
room temperature. The durationt of one electrolysis cycle
was t52000– 10 000 s. After each cycle, the copp

22920229-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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samples were degreased. The hydrogen concentration in
copper after electrolysis was measured by thermal diffus
in vacuum.10

The cell was placed inside a passive shield made of 6
thick Neutrostop polyethylene blocks. The volume of t
shield including the free internal space wasV50.4 m3. A
Cf252 neutron source~I n5200 n/s in the solid angle 4p!,
contained in a lead capsule with a 2.5 cm thick protect
polyethylene casing, was positioned inside the shield at
distancer 58 cm from the Cu cathode. In order to reco
changes in the neutron flux and/org-quantum flux inside the
system~Fig. 1!, in the immediate vicinity of the cell we
positioned a neutron detector comprising an array of se
NWI-62 proportional neutron counters coated with cadmi
sheet1,2 or a low-background GEM-20180Pg detector~ex-
trapure germanium in a supersensitiveg spectrometer! made
by EG&G Ortec.11 From calibration measurements using
Cf252 source, the efficiency of the neutron detector~for neu-
trons with En.0.1 eV! in this measurement geometry wa
«n52.031022. The g recording efficiency, according to
calibration measurements using a Na22 g source, was
«g51.531023 with an intrinsic g detector efficiency of
24.1%. A comparison between the effect and the backgro
for the g spectral measurements and an analysis of thg
peaks were made using the MAESTRO-1 program and
SIG multifunctional system designed to use digital inform
tion ~program package by Soft Service Ltd!.

The thermal neutron flux intersecting the Cu catho
was monitored by measuring the integral intensity of theg
peak atEg52225 keV ~Fig. 2! observed by recording th
captureg radiation in the reactionp1n→d1g ~2.22 MeV!,

FIG. 1. Arrangement of apparatus:1—lead capsule containing Cf252 neutron
source,2—electrolytic cell,3—Cu~Pd! cathode,4—neutron detector~in se-
ries No. 1!, 48—g detector~in series No. 2!, and5—passive polyethylene
~Co! shield. Inset—profile of Cu cathode after electrolysis fort510 000 s;
j—transverse deflection of cathode.
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which takes place when thermal neutrons are captured in
polyethylene shield and the electrolyte. The thermal neut
flux inside the system was determined using relation9

I n5
DNg v t

3«g @12exp~2NHsHL#V
, ~1!

where DNg is the total number of counts at the pea
Eg52225 keV with the continuous background subtract
including the Compton scattering background,«g is the effi-
ciency of theg detector with allowance for the measureme
geometry,v t is the thermal neutron velocity,nH is the hy-
drogen concentration in the polyethylene shield,sH is the
cross section of then(p,d)g reaction for the thermal neu
trons,L is the thickness of the shield, andV is the volume of
the system enclosed by the polyethylene shield. Experim
using theg detector showed that in this system the avera
thermal neutron flux~for I n5200 n/s in 4p! per unit area of
the cathode isI n520.061 n/s•cm2.

In all the series of tests we used the following cont
experiments: a! experiments atj 540 mA/cm2 in the absence
of a neutron source~under conditions of cosmic thermal neu
tron background, i.e.,I n,0.1 n/cm2!; b! experiments at
I n520 n/s•cm2 but without an electrolysis current, i.e.,j 50;
c! experiments atj 540 mA/cm2 andI n520 n/s•cm2 using a
palladium plate as the cathode~S54 cm2, d550 mm!. The
series c! control experiments were carried out to demonstr
the preferential activity of the cathode compared with t
other materials exposed to the electrolytic action
I n520 n/s•cm2 ~such as the electrolyte, anode, cell materi
and so on!.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments showed that during electrolysis in
presence of an ultraweak flux of thermal neutro
I n520 n/s•cm2 for 10 000 s (j 540 A/cm21), a vigorous
damage process takes place at the surface of the coppe

FIG. 2. Completeg-radiation spectrum formed by capture of thermaliz
neutrons from source in the hydrogen-containing materials~Fig. 1!. Expo-
sure timet510 000 s.
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the electrolyte solution becomes blue because of the cr
bling of the copper~after a few hours, a deposit of highl
disperse copper forms at the bottom of the cell!. In addition,
after electrolysis has ended, the sample is laterally deform
~curved!. The transverse deflection isj51 mm ~Fig. 1!. At
the same time, under the conditions of cosmic thermal n
tron backgroundI n50.1 n/s•cm2 ~in the absence of the Cf252

neutron source!, electrolysis at j 540 mF/cm2 and
t510 000 s reveals no visible changes at the cathode.
experiments showed that the hydrogen concentration in
samples after electrolysis (t510 000 s) isnH.1023 cm3/g
copper. Bearing in mind the maximum depth of penetrat
of hydrogen in copper (H51026 cm), we can conclude tha
a compound of the type CuHx , wherex.0.1, forms at the
surface layer of the cathode.

Thus, as a result of the irradiation of a copper cathode
thermal neutronsI n520 n/s•cm2 during electrolysis, elastic
and plastic deformation energy is stored in the catho
which is observed as transverse deflection and surface d
age to the sample. This indicates that powerful ela
stresses act in the surface layer of the cathode~into which
hydrogen penetrates!. It will be shown subsequently tha
these mechanical stresses are capable of generating non
librium optical phonons, whose presence could alter the
sorption cross section of thermal neutrons in the cathode

The experiments showed that in almost all of the twe
1 h intervals in which the intensities of the neutron org-
quantum capture fluxes were measured, the number of b
ground counts is higher than the values obtained in meas
ments during electrolysis with a Cu cathode~curves1 and2
in Fig. 3!. However, during similar electrolysis in the sam
cell using a Pd cathode, no changes in the intensity of
thermal neutron flux were recorded. Data giving change
the intensity of the thermal neutron flux for the electroly
of Cu and Pd are summarized in Table I. Note that in or
to improve the accuracy of the analysis, theg lines
(Eg52225 keV) in the effect and the background were co
pared after subtracting the continuous background~including
the Compton scattering background! from the spectral range
2220–2230 keV, which corresponds to theg peak formed by
proton capture of a neutron. It can be seen from Table I
the copper electrolysis process reduces the count rate
En.0.2 eV neutrons by approximately 2.5%. At the sam
time, the thermal neutron count rate (En;kT) is reduced by
approximately 12% compared with the background val
Since while g radiation is recorded,g quanta with
Eg52.225 MeV are formed exclusively by capture of the
mal neutrons by the hydrogen surrounding the detector,
deficiency of theseg quanta during electrolysis~compared
with the background! can be uniquely attributed to the ab
sorption of;12% thermal neutrons in the cathode mater
~Cu!, i.e., it can be attributed to capture rather than inela
scattering processes with increasing neutron energy. This
case would inevitably involve slowing and subsequent c
ture of neutrons in the polyethylene. As a result, the inten
of the peakEg52225 keV would be the same in the effe
and in the background. The fact that the relative chang
countsDN/^Nb& for the recording of neutrons (En.0.2 eV)
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is lower than the ratio forg quanta~see Table I! indicates
that only approximately one fifth of the thermalized neutro
can have energies higher than cadmium. This is because
neutron distribution inside the polyethylene shield is close
Maxwellian.8 Thus, to obtain a more accurate estimate of
cross section~s! for absorption of thermal neutrons in th
copper cathode, it is better to use theg-quantum data be-
cause these directly correspond to the change in the the
neutron flux inside the polyethylene shield. The cross sec
for possible absorption of thermal neutrons, averaged o
the volume of the copper sample used in the electroly
process, is given by1

s5
1

nd
lnS ^Nb&

^Neb&
D , ~2!

wheren is the concentration of copper nuclei,d is the cath-
ode thickness,̂Nb& is the averageg count rate in the back-
ground, and̂ Neb& is the averageg count rate in the elec-
trolysis process~see Table I!. Using the data given in Table
I, we then haves571.5 b. This value ofs is almost twenty
times higher than the known cross section for capture
thermal neutrons in a stoichiometric isotopic Cu mixture.

If the capture of thermal neutrons by Cu63 and Cu65 nu-
clei is a radiative process, the observedg spectrum should
contain a hard component which corresponds to the neu
binding energy in the Cu64 ~7.91 MeV! and Cu66 ~7.060
MeV! nuclei. In order to check this assumption, we stud

FIG. 3. g peaks~with continuous background subtracted, including Com
ton scattering background!, formed by capture of thermalized neutrons b
hydrogen in material:1—without electrolysis~exposure timet58000 s!,
2—with electrolysis (j 540 mA/cm2) for t58000 s. The measurement ge
ometry for exposures 1 and 2 is the same. The arrows delimit the regio
the g spectra in which the continuous background is subtracted.
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TABLE I. Variation of count ratesDN for neutrons withEn.0.2 eV andg quanta at the peakEg52.225 MeV during electrolysis with copper and palladium
cathodes (j 540 mA/cm2) compared with background measurements (j 50).

’

Type of measurement ^Nb&, counts/s ^Neb&, counts/s DN, counts/s Dn, neutr.~g!/s

Neutrons~En.0.2 eV, Cu cathode 1.40260.006 1.37060.007 2(3.260.9)31022 2(2.560.5)
g quanta~Eg.2.225 MeV, Cu cathode! (2.4160.03)31022 (2.1060.04)31022 2(3.160.5)31023 2(3.060.5)
Neutrons~Pd cathode! 1.32860.005 1.33060.006 1(2.067.0)31023 -
g quanta~Pd cathode! (2.4560.04)31022 (2.4660.05)31022 1(1.066.0)31023 -

Note: ^Nb& is the average count rate in the background (j 50) with the continuous spectrum subtracted,^Neb& is the average count rate in the ‘‘effect’
( j 540 mA/cm2) with the continuous spectrum subtracted, andDN5^Neb&2^Nb&, Dn5DN/«, where« is the detector efficiency.
the hard part of theg spectrum (2.4,Eg,8.5 MeV) and
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compared this with the background measurements. Howe
the results showed that, within measurement error, the in
sity of the spectra during electrolysis of Cu and the ba
ground show no difference in this range. This indicates t
the capture of neutrons by copper nuclei is not a radia
process and is evidently similar to the Mo¨ssbauer effect, i.e.
the neutron binding energy in the Cu64 and Cu66 nuclei is
preferentially transferred to the copper lattice in the form
phonons and/or the generation of structural defects.12,13

Thus, it has been established by two independent m
ods that in a highly nonequilibrium copper cathode dur
electrolysis~i.e., in the presence of appreciable elastic def
mations intensified by the action of an ultraweak therm
neutron flux!, the cross section for absorption of therm
neutrons is increased approximately twenty times.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The measurable transverse deflection of the copper p
(j51 mm) observed during the electrolysis process in
presence of an ultraweak thermal neutron fl
(I n520 n/s•cm2) can be used to calculate the mechani
stresses acting in the surface layer of the sample~cathode!
during hydrogenation. We showed in Ref. 10 that the f
energy of the elastic deformations stored in the sample
ing hydrogenation may be estimated approximately us
relation14

WF5Ed~j/ l !4S, ~3!

whereE is Young’s modulus of the copper plate,d is the
thickness of the sample,l is its length, which is equal to its
width under conditions of transverse deflection, andS is the
area of the Cu cathode. Thus, per unit length of the cath
we haveWF5231022 J/cm2. Then, the efficiency of con
version of the energy supplied during electrolysisWel5 jU t
~whereU.2 V is the cell voltage! to elastic energy stored in
the sample isb5WF / jU t52.531025. The rest of the sup-
plied energy is expended mainly in plastic deformations a
damage to the surface layer of the cathode~crumbling of the
copper in the electrolyte solution!, and is also expended i
electrochemical dissociation of water molecules.

In order to estimate the stresses acting in the sample
need to estimate the volume into which hydrogen penetr
during electrolysis. Taking the depth of penetration of hyd
gen in the cathode to beH51027– 1026 cm ~Ref. 6!, we
obtain mechanical stresses of;1010– 1011 Pa, which is simi-
lar to the bulk modulus of copper.15 These stresses are d
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tion of hydrogen in the surface layer of the sample. Th
intensive generation of nonequilibrium optical phonons a
coherent multiphonon excitations16,17should be expected in a
copper cathode during electrolysis in the presence of an
traweak thermal neutron flux. In fact, the equilibrium bu
modulus (B) may be expressed in terms of the energy of
phonon subsystem (W) of the crystal and the volume (V)
occupied by the excited vibrations ink space, asB510W/9V
~Ref. 18!. In this case, the energyW per unit fcc cell is
written asW53k\vD ~wherek is the number of atoms pe
unit cell, \ is Planck’s constant, andvD is the Debye fre-
quency of copper!. This energy corresponds to the volum
V5r 0

3, wherer 0 is the distance between the nearest nei
bors in the lattice. This gives

B5
10

3

k\vD

r 0
3 . ~4!

The value ofB for copper obtained from Eq.~4! agrees sat-
isfactorily with the published data.15 Thus, it follows from
expression~4! that a necessary condition for the generati
of a nonequilibrium optical phonon branch is the creation
mechanical stresses comparable toB, since only in this case
is the entire spectrum of normal modes with the cutoff f
quencyvD excited in the crystal. Conversely, it is also cle
from ~4! that, when the mechanical stresses in the crystal
much smaller thanB, the probability of generating nonequ
librium modes with the frequencyvD is negligible.

However, an abrupt increase in the intensity of the op
cal phonon mode in the crystal can increase the cross se
for absorption of thermal neutrons.8,9 For instance, the autho
of Ref. 13 described the generation and concentration~sum-
mation over amplitudes! of nonequilibrium optical phonons
and coherent multiphonon excitations when various me
were saturated with hydrogen. It was shown that un
highly nonequilibrium conditions~similar to those created in
the surface layer of a copper cathode during electrolysis
exposure to thermal neutrons!, the energy of a ‘‘collection’’
of optical phonons~coherent multiphonon excitations! may
be comparable with the neutron binding energy in t
nucleus.19 This type of process can realistically increase t
capture cross section of thermal neutrons, especially in
gions with a high concentration of elastic energy, and s
cifically in the surface layer of a copper cathode. No anom
lous absorption of thermal neutrons is observed in a
cathode because of the fairly uniform distribution of hydr
gen in the sample as a result of its high solubility
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palladium.20 This distribution makes it highly unlikely that
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regions of high elastic energy density will form in a Pd ca
ode and thus does not result in the generation of an inte
optical mode.17

In sum, we have studied the electrochemical hydroge
tion of copper in the presence of an ultraweak thermal n
tron flux (I n520 n/cm2

•s). It has been shown that und
these conditions, appreciable mechanical stresses, u
1011 Pa, are created in a thin surface layer of the cop
cathode, causing bending and damage to the surface o
sample. In the absence of irradiation by an ultraweak ther
neutron flux, no measurable bending or surface damage
detected. At present, the mechanism for the stimulation
plastic deformation processes by an ultraweak thermal n
tron flux is not understood. However, it may be hypothesiz
that the thermal neutron flux diffuses into the copper cath
where it interacts with nonequilibrium phonons generated
the crystal as a result of the hydrogenation of the surf
layer. In this case, the energy of the nonequilibrium phono
i.e., the elastic energy of the cathode, should be very e
ciently converted into plastic deformation energy as a re
of inelastic scattering of neutrons, which have acquired
ergy from nonequilibrium phonons, at imperfections in t
copper crystal lattice. This process gives rise to strong pla
deformations and damage to the cathode surface which is
observed under normal conditions of cosmic neutron ba
ground. Such appreciable deformations of the copper c
ode give rise to an anomalous increase in the absorp
cross section of incident thermal neutrons which is clea
attributable to the generation of nonequilibrium optic
phonons and multiphonon excitations.1 In this case, the
anomalous increase in the absorption cross section prev
further damage to the surface of the sample by regula
~reducing! this thermal neutron flux~‘‘negative feedback’’!.
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Influence of the sign of the load on deformation instability and fracture of aluminum

tat
and its alloys at liquid-helium temperatures
V. V. Shpe zman and V. I. Nikolaev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted July 16, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 260–263~February 1998!

An analysis is made of the influence of impurity content and of the sign and variation of the
load on the stress-strain curves of aluminum at liquid helium temperatures. It is shown that the
deformation instability, observed as jumps in the diagrams, depends on all these factors.
When the sign of the load is reversed, the amplitude of the deformation jumps increases, which
leads to the appearance of macrocracks, even under compression. The temperature-strain
rate region of unstable deformation was determined for the alloy D16T. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02102-9#

It is known that impurities strongly influence macro- The testing was carried out in an Oxford helium cryos
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scopic plastic deformation instability at liquid-helium
temperatures.1 For instance, for pure aluminum jumps on th
tensile stress-strain diagram are observed at temperature
low 1.6 K ~Ref. 2! whereas for technical-grade aluminu
containing impurities, these jumps are observed at temp
tures of 4.2 K and above.1,3 This behavior is usually attrib
uted to the increased flow stresses in impure crystals an
their strong temperature dependences, which is an impo
factor in models of thermal deformation instability.4 For this
reason, jumps are sometimes observed in pure metals a
end of the stress-strain diagram, i.e., after appreciable pla
deformation whereas, in impure metals and alloys, they
observed almost immediately beyond the yield point.3 Com-
pared with their influence on deformation, impurities c
have an even greater influence on fracture. The most typ
example of this is the low-temperature embrittlement, kno
as cold shortness, which is in many cases attributed
impurities.5 However, even at liquid-helium temperatures t
material retains its plasticity, although this is generally low
for impure crystals compared with pure ones.2

In addition to analyzing the influence of impurity conte
on abrupt deformation and fracture, we also investigate
part played by the sign of the deformation and its variat
during the loading process~i.e., we studied the Bauschinge
effect in the region of deformation instability!. It was as-
sumed that since a plastic material does not fracture un
compression, this can explain, first, how instability develo
at high strains and, second, how fracture occurs under
sion at the instant of a deformation jump.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Uniaxial tension and compression testing was carried
using cylindrical samples of AD1 aluminum and its allo
V95 and D16T. The diameter of the tensile samples w
4 mm and the length of the working section was 30 mm,
the compression samples these values were 3–4
7–10 mm, respectively. New samples were prepared f
the working section of some samples fractured under tens
and these were then used for compression tests.
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using an Instron 1342 universal testing machine. Liquid
trogen was used for precooling and liquid helium was f
into the cryostat using two pumps which created a we
vacuum in the cryostat.

The test temperature was varied over the ran
4.2–20 K.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 gives the tensile and compressive stress-st
diagrams of the initial samples while Fig. 2 gives the co
pressive stress-strain diagrams of previously tensile-te
samples, plotted using the coordinates: stresss5P/F0

~where P is the load,F0 is the initial cross-sectional area!
versus strain«5(D l 1M )/ l 0 ~whereD l is the change in the
sample length,l 0 is the initial sample length, and the value
M is determined by the rigidity of the machine, and in o
case at maximum loads its contribution to the deformation
the sample did not exceed 1.5%!. When analyzing the data
plotted in Fig. 2, the preliminary deformation was taken in
account in the strain calculations but its sign was neglec
This may be justified by the results of Ref. 6 where it w
shown that the dislocation densityr in LiF single crystals
increases under each new load regardless of the sign o
deformation andr was proportional to the algebraic sum
the deformations for each load.

Note that if the tension and compression curves dra
through the tops of the jumps~upper envelopes! are com-
pared, in true coordinates whereF0 is replaced by the instan
taneous areaF0 /(11«), and« is replaced by ln(11«), the
compression and tension curves for AD1 and D16T are
most the same, which indicates that there is no anisotrop
relation to the sign of the load. For the V95 alloy the tensi
curve is lower than the compression curve and ends rap
with rupture of the sample.

This abrupt deformation develops differently in the m
terials studied. It can be seen from Fig. 1a that for AD
aluminum, jumps under tension appear at the end of a sec
of uniform deformation~near the maximum of the diagram
the strain is approximately 20%! and have immediately a
fairly large amplitude, which varies little until the instant o

23420234-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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fracture. On the compression diagram jumps of very sm
amplitude are initiated beyond the yield point at appro
mately 8% strain and the curve then becomes a pulsating
with jumps of continuously increasing amplitude.

Thus, the first jumps under compression are initiated e
lier in terms of strain and have a smaller amplitude th
those under tension but then as the strain increases, the
plitude of these jumps increases and if they are compared
the same strain, the jumps under compression are found

FIG. 1. Tension~1! and compression~2! stress-strain diagrams for AD1
aluminum~a!, and aluminum alloys D16T~b! and V95~c! at 4.2 K.
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larger than those under tension. For a sample subjecte
compression after tension, the plastic deformation is initia
at stresses lower than those at the instant of unloading~more
precisely, at the point of the maximum averaged over
jumps on the diagram, i.e., at the instant where uniform
formation is converted to localized deformation in a neck!.1!

The difference in the flow stresses~the Bauschinger effect! is
DB5110 MPa. The jumps are initiated almost immediate
after reaching the stresses at which the uniform deforma
under tension ended. Compared with compression of the
tial sample under repeated loading, more intensive harde

FIG. 2. Compression stress-strain diagram~2! after tensile-testing~1! of
AD1 aluminum~a! and alloys D16T~b! and V95~c! at 4.2 K.
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and a larger increase in the amplitude of the jumps are
served with increasing deformation.

For alloy D16T~Fig. 1b! the jumps under compressio
and tension begin immediately beyond the yield point. Un
tension they rapidly attain a large amplitude (;50 MPa)
which increases with deformation and reaches;100 MPa at
the instant of rupture. Thus, the behavior of alloy D16T u
der tension differs from the behavior of aluminum describ
above. Under compression the diagrams for AD1 and D1
are externally similar, only the scale of the stresses show
difference.

It can be seen from Fig. 2b that the Bauschinger eff
for alloy D16T is extremely small and the compression d
gram of the previously tensile-tested samples is similar
that of the initial samples, even though the preliminary str
was 17%. One reason why aluminum and its alloy exh
such different behavior may be because the deforma
hardening values~i.e., the difference between the flo
stresses at«510– 20%,s« , and the yield point,ss! differ

FIG. 3. Formation of cracks along inclined fault bands during compres
of tensile-tested V95 alloy sample atT54.2 K.

FIG. 4. Calculated curves showing the boundaries of the region of uns
deformation.8 The experimental points for D16T alloy correspond to tens
curves with deformation jumps~1! and smooth deformation curves~2!.
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deformation hardening lower for the alloy. If the Bausc
inger effect is compared with the relative deformation ha
ening, the stress jump when the sign of the load is reverse
approximately half the difference betweens« and ss for
both aluminum and D16T. The strain dependence of
jump amplitude under repeated loading with reversal of
sign of the load can then be understood: this is determine
any case only by the deformation under the last load, i.e.,
jumps do not ‘‘remember’’ the previous deformation of o
posite sign. It should also be noted that a ‘‘memory’’ f
deformation of the same sign undoubtedly exists: when co
pression or tension is interrupted, after removal of the lo
and application of a new load, the diagram almost return
the unloading point and the jumps are restored with th
former amplitude.

Since a sample of alloy V95 fractured under tension
very low strain~around 3%!, the compression diagrams o
the initial sample and that cut from the tensile-tested sam
are almost the same~as can be seen from Fig. 2c!. However,
this is only valid up to;25% strain. When the tensile-teste
sample undergoes further compression, two deep drop
load ~by ;30%! can be identified on the diagram. This a
preciable localization of the deformation leads to the form
tion of inclined fault bands with macrocracks along the
bands~Fig. 3!, which is typical of the compression of low
plasticity materials~such as marble7! but is by no means
typical of aluminum and its alloys. Unlike the other materia
studied here, at liquid-helium temperature the alloy V
tends to exhibit highly localized deformation and ensui
fracture, as is also evidenced by the low limiting deformati
of this alloy under low-temperature tension.2!

It has already been noted that the abrupt deformation
aluminum has been studied by many authors. The autho
Ref. 8 attempted to determine theoretically the temperatu
strain rate boundaries of the region of unstable deformat
For technically pure aluminum~99.5%! the normalization
parameters determining these boundaries were:Tk56.6 K
and«51021 s21. Here we determined the range of tempe
ture and strain rates for the stretching of D16T aluminum
which deformation jumps are observed~Fig. 4!. One param-
eter is«h52.531022 s21 and the otherTk515 K. A com-
parison between the region of unstable deformation for a
minum and its alloy shows that for the alloy this region
shifted toward higher temperatures and lower strain rate

In sum, we have shown that deformation instability
liquid-helium temperatures cannot produce large macro
formations. Its increased localization leads to the format
of macrocracks, which reaffirms the importance of strain
calization in the fracture process.

The authors would like to thank G. A. Malygin and B.
Smirnov for discussions of the results.
1!Note that in this case, the juxtaposition of uniform and localized deform

tion is not completely correct since the deformation was localized be
the maximum of the averaged diagram.

2!It is also possible that fracture may occur without reversal of the lo
under compression if the sample is subjected to high stress rates.
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Study of the local defect structure of CdTe-Ge crystals by microindentation

n-
L. S. Fomenko and S. V. Lubetnets

Low-Temperature Physico-Technical Institute, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 310164 Khar’kov, Ukraine

P. I. Fe chuk and L. P. Shcherbak

Chernovytsy State University, 274012 Chernovytsy, Ukraine
~submitted June 30, 1997; resubmitted September 23, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 264–268~February 1998!

This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of the microindentation method as a way to monitor
the quality of cadmium telluride crystals. Measurements of microhardness and the length
of dislocation rays from the rosette around the indentation pit can clearly identify nonuniform
distributions of structural defects, both along the direction of growth and along a diameter
of a CdTe boule. The mobility ofa dislocations is more sensitive to nonuniformities in the
structure than the mobility ofb dislocations and the microhardness. A qualitative
correspondence is established between the microplasticity characteristics of CdTe:Ge and its
germanium content: the hardness of the crystal is insensitive to changes in the Ge content in the
range from 331016 to 131017 at/cm3, but increases sharply beginning at a concentration
of ;131017 at/cm3. The correlation between the value of the microhardness and the length of
the dislocation rays from the rosette around the imprint of the indentor are analyzed. An
estimate is obtained for the hardness of pure CdTe. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02202-3#

Imperfections in semiconducting crystals, e.g., impuri-the crystallization front was 6–7 K/cm. The initial conce
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ties, intrinsic nonstoichiometric defects, and dislocatio
have a very strong effect on those properties of the crys
that are important for applications.1,2 The structure and prop
erties of a grown crystal are often found to be variable b
over its cross section and along its length, which for se
conducting materials is undesirable. Therefore, it is imp
tant to study the defect structure and degree of uniformity
these crystals in order to optimize their growth regimes.

It has been established that the mechanical, electr
and optical properties of undoped crystals of cadmium te
ride are all interrelated.3,4 One way to monitor the mechan
cal strength and plasticity of materials is the method of m
croindentation, which is distinguished by simplicity and ea
of use. Other advantages of the method are the nondes
tive and local character of its sampling, and also, wha
particularly important for our purposes, its sensitivity to t
presence of structural defects.

In this work we have measured the microhardness
the length of rays from the dislocation rosette in the vicin
of the indentor imprint to study the effect of germaniu
impurities on the micromechanical characteristics of c
mium telluride. By doping CdTe crystals with microadmi
tures of germanium we obtain a high-resistance mate
whose properties are close to those of intrinsic CdT15

which makes it a promising candidate for use in fabricat
detectors of ionizing radiation6 and in optoelectronics.7

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A boule of CdTe doped with germanium with a mass
600 g was grown by the vertical Bridgman method in
evacuated graphitized ampoule with an inner diameter o
mm. The rate of crystallization was 3 mm/h, the gradien
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tration of impurities introduced into the melt wa
c051.631019 at./cm3.

The distribution of impurities dissolved in the cryst
was monitored by using a germanium source tagged with
radioisotope Ge71 ~K capture,T1/257 days! and subsequen
radiometric analysis of a 3-mm-thick plate cut from th
boule parallel to the growth axis.

In order to study the micromechanical properties, a
mm-thick plate oriented in the~111! plane was cut from the
boule with a tungsten wire 1 mm in diameter and a susp
sion of abrasive powders with particle diameters 3–5mm in
kerosene. The angle between the plate surface and
growth axis of the boule was 60°. The shapes of the plate
the sample are shown in Fig. 1. After being abraded on gl
the film surface was twice treated with polishing etchE8 of
composition K2Cr2O71HNO31H2O ~4 g: 10 ml: 25 ml!, first
to a depth of;20 mm and then, after indenting the sampl
to a depth of;500 mm.

The sample was indented on the (11̄̄1̄)Te plane using a
PMT-3 device with a standard Vickers pyramid at a load
P50.1 N at the indentor. The value of microhardnessHV

was determined from the expression

HV51.854P/~2a!2,

where 2a is the length of the diagonal of the indentor p
The error in measuring the microhardness was;3%.

The dislocation structure was revealed by select
chemical etching in a solution of HF~concentrated!150%
solution of CrO3 in water ~2:3!.9 The average density o
grown-in dislocations in our sample was;23105 cm22. In
the ‘‘background’’ region~see Fig. 1! we observed a high
density of flat-bottomed etch pits which usually form
point-defect sites. Since the structure of the dislocation

23820238-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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semble around the imprint of the indentor is not in equil
rium, the dislocation rays from the rosette around the ind
tor pit spontaneously get longer with time.10 For this reason,
the indented sample was kept at room temperature for
hours before etching in order to relax the stresses in
dislocation system.

Figure 2 shows a dislocation rosette containing
double rays having the direction̂110&. The authors of Ref.
11 state that the rays are made up of 60°a dislocations~the
long rays! and 60°b dislocations~the short rays!. Note that
the diameter of the etch figure forb dislocations is 1.4 times
larger than fora dislocations. This difference allows us t
identify the types of dislocations to some extent. In this wo
we measured average values of the lengths ofa andb radials
in each rosette as a function of the coordinates of the ind
tation on the sample surface.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our studies were carried out on the single-crystal port
of the film, which is identified in Fig. 1 by the solid lines
Extrapolation from data from the radiometric analysis in

FIG. 1. Shape of sample cut from a cylindrical boule of CdTe:Ge~outlined
by the solid lines!. AB ~projection of the growth direction from left to right!
andCD are lines along which the indentations are made; to the left of
sample is another orientation that has been cleaved off, to the right a ch
which the germanium concentration was measured at points 1, 2, and 3I is
the ‘‘background’’ region.

FIG. 2. Dislocation rosette near the imprint of the indentor in a CdTe1Ge
crystal.
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cated that the concentration of germanium along the a
direction ~segment AB! varied from 331016 to
231017 at./cm3. On segmentCD, i.e., in the radial direc-
tion, the impurity content can be assumed constant, and
same extrapolation procedure gives a value
(1 – 1.5)31017 at./cm3 for it. This prediction is in good
agreement with studies of the germanium concentration
chip from the sample at points1–3 using an EMAL-2 laser
mass spectrometer. According to our measureme
c153.631024, c254.731024, and c359.731024 at. %
Ge, that is, 5.331016, 7.031016 and 1.431017 at./cm3 re-
spectively.

Figure 3 shows how the microhardnessHV varies in the
direction of thex axis along segmentAB ~which is the pro-
jection of the direction of growth onto the surface of the film
see Fig. 1! on the sample after removal of the damaged s
face layer to a depth of;500 mm. It is clear that the func-
tion HV(x) does not exhibit any marked regularity. The m
crohardness exhibits a narrow peak in the inter
20,x,30 mm against a background of non-systema
changes, and a certain tendency to increase after the poinB.
The maximum and minimum valuesHVmax

5585 MPa and
HVmin

5485 MPa differ by only 17%. Measurements of m
crohardness along the lineCD located roughly in the cente
part of the film and perpendicular to the direction of grow
show that the quantityHV changes from 530 MPa at pointC
to 610 MPa at pointD, i.e., by roughly 13%. Although thes
differences are not large, they exceed the measuremen
rors. This implies that our data are reflecting a structu
nonuniformity in the plane of the cut plate that arises dur
crystallization of the boule.

The lengthsl a,b of the rosette rays, which characteriz
the mobility of a andb dislocations, are considerably mor
sensitive to nonuniformities in the structure than the mic
hardness or size of the indentor imprint. Whereas the dia
nal of the imprint varies by no more than a factor of 1.07
a function of its location on the sample surface, and
microhardness by only a factor of 1.2, the length of the
sette rays changes by almost a factor of 2.

Data from our measurements ofl a,b along the linesAB
andCD are shown in Fig. 4. For the directionx the depen-
dence of the length of the rosette rays on the coordinate
the indentation is characteristically nonmonotonic~Fig. 4a!.
The function l a(x) exhibits a dip in the range

e
on

FIG. 3. Measurement of bulk microhardness along segmentAB.
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20,x,30 mm, which corresponds to the microhardne
peak in Fig. 3, and less obvious dips nearx.5 and 15 mm,
along with a rather abrupt decrease in the lengthl a of the a
rays at the end of the sample. This wave-like variation
l a(x) is obviously associated with the periodic incorporati
into the solid phase of impurities that are forced back into
melt at the crystallization front. These features, which refl
the nonuniformity of the sample structure, are not nearly
evident in the functionl b(x) and, when the film is indented
after being polished to a small depth, they cannot be foun
all, as is clear from the figure. This is probably due to t
presence of residual internal strains in a near-surface l
that has been hardened during the cutting process, s
these strains limit the development of the dislocation str
ture under the indentor. In the hardened layer, the rays of
rosettes from the indentor pit are 25–30% shorter than in
bulk. This observation correlates with the data of Refs.
13. In Ref. 13 it was shown that as the damaged laye
removed the microhardness of an undoped CdTe cry

FIG. 4. Measurement of the length of rosette rays from indentor pits
segmentsAB ~a! and CD ~b!. ~a! l a ~1! and l b ~2! are at the surface of a
sample polished after cutting to a depth of;20 mm, l a ~3! and l b ~4! are
after removal of a surface layer to a depth of;500 mm. ~b! l a ~1! andl b ~2!
are for the surface of a sample polished after cutting to a depth of;20 mm.
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polishing to a depth of 40–50mm.
Qualitatively, the data set shown in Fig. 4a can be

proximated by two line segments. In the range of valu
x,20 mm corresponding to a germanium content fro
331016 to 131017 at./cm3, the length of the dislocation
rays, i.e., the plasticity of the material, changes very little.
the concentration of Ge is increased further, there is
marked decrease in the quantitiesl a,b both in the hardened
layer and in the bulk. This type of concentration depende
of l a,b correlates with the data of Ref. 14, which indicate
change in the way that germanium incorporates into the
tice of Bridgman-grown CdTe1Ge crystals when
c5131017 at./cm3. According to the model, at low concen
trations the impurity occupies a Cd position forming a sing
ionized GeCd

• center. Electrical neutrality of the crystal in th
case is ensured by twice as many doubly charged accep
provided by cadmium vacanciesVCd9 . At higher concentra-
tions the impurity dissolves both in the form of isolated ce
ters GeCd

• and in the form of associates (GeCdVCd)8. In this
range of germanium concentrations the cadmium tellur
lattice is hardened. Evidence for this is the decrease we
serve in the length of dislocation rays and the slight incre
in the microhardness~Fig. 3 and Fig. 4a!.

The linear decrease inl a,b along the line segmentCD
~Fig. 4b! is evidence that the hardness of the material
creases as we approach the ‘‘background’’ region of
sample, which enriched by point defects that probably
complexes of vacancies and vacancy disks. The charact
the function l a,b(y) is unchanged by removal of the hard
ened surface layer.

It is interesting to compare the results given here w
the data available in the literature on mechanical proper
of CdTe crystals with impurities and intrinsic defects. Hig
resistance undoped stoichiometric crystals exhibit the sm
est yield stress. However, the yield stress increases by alm
a factor of 2 as the concentration of electrons or holes
creases~due to interstitial Cdi

•• ions or vacant cadmium
sites!.3 The introduction of isovalent~Zn!15,16or donor~In!17

impurities into the CdTe crystal also leads to an increase
the yield stress15,16 and microhardness,17 the more so the
higher the impurity concentration. Wth regard to the value
their hardness, our CdTe1Ge samples lie between very so
samples of CdTe reported in the literature, with a value
HV5300 MPa,13 and very hard samples with a value
HV5670 MPa ~for CdTe11.231017 In/cm3!, see Ref. 17
~heavily doped CdTe1231018 In/cm3 possesses the max
mum hardnessHV51.4 GPa; see Ref. 17!. However, it
would be rash to assume that the hardness is associated
germanium atoms alone. Rather, it arises from the combi
influence of growth dislocations, impurities, vacancies, a
interstitial atoms on the micromechanism for the hardn
characteristics.

In conclusion, let us discuss the relation between
measured values ofHV and l a,b . In the theory of Gridneva
et al.,18 which treats the evolution of dislocation structures
a semiconducting crystal near an indentor pit, the followi
relation is obtained:

n
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,

wherel 0 is the steady-state length of a ray from the rose

A5(122n)/pAs, N511 3
4b(cosa1 sina/12n), n is the

Poisson coefficient, the constantb.1, a560° is the angle
between dislocation lines and the Burgers vector,P is the
load on the indentor, andtT is the long-range component o
the yield stresst0 , i.e., the starting stress for the motion of
dislocation. There is a definite relation between the yi
stresst0 and the microhardnessHV . For brittle and strongly
strain-hardened materials this relation is simple:t0.HV/3;
see Ref. 19; for plastic materials it must be found by a s
cial investigation. For a number of alkali-halides it has be
shown thatt05C(HV2HV0) over a wide range of impurity
concentrations; see Ref. 20, whereC5const, andHV0 is the
hardness of a pure crystal. The available unrelated data
on the yield stress and microhardness,12,13,15–17,21–23along
with the measurements in this work, serve only to estab
the fact that this latter relation betweent0 andHV is quali-
tatively satisfied for cadmium telluride crystals of vario
hardness.

By making at02HV plot ~Fig. 5! on which the mini-
mum ~known! values t05562,21 2.5,22,23 and
4.860.5 MPa24 are assigned to the minimum value of th
hardnessHV5300 MPa,13 while the valuest054 MPa25 for
CdTe andt0517 MPa15 for CdZnTe are assigned to th
value of the hardnessHV5500 and 600 MPa that we mea
sure, we obtain the approximate dependencet05C(HV

2HV0), where C50.03. Then the valueHV05190 MPa
should correspond to the value of hardness for a pure C
crystal. If so, the relation given above betweenl 0 and tT

should be replaced by a relation betweenl 0 and the micro-
hardness in the form

~HV2HV* !2HV05al0
22 ,

whereHV2HV* 5HVT , HV* is the component of the hardne
that depends on temperature, whileHVT is the athermal com-

FIG. 5. A t02HV plot made using data from measurements of the yi
stresst0 and microhardnessHV of CdTe crystals with various hardness an
impurity content obtained in Refs. 10, 11, and 18–21.
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ponent of the hardness~analogous to tT!, and
a5ANP/C.0.5 N ~here we taken50.3, b51.5!.

Our experimental conditions ensured that the measu
lengths l a,b of the rosette rays correspond to steady-st
values, since we allowed the dislocation structure around
imprint of the indentor to stabilize after 24 hours of rela
ation at room temperature. The time dependencel a,b(t)
reaches saturation after 1–2 h.10 Preliminary studies show
that the dependenceHV(T) is still strong at room tempera
ture and far from athermal, at which point the conditio
HV(T)5HVT5const should hold.

Figure 6 shows the relation between microhardness
the lengths of dislocation raysl a corresponding to a given
imprint of the indentor for measurements along the dir
tions AD andCD. For b dislocation rays the dependence
analogous. The slopes of the straight lines computed by
method of least squares have the following values: 0.66
for a dislocation rays and 0.46 N forb dislocation rays, i.e.,
in rather good order-of-magnitude agreement with the va
a50.5 N calculated from the theory of Ref. 18. The range
values that defines the segment of theHV axis corresponds to
the total valueHV* 1HV0 .

We can conclude that there is a qualitative correlat
between the length of the dislocation rays and the value
the microhardness. However, the lengths of the rays, wh
characterize the mobility of dislocations in the crystal, a
more sensitive to structural imperfections. The hardness
more complicated characteristic determined not only by
resistance of a dislocation to motion but also by processe
re-creation and multiplication of dislocations in the mater
under the indentor, which are difficult to take into accou
theoretically. Therefore, we can hardly expect compl
agreement betweenl a,b andHV without taking into account
the local properties of the material.

With regard to the valueHV05190 MPa obtained from
Fig. 5, which should indicate the hardness of pure cadm
telluride, let us say the following. Previously it has be
reported that the empirical relationHV0.231023E is well
satisfied for polycrystalline metals with cubic symmetry26

FIG. 6. Relation between microhardnessHV and the lengthl a of a-
dislocation rays from rosettes measured along segmentsAB and CD ~see
Fig. 1!.
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HV0.5310 E111, whereE is Young’s modulus of the
polycrystal andE111 is Young’s modulus of the crystal alon
@111#. Let us use these relations to estimate the hardnes
pure cadmium telluride, with the understanding that the fi
case will be an underestimate and the second case an
estimate, in light of the difference in nature of the inte
atomic bond forces for the respective solids. Note that a h
degree of bond ionicity is characteristic for CdTe.28 By com-
puting the moduli E55.3431010 N/m2 and
E11155.2331010 N/m2 at T5300 K, using the stiffness con
stantsci j for CdTe crystals measured in Refs. 29, 30,
obtain forHV0 the values 106.8 and 261.5 MPa. The quan
HV0 taken from the abscissa intersection in Fig. 5 is betw
these computed values. Thus, although the approach t
here is obviously approximate, we nevertheless find that
estimate obtained for the hardness of pure cadmium tellu
of 190 MPa is entirely reasonable.
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MAGNETISM AND FERROELECTRICITY
Static and dynamic properties of an isolated strip domain in a thin ferromagnetic film
Yu. I. Gorobets and Yu. I. Dzherzherya

Institute of Magnetism, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 252680 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted April 22, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 269–273~February 1998!

A perturbation theory is developed for the integrodifferential Landau–Lifshits equation that
describes the state of 2p-domain walls in ferromagnetic films. The static and dynamic parameters
of a 2p-domain wall are determined, taking into account its micromagnetic structure. The
limits of applicability of geometric domain wall models are indicated. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02302-8#

The theory of the nonlinear Landau–Lifshits equationsplane of the film, andhm is the intrinsic magnetostatic field
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has been studied in considerable detail, especially for o
dimensional systems.1–3 However, in certain applications
related problems that involve properties of nonline
domain-wall-like structures in ferromagnetic systems,
structure of these equations can become much more com
cated. Thus, in finite-size samples magnetostatic contr
tions lead to the appearance of integrodifferential terms
the Landau–Lifshits equations. Solution of the resulti
equations requires the use of direct methods, including
resentation of domain walls by geometric boundaries
conversion to simplified equations of the type used by Sl
czewskyet al. to describe the dynamics of the magnetiz
tion. Like all direct methods, these procedures are not w
out well-known flaws, the most important of which is th
possibility of introducing uncontrolled errors. Perturbati
theory is free of these difficulties when it is developed in t
neighborhood of exact solutions whose results are asymp
cally exact. However, it should be understood that their
special problems with perturbation theory for nonlinear s
tems, in that the neglect of terms with small parameters
qualitatively change the type of solution.

In this paper we develop a perturbation theory for t
one-dimensional integrodifferential Landau–Lifshits equ
tion that describes the state of a 2p-domain wall in a thin
ferromagnetic film, which will lead to relations that refin
the structure and parameters of a 2p-domain wall.1,4 This
theory, which incorporates the internal structure of the
main wall, predicts a value of the collapse field of a 2p-
domain wall that differs considerably from results obtain
within the framework of a geometric domain wall model;
also indicates the limits of applicability of the latter mode

The characteristics of the system discussed in this pa
are given by the energy density

w5M0
2H a

2 S ]m

]x D 2

1
b

2
~12mz

2!2hzmz2
1

2
mhmJ , ~1!

wherem5M /M0 is a unit magnetization vector,a, b are the
exchange interaction constant and uniaxial anisotropy c
stant respectively,hz5Hz /M0 is the reduced magnetic fiel
parallel to the easy-magnetization axis and orthogonal to
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of the ferromagnet determined by the relation

hm5¹E dr8
div m~r 8!

ur2r 8u
. ~2!

In studying the structure of a 2p-domain wall it is con-
venient to use the variablesw, q5cosu, wherew, u are azi-
muthal and polar angles in a coordinate system whose p
axisOX is orthogonal to the plane of the 2p-domain wall. In
this case the components of the magnetization vector
given in terms of the new variables by the relations

m5~q,A11q2 sin w,A11q2 cosw!u~z!u~z2d!,

u~z!5H 0, z,0,

1, z.0.
~3!

In the approximation of an infinite ferromagnet, a 2p-
domain wall has a Bloch structure characterized by rotat
of the magnetization in the plane of the domain wall.5 This
model is useful for investigating ferromagnetic materia
whose thickness greatly exceeds the characteristic mag
length (L5Aa/4p). For finite samples we must take int
account the effect of surface nonuniformity of the magne
zation, however, which leads to the appearance of reg
with Néel structure near the surface and to warping of
surface of the 2p-domain wall. For films whose thickness
close toL, the strong exchange interaction suppresses
effect, and the domain wall may be considered uniform
thickness.1

Thus, within the thin-film model we assume that the 2p-
domain wall has a Bloch structure. In this caseq5mx ,
which describes the departure of the magnetization ve
from the plane of the wall, is a small quantity, i.e.,q!1.

In the new variables, the Landau–Lifshits equations
Hamiltonian in form:

2«
]q

]t
5

1

bM2

dW

dw
, ~4a!

«
]w

]t
5

1

bM2

dW

dq
, ~4b!
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where «51/b!1, t5v0t, v052mBM0 /\, and mB is the
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1 ]2 E dr8I ~r2r8!q~r8!2 l 2

]2q
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Bohr magneton.
In light of what was said above, we will retain non

leading terms inq in these equations, and write the value
w in the form

w5w0~x!1w1~x,y,t!, uw1 /w0u!1. ~5!

The functionw0(x) describes the equilibrium distribu
tion of magnetization of the 2p-domain wall. Its value is
determined by the integrodifferential equation

- l 2
]2w0

]x2 1sin w0 cosw01«~hz1h0z
m ~x!!sin w050,

h0m5
1

d E dx8J~x2x8!cosw0 ,

J~x2x8!52 ln
~x2x8!2

~x2x8!21d2 , ~6!

whered is the thickness of the ferromagnetic film in units
l 5Aa/b.

Perturbations of the equilibrium structure are in this ca
determined by the system of linear integrodifferential eq
tions

S L1~w0! 0

0 L2~w0!
D S w1

q D1«S L11
m L12

m

L21
m L22

m D S w1

q D50, ~7!

where

L1~w0!52 l 2
]2

]x2 1cos 2w01«~hz1h0z
m !cosw0 ,

L2~w0!5L1~w0!1sin2 w02 l 2S ]w0

]z D 2

. ~8!

The first term in Eq.~7! is the zero-approximation operato
while the second term contains the small parameter« and
will be treated as a perturbation in what follows. In it w
include corrections that describe slow dynamic and surf
perturbations of exchange and magnetostatic origin.
components of this operator have the form

L11~w1!52
1

d E dr8I 1~r2r8!sin w0~x8!~w1~r8!2w1~r!!

2 l 2
]2w1~r!

]y2 2
1

d

]2

]y2

3E dr8I 2~r82r!cosw0~x!cosw0~x8!w1~r8!,

L12~q!5
]q

]t
2

1

d

]

]y E dr8I 2~r2r8!cosw0~x!
]q

]x8
,

L21~w1!52
]w1

]t
2

1

d

]

]y

3E dr8I 2~r2r8!
]

]x8
cosw0~x8!w1~r8!,

L22~q!54pq1
1

d E dr8I 1~r2r8!q~r8!
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d ]y2 2 ]y2

I 1~r2r8!52E
0

d
dzE

0

d
dz8

]2

]z]z8

1

ur 2r 8u
,

I 2~r2r8!5E
0

d
dzE

0

d
dz8

1

ur 2r 8u
,

r5exx1eyy. ~10!

Since solutions to Eq.~6! are only extrema of the energ
functional of the ferromagnetic system, the physical sta
described by them must be tested for stability. The m
complete information about the stability and character
possible transformations of a 2p-domain wall can be ob-
tained by analyzing the dispersion relations for bending a
pulsating perturbations of its equilibrium structure.

At this stage of the investigation we should examine
properties of solutions to Eq.~6! in general form. This will
make it possible to treat not only an isolated domain wall
also a periodic domain structure in what follows.

As a result of integrating Eq.~6! we obtain

l 2S ]w0

]x D 2

5sin2 w012«hz~C2cosw0!

12«E
2`

x

dx8h0m~x8!
]

]x8
cosw0~x8!, ~11!

whereC is a constant of integration whose value is det
mined by the state of the system. In particular, for ap
domain wall its value equals unity. From Eq.~11! it follows
that the zero-approximation operatorsL1 andL2 coincide to
zero order in«; consequently, their eigenfunctions diffe
only by a small quantity.

After differentiating Eq.~6! with respect to the variable
x, we find

L1~w0!w0852« sin w0~x!
]

]x
h0m~x!. ~12!

It is not difficult to confirm that

L2~w0!sin w0~x!50. ~13!

Thus, c1(x)5w08(x), c2(x)5sinw08(x) are eigenfunc-
tions of the zero-approximation operator. They are ortho
nal, possess different symmetries, and correspond to
closely-spaced levels. The solution to Eq.~7! can be written
in the form of an expansion

w1~r,t!5~C1~k,v!c1~x!1C3~k,v!c2~x!!ei ~ky2vt !,

q~r,t!5~C4~k,v!c1~x!1C2~k,v!c2~x!!ei ~ky2vt !.
~14!

Substituting Eq.~14! into Eq. ~7! and scalar-multiplying
with the corresponding eigenfunctions, we obtain a system
algebraic equations

Ai j ~v,k!Cj~v,k!50. ~15!

At this stage it is necessary to specify the value of
function that describes the ground statew0(x), which is a
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solution to the nonlinear integrodifferential Eq.~6!. The
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presence of the small parameter« allows us to use perturba
tion theory modified to take into account the nonlinearity
the equation. The magnetostatic interaction has a long-ra
character and over a scale of magnetic uniformityl it
changes very little. This makes it possible to formally intr
duce the parameterh into the discussion, whose value is th
effective superposition of intrinsic magnetostatic and ex
nal magnetic fields. In this case we can write the equation
state in the form

2 l 2
]2w0

]x2 1sin w0 cosw01«h sin w0

5«~h2hz2h0m!sin w0 . ~16!

The right side is now treated as a perturbation, and the s
tion is determined by perturbation theory

w0~x!5F~x!1dF~x!, ~17!

where

F~x!5p12 arctanHA «h

11«h
sinh~A11«h~x/ l !!J

is the solution to the unperturbed Eq.~16! that describes an
isolated 2p-domain wall, whose properties are we
known,5,6 while dF(x) is a correction whose values are d
termined by the equation

L1~w0!dF5« sin w0~h2hz2h0m!. ~18!

Although the value of the correction proportional to« is
insignificant, the condition of solvability of Eq.~18! deter-
mines the unknown parameterh5H/M0 . The solutions to
the uniform equation in zero approximation are known, s
Eqs.~12! and ~13!.

In the case whered@1, computations lead to the resu

Hz2H

4pM0
5

1

p H 2 arctanS 1

aD2a ln~11a22!J ,

H54bM0e2d, a5d/d. ~19!

Equation~19! relatesd ~the width of the 2p-domain wall
in units of l ! to the external magnetic field. In small field
where the wall width is considerable, the quantityH is neg-
ligibly small and Eq.~19! reverts to the well-known form
given in Ref. 2 The exponential correction derived in th
paper comes from exchange, and is important near the
lapse field. In Fig. 1 we compare how the width of a 2p-
domain wall depends on the external magnetic field fo
film thicknessd510l , taking into account the exchange in
teraction~solid curve! and without it~dashed curve!.

Analysis of the function Eq.~19! shows that near the
collapse field (Hz'4pM0) the width of the wall is mainly
determined by the value of the exchange interaction
magnetic anisotropy.

Using the solution we have found for the ground state
calculate the coefficients of Eq.~15! in the long-wavelength
approximation (̧ 25(kd)2!1), we derive

A115¸2«l~l2g1~a!!,
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A225G1~l,a!1¸2«l~l1g2~a!!,

A335G2~l,a!1¸2«lS l1g1~a!14S ln
g¸

2
21D D ,

A445~G1~l,a!22h!1¸2«l

3S l2p22g2~a!1p2S ln
g¸

2
21D D ,

A145A41* 5A325A23* 5 iv/v0 ,

A12* 5A215A345A43* 54p i«l¸,

A135A315A245A4250,

l5 l /«d, g5e0.577 . . .,

G154pS 12«l
p

4
@ ln~~l/«!2!2 ln~111/a2!# D ,

G252h18«l ln~111/a2!,

g2~a!5S p

2 D 2

~3a2 ln~111/a2!

28a arctan~1/a!2 ln~11a2!,

g1~a!52a2 ln a21~11a2!ln~11a2!. ~20!

The constantl51/«d5Aab/D introduced into Eq.~20!
~where D5 ld is the width of the ferromagnetic film! is a
combination of fundamental characteristics of magnetic fil
and completely determines their properties. It is obvious t
a sample may be considered thin whenl@1.

Spin-wave perturbations of a 2p-domain wall have two
dispersion branchesv1(¸),v2(¸), which correspond to
bending and pulsating vibrations. Their asymptotic beh
iors, calculated using Eq.~20! along with the condition that
«l!1, have the following forms in the long-waveleng
limit:

v1~¸!5AA11A44,

v2~¸!5AA22A33. ~21!

FIG. 1. Functional dependence ofHz on a from Eq. ~19!.
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Since we used an expansion in powers of¸ to determine
the coefficients in Eq.~20!, we are guaranteed accuracy
the expressions in Eq.~21! under the square root only up t
terms that are quadratic in the wave vectors.

The branchv2(¸) corresponds to pulsating perturb
tions of a 2p-domain wall, and has a gapV(hz), whose
value depends on the external magnetic field:

V~hz!

v0
5H 4pS 12

p

4d F ln d22 lnS 11
1

a2D G D
3F2h1

8

d
lnS 11

1

a2D G J 1/2

.

In Fig. 2 we compare our results~the solid curve! for how
the value of the gap depends on film thickness with res
obtained from a geometric domain wall model~the dashed
curve! for a typical material7,8 with an anisotropy constan
b5100.

Obviously, the internal structure of a 2p-domain wall is
strongly affected by the dynamic properties of the ferrom
netic system in magnetic fields for whichHz'4pM0 .

Our expressions for the dispersion relations can be u
to investigate in detail the existence region of a strip dom
structure. The ground state is stable if the spectrum of s
wave perturbations is real and positive definite, while at cr
cal points the spectrum reduces to zero. Analysis of Eq.~21!
shows that the structure of a 2p-domain wall is most sensi
tive to bending distortions, because the branchv1(¸), which
corresponds to bending distortions, reduces to zero first.
condition v1(¸)>0 breaks into two inequalities that dete
mine the region of existence of the strip structure:

A11,A44>0. ~22!

The first inequality has the form

1

«d
>2a2 ln a21~11a2!ln~11a2!. ~23!

FIG. 2. Dependence ofV on external magnetic field.
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Combined with Eq.~19!, Eq. ~23! determines the lower
stability boundary for the 2p-domain wall. Expression~23!
is in complete agreement with the results of Ref. 9 obtain
from a model of geometric domain boundaries, which in tu
is evidence of the magnetostatic nature of the bending in
bility.

In this investigation, the second inequality Eq.~22! is of
great interest, because it reveals how the structure of
magnetization distribution affects the stability of a 2p-
domain wall. Combined with Eq.~19! it determines the up-
per boundary of stability~the collapse field! and has the form

Hz

M0
<2pS 12

p

4d
@2 ln d2 ln~11a22!# D

24b exp~2ad!1O~d22!.

Analysis of the solution to Eq.~20! indicates that the
structure of a 2p-domain wall becomes unstable against e

FIG. 3. Dependence ofHc on d.

FIG. 4. Dependence ofdc on d.
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cape of the magnetization vector from the plane of the
main wall. Obviously the collapse will be accompanied
an ‘‘uncoiling’’ of the magnetization in the plane of the film
with the formation of segments of a bound state of t
oppositely-polarized domain walls, which are topological
stabilities, leading to destruction of the 2p-domain wall. This
assertion is confirmed by experimental studies.10

Figures 3 and 4 show the dependence of the colla
field Hc and critical widthdc of a 2p-domain wall on the
film thickness obtained from the theory developed here.

These results cannot be obtained from a model of g
metric domain walls, which indicates that these models
unsuitable for investigating the properties of 2p-domain
walls in magnetic fields close to critical values. Thus, in
geometric model collapse is identical with the width of t

FIG. 5. Dependence of̧c on d.
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finite value of the critical width of a 2p-domain wall which
greatly exceeds the parameterl for the width of a Bloch
domain wall. Thus, our theory quantitatively determines
limits of applicability of geometric models of domain stru
tures, along with the properties of the latter in this fie
range. Analysis ofA44 reveals that during collapse of a 2p-
domain wall the mathematical representations are periodi
character, with a finite wave vectoŗc . The dependence o
this wave vector on film thickness is shown in Fig. 5.

Although the representation of the coefficientA44 in the
form of an asymptotic expansion in powers of¸2 somewhat
limits the applicability of these results, the theory develop
in this paper is applicable for highly anisotropic materia
for which b.100, which corresponds to a rather wide cla
of orthoferrites and epitaxial ferrite-garnet films. In ord
to use the theory in more general cases, we must relax
requirement that an asymptotic expansion in¸2 be used in
Eq. ~20!.
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Effect of thermal broadening on the paramagnetic susceptibility of the Invar alloys

ich
Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28

V. M. Zverev

P. N. Lebedev Institute of Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted June 4, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 274–275~February 1998!

Experimental data is used to show that bulk thermal broadening makes a considerable
contribution to the Curie constants of the Invar alloys Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28. © 1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02402-2#

Many theoretical approaches have been used to discussaffect the magnetic properties of metals and alloys, wh
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the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibilitie
metals and alloys in the literature~see, e.g., Ref. 1!, among
them the traditional approach of Ref. 2 in which the tempe
ture dependence of the magnetic susceptibilityaT2 is deter-
mined by Stoner excitations. Another important cause
temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibilit
spin fluctuations~see, e.g., Refs. 3–5!, which when the real
band structures of metals and alloys are taken into acc
gives a temperature dependence close to the Curie-W
law.

In Ref. 6 Zverev and Silin proposed yet another possi
mechanism for temperature dependence of the magnetic
ceptibility of metals and alloys—a contribution to the Cur
constant from thermal acoustic phonons due to magnetoe
ticity. After a detailed analysis of the experimental data
magnetoelasticity, these authors6 concluded that such a con
tribution should be important for the Invar alloys Fe–N
Fe–Ni–Mn, and Fe–Pt, with various compositions and
grees of alloy ordering.

In order to compare these theoretical approaches w
experimental data obtained at constant pressure, it is im
tant to identify the role played by thermal expansion of t
bulk solid in generating the temperature dependence of
magnetic susceptibility. Thermal expansion enters into
magnetic properties of metals and alloys via the well-kno
magnetostriction effect~see Refs. 7–10!. In this case, Zverev
and Silin8 used experimental data on paramagnetostric
and thermal expansion of the bulk to demonstrate that a
nificant role is played by thermal expansion in the tempe
ture dependence of the magnetic susceptibility in metals s
as platinum, rhodium, molybdenum, and iridium.

In this paper it is shown for the example of the ferr
magnetic Invar alloys Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28 that thermal ex-
pansion is indeed important in discussing the tempera
dependence of the paramagnetic susceptibility of these
loys. The alloys Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28 are chosen primarily
because they are characterized by anomalously large ma
tostriction~see, e.g., Refs. 11 and 12!. This suggests that th
effect of thermal expansion on the temperature depende
of the paramagnetic susceptibility of these alloys should
considerable. Furthermore, the thermal expansion of th
alloys is determined primarily by the lattice at high tempe
tures~above the Curie temperature! ~c.f., Refs. 13 and 14!.
Because this is yet another example of how thermal phon
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differ from discussion in Ref. 6, it is interesting to compa
the contributions from thermal phonons to the temperat
dependence of the paramagnetic susceptibility of the In
alloys Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28 arising from two different ef-
fects: magnetostriction and magnetoelasticity.

Let us start from the well-known thermodynamic rel
tion for paramagnetic susceptibilities defined at const
pressurexP(P,T) and constant volumexV(V,T) ~see, e.g.,
Ref. 1!:

xP~P,T!5xV~V,T! ~1!

and take into account the increase in the volume of the s
due to thermal expansion explicitly:

V~P,T!5Vc~P!1DV~P,T!. ~2!

HereVc(P)5V(P,Tc) is the volume of the solid at the Curi
temperatureTc and pressureP, while DV(P,T) is the
change in volume caused by the difference between the t
perature T and Tc . Since the paramagnetic temperatu
range T.Tc in Invar alloys Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28 corre-
sponds to a range of temperatures above the De
temperature,13,14for thermal expansion of the volume we ca
use the approximationDV(T)/Vc53b(Tc)(T2Tc), where
b(Tc) is the linear coefficient of thermal expansion of th
paramagnetic state at the Curie temperature. What we h
said above allows us to write the following simple expa
sion:

xP~P,T!5xV~Vc ,T!F113b~Tc!~T2Tc!S ] ln xV

] ln Vc
D

T
G ,

~3!

which takes into account the contribution of thermal expa
sion to the temperature dependence of the paramagnetic
ceptibility. Above the Curie temperature we can use expr
sions that correspond to the Curie-Weiss law for t
magnetic susceptibilities Eq.~1!:

xP~P,T!5
C~P!

T2Tc~P!
, xV~V,T!5

C~V!

T2Tc~V!
, ~4!

whereC is the Curie constant. Expressions~3! and~4! allow
us to find the following relations:

Tc~P!5Tc~Vc! ~5!

24820248-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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C~Vc!
c c dP

Here C(Vc) is the Curie constant when the thermal expa
sion of the volume is neglected, andK(Tc) is the modulus of
hydrostatic compression of the paramagnetic state at the
rie temperature. Equation~6! assumes that the conditio
ud ln Tc /dPu@ud ln C/dPu@(T2Tc)/Tc# is satisfied, which is
true for these Invar alloys over a wide range of temperatu
due to the large absolute value of the baric derivative of
Curie temperature.

Since the ferromagnetic transition in Invar allo
Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28 is ‘‘washed out’’ with respect to tem
perature, in order to estimate Eq.~6! we will use two values
for the thermal expansion coefficientb(Tc) and hydrostatic
compression modulusK(Tc), the larger of which corre-
sponds to a value extrapolated from the high-tempera
region down to the Curie temperature, while the smalle
measured experimentally atT5Tc .

We can use Fig. 1 of Ref. 13 to find the thermal expa
sion coefficient of the Invar alloy Fe65Ni35, which gives the
value b(Tc)5(1.521.0)31025 K21. Analogously, using
Fig. 6 of Ref. 15 we find for the modulus of hydrostat
compression the two value
K(Tc)5(15.0211.8)3102 kbar.

For the baric derivative of the Curie temperature we u
data from Table I of Ref. 11, according to whic
dTc /dP52(3.923.6) K/kbar. Then Eq.~6! leads to the
following very remarkable estimate for the contribution
thermal expansion to the Curie consta
(DC/C)MV50.1320.26. This contribution coincides in sig
with the contribution to the Curie constant from therm
phonons resulting from magnetoelasticity, for which we o
tain the estimate (DC/C)ME50.1420.18 for this Invar alloy
from Table 2 of Ref. 6. Therefore, the total contribution
thermal phonons to the Curie constant of the Invar al
Fe65Ni35 when both the magnetostrictive effect and the m
netoelastic effect are simultaneously included turns out to
the comparatively large value DC/C5(DC/C)MV

1(DC/C)ME50.2720.44.
For the disordered Invar alloy Fe72Pt28 we used Fig. 4b

of Ref. 14 to find the thermal expansion coefficient, obta
ing a valueb(Tc)51.131025 K21, which corresponds to
the lattice contribution extrapolated down to the Curie te
perature; the experimentally measured valueb(Tc).0. Data
on the modulus of hydrostatic compressi
K(Tc)5(15.8212.1)3102 kbar was obtained from Fig. 4 o
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peraturedTc /dP52(4.023.2) K/kbar was taken from Ref
12. Then Eq.~6! allows us to obtain the following uppe
estimate for the contribution of thermal expansion to the C
rie constant: (DC/C)MV50.1320.21, which turns out to be
roughly the same as that of the Invar alloy Fe65Ni35. If we
then use Table 2 of Ref. 6 to estimate the contribution
thermal phonons to the Curie constant due to the mag
toelasticity effect (DC/C)ME50.3720.41 for the disordered
Invar alloy Fe72Pt28, we find for the total contribution the
anomalously large value DC/C5(DC/C)MV

1(DC/C)ME50.5020.62.
Thus, using experimental data we have shown that b

thermal expansion is important in discussing the tempera
dependence of the paramagnetic susceptibility of Invar all
Fe65Ni35 and Fe72Pt28, and that the total contribution of ther
mal phonons to the Curie constant of these alloys when
effects of magnetostriction and magnetoelasticity are co
bined turns out to be anomalously large.

In conclusion I would like to thank V. P. Silin for direct
ing my attention to the question discussed here.

This work was carried out within the framework o
Project 96-02-17318-a of the Russian Fund for Fundament
Research.
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Ferromagnetism and the metal-insulator transition in the magnetic semiconductor

mo-
system Fe xMn12xS

G. V. Loseva, L. I. Ryabinkina, and A. D. Balaev

L. V. Kirensky Institute of Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences (Siberian Department),
660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia
~Submitted June 2, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 276–277~February 1998!

The results of investigations of the structure, electrical, and magnetic properties in the system of
antiferromagnetic semiconductors FexMn12xS (0,x<0.5) are described. It is established
that metal-insulator transitions with respect to concentration and temperature are connected with
changes in the magnetic properties of the system. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02502-7#

It has been observed previously1,2 that the electric and the appearance of a hysteresis loop for the spontaneous
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magnetic state of the system of antiferromagnetic semic
ductors FexMn12xS changes as the concentration of ironx
increases until a concentration-induced metal-insulator t
sition occurs. Studies of systems of magnetic semiconduc
based on two monosulfides from the 3d series containing
magnetoactive cations such as MnS–CrS, MnS–F
FeS–CrS, CoS–CrS have shown3 that cation replacement in
the solid solutions is one effective method that can be u
not only to regulate the parameters of the metal-insula
transition in these materials but also to significantly chan
their magnetic characteristics, and also create new magn
materials with metal-insulator transitions.

In this paper we report the results of studies of the str
ture, electrical, and magnetic properties of the system of
tiferromagnetic semiconductors FexMn12xS undergoing a
metal-insulator transition and the interrelation between
metal-insulator transition with respect to concentration a
temperature and changes in the magnetic properties.

Samples of the FexMn12xS system (0,x<0.5) were
obtained by heating vacuum quartz ampoules contain
electrolytic Mn, reduced Fe, and sulphur with a purity
99.999%, at 1233 K for a week to induce cation replacem
A compound withx;0.3 having special electrical and ma
netic properties2 was synthesized several times using t
same fabrication technology.

According tox-ray structure analysis, all the compoun
investigated with 0,x<0.5 in the temperature range 80
300 K were solid solutions with the FCC lattice ofa MnS.

The electrical resistivityr measured by a four-probe po
tentiometer at constant current showed that, asx increases, a
metal-insulator transition takes place with respect to conc
tration whenxc;0.4.1 It is clear from Fig. 1 that, as the
temperature increases, the composition withx;0.3 exhibits
a smooth change in the type of conductivity from semico
ducting to semimetallic atT.700 K ~a metal-insulator tran-
sition with respect to temperature! with a change in activa-
tion energy from 0.18 to 0.03 eV.

As the iron concentrationx increases, ferromagnetism
appears in the collinear antiferromagnetic hosta MnS ~type
II ! when xcr;0.3. The following experimental effects con
firm the appearance of ferromagnetism and coexistenc
antiferromagnetism and ferromagnetism in these compou
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ment, the presence of a Curie temperature, and a devia
from linear behavior for the field dependence of the mag
tization at 300 K. The existence of ferromagnetic exchan
in this system is confirmed by constructing the magne
phase diagram based on magnetic measurements and M
Carlo calculations.2

Magnetic measurements show that asx increases from 0
to 0.2 the temperature behavior of the magnetic susceptib
~the curve 1/x(t)! corresponds to antiferromagnetism in th
temperature range 80–700 K. However, the low-tempera
measurements of magnetization indicate nucleation of fe
magnetism at sufficiently low concentrations ofx, for ex-
amplex;0.05. Figure 2 shows the temperature depende
of the magnetization for the compositionx;0.3. Measure-
ments were made using an automated magnetometer w
superconducting solenoid in the temperature range 4.2–
K in a field of 700 Oe. The curves(T) has a low-
temperature anomaly in the range 35,T,40 K. A similar
high-temperature anomaly was observed at;45 K in the
system of antiferromagnetic semiconductors LixMn12xSe,
which is isostructural with the FexMn12xS system.4 Mea-
surements of the magnetic properties and neutron-scatte
investigations of the system LixMn12xSe lead these author
to conclude that this low-temperature anomaly is connec
with the formation of a canted antiferromagnetic structu
and the appea rance of a magnetic moment. Howe
whereas increasingx andT in the system LixMn12xSe leads
to a change from antiferromagnetic ordering to ferroma

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of Fe0.3Mn0.7S.
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netic, with simultaneous replacement of semiconductor c
ductivity by metallic conductivity, in the system FexMn12xS
the change in electrical and magnetic properties has its
peculiarities: 1! compositions with 0,x<0.3 are impurity
semiconductors with nucleated ferromagnetism; 2! composi-
tions with 0.3<x<0.4 are ferromagnetic semiconductors
which a smooth high-temperature transition takes place w
increasing temperatures from semiconductor to semimeta
the temperature range;700– 1000 K; 3! compositions with
0.4<x<0.5 are ferromagnetic semimetals with a Curie te
peratureTc;780 K which become metallic atT;1000 K,
i.e., they enter the paramagnetic phase.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the magnetization of Fe0.3Mn0.7S in a
magnetic field of 700 Oe.
251 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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metal-insulator transition with respect to concentrationx and
temperatureT, which are connected with changes in th
magnetic properties. In this system the concentrati
induced metal-insulator transition occurs atxc;0.4, so that
the magnetic AFM→FM transition atxcr;0.3 precedes the
metal-insulator transition. As for the temperature transiti
with increasingx and T the conductivity type is smoothly
replaced in the system, accompanied by the magnetic tr
formation AFM→FM→PM and coexistence of antiferro
magnetism and ferromagnetism.

The author is grateful to G. A. Petrakovski� and S. S.
Aplesnin for discussing this work.
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The antiferromagnetic-ferromagnetic transition in the system Zn 12xCuxCr2S4

m.
R. Z. Sadykhov, D. A. Guse nov, and A. I. Akhmedov

Institute of Physics, Azerbaijani Academy of Sciences, 370143 Baku, Azerbaijan
~Submitted June 11, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 278–279~February 1998!

The magnetization and paramagnetic susceptibility of the system of compounds Zn12xCuxCr2S4

(0,x<1) are investigated at low temperatures. It is shown that as the content of Cu
increases the system exhibits a transition from an antiferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic state.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02602-1#

In Refs. 1 and 2 we investigated the low-temperaturelinear in character, which is a sign of antiferromagnetis
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magnetic properties of the system of compoun
Zn12xMexCr2S4 ~where Me5Fe, Co!. We associated the ob
served deviations from linearity in the concentration dep
dence of the magnetic moment at 4.2 K in both systems w
re-orientation of the spin magnetic moments of Cr ions in
octahedral sublattice, resulting in a concentration-indu
magnetic phase transition from antiferromagnetism to fe
magnetism.

The goal of this paper is to continue investigating ho
the occupancy of the 3d shell of the ion being replaced a
fects the magnetic properties of such compounds. To acc
plish this, we have studied the magnetization and param
netic susceptibility of the system Zn12xCuxCr2S4. Our
interest in this system stems from the fact that it allows us
trace the dynamics of a transition from an antiferromagn
~ZnCr2S4) to a ferromagnetic state~CuCr2S4! as Zn ions are
progressively replaced by Cu ions.

The samples we investigated were obtained by dir
solid-phase reaction of the high-purity starting compone
in quartz ampoules. The synthesis took place at 850 °C o
a period of 10 days. The powered samples obtained a
result of this synthesis were again pulverized, pressed
shapes under high pressure, and annealed in vacuum
period of 7 days. X-ray analysis allows us to verify th
single-phase character of the samples and determine
crystal lattice parameters. We found that all the compou
crystallize in a cubic lattice, like the end-point compound3

with lattice parameters 0.9976(x50.1), 0.9942(x50.3),
0.9910(x50.5), 0.9878(x50.7), 0.9849(x50.9), and
0.9820 nm(x51.0), which satisfies Vegard’s law.

The magnetizations was measured with a Domenica
pendulum magnetometer, and the magnetic susceptibilix
was measured by Faraday’s method with magnetoele
weights. The spontaneous magnetization at a given temp
ture was determined by extrapolating the magnetization m
sured at various magnetic fields down to zero field.

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the specific magn
zation of compounds Zn12xCuxCr2S4 with x>0.3 on mag-
netic field at 4.2 K. It is clear that the functions(H) has the
ferromagnetic shape. The rather wide range of techn
magnetization of the sample withx50.3 decreases with in
creasing Cu content, with the process of technical magn
zation completed essentially by rotation of the magnetic m
ments.

For the composition withx50.1 the functions(H) is
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Evidence for antiferromagnetic ordering in this compound
the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptib
~see the inset to Fig. 2!. It is clear from this figure that, as th
temperature increases from 4.2 K, the susceptibility increa
up to a certain maximum value in the rangeT525 K, after
which it falls off linearly.

The temperature 25 K at which the susceptibilityx(T)
reaches its maximum value corresponds to the Ne´el tempera-
ture of the composition withx50.1. Note that the Ne´el tem-
perature of the original compound ZnCr2S4 is 18 K.4

By processing the experimental temperature depende
of the magnetization~Fig. 2! in the region of magnetic trans
formation by the method of thermodynamic coefficients
determine the Curie temperature of the compounds be
used, which turned out to equal 325 (x50.3), 371 (x50.5),
380 (x50.7), 390 (x50.9) and 420 K (x51.0). The high
value of the Curie temperature even atx50.3 is probably a
result of the exchange interaction mediated by charge ca
ers that appear once a certain concentration of Cu ions
been reached.

The calculated experimental values of the magnetic m
ment n at 4.2 K for compounds with 0.3<x<1 were: 0.7
(x50.3), 1.9 (x50.5), 3.0 (x50.7), 4.1 (x50.9) and
4.6mB(x51.0).

The concentration dependence of the Curie tempera
and magnetic moment are shown in Fig. 3. It is clear fro
this figure that the concentration dependence of the magn

FIG. 1. Plots of the specific magnetization of compounds of the sys
Zn12xCuxCr2S4 versus magnetic field at 4.2 K.x: 1—0.3, 2—0.5, 3—0.7,
4—0.9, 5—1.0.

25220252-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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moment is essentially made up of three segments, eac
which is characterized by a different type of magnetic ord
ing: 1! a segment where the ordering is antiferromagne
(0<x<0.1); 2! a transition region (0.1,x,0.3), where it
is most likely that antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
dering coexist; and 3! a segment where the ordering is fe
romagnetic (0.3<x<1).

For samples with 0.3<x<1 ~Fig. 2!, the temperature
dependence of the inverse paramagnetic susceptibility
the typical ferromagnetic shape. Knowing the functi
1/x(T) allows us to calculate the following effective ma
netic momentsp: 5.7 (x50.3), 5.75 (x50.5), 5.8 (x50.7),
5.9 (x50.9), and 6mB(x51.0).

The concentration dependence of the effective magn
moment p is plotted in Fig. 3. It is clear that as the C
content increases there is a definite increase in the effec
magnetic moment. This dependence of the effective m
netic moment on the concentration of Cu, and also its
merical value, are in satisfactory agreement with calculati

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the spontaneous magnetization a
verse paramagnetic susceptibility of the compounds Zn12xCuxCr2S4. x: 1—
0.3, 2—0.5, 3—0.7, 4—0.9, 5—1.0. The inset shows the temperature d
pendence of magnetic susceptibility of Zn0.9Cu0.1Cr2S4.
253 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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that use pure spin values of the magnetic moments of tr
lent Cr31 and divalent Cu21. Thus, for these states of the C
and Cu ions, the value of effective magnetic moment
pected from such calculations increase from 5.55 (x50.3) to
5.75mB(x51.0).

Thus, replacement of Zn ions by Cu ions in the syst
Zn12xCuxCr2S4 leads to a transition from an antiferroma
netic to a ferromagnetic state: up tox50.1 the state antifer-
romagnetic, in the region 0.1,x,0.3 antiferromagnetic or-
dering coexists with ferromagnetic, and forx>0.3 the
compounds are all ferromagnetic in structure.

1R. Z. Sadykhov, L. M. Valiev, D. A. Guse�nov, and A. O. Ismailov, Fiz.
Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 26, 1206~1984! @Sov. Phys. Solid State26, 732
~1984!#.

2R. Z. Sadykhov and A. D. Namazov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 31, 314
~1989! @Sov. Phys. Solid State31, 175 ~1989!#.

3S. Methfessel and D. C. Mattis, inHandbuch der Physik, V. 18, Part 1,
H. P. J. Wijn~Ed.!, Springer-Verlag, Berlin~1968!; Mir, Moscow, ~1972!.

4E. Agostinelli, P. Filaci, D. Fiorani, and E. Paparazzo, Solid State Co
mun.56, 541 ~1985!.

Translated by Frank J. Crowne

FIG. 3. Concentration dependence of the Curie temperature~1!, the mag-
netic moment at 4.2 K~2!, and the effective magnetic moment~3! of com-
pounds from the system Zn12xCuxCr2S4.
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Magnetic phase diagrams of ferrimagnets having two magnetically unstable subsystems

e a
N. P. Kolmakova and M. Yu. Nekrasova

Bryansk State Technical University, 241035 Bryansk, Russia

R. Z. Levitin and A. S. Markosyan

M. V. Lomonosov State University at Moscow, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted June 14, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 280–284~February 1998!

The molecular field approximation is used to construct magnetic phase diagrams along with
magnetization curves for ferrimagnets having two magnetically unstable subsystems. Diverse
sequences of phase transitions of various kinds—first order~metamagnetic! and second
order ~via a noncollinear phase!—are realized in the course of magnetizing such ferrimagnets.
Analysis reveals how the magnetization curves depend on the relative values of parameters
of the two subsystems, e.g., sublattice magnetizations in weak and strong states, critical fields,
and values of the exchange interaction between sublattices. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02702-6#

In a two-sublattice ferrimagnet with stable sublattices, anmagnetic instability is manifested by both sublattices ar
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external magnetic field induces a transition from a ferrim
netic state with antiparallel magnetic moments to a fer
magnetic state with parallel magnetic moments via t
second-order phase transitions through a noncollinear p
~see, e.g., Ref. 1!. If one of the magnetic subsystems~sub-
lattices! of the ferrimagnetic exhibits magnetic instabilit
i.e., it undergoes a metamagnetic transition from a weak
strong magnetic state when a magnetic field is applied, v
ous sequences of metamagnetic transitions and noncolli
phases can also occur. Magnetic phase diagrams for
ferrimagnets were discussed theoretically in Ref. 2. In t
paper, the analysis centered on how the magnetization
cess depends on the system parameters: the magnetiza
of the stable and unstable sublattices~in strong and weak
states!, the field for the metamagnetic transition, and t
value of the intersublattice exchange interaction. Magnet
tion curves of this kind were observed experimentally
Refs. 3 and 4 for 4f – 3d intermetallic compounds of type
Y12tRt(Co12xAl x)2 , where R is a heavy ‘‘rare earth.’’ In
these compounds thed-band subsystem is unstable, and th
is subject to metamagnetic transitions in a magnetic fi
from a weakly magnetic state to a strongly magnetic st
while the rare-earth subsystem is considered to be stabl
number of these compounds have been observed to have
metamagnetic transitions with a noncollinear phase betw
them,3,4 in agreement with the theory developed in Ref. 2

Recently, however, a number of more complicated s
tems have been discovered in which the second magn
subsystem is magnetically unstable as well. Thus, for
ample, recent studies of the magnetic properties of the in
metallic compound TmCo2 show that, along with the Co sub
system, the Tm subsystem is also magnetically unstabl
this compound, and that various magnetic states of this s
system are possible depending on stoichiometry.5 The nature
of this instability is unclear at the present time. In particul
it could arise from the phenomenon of crossover in the
subsystem, which is often observed in compounds with ra
earth ions~see, for example, Ref. 6!. Ferrimagnets in which
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new class of magnetic materials in which magnetizat
curves and magnetic phase diagrams are still more com
cated than those discussed in Ref. 2. Although there is
information available from experimental studies of ferrima
nets having two unstable subsystems, such compounds c
be exist among thef –d intermetallics, in which thed-band
subsystem is metamagnetic while the rare-earth subsys
exhibits the phenomenon of crossover. Moreover, such fe
magnets could be found among thed–d intermetallics, in
which two magnetically unstable sublattices are present w
negative interlattice exchange interactions.

In this paper we discuss theoretically the magnetic ph
diagrams and magnetization curves of a two-sublattice fe
magnet with two magnetically unstable sublattices in wh
a first-order transition takes place from the weakly magne
to the strongly magnetic state. The discussion is based on
effective field model in the exchange approximation; f
simplicity it is assumed that there is no susceptibility, a
that the magnetizations of both subsystems change dis
tinuously at the metamagnetic transition fields.

1. MODEL

Let us consider a two-sublattice ferrimagnet, both
whose magnetic sublattices (i 51,2) are magnetically un-
stable, i.e., at a critical value of the magnetic fieldHi the
lattice transforms from a weakly magnetic (w) state with
magnetizationmi to a strongly magnetic (s) state with mag-
netizationMi :

Mi5mi , H,Hi ; Mi5Mi , H>Hi . ~1!

Let us consider the magnetic phase diagrams and magne
tion curves of such ferrimagnets in the molecular field a
proximation, in which magnetic moments of the sublattic
in a state of thermodynamic equilibrium are assumed to
directed along the effective fields that act on them. We w
analyze the signs and magnitudes of these effective fi

25420254-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the thermodynamic potential for a given value of the exter
magnetic field.

In the simplest model, the thermodynamic potential o
ferrimagnet with a negative exchange interaction betw
sublattices with magnetic momentsM1 andM2 is character-
ized by the exchange parameterl12, and can be written in
the form

G~H,T!5F11F22H~M11M2!1lM1M2 ,

l5ul12u~l12,0!. ~2!

HereFi ( i 51,2) is the thermodynamic potential of thei -th
unstable subsystem, which is different for the strong a
weak magnetic states. In this simple model, the connec
betweenFi in the s and w states can be determined by th
relation

Fis5Fiw1~Mi2mi !Hi . ~3!

In these calculations we will be interested only in the diffe
ence in values of thermodynamic potentials for the two sta
of each unstable subsystem.

Let us introduce the following nomenclature for deno
ing phases that occur in this ferrimagnet. The possible ph
in the usual two-sublattice ferrimagnet differ by the mutu
orientation of magnetic moments of the sublattices. Let u
label them in the following fashion: a ferrimagnetic pha
~with antiparallel orientation of the magnetic moments! by
A, a ferromagnetic phase byF, and a noncollinear phase b
N. Because of the existence of weak and strong magn
states for each of the sublattices in this ferrimagnet, the n
ber of phases increases by a factor of 4, and we will den
them by addingW to the phase notation if both subsystem
are in the weakly magnetic state;Wi ( i 51,2) if one of the
i -th subsystems is in the weakly magnetic state, andS if both
subsystems are in the strongly magnetic state. Thus, for
ample, itAW1 corresponds to a ferrimagnetic phase with
first subsystem in the weakly magnetic state, while the s
ond is in the strongly magnetic state.

Depending on the value of the intersublattice excha
interaction and the relation between parameters of the
system, the original state atH50 will be one of four pos-
sible ferrimagnetic states:AW, AW1, AW2, AS. Let us in-
troduce characteristic values of the exchange parametl
which separate the regions of various original states:

l i5
~M12m1!H11~M22m2!H2

M1M22m1m2
,

l25
H2

m1
, l35

H1

m2
, l45

H1

M2
, l55

H2

M1
. ~4!

In what follows we will write out conditions for the exis
tence of each of the ferrimagnetic states atH50 obtained by
using Eqs.~1! and ~3!.

For AW

l,l1 , if l1,l2 ,l3 ,

l,l2 , if l2,l1 ,l3 ,

l,l3 , if l3,l1 ,l2 , ~5a!
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l2,l,l4 , ~5b!

for AW2

l3,l,l5 , ~5c!

for AS

l.l1 , if l1,l2 ,l3 ,

l.l4 , if l2,l1 ,l3 ,

l.l5 , if l3,l1 ,l2 . ~5d!

The process of magnetizing a ferrimagnet from any of th
original states can take place in various ways depending
the specific relation of parameters of both subsyste
Among these we can have a magnetic phase diagram
includes the sequence of all twelve possible phases li
above.7 This interesting case we will treat in the followin
section: here, however, we discuss only certain general
tures that are characteristic of the magnetization process

Phase transitions between possible states of the sy
can be both type I~metamagnetic transitions! and type II
~transitions to a noncollinear phase!. The critical fields at
which the magnetic state of the system changes corresp
to setting the thermodynamic potentials of the phases eq
In the simplest model we will discuss, analytic expressio
can be obtained rather simply for all the critical fields
which the magnetic state of the system changes, and for
reason we will list only a few of them in this article. B
choosingm2.m1 for definiteness and without loss of gene
ality, and varying the relation between the remaining para
eters, we can derive 32 different phase transitions in all.
first-order phase transitions between noncollinear phases
critical fields are linear in the exchange parameterl. For
example, the phase transitionFW2↔AS gives

HFW2↔AS5
~M22m2!H22lM1~M21m2!

uM12M2u2M12m2
. ~6!

The critical fields for first-order phase transitions betwee
noncollinear phase and a ferrimagnetic phase~or ferromag-
netic phase! are nonlinear functions ofl. For example,

HNW2↔AW5l~m22m1!2$l~M12m1!@2H12lM1

2lm1#%1/2. ~7!

Noteworthy is the fact that second-order phase transiti
occur only between noncollinear and ferromagnetic~or fer-
rimagnetic! phases, and occur without a change in the st
of either of the subsystems. The critical fields equal

HAi↔Ni5luM2i2M1i u, HNi↔Fi5l~M1i1M2i !,

i 5W, W1, W2, S,

Mi5mi , i 5W; Mi5Mi , i 5W1, W2, S. ~8!

2. THE CASE OF A MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PHASE
TRANSITIONS

If the magnetic moments of the second subsystem
both states are so large that the condition

255Kolmakova et al.
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m2.M1 , M2.m212M1 , ~9!

is satisfied, and furthermore if

H2.H11l~m22m1!, ~10!

for values of the exchange parameterl that satisfy condition
~5c! for the existence of the original stateAW2 ~i.e., the first
subsystem in the strongly magnetic state, the second in
weakly magnetic state!, very curious magnetization curve
can occur, in which magnetization reversal of the first u
stable system can take place twice: the first time when
role of a stable subsystem is played by the second subsy
with magnetizationm2 , and the second time when the role
the stable subsystem is again played by the same subsy
but now with a magnetizationM2 .

For values ofl that satisfy the condition

l6.l.l7 , l65H1 /M1 , l752H1 /~M11m1!,
~11!

the magnetization curve is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear tha
is exhibits five first-order phase transitions and six nonc
linear phases. Magnetization up to stateFW2 takes place
according to the scenarioAW2→NW2→AW→NW→FW
→NW2→FW2. Then, via a first-order phase transition t
system arrives at the stateAS, and once more magnetizatio
reversal of the first subsystem takes place according to
scenarioAS→NS→AW1→NW1→FW1→NS→FS up to
a second stable subsystem with magnetizationM 2 , and fi-
nally to the last stateFS. A characteristic feature of this
magnetization curve is its ‘‘detours’’ from the noncolline
phasesNW2 andNS into ‘‘strange’’ ferrimagnetic phases. In
this case, the configurations of magnetic moments are de
mined by well-known expressions for the angles~see, e.g.,
Ref. 8! in fields that make the thermodynamic potentia
equal one another.

If the values of the exchange parameterl satisfy the
following condition instead of condition~11!:

l3,l,l6 , ~12!

FIG. 1. Schematic magnetization curve for a ferrimagnet with two magn
cally unstable subsystems satisfying conditions~9! and~10! for l6,l,l7 .
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then the magnetization curve differs from that shown in F
1 by the appearance of not six but only two noncolline
phases:NW andNW1.

Fig. 2 shows the full magnetic phase diagram in coor
nates (H,l) when the original magnetization curve of th
second subsystem is characterized by a larger value of
magnetization and critical field than the first subsystem~see
Eqs. ~9! and ~10!!. Note that the phase transition fiel
HFW2↔AS is a linearly decreasing function ofl ~see Eq.~6!!.
Depending on the specific relation between parameters o
subsystems, the value of the exchange parameterl8

l85
~M22m2!H2

2M1~M22M12m2!1m2~M22m2!
, ~13!

for which HFW2↔AS5HNW2↔FW2 can be larger~as in Fig. 2!
or smaller thanl7 . If l8,l7 , then in the range of values o
the exchange parameterl8,l,l7 the magnetization curve
will differ from that shown in Fig. 2 by the absence of
phaseFW2 and the presence of a first-order phase transi
NW2↔AS. From Fig. 2 it is clear that small (l,l3) and
large (l.l7) values of the exchange parameterl corre-
spond to a situation with a considerably simpler sequenc
magnetic system states.

3. ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF A MAGNETIC PHASE DIAGRAM

When conditions~9! and ~10! for the subsystem param
eters are not satisfied, the magnetic phase diagrams are
pler. When the relations between parameters are much
strict than~9! and ~10!, for example

M2.M1 , H2,H1 , l2,l4 ~14!

~recall that for definiteness we setm2.m1!, the magnetic
phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Magnetization curves

i-

FIG. 2. Magnetic phase diagram for a ferrimagnet with two magnetica
unstable subsystems satisfying conditions~9! and ~10!. Phase transitions of
first and second kind are shown by dashed and solid curves respective

256Kolmakova et al.
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compounds with a magnetic phase diagram of this kind w
be much simpler than those shown in Fig. 1. However, i
clear from Fig. 3 that different values of the exchange
rameterl correspond to various sequences of phase tra
tions that differ in their characteristics. For example, the n
collinear phase can be followed by two first-order pha
transitions, or it may be located between the first-order ph
transitions. Thus, by analyzing the magnetization curves
can estimate the value of the exchange interaction betw
subsystems of the ferrimagnet.

Once we have considered the various relations betw
the subsystem parameters~mi , Mi andHi!, including those
that do not satisfy conditions~9!, ~10!, and ~14!, we can
construct all possible magnetic phase diagrams. In coo
nates (H,l) they number twelve. These magnetic phase d
grams allow us to construct magnetization curves wh
have different forms and various intervals of values of
exchange parameterl for a given magnetic phase diagram
as was shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Thus, in this paper we have discussed magnetic ph
diagrams within the effective-field model for a ferrimagn
having two magnetically unstable sublattices. Use of the s

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 for case~14!. l95 H2 /M2 ,
l105 (M 22m2)H2 /(M22m2)(M222m1)12m1

2, l115 (M 22m2)
H2 /(M22m2)(2m11m2)22m1

2, l125 H2 /m2 .
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the phase diagrams and their dependences on fundam
subsystem parameters, and also to identify the situation w
the largest number of phase transitions. In order to refine
theoretical approach it is necessary to include the magn
susceptibility, washing-out of the metamagnetic transitio
with respect to field, the influence of anisotropy, temperat
effects, etc., which we also propose to do in the future. T
question of what specific sequence of phase transitions
in what real systems they can be observed requires a sp
study. As we have already noted, certain Laves phases b
on TmCo2 could be ferrimagnets of the kind discussed abo
if the rare-earth subsystem can exhibit crossover. In fut
papers we shall address the question of whether it is poss
for low-lying energy levels of the thulium ion to interse
when the latter is present in compounds of the type RCo2 in
positions with cubic symmetry, and we shall also discuss
jumps in the magnetization that accompany such cross
Once we have derived the parameters of the thulium s
system, it will be clear which of the phase diagrams we ha
discussed is the actual diagram. We should also look
other compounds which could be ferrimagnets having t
magnetically unstable subsystems, in particular among
nary rare-earth intermetallics with transition metals or in c
tain intermetallics with manganese.

This work was carried out with the support of the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project 96-02-16373!
and INTAS—RFFI~Project 96-IN-RU-641!.
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Magnetic anisotropy of YFe 11Ti and its hydride
S. A. Nikitin, I. S. Tereshina, V. N. Verbetski , and A. A. Salamova

Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
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A study of the magnetic anisotropy of single-crystal YFe11Ti and of its hydride is reported. The
measurements were performed on a vibrating-sample and a torsion magnetometer on field-
oriented single-crystal and powder samples. The temperature dependence of the magnetic
anisotropy constantsK1 and K2 was determined by a mathematical treatment of
experimental torque curves and by applying the Sucksmith-Thompson technique to magnetization
data. It is shown that the temperature dependence of the magnetic anisotropy constants of
YFe11Ti and of its hydride does not follow the prediction of the single-ion exchange model. It is
found that hydrogenenation results in a growth of the magnetic anisotropy constant, which
can be explained by an electron-density redistribution near the lattice positions occupied by iron
atoms. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02802-0#

RFe11Ti compounds, which have the ThMn12 structure,
1–4

ried out on single-crystal YFe11Ti and field-oriented hydride
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are currently studied in a number of laboratories.Due to
the specific features of their crystal and magnetic struct
these alloys are convenient subjects for investigation of f
damental problems in the physics of magnetic phenome

RFe11Ti compounds may be considered as a tw
sublattice magnet.2 The rare-earth~RE! metal and iron sub-
lattices contribute both to the resultant magnetization an
the overall anisotropy. For light rare earths, the magn
moments on both sublattices order ferromagnetically and
heavy ones, ferrimagnetically. At low temperatures
dominant contribution to the overall anisotropy comes fro
the RE sublattice, while in the high-temperature domain
iron sublattice contribution prevails. Compensation of t
anisotropy contributions due to the two sublattices gives
in some compounds, such as TbFe11Ti and DyFe11Ti ~Refs.
2–4!, to spin-reorientation transitions under temperat
variation.

To obtain information about the properties of the ir
sublattice, we studied compounds with rare earths having
a localized magnetic moment, such as Y and Lu.5,6 The
YFe11Ti composition was studied by various methods,
cluding measurement of magnetic properties,7 neutron
diffraction,8 and Mössbauer spectroscopy.9 As for the mag-
netic anisotropy of single-crystal YFe11Ti and its hydride, it
has received inadequate attention; indeed, data on the m
nitude and temperature dependence of the anisotropy
Ha of YFe11Ti are contradictory. Estimates ofHa scatter
over a wide range, fromHa521– 48 kOe atT5300 K to
35–60 kOe at 77 K,10 the constantK1 has not been deter
mined to a sufficiency accuracy within a broad temperat
range from 4.2 K to the Curie point, the anisotropy const
was derived indirectly from the magnetization curve o
tained for oriented powder samples, and there are no dat
the second magnetic-anisotropy constantK2 . The magnetic
anisotropy constants of the hydride of this compound a
require refinement.

The objective of the present work was a comprehens
study of magnetocrystalline anisotropy of YFe11Ti and
YFe11TiH. For the first time torque measurements were c
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samples, thus offering direct determination of the magne
anisotropy constants of these compounds.

1. SAMPLE PREPARATION TECHNOLOGY AND
MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The technology of preparation and quality control
YFe11Ti samples are similar to those used earlier.11 The
samples for magnetic measurements were single-cry
blocks with misorientation within 1–2°. The crystal quali
was estimated from Laue x-ray diffraction patterns. T
samples intended for torque measurements were d
;4 mm in diameter and;0.3– 0.4 mm thick. The disc plan
contained either the~110! or ~001! crystallographic plane.
The samples for magnetization measurements were sph
;2 mm in diameter.

The hydrogen used for hydrogenation was obtained
decomposing LaNi5H61x hydride containing 1023– 1024%
impurities. The interaction of the starting material with h
drogen was studied at pressures of up to 20 atm in a t
perature range 293–593 K, with the amount of reacted
drogen derived volumetrically. The H/Me ratio~the number
of gram-atoms of hydrogen per one gram-atom of the in
metallic compound! was calculated using the van der Waa
equation. The composition of the hydrides thus prepared
checked by high-temperature hydrogen extraction.

At room temperature, the intermetallic compound und
study did not react with hydrogen. The reaction started w
a slight delay after the temperature was raised to 573 K
ended in about an hour.

X-ray diffraction analysis of the hydride was performe
on a Dron-2 diffractometer~Cu Ka radiation! using powder
samples. The analysis showed the samples to be single p
and crystallize in ThMn12 structure, with lattice constant
agreeing with literature data. The only reflections presen
the diffraction patterns correspond to this structure. No
flections ofa iron, which is found almost inevitably in iron
rich cast alloys, were observed in the diffraction patterns

25820258-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Magnetic measurements of YFe11TiH were made on free
powder placed in a ceramic vial, as well as on powder gra
oriented in a static magnetic field of;7 kOe and fixed in
this position with epoxy resin. The samples were shaped
discs and spheres, thus ensuring correct consideration o
demagnetizing factor.

Experimental torque curves were obtained on a tor
magnetometer within at temperature range of 77–700 K
in magnetic fields of up to 13 kOe. The torque was measu
in 2° steps of single-crystal sample rotation relative to
magnetic field.

The magnetic anisotropy constants were derived fr
the torque dependence on the angle of turn by separating
harmonics successively for external magnetic fieldsH in ex-
cess of the magnetic anisotropy fieldHa . For fields below
Ha , the processing of experimental curves required preli
nary correction by least-squares.12 The relative error in de-
termination of constantK1 by this method did not excee
3%, and that of constantK2 , 10%.

Sample magnetization in static magnetic fields of up
13 kOe was measured along different crystallographic dir
tions by means of a vibrating-sample magnetometer with
77–700-K range. To determine the magnetic anisotro
magnetization was measured in pulsed magnetic fields u
120 kOe and temperatures ranging from 4.2 to 300 K.

When working in the low-temperature domain, the ma
netic anisotropy constants were determined also by
method of Sucksmith-Thompson,13 which consists in a spe
cial mathematical treatment of the magnetization cur
measured along the easy and hard directions. The rela
error of K1 and K2 determination by this method did no
exceed 9%. The magnetic anisotropy constants thus obta
were used in checking the main aspects of the theore
model underlying investigation of RFe11Ti-type compounds.

2. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental torque curves,L(w), for the YFe11Ti
compound measured in a field of 13 kOe for the~110! plane
as a function of the anglew the field H makes with the
tetragonal axisc are presented in Fig. 1 for different tem

FIG. 1. Experimental torque (L) curves for single-crystal YFe11Ti measured
in ~110! plane in a fieldH513 kOe at different temperaturesT(K): 1—78,
2—200,3—300,4—400,5—480.
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peratures~without preliminary correction!. This shape of the
curves, with a repetition period of 180°, is typical of uniaxi
magnets, with the@001# direction being the easy axis, an
@110#, the hard magnetization axis. As seen from Fig. 1,
torque curve amplitude decreases monotonically with
creasing temperature. The measurements performed on a
in the ~001! plane did not reveal any anisotropy in the bas
plane of the sample.

The torque acting on a ferromagnetic single crystal
related in a straightforward way to the derivative of the ma
netic anisotropy energyFa(u) through14

L~u!52]Fa /]u,

whereu is the angle between the spontaneous-magnetiza
vectorM s and the tetragonalc.

The conversion ofL(w) to L(u) curves required to take
into account the difference between the anglesw and u is
described in detail in Ref. 14. In this way one corrects
differences in the orientation of vectorsM s andH.

Figure 2 displays the temperature dependence of sat
tion magnetizationss for single-crystal YFe11Ti, which was
measured on the sample used to obtain torque curves
magnetic field of 13 kOe. This dependence follows a typi
ferromagnetic pattern with a monotonic decrease of mag
tization as the sample temperature increases from 4.2 K
the Curie point. The temperature dependence of the curv
well fitted by Stoner’s relation.7 For the ~110! crystallo-
graphic plane, the angular dependences of the torque ca
specified in the form14

L110~u!522K1 sin u cosu24K2 sin3 u cosu. ~2!

Least-squares fitting of theL(u) curves yielded the tempera
ture dependence of the magnetic anisotropy constantsK1 and
K2 ~filled circles in Fig. 3! within the temperature rang
77–600 K. To determine the constantsK1 and K2 in the
low-temperature domain, magnetization curves were
tained along the easy and hard directions in magnetic fie
of up to 120 kOe, well in excess of the magnetic anisotro

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of saturation magnetizationss of single-
crystal YFe11Ti. Inset: temperature dependence of magnetizations mea-
sured in a fieldH52 kOe. 1—YFe11TiH, 2—YFe11Ti.
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TABLE I. Lattice parametersa andc, unit cell volumeV, magnetic anisot-
ropy constantK1 , and saturation magnetizationss for the YFe11Ti com-
field. The magnetic anisotropy constants were found by p
ting H/M vs M2 by the method of Sucksmith-Thompso
~open circles in Fig. 3!.

The temperature dependence ofK1 andK2 presented in
Fig. 3 exhibits a monotonic decrease of the consta
with increasing temperature as one approaches the C
point. The values of the magnetic anisotropy constantK1

determined by the two methods coincided with a fairly go
accuracy within the 77–300 K range. It was found th
K15(0.8560.031)3107 erg/cm3 at T5300 K and K1

5(1.8960.06)3107 erg/cm3 at T577 K. As for constant
K2 , in the first case~torque measurements! it was an order of
magnitude smaller than K1 , namely,
K25(0.03260.003)3107 erg/cm3 for T5300 K and K2

5(0.1760.02)3107 erg/cm3 for T577 K ~see Fig. 3!. The
calculations made by the Sucksmith-Thompson met
yielded still smaller values
K25(0.01460.001)3107 erg/cm3 for T5300 K and K2

5(0.09560.009)•107 erg/cm3 for T577 K.
The high magnetocrystalline anisotropy of the YFe11Ti

compound is a consequence of a partial ‘‘unfreezing’’ of t
orbital momentL of Fe ions in the anisotropic local crysta
field, which differs strongly for different crystallographic po
sitions. This small ‘‘unfrozen’’ moment~a component of the
orbital momentL! aligns with the easy magnetization axis
affect, in its turn, the orientation of the total spin moment v
spin-orbit coupling.

The inset to Fig. 3 compares the experimen
K1(T)/K1(0) curve with the theoretical relation15 for the
case of a localized magnetic moment in terms of the sin
ion exchange model, which takes into account the interac
of the orbital moment with the crystal field:

K1~T!/K1~0!5@Ms~T!/Ms~0!#3, ~3!

whereK1(0) and Ms(0) are the magnetic anisotropy co
stant and the saturation magnetic moment atT50 K, respec-
tively. The discrepancy between the experimental and th
retical data may be attributed to the magnetic moment of

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of magnetic anisotropy constant for si
crystal YFe11Ti: 1—K1 , 2—K2 ~filled circles—torque method, open
circles—Sucksmith-Thompson method!. Inset: temperature dependence
reduced magnetic anisotropy constantK1 /K1(0); 1—experiment, 2—
calculation.
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3d sublattice and the magnetic anisotropy obtaining a cer
contribution from the itinerant electrons, a point disregard
by the theory of Ref. 15.

The above conclusion on the nature of magnetocrys
line anisotropy is in agreement with neutron diffractio
data,8 which showed that the magnetic moments localized
Fe atoms in YFe11Ti in the three nonequivalent positions 8i ,
8 j , and 8f of ThMn12 @the iron magnetic moments,mFe, are
~in mB!: 1.92, 2.28, 1.8 for the 8i , 8j , and 8f positions,
respectively# differ strongly in magnitude from those on th
di- and trivalent iron ions~4 and 5mB , respectively!. It thus
follows that the magnetism of the iron sublattice is to a c
tain extent itinerant.

We consider now the effect of hydrogenation on t
magnetic properties of YFe11Ti. Hydrogenation is known16,17

to increase the interatomic distances and the unit cell v
ume. In some compounds~R2Fe17 and others! the increase of
atomic volume results in a large increase in the Curie te
perature.

The Curie temperature of YFe11Ti is dominated by ex-
change interactions between iron atoms. We determinedTc

as the temperature corresponding to the steepest dro
magnetization in the transition of ferromagnetic to param
netic state in a weak magnetic field~see inset in Fig. 2!. We
foundTc5538 K for YFe11Ti, which is less by far than tha
for metallic iron. Our calculation8 showed the shortest dis
tances between iron atoms in YFe11Ti to be those in the
8 f -8 f and 8i -8i pairs ~2.3818 and 2.3900 Å, respectively!.
Such small Fe-Fe distances make possible negative exch
interactions. Hydrogenation of YFe11Ti increases noticeably
the lattice constanta and the unit cell volumeV ~by
;0.95%!, while only weakly affecting the constantc ~Table
I!.

The Curie point of the hydride YFe11TiH is substan-
tially, almost by 60 K, higher~see inset Fig. 2!. The increase
of Tc can be attributed to the exchange energy increas
with increasing Fe-Fe separation and atomic volume.16,18

The rising Curie temperature induced by interstitial e
ments brings about also a substantial increase of such a
nically important characteristic as the saturation magnet
tion ~ss5120 G•cm3/g for YFe11Ti and ss5138 G•cm3/g
for YFe11TiH at T5300 K!. The ss(T) dependence for
YFe11TiH has a typically ferromagnetic character, similar
the starting compound, with a monotonic decrease ofs with
heating.

It appeared of interest to obtain information on the ch
acter of the effects responsible for the change in magn
anisotropy induced by hydrogenation.

The magnetic anisotropy constants of YFe11TiH were

le-

pound and its hydride.

Compound a, Å c, Å V, Å3 c/a
K1•107,
erg/cm3

ss ,
emu/g

YFe11Ti 8.509 4.783 346.6 0.56211 0.85 120
YFe11TiH 8.547 4.786 349.6 0.55996 1.25 138

260Nikitin et al.
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obtained by the above two techniques. Figure 4 shows tor
curves measured on oriented powder samples in a mag
field of 13 kOe atT577 and 330 K. The inset to Fig.
presents magnetization curves for the hydride taken on
ented powder samples along the easy and hard directio
T5300 K. We see that the magnetic anisotropy of the
dride is also uniaxial, since theL(w) curves repeat with a
180° period. The anisotropy field of the hydrideHa530 kOe
at T5300 K, exceeds that of the starting compound YFe11Ti
(Ha520 kOe).

The dependence of the first magnetic anisotropy cons
of the intermetallic compound YFe11Ti and of its hydride
YFe11TiH on reduced temperatureT/Tc is shown in Fig. 5
for field-oriented powder samples of both compositions. T
first anisotropy constant for the interstitial compou
YFe11TiH is larger than that for the starting intermetalli
namely, by about 40% atT5300 K ~after the hydrogenation
K2 also increases!. This behavior of magnetocrystalline an
isotropy of the hydride YFe11TiH cannot be due to size ef
fects only.

FIG. 4. Experimental torque (L) curves for an oriented YFe11TiH powder
sample measured in a fieldH513 kOe at different temperaturesT(K): 1—
77, 2—300. Inset: magnetizations vs magnetic field plot obtained a
T5300 K on an oriented YFe11TiH sample along~1! easy and~2! hard
directions.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the magnetic anisotropy constantK1 on reduced
temperatureT/Tc for: 1—YFe11TiH, and2—YFe11Ti.
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moments yields the following expression for the magne
anisotropy constantK1 ~Ref. 19!:

K1;Ms
3@12~c/a!2#. ~4!

Estimation of the variation of K1 due to the
hydrogenation-induced change in magnetization and of
axial ratio h5c/a from this expression does not, howeve
yield satisfactory results. Indeed, Table I and the above r
tion predict a change ofK1 approximately by 6%, wherea
the experimental value of the change inK1 is larger by an
order of magnitude.

One may thus conclude that the theory of magnetic
isotropy based on the single-ion exchange model is in
equate in our case. Hydrogenation not only affects the cry
fields generated by ionic charges in the nearest-neighbor
vironment but gives rise to larger effects of another origin
well.

Hydrogen atoms incorporating into YFe11Ti during hy-
drogenation occupy tetrahedral interstices.17 Experimental
data ~see Table I! suggest that hydrogenation changes
lattice parameters and unit-cell volume. This results in a n
rowing of the itinerant 3d electron band.18 The nearest-
neighbor environment of Fe atoms changed by incorpora
of hydrogen atoms stretches the Fe-Fe valence bond, w
results in a redistribution of the valence-electron density.20 It
is these effects that apparently account for the consider
increase of the magnetic anisotropy constant of YFe11TiH
observed in this work.

In conclusion, the authors express gratitude to O. A. Z
lotukhin and K. A. Skokov for supplying the single-cryst
samples of the compounds, and to I. V. Telegina for as
tance in sample characterization.
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Magnetic, electrical, and crystallographic properties of thin La 12xSrxMnO3 films

ere
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A study is reported of the magnetic, electrical, and crystallographic properties of La12xSrxMnO3

(0.15<x<0.23) epitaxial films grown on single-crystal substrates of~001!ZrO2~Y2O3!
having the fluorite structure and~001!LaAlO3 having the perovskite structure. It was found that
films with close compositions forx50.15 and 0.16, grown on different substrates, have
different properties, namely, the film on a fluorite substrate is semiconducting and has a coercive
strength 30 times that of the film on a perovskite substrate; the temperature dependence of
electrical resistance of the latter film has a maximum around the Curie pointTC and follows
metallic behavior forT,TC . These differences are explained as due to different structures
of the films. Thex50.23 film on the perovskite substrate has been found to exhibit a combination
of giant magnetoresistance at room temperature with a resistance of'300 V which is
useful for applications. The maxima in resistance and absolute value of negative magnetoresistance
are accounted for by the existence of two-phase magnetic states in these films. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02902-5#

Studies of rare-earth manganites having the perovskiteinductively heated substrate. After deposition, the films w
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structure have recently been attracting considerable inte
due to the giant magnetoresistance~MR! which some of
them exhibit at room temperature.1 The temperature depen
dence of the MR of these materials, similar to other magn
semiconductors,2 has a maximum in absolute magnitud
about the Curie pointTC , and it is only in this temperature
region that a giant MR is observed. In this class of magn
semiconductors, La12xSrxMnO3 compounds with
0.3<x<0.4 have the highest Curie temperatur
;370 K.3,4 The Curie temperatures of compositions w
0.175<x<0.3 also lie around 300 K.3 In these compositions
with TC.300 K, however, the resistivityr of bulk single
crystals is of the order of 102221023 V•cm.3 Such a small
magnitude ofr makes bulk crystals inconvenient for app
cations, although they exhibit giant MR aroundTC . More
suitable for applications are thin films, whose resistivity
several orders of magnitude larger than that of bulk samp

The objective of this work was to prepar
La12xSrxMnO3 epitaxial films with 0.15<x<0.23 on differ-
ent substrates and to study their physical properties and
effect of substrate structure on their magnetic and electr
characteristics, as well as to grow films with giant M
around 300 K and an electrical resistance suitable for ap
cations.

1. THIN-FILM PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL
METHOD

The films were grown by MOCVD using a vapor aeros
source of metallo-organic compounds~La, Sr, and Mn dipiv-
aloyl methanates!.5 1-mm thick single-crystal
~001!ZrO2~Y2O3! and~001!LaAlO3 plates were used as sub
strates. The films were deposited in a vertical reactor on
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additionally annealed in oxygen at the deposition tempe
ture ~750 °C! for 0.5 h. X-ray characterization of the films
including determination of the phase composition, orien
tion, and lattice parameters, was made with a four-circle
emens D5000 diffractometer with a secondary graph
monochromator~Cu Ka radiation!. The film composition
was determined by x-ray microprobe analysis~by means of a
CAMSCAN scanning electron microscope equipped with
EDAX system!. The magnetization of the thin films wa
measured with a SQUID magnetometer, and electrical re
tance, by the four-probe technique.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Crystallographic properties

As follows from x-ray diffraction measurements, th
LaAlO3 perovskite substrate~the parameter of pseudocub
perovskite cella50.3792 nm! permits one to grow~001!
oriented La12xSrxMnO3 films ~Fig. 1a!. w scanning shows
the perovskite lattices of the film to be in epitaxial relatio
with the substrate. The rocking-curve width measured at h
maximum~FWHM! for the ~002! and ~004! reflections was
typically 0.17–0.25°. The mosaic structure of the substr
did not permit one to reach a higher perfection in film orie
tation.

ZrO2~Y2O3! (a50.514 nm) has the fluorite structure
Thin La12xSrxMnO3 films grown on this substrate had~110!
orientation~Fig. 1b! with a FWHM of the rocking curve for
~111! and ~222! reflections of 0.25–0.3°. The choice of th
orientation was motivated by the fact that th
~Zr!41~O2!

42~LaMnO!41~O2!
42 atomic layer sequence is en

ergetically preferable to~Zr!41~O2!
42~LaO!1~MnO2!

2 for
the ~001! orientation. In the case of the~110! film orienta-

26320263-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tion, the fluorite lattice of the substrate possesses ex
symmetry elements in the interface plane, which gives ris
equivalent structural arrangements in the film. Thew scan-
ning technique established coexistence in the film of the
lowing possible orientations in the interface plane:

~1! @11̄1# f //@110#s , @ 1̄12# f //@ 1̄10#s ;

~2! @11̄1# f //@110#s , @ 1̄12# f //@11̄0#s ;

~3! @11̄1# f //@ 1̄10#s , @ 1̄12# f //@110#s ;

~4! @11̄1# f //@ 1̄10#s , @ 1̄12# f //@ 1̄1̄0#s ;

where indicesf ands refer to the film and substrate, respe
tively. The orientation of the body diagonal of the perovsk
cell along the diagonal of the fluorite cell face is common
all possible variants~Fig. 2!, with high-angle boundaries
~19.5, 70.5, and 90°! forming in the film plane.

B. Magnetic properties

Film magnetization was measured in a magnetic fi
applied parallel to the film plane, with the results being c
rected for the substrate magnetization. Figure 3 pres
magnetizationM vs magnetic fieldH plots obtained at
T55 K, and Fig. 4, anM (T) dependence obtained at 30 kO
for all the films studied. We readily see that the compositio
with x50.16 and 0.23 exhibit a strong rise ofM with de-

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of thin films:~a! La0.85Sr0.15MnO3 on
ZrO2~Y2O3! and ~b! La0.84Sr0.16MnO3 on LaAlO3.
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creasing temperature starting fromT550 K. As evident
from Fig. 3, theM (T) curves for these compositions taken
T55 K are far from saturation up to 30 kOe, the maximu
fields at which the measurements were performed. A sim
phenomenon was observed earlier for bulk samples,6 with no
explanation given. It should be pointed out that, as seen f
Fig. 3, for compositionsx50.23 for T,50 K, andx50.16
for T,185 K the magnetizationM is in excess of the value
due to the spin only, which on the average are 660 G
compositions 0.15<x<0.23. By contrast, for thex50.15
composition the magnetizationM is lower than the above
theoretical value. This may be due to errors in determinat
of the film thickness, which was derived only from the dep
sition time, and could be as high as 30%. In this case
deviations of the experimental values of magnetization
within the error limits.

As seen from Fig. 4, determination ofTC from theM (T)
curves@for instance, by extrapolating the steepest part of

FIG. 2. Orientation of a thin La12xSrxMnO3 film on ZrO2~Y2O3! substrate
having the fluorite structure. Shown is one of four equivalent orientation
the interface plane.

FIG. 3. 5-K magnetization isotherms of thin La12xSrxMnO3 films with x:
1—0.15,2—0.16,3—0.23.
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M (T) curve to the temperature axis# would be fairly difficult
because of the slow falloff of magnetization in the vicinity
TC . The Belov–Arrott plots also turned out to be inapp
cable because of the absence of linear parts in
M2/(H/M ) relations in the strong-field domain. Therefo
we used for determination ofTC the M (T) curves measured
in weak fields~Fig. 5!. For compositions withx50.15 and
0.16, the magnetization was obtained by cooling the sam
in a field H520 Oe, and for thex50.23 composition the
sample was cooled down toT55 K with no field applied,
after which the magnetization was measured at 20 Oe du
heating. For the first two above compositions,TC was ob-
tained by extrapolating the steepest part of theM (T) curve

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of magnetization in a magnetic field o
kOe obtained on La12xSrxMnO3 films with x: 1—0.15,2—0.16,3—0.23.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of magnetization in a magnetic field o
Oe obtained on La12xSrxMnO3 films with ~1! x50.15 ~the magnetization
was measured with the film cooled in this field down to 5 K! and ~2!
x50.23 ~the film was zero-field-cooled down to 5 K, after which its ma
netization was measured during heating!.
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to the temperature axis~yielding 220 and 265 K, respec
tively!, and for the latter composition, from the maximum
theM (T) relation~272 K!. Figure 6 displays hysteresis loop
for all the films studied; we see that the loop for thex50.15
sample is substantially broader, and the coercive force
about 30 times that for the other two compositions.

C. Electrical properties

Figure 7 presents the temperature dependence of ele
cal resistanceR of all compositions studied, and Fig. 8, th
of magnetoresistance of thex50.23 composition. We see in
Fig. 7 that theR(T) relation for thex50.15 composition
follows semiconducting behavior, whereas for the film with
close composition,x50.16, but grown on another substrat
this relation is not monotonic. Indeed, in the low-temperat
domain,R of the latter composition increases weakly wi
temperature, which is characteristic of metallic conducti
and, starting fromT'230 K, exhibits a steep growth to
reach a maximum nearTC . TheR(T) relation of thex50.23
composition has a metallic character with a strong growth

30

20

FIG. 6. Hysteresis loops of thin La12xSrxMnO3 films with x: 1—0.15 and
2—0.16.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the resistance of thin La12xSrxMnO3

films with x: 1—0.15,2—0.16, and3—0.23.
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R slightly above TC ; indeed, within the region
280<T<330 K the resistance increases approximately b
factor three.

The magnetoresistanceDR/R (DR5RH2RH50) of all
three compositions is negative and isotropic in the film pla
~no MR measurements with the field perpendicular to
film plane were performed!. As seen from Fig. 8, the
uDR/Ru(T) relations measured for thex50.23 composition
in various magnetic fields pass through a maximum aro
310 K, i.e. slightly aboveTC . At the maximum this quantity
reaches a giant magnitude,uDR/Ru;13% in a field of 11
kOe. This film is very suitable for applications, since
resistance, at the temperature whereuDR/Ru has a maximum,
is ;400 V, i.e., it lies in the range convenient foruDR/Ru
measurements. The magnetoresistance of the other two
positions behaves in a pattern similar to that shown in Fig
namely,uDR/Ru reaches a maximum nearTC , and its mag-
nitude at the maximum is larger than that for thex50.23
composition. For instance, forx50.15 it is 20%, and for
x50.16, 35% in a field of 11 kOe. These giant magneto
sistances are observed, however, below room tempera
and therefore these compositions are less attractive from
standpoint of applications than thex50.23 composition.
Note that, as seen from the inset to Fig. 8, the MR isothe
are far from saturation at 11 kOe, the maximum field
which measurements were made.

D. Effect of substrate crystal structure on the magnetic and
electrical properties

As seen from Subsections A–C, films with close co
positions, x50.15 and 0.16, but grown on different su
strates differ substantially in their magnetic and electri
properties. Indeed, Fig. 6 demonstrates that the hyste
loop of the film grown on the fluorite substrate is noticeab
wider than that of the film on the perovskite substrate. T
may be explained in the following way. In the latter case
easy magnetization axes of different parts of the film
parallel to one another, and therefore magnetic domains
180° walls should occupy most of the film area. Doma
walls can move here even in a weak field. By contrast,
films on the fluorite substrate there are four different crys
lographic orientations listed in Subsect. A, and this accou

FIG. 8. Temperature dependences of magnetoresistance of a La12xSrxMnO3

film with x50.23 measured in different magnetic fieldsH. Inset: magne-
toresistance isotherms of this film.
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ferent easy-axis directions, whose walls make differ
angles with the domain magnetizations. In such a film, m
netization by domain-wall motion requires stronger magne
fields than that in the case of 180° domain walls, and the
fore the hysteresis loop of the film on a fluorite substrate
wider than that for the film grown on a perovskite substra

As seen from Fig. 7, the resistance of thex50.15 film
on the fluorite substrate is two to three orders of magnitu
larger than that of thex50.16 film on the perovskite sub
strate. Moreover, the latter film has metallic conduction, a
the maximum in itsR(T) relation lies slightly aboveTC ,
whereas the former has semiconducting behavior. As m
tioned in Subsect. A, the O-Mn-O bonds in the structure
the fluorite-based film make angles of 19.5, 70.5, and 9
which makes Zener double exchange in it impossible.
contrast, the O-Mn-O bond angles in perovskite-based fi
are always close to 180°, thus creating favorable conditi
for the Zener double exchange and, hence, for metallic c
duction.

E. Two-phase magnetic states as the main cause of the
maxima in electrical resistance and magnetoresistance near
the Curie point

Calculations7,8 show that Zener double exchange alo
cannot account for the features observed experimentall
rare-earth–doped manganites, for instance, the large va
of r above TC and the jump inr in the vicinity of TC .
Besides, it predicts a weak dependence ofr on the amount of
doping, and magnetic-field and temperature dependence
r below TC which are not observed in experiment.7 It was
proposed8,9 to explain the anomalies inr and the colossa
MR in these compounds as due to Zener double excha
combined with dynamic Jahn-Teller effect. In this way o
can associate the metal-semiconductor crossover neaTC

with a transition from the polaron-type conduction aboveTC

to the hopping regime belowTC . This assumption, however
is not capable of explaining the fact that the temperature
the metal-semiconductor transition and of the maximum
MR are very close to the Curie point.

We are proposing another mechanism to account for
features observed in electrical resistance and magnetor
tance in these materials, namely, the existence of a t
phase magnetic state, which is characteristic of magn
semiconductors.1,2 It is known that the conduction-electro
energy in magnetic semiconductors is the lowest at comp
ferromagnetic~FM! ordering in the crystal. In a nondegene
ate antiferromagnetic~AFM! semiconductor, however, th
electron concentration is too small to change the state of
whole crystal. At the same time FM microregions can fo
in an AFM semiconductor through the gain in electrons-d
exchange energy, and electrons stabilize them by s
trapping. As the impurity concentration increases, these
drops in the AFM insulating matrix grow in size, which ma
result in percolation if the amount of doping is high enoug
Thus we come to another two-phase magnetic state, w
insulating AFM regions incorporated in a conducting F
matrix.
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ductor. Thex50.15 film with semiconducting behavior ma
be considered as being in a two-phase magnetic state o
first type, in which FM drops occluding charge carriers a
distributed throughout an insulating AFM matrix. Applica
tion of an external magnetic field destroys the FM drops a
releases the carriers trapped in them earlier, as a resu
which the sample resistance drops abruptly, and one
serves giant magnetoresistance. AboveTC , this two-phase
magnetic state is thermally destroyed, and therefore the
no giant MR in this temperature region. It was shown2 that
the radius of FM drops is maximal nearTC , and this is why
magnetoresistance reaches a maximum in absolute ma
tude at these temperatures.

In films with x50.16 and 0.23, where the conduction
metallic, one may expect the two-phase magnetic state o
second type to set in, in which insulating AFM microregio
form in a conducting FM matrix. It was shown10 that when in
this type of state impurity-induced magnetic interaction c
act on resistance by two mechanisms, namely, through s
tering of carriers which reduces their mobility, and throu
formation of a band tail consisting of localized states. It w
shown10 that the mobility of the carriers decreases sharply
the vicinity ofTC , and they localize partially in the band ta
These phenomena result in an abrupt increase of resist
nearTC , which is observed in films withx50.16 and 0.23.
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calization of carriers from the band tails and an increase
their mobility,10 which manifests itself in the onset of gian
negative MR. AboveTC , this two-phase magnetic state
thermally destroyed, as a result of which magnetoresista
passes through a maximum in absolute magnitude nearTC .
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Paramagnetism in copper monoxide systems
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A. A. Samokhvalov, T. I. Arbusova, N. A. Viglin, S. V. Naumov, V. R. Galakhov,
D. A. Zatsepin, Yu. A. Kotov, O. M. Samatov, and D. G. Kleshchev

Institute of Metal Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences (Ural Department), 620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
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This paper describes the problem of high-temperature superconductivity related to investigations
of the magnetic susceptibility, electron paramagnetic resonance, and OKa x-ray emission
spectra of samples from the following systems based on copper monoxide: CuO–Cu, CuO–Cu2O
and CuO–MgO. In all these systems, thermal processing results in a paramagnetism which
is not observed in the individual components of these systems before they are processed. OKa
spectra of the interface of a Cu–single-crystal CuO film structure indicate the presence of
not only Cu21 but also Cu11 ions in the layer of CuO in close contact with Cu. Possible reasons
for the appearance of paramagnetism in these systems are discussed. It is proposed that a
paramagnetic layer at the contact between the antiferromagnetic copper monoxide and the other
copper-oxide phases or with copper could be the cause of the impurity metastability
observed previously in the high-Tc superconducting phase. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03002-0#

In Ref. 1 we showed that regions of a localized super-in equal amounts with an admixture of 3–5 mol. % Cu in t
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conducting phase~seeds or fragments! with a critical tem-
perature of 200–300 K form in specially prepared sample
copper monoxide. Unfortunately, the small content of t
phase, equal to 2-3% by volume, prevents it to be identi
by x-ray diffraction. However, information about this pha
can be obtained by studying its properties. To this end,
have prepared several heterophase systems based on c
monoxide that imitate the specially treated samples of C
i.e., consisting of CuO, Cu and Cu2O, and the system CuO–
MgO. We also have investigated their magnetic propert
electron paramagnetic resonance, and OKa x-ray spectra,
which allows us to determine the valence state of the cop
ions. The samples underwentx-ray structure andx-ray phase
analysis.

1. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT METHOD

Several series of samples based on CuO~CuO–Cu,
CuO–Cu2O and CuO–MgO! were prepared from reactan
with the trademark OSC.

Samples of the CuO–Cu system were prepared fr
mixtures of CuO-Cu powders by stirring, pressing, and
nealing in air at 600–650 °C for 1–3 min.X-ray phase analy-
sis showed that the samples primarily contained the orig
phases CuO and Cu, but with a rather small admixture
Cu2O ~3%! formed by partial oxidation of copper when th
mixture is heated in air. The samples used for investiga
the OKa x-ray spectra were CuO–Cu heterostructures c
sisting of single-crystal CuO with a film of copper on th
~110! plane. These heterostructure were identical to the
erostructure in which we observed a Meissner effect
T5300 K.1

Samples of the CuO–Cu2O–Cu system were prepare
by explosively atomizing a copper wire by passing a hig
power current pulse through it in an air atmosphere. T
samples consisted of a mixture of phases of CuO and C2O
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form of finely dispersed powders.
Samples of the system CuO–Cu2O were prepared hydro

thermally at 160–170 °C over a period of 5 h from a suspen-
sion of Cu~OH!2 and Cu2O in a Na2SO4 solution.

Samples of the system CuO–MgO were prepared by
nealing a pressed mixture of CuO and MgO powders in ai
300 °C for 40 h, i.e., under conditions in which the so
solution Mg(12x)CuxO cannot form. The resulting sample
consisted of a mixture of particles of MgO coated by a fi
layer of CuO. In essence, this was an imitation of the th
film state of CuO on an MgO substrate.X-ray phase analysis
clearly showed only two phases: CuO and MgO.

In order to evaluate the role of a free surface~as opposed
to bulk! in the magnetism of CuO, we prepared fine cryst
line powders~with an average particle size of 10mm! of
mono- and polycrystalline CuO. The resulting powders ha
a surface area that is several orders of magnitude larger
the bulk sample.

Thus, these samples were heterophase systems mad
of CuO phases with Cu, Cu2O or MgO. Since CuO is an
antiferromagnet while Cu, Cu2O and MgO are diamagnets
samples of these systems show no EPR signal before the
processing, and their magnetic susceptibilities will not ha
any paramagnetic temperature dependencex(T) ~i.e., C/T!.
In this casex(T) is determined by the additive sum ofx for
CuO and the diamagnetic components. Thermal proces
changes the magnetic properties of the samples consider

The magnetic susceptibility was measured in the te
perature range from 70 to 500 K using magnetic Fara
weights with a sensitivity of 531028 cm3/g for H515 kOe.
The electron paramagnetic resonance was studied with
ERS-231 EPR spectrometer inX-band. The OKa x-ray
emission spectra of the Cu–CuO interface were investiga
with a JCXA-733 electron microprobe analyzer at 5 kV a
100 nA having an aperture width of 0.5 eV.

26820268-04$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. RESULTS

1! The CuO–Cu System.Figure 1 shows the typical tem
perature dependence of the magnetic susceptibilityx(T) for
samples with the composition 0.79CuO–0.21Cu by mole
is clear that the functionx5C/T, i.e., it is paramagnetic in
character with a negative temperature coefficient that is
posite what it should be ifx(T) were determined only by the
susceptibility of CuO~see Ref. 2!. It is also clear that below
240 K x(T) exhibits an anomaly against the background
overall paramagnetic dependence whose character is ‘
magnetic,’’ i.e., whose contribution decreases the param
netic x(T) ~see Ref. 1!.

2! The CuO–Cu2O System.Figure 2 shows the function
x(T) for two samples of the systemxCuO1(12x)Cu2O
where x50.4 and 0.5. These functionsx(T) are primarily
paramagnetic in character, i.e.,x5C/T; the paramagnetic
contribution increases with increasing fraction of Cu2O in
the sample. As the fraction of CuO increases,x(T) acquires
an opposite dependence that is characteristic of CuO wi
positive temperature coefficient.

3! The CuO–MgO System.Figure 3 shows the function
x(T) for samples ofxCuO1(12x)MgO wherex50.1 and
0.2. Since MgO usually contains uncontrolled amounts

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of sa
0.79CuO10.21Cu

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibility of sam
0.4CuO10.6Cu2O ~1! and 0.5CuO10.5Cu2O ~2!
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paramagnetic impurities, Fig. 3 also shows the functionx(T)
for MgO and the differenceDx5xs2xCuO2xMgO ~where
xs is the magnetic susceptibility of the sample!. By plotting
this difference we eliminate the impurity paramagnetism
MgO from our results. It is clear thatDx(T) has the same
character as for the system CuO–Cu2O with increasing frac-
tion of CuO.

Comparative measurements ofx(T) for bulk and fine-
powder samples of CuO show the same results within m
surement error. This indicates that the free surface of C
plays only a small role in creating the magnetic properties
copper monoxide.

EPR measurements show that whereas initial system
purities~before thermal processing! give rise to no EPR sig-
nal, samples of all the systems that showed a paramagn
x(T) have an easily measured EPR signal after thermal p
cessing. Typical values of the EPR linewidth were in t
range 100–1100 Oe for ag-factor equal to 2.00–2.20. Fo
example, at 293 K for the CuO–MgO system, t
0.05CuO10.95MgO sample hadDH525815 Oe and
g52.18260.005, the 0.10CuO60.90MgO sample had
DH5420610 Oe and g52.16460.005, and the
0.20CuO60.80MgO sample hadDH5570620 Oe and
g52.1460.01. Similar values ofDH and theg-factor were
obtained for the other systems as well.

The results of investigating the OKa x-ray emission
spectra of the Cu–CuO interface are shown in Fig. 4. On
plot, we also show the CuO and Cu2O spectra for compari-
son. It is clear that the Cu–CuO interface in the region
CuO in close contact with Cu contains not only Cu21 but
also Cu11 ions.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of these studies of the magnetic susceptib
and EPR of heterophase systems consisting of antiferrom
netic CuO and diamagnetic Cu, Cu2O or MgO show that in
all these systems thermal processing gives rise to a param

le

les

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibility of sam
0.2CuO10.8MgO ~1!, 0.1CuO10.9MgO ~2!, and MgO~3!, and the differ-
enceDx5xs2xCuO2xMgO for sample1 ~18! and sample 2~28!
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netic phase along with the antiferromagnetic CuO phase.
Cu, Cu2O or MgO phases present in the samples have p
tically no effect on the magnetism of the system due to th
small amounts and the weak temperature dependence of
diamagnetic susceptibilities.

The CuO–Cu system exhibits a ‘‘diamagnetic’’ anoma
against a background functionx(T) that is paramagnetic in
character, due to the appearance of impurities~fragments! of
a localized superconducting phase with a critical tempera
of 240 K ~see Ref. 1!. Above 240 K,x(T) is purely para-
magnetic in character. We used the functionx(T) measured
in this temperature range, taking into account the phase
tent of the sample~for a concentration of 2% of the parama
netic phase; see Ref. 1!, to make a best-guest estimate of t
extrapolated Curie temperature, which turns out to be cl
to 0 K for an effective magnetic moment of 1.73mB , assum-
ing a spinS51/2 for the Cu21 ions.

A similar picture of the appearance of paramagneti
applies also to the systems CuO–Cu2O and CuO–MgO. For
the system CuO–MgO the paramagnetism may be assoc
either with the thin film of CuO on the MgO grains or, as
the other systems, with CuO–MgO interfaces.

The observation of paramagnetism in the tempera
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility is confirmed
the appearance of clear EPR signals in these systems.
observed dependence of the EPR linewidth on the comp
tion of the CuO–Cu2O system can be explained by exchan
narrowing of the paramagnetic resonance linewidth. The
ues of DH and theg factor for this system are close t
observed values for the specially prepared samples of C3

Thus, systems based on copper monoxide exhibit a p
magnetism that is absent before thermal processing. In l

FIG. 4. OKa x-ray emission spectra for the Cu–CuO interface~1,2!, CuO
~3!, and Cu2O ~4!. The solid curves show fitted spectra for the Cu–Cu
interface obtained by adding the CuO and Cu2O spectra in the correspondin
proportions~1—0.95CuO10.05Cu2O, 2—0.79CuO10.21Cu2O!
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netism in CuO, we can assume that the physical reason
this paramagnetism in CuO is the defective nature of
surface layer of the CuO phase, which enhances contact
the other~diamagnetic! phases. This defective nature in tu
leads to destruction of the antiferromagnetic exchange bo
in the near-contact CuO layer and conversion of a portion
the Cu21 ions to the free magnetically-disordered~paramag-
netic! state. In this case the possibility of antiferromagne
ordering of this phase at low temperatures cannot be ru
out. It is well known that the presence of such a magnetica
ordered state in low-dimensional cuprate compounds is
of the conditions for occurrence of high-temperature sup
conductivity. Another necessary condition for hig
temperature superconductivity is metallic conductivity.
the copper monoxide based systems we have studied, a
the specially prepared samples of CuO, this metallic cond
tivity comes either from the metastable oxides Cu4O, Cu8O
~see Refs. 4, 5! or the copper film. We can assume that
CuO–Cu systems, e. g., in polycrystalline mixtures
CuO–Cu phases or in heterostructure CuO sing
crystal—Cu films as in the specially prepared samples
CuO, multiple interfaces~contacts! create a near-contac
paramagnetic layer of copper–copper monoxide. T
CuO–Cu interface could be the cause of the magnetic
electric anomalies we observed previously in Ref. 1, wh
we explained by an impurity superconducting phase wit
high critical temperature. At this time it is difficult to sa
anything definite regarding the structure of this interfa
however, several assertions can be made. Thus, the OKa
spectra of the CuO–Cu interface imply that this interfa
contains both Cu21 ions and Cu11, suggesting that the inter
face can contain the oxide CuO with the NaCl structure
the oxide Cu4O3, which favor the appearance of superco
ductivity ~see Ref. 1!. We also cannot exclude the possibili
that seeds of polar Jahn-Teller centers form in the interf
layer, or that phase separation occurs~see Ref. 1!. Both these
possibilities could also mediate the creation of an impur
superconducting phase at the CuO–Cu interface.

We may add that the assumption of paramagnetism
calized in the CuO–MgO interface~and other interfaces
based on CuO! agrees with the results of Ref. 6 with rega
to multilayer CuO–MgO films. In this paper it was show
that paramagnetism in such films is localized to the Cu
MgO interface layer. As the thickness of the CuO layer d
creases, i.e., as the role of the interface increases and the
of the bulk decreases, the Ne´el temperature of the film de
creases and the film exhibits an overall paramagnetic t
perature dependence for the magnetic susceptibility.

Thus, we can claim that heterophase systems base
copper monoxide exhibit a paramagnetism after thermal p
cessing that is localized at interphase boundaries. The p
ence in these systems of other copper-oxide phases in a
tion to copper monoxide with metallic conductivity o
copper in contact with a paramagnetic layer of copper m
oxide could be the origin of the impurity metastable high-Tc

superconducting phase observed previously.1
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Exchange mechanism for localization of phonons near the surface of a magnetically

gy
ordered crystal
S. V. Tarasenko

Donetsk Physico-Technical Institute, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 340114 Donetsk, Ukraine
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 299–304~February 1998!

It is shown that first-principles inclusion of nonuniform exchange interaction leads to the creation
of a new type of generalized shear acoustic wave propagating near the mechanically free
surface of a magnet. Criteria are formulated that can be used to specify conditions under which
an ‘‘exchange’’ type of surface acoustic wave can exist at the boundary between a magnetic
and a nonmagnetic medium once the spectrum of magnetoelastic oscillations of the unbounded
magnetic crystal is known. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03102-5#

It is well known from the acoustics of anisotropic media derstood in light of the fact that there is a complete analo
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that surface acoustic waves can propagate without atte
tion along a mechanically free crystal surface only wh
their velocities are below a certain limiting velocity. If th
condition is not fulfilled, only traveling pseudosurfac
~leaky! elastic waves can exist, which generate bulk ela
oscillations and consequently decay in the direction
propagation. However, a qualitatively different situati
arises when the propagation of an elastic wave along a
chanically free sample surface is collinear with one of
high-symmetry directions of the crystal. In this case, surf
Rayleigh waves and the so-called limiting bulk waves c
propagate simultaneously and independently. The latter
ferred to as bulk elastic waves of shear type, have a w
displacement lying in the plane parallel to the free surface
the crystal. It is not difficult to show that such an acous
wave simultaneously satisfies both the equation of motion
the elastic medium and the boundary conditions. When
velocity of propagation of the Rayleigh wave in this hig
symmetry direction exceeds the velocity of the limiting bu
wave, small departures from the symmetry direction ca
the solution for the bulk limiting wave to disappear, a
instead it becomes possible to create an elastic surface
sibulk wave.1–4 However, the conditions for localization of
limiting bulk wave turn out to be sensitive not only to th
choice of propagation directions of the wave but also
changes in the character of the boundary conditions, e
when a wave of this type propagates along a high-symm
direction. This fact leads to the possibility of creating surfa
acoustic waves of shear type when piezoelectri5,6

~piezomagnetic7,8! effects are present. The surface acous
wave types listed above that propagate near a mechani
free surface~Rayleigh, quasibulk, and Gulyaev-Bleuste
waves! can all exist not only in nonmagnetic but also
magnetic crystals. In this case the presence of a macrosc
ferromagnetic ~antiferromagnetic! moment when T,Tc

~where Tc is the Curie temperature! in magnetic crystals
~both exchange-collinear and exchange-noncollinear! can
lead to additional mechanisms for piezomagnetic~piezoelec-
tric! effects.9 There are also other ways to generate sh
surface acoustic waves near the surface of a magnetic
ordered crystal. The presence of additional mechanisms
generating surface acoustic waves of shear type can be
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between the generation ofs-type magnetic polaritons an
shear surface acoustic waves when the surface of the m
netic crystal is in continuous acoustic contact with a no
magnetic insulating medium. This problem is greatly cla
fied by using Green’s functions to eliminate the magne
subsystem from consideration, When this is done, the m
netoelastic dynamics of the crystal can be described by u
effective elastic moduli that now possess temporal disp
sion. In analyzing the conditions for creation and propa
tion of shear surface acoustic waves with a given polari
tion, the role of the magnetic susceptibility tensor is play
by a set of corresponding components of the effective ela
moduli of the crystal. Following the terminology introduce
to analyze conditions for generation of surface polariton10

we can speak of a type-I shear surface acoustic wave, w
exists when a principal value of the effective elastic mod
tensor has a negative sign, and a type-II shear surface ac
tic wave, which can exist for any sign of the effective elas
moduli. It should be noted that type-I shear surface acou
waves also exists in situations where the effective acou
retardation can be ignored~the elastostatic approximation
see Ref. 11!. In this case these waves become elastost
spin waves,12 in complete agreement with the situatio
where surface magnetic polaritons~TE wave! become sur-
face magnetostatic spin waves when the effects of elec
magnetic retardation are ignored. As for type-II shear surf
acoustic waves, they cannot exist without including the
fect of acoustic retardation, and their spectrum ends a
point for which kÞ0, i.e., they also can be referred to
‘‘virtual’’ shear surface acoustic waves by analogy wi
type-II surface polaritons.13 Finally, one more type of shea
surface acoustic wave can exist in a magnetically orde
crystal when the spontaneous nonzero magnetization of
latter ~for T,Tc! points along the normal to the propagatio
plane of the limiting bulk wave (T.Tc), or, when the spon-
taneous magnetization equals zero, the equilibrium antife
magnetism and external magnetic-field vectors point alo
this direction. In terms of the matrix of effective elast
moduli this corresponds to a magnet with acoustic activ
However, despite intense studies of various aspects of
creation and propagation of surface acoustic waves in m
netically ordered crystals, the corresponding calculations

27220272-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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exchangeless approximation’’!. In the few papers devoted t
studying the effect of nonuniform spin-spin exchange on
conditions for localization and propagation of surface aco
tic waves, the role played by nonlocality of the Heisenbe
spin-spin exchange in the phonon dynamics of the crysta
reduced to converting surface acoustic waves into pseudo
face ~leaky! acoustic waves, i.e., to delocalization of th
latter.14 The question of whether the exchange mechan
can localize phonons near the surface of a magnetically
dered crystal has yet to be addressed.

This latter fact provides the motivation for this paper,
which we determine the necessary conditions under whic
new type of shear surface acoustic wave can exist near
mechanically free surface of a semi-infinite magnet, wh
localization is determined by the nonlocality of the Heise
berg mechanism for spin-spin interaction, i.e., without tak
into account the magnetic-dipole interaction.

The structure of the paper involves several sections
the first section, general boundary conditions are formula
for a two-sublattice model of a rhombic antiferromagn
based on first-principles with inclusion of magnetoelastic
and nonuniform exchange interactions, assuming that the
tiferromagnet occupies a space whose surface is free f
elastic stresses and the spins are completely unpinned. I
second section, the possible types of shear acoustic os
tions propagating along a high-symmetry direction are c
sified with respect to the character of their localization n
the boundary of the magnetic medium. In the third section
solution to the boundary problem formulated above is fou
that is localized near the surface of the magnet, and its
persion relation is investigated for a generalized shear
face acoustic wave traveling along the surface separating
media. In a separate~fourth! section we investigate how su
face magnetic anisotropy affects the character of spatia
calization of this type of surface acoustic wave. In the fi
section of the paper, based on results obtained in the pr
ous sections, criteria are proposed for the existence of
type of surface acoustic wave at a free surface of a magn
half-space with free spins in the presence of nonunifo
spin-spin exchange. These criteria can be used to iden
sufficient conditions under which generalized shear surf
acoustic waves of exchange type can exist at the surface
magnet with completely unpinned spins once the structur
the spectrum of normal magnetoelastic oscillations of
unbounded magnet is known. In the last section of the pa
we state the conclusions that follow from these results.

1. BASIC RELATIONS

It is well known that exchange simultaneously enhan
magnetoelastic effects and weakens magnetic-dipole eff
in ferromagnets.15 As an example of this, consider the ma
netoelastic dynamics of a two-sublattice model~here M1,2

are the magnetizations of the sublattices a
uM1u5uM2u5M0! of a rhombic antiferromagnet. If we intro
duce the ferro- and antiferromagnetic vectors~m andl!, then
for a sufficiently weak magnetic fieldH ~compared to the
exchange field! the following approximation holds with goo
accuracy:
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Taking this circumstance into account, we can write t
energy densityW of a rhombic antiferromagnet that include
the interaction of the magnetic and elastic subsystems of
crystal in the form16

W5Wm1Wme1We , ~2!

Wm5M0
2H d

2
m21

a

2
~¹ l!21

bz

2
l z
21

by

2
l y
2J ,

Wme5gM0
2l 1l ku1k , ~3!

We5
l

2
u11

2 1mu1k
2 , ~4!

where

u1k5
1

2 S ]u1

]xk
1

]uk

]x1
D

is the strain tensor,l, m, andg are the Lame´ coefficient, the
shear modulus, and the magnetoelastic interaction cons
respectively,bu,z is the magnetic anisotropy constant, andd
and a are the uniform and nonuniform exchange consta
respectively. In what follows, we shall assume without lo
of generality that the following relation holds between t
magnetic anisotropy constants (by,z) calculated with magne-
tostrictive strain included~in the ground state!:

bz@by.0. ~5!

This corresponds to equilibrium orientation of the an
ferromagnetism vector along theOX axis. It is well known
that the dynamics of this model are described by a clo
system of equations consisting of the Landau-Lifshits eq
tions for the sublattice magnetizations and the basic equa
for the displacement vectoru from the theory of elasticity. If
the magnetic medium occupies a half-space with a mech
cally free surface at which the spins are entirely unpinn
then the system of boundary conditions that determines
linear surface magnetoelastic dynamics for this model of
magnet~we assume that the normal to the magnet surfacn
coincides with one of the Cartesian axes of the coordin
system introduced above! can be cast in the form

] l̃ y,z

]j
50, s1knk50, j50,d,

l̃ y,z→0, j→2`, ~6!

where l̃ describes the amplitude of small oscillations of t
antiferromagnetism vectorl near the equilibrium direction
( l i 0X), j is the coordinate along the directionn, ands1k is
the elastic stress tensor.

Following the standard method for solving bounda
value problems, we look for a solution to this dynamic sy
tem of equations, for instance forl̃ , that is localized near the
free surface of the magnet, i.e., in the form

l̃ '(
j

N

Aj exp~ ivt2qjj21k'r'!, ~7!
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where Aj are arbitrary constants. The quantitiesqj
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(q [2(kn) , 1< j <N!, which are roots of the dispersio
~characteristic! equation, determine the spectrum of magn
toelastic oscillations of the magnet without taking into a
count the boundary conditions;k' and r' are respectively
the projections of the wave vector and running coordin
along the propagation direction of the magnetoelastic os
lations in the plane of the boundary. For our model,
dispersion equation is a fifth-order polynomial (N55) in q2.
As a result, the corresponding dispersion equation will
very awkward in general, and its solution will be possib
only by numerical methods. Therefore, in what follows w
limit ourselves to considering only shear acoustic oscillatio
propagating along high-symmetry directions of the crys
~i.e., in planes normal to a Cartesian coordinate axis!. More-
over, by virtue of Eq.~5! we need consider only the intera
tion of elastic oscillations with the low-frequency magn
mode of the spectrum of an unbounded antiferromagnet
~2!. As an example, let us consider the casen i 0X, k
PXZ. Calculations show that the characteristic equation
the magnetoelastic boundary value problem under discus
is a reduced biquadratic equation inq whose coefficients are
functions of two external parameters specified by exp
ment: the oscillation frequencyv and the component perpen
dicular ton of the wave vector of the magnetostatic oscil
tions k' :

q42P1q21P250, P15
v0

212c2k'
2 2v2~12c2/s2!

c2 ,

P25
v0

21c2k'
2 1vme

2 2v2

c2 ~k'
2 2v2/s2!. ~8!

Herec25g2adM0
2/2 ands is the velocity of the propagating

spin and shear elastic waves in an unbounded magnet
~2!, g is the gyromagnetic ratio, andv0 andvme are respec-
tively the activation and magnetoelastic gaps for that m
of the spectrum of normal spin waves of an unbounded m
net Eq.~2! for which l̃ i 0Y whenkPXZ.

Using Eqs.~7!, ~8!, we can classify the possible types
propagating magnetoelastic oscillations based on the cha
ter of their spatial localization near the magnet surface.

2. CLASSIFICATION OF POSSIBLE TYPES OF
MAGNETOELASTIC EXCITATIONS

Analysis of Eqs.~7! and~8! shows that depending on th
magnitudes of the frequencyv and the wave vector projec
tion k' of k onto the plane of the film, four fundamental
different types of propagating two-component magnetoe
tic normal oscillations are possible, which differ in the cha
acter of their spatial localization along the normal to t
magnet surface~q1,2 are roots of Eq.~8!, andv6

2 (k') are the
roots of the equationP1

254P2 , which is quadratic inv2!.

A. Type-I bulk magnetoelastic waves~q1
2,0, q2

2,0!:

k',k2, v0
21vme

2 1c2k'
2 ,2,

k2,k', v2.s2k'
2 ,

k1,k',k2, v1
2 ~k'!,v2,s2k'

2 ,
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B. Surface magnetoelastic waves~q1
2.0, q2

2.0!:

k3,k' , v1
2 ~k'!,v2,v0

21vme
2 1c2k'

2 ,

0,k',k1 , v2,s2k'
2 ,

k1,k',k4 , v2,v2~k'!. ~10!

C. Quasisurface magnetoelastic waves~Req1,2
2 Þ0;

Im2 q1,2Þ0!:

k1,k' , v2
2 ~k'!,v1

2,v1
2 ~k'!. ~11!

D. Type-II bulk magnetoelastic waves~q1
2.0, q2

2,0!:

k2,k' , v0
21vme

2 1c2k'
2 ,v2,s2k'

2 ,

k',k2 , s2k'
2 ,v2,v0

21vme
2 1c2k'

2 . ~12!

Here v0
25g2c2by /a, vme

2 5g2c2g2M0
2/(ma) for kPXZ

(ui0Y) and

k1
25v0

2/~s22c2!, k2
25~v0

21vme
2 !/~s22c2!,

k3
25~v0

21vme
2 !~11s2/c2!/~s22c2!, v2

2 ~k4!50.

Analysis of Eqs.~9!–~12! in the geometry under discus
sion reveals one particular characteristic feature of the sp
trum of bound magnon-phonon oscillations induced by
simultaneous inclusion of nonuniform exchange and acou
retardation: the presence at the surface of ‘‘high-’’ a
‘‘low-frequency’’ bands of parametersv and k' in which
surface magnetoelastic waves can coexist with both typ
and type-II bulk magnetoelastic waves.

3. GENERALIZED SHEAR SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES OF
EXCHANGE TYPE

Using Eqs.~6!–~12!, we now can turn to a more detaile
investigation of surface linear magnetoelastic dynamics o
semi-infinite rhombic antiferromagnet. The correspond
dispersion equation can be written in the form

q1
21q2

21q1q22~k'
2 2v2/s2!50,

q1,2
2 5

P1

2
6F S P1

2 D 2

2P2G1/2

. ~13!

Analysis shows that Eq.~13! describes a two-componen
shear surface acoustic wave of exchange type, whose dis
sion law can be found from Eq.~13! in explicit form for
arbitraryk' ~k'a@1, wherea is the lattice constant!:

v25
N1

2
1F S N1

2 D 2

2N2G1/2

,

N15
2v0

21c2k'
2 2c2~v0

21vme
2 1c2k'

2 !/s2

12c2/s2 ,

N25
~v0

21c2k'
2 !22c2k'

2 ~v0
21vme

2 !

12c2/s2 . ~14!

The appearance of this type of surface magnetoela
wave at the boundary between a magnetic and nonmagn
media is a consequence of the influence of nonuniform
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bulk spin modes of an unbounded magnet. In this case,
the elastic displacement vectorũ and the amplitude of oscil
lations of the antiferromagnetism vectorl̃ are polarized lin-
early and directed along the normal to the sagittal plane
the surface acoustic wave.

Comparison of Eqs.~13! and ~14! with Eqs. ~9!–~12!
shows that this type of surface acoustic wave is delocali
when k'5k'Þ0 and transforms into a bulk elastic wav
However, if k0,k',k* ~where k* 56vme/5c!, the shear
surface acoustic wave under study is a two-component g
eralized surface elastic wave whose dispersion curve
k'5k* becomes a two-component surface elastic wave~in
Eq. ~7! we haveq1,2

2 .0!. It is simple to show that this type
of localized magnetoelastic excitation cannot occur with
including the nonuniform exchange interaction (a→0).

4. EFFECT OF SURFACE MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY

The dispersion characteristics of the traditional types
shear surface acoustic waves are practically independe
the character of the surface magnetic anisotropy; howe
analysis shows that this is by no means true for the sh
surface acoustic wave of exchange type discussed in
paper. To illustrate this statement, let us assume as be
that the surface of the magnetic half-space is mechanic
free, but that the spins are partially pinned at the surf
~hereb is the constant for uniaxial surface magnetic anis
ropy!. In this case, the system of boundary conditions t
determines the linear surface magnetoelastic dynamics
this model of the magnet takes the following form in place
Eq. ~6!:

] l̃ y,z

]j
1b l̃ y,z50, s1knk50, j50,d,

l̃ y,z→0, j→2`. ~15!

Calculations show that when the surface magnetic
isotropy is included, the dispersion relation for surface m
netoelastic oscillations in this model of an antiferromag
can be written in the form

q1
21q2

21q1q22~k'
2 2v2/s2!5b~q11q2!. ~16!

If the spins are partially pinned, then it is not possible
find an exact solution to the dispersion Eq.~9! in explicit
form. However, we can investigate the main consequence
allowing the surface magnetic anisotropy to influence
localization of this type of surface acoustic wave near a m
chanically free magnet surface by considering the poin
which this surface acoustic wave transforms into a bulk e
tic wave in the case of easy-plane surface magnetic an
ropy (b,0):

k1
2~b!5

v0
22c2b2

s22c2 . ~17!

Comparison of Eq.~17! and Eqs.~9!–~12! shows that
easy-plane surface magnetic anisotropy (b,0) leads to
abrupt ~compared to Eq.~13!! localization of the traveling
spin wave near the surface in the region of relatively sm
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(q1,2.0), which agrees with Eqs.~9!–~12! for the low-
frequency band of surface magnetoelastic excitations.
however, the surface magnetic anisotropy is the easy-
type (b.0), it follows from Eq.~16! that for smallk' there
is no localization at all of magnetoelastic excitations of th
type near the magnet surface. However, with increasingk'

the influence of pinning of the magnetic moments on
character of the dispersion curves Eq.~16! is gradually weak-
ened until fork'5k* 1(b) the surface acoustic waves, bo
for this and the previous case, smoothly pass into the reg
of quasisurface~generalized! magnetoelastic waves. Ask'

continues to increase, the localized surface acoustic w
determined by Eq.~16! smoothly passes into the regime
‘‘high-frequency’’ surface magnetoelastic waves Eq.~9!–
~12! when k'5k* 2(b). Analysis of Eqs.~16! and ~17!
shows that the value of the easy-plane anisotropy cons
cannot be higher than a certain critical value, otherwise
directions of the equilibrium magnetization will be differe
in the bulk and near the surface of the magnet.17

5. CRITERIA FOR GENERATING GENERALIZED SHEAR
SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVES OF EXCHANGE TYPE

In order to observe this type of magnetoelastic surfa
acoustic wave experimentally, it is clearly vital to find crit
ria based on analysis of the spectrum of magnetoelastic
cillations of an unbounded magnet@in this case Eq.~8!# that
indicate what relative orientations of the vectorsl , n andk'

allow the exchange type of shear magnetoelastic sur
acoustic waves to exist along the mechanically free surf
of the magnet. To find these criteria, it is above all necess
to note that@as follows from Eq.~14!# the corresponding
antiferromagnet should be, according to the terminology
Ref. 18, a low-temperature antiferromagnet, i.e.,TN.TD

@where TN(TD) is the Néel ~Debye! temperature#. Even if
this condition is fulfilled, however, it follows from Eq.~8!
that the new type of shear surface acoustic wave found
this paper will propagate in this high-symmetry directio
only if the direction along which conditions are realized f
strong magnetoelastic coupling in the unbounded antife
magnetic crystal14 coincides with the directionn normal to
the boundary between the magnetic and nonmagnetic m
for the semi-infinite magnet. Our confidence in the corre
ness of this criterion is based on solutions for the bound
value problem Eq.~6! for propagation of magnetoelastic o
cillations in planes other than those associated with Eqs.~8!–
~17!. Calculation shows that analogous types of magne
elastic shear surface acoustic waves arise from the m
Eqs.~2!–~6! whenn i 0Y andkPYZ ( l̃ 5 l̃ z) as well.

It is noteworthy that this type of magnetoelastic she
surface acoustic wave can be viewed as intermediate in
ture between the first and second kinds of magnetoela
surface acoustic waves, since, like the first kind of magne
elastic shear surface acoustic wave, it can also exist with
inclusion of acoustic retardation, but its existence does
require that the effective elastic modulus simultaneou
have a negative sign, as is the case for ‘‘virtual’’ magne
elastic surface acoustic waves.
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Thus, from the results obtained above it follows that 1!
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1V. N. Lyubimov and D. G. Sannikov, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 15,
1851 ~1973! @Sov. Phys. Solid State15, 1234~1973;!#.
first-principles incorporation of nonlocal Heisenberg e

change effects into the interaction of spin and elastic s
systems in a bounded magnet can lead to localization
phonons near the surface of a magnetically ordered cry
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Pulsed magnetization reversal of single-crystal iron borate in the presence of a

hat
transverse magnetic field
O. S. Kolotov, A. P. Krasnozhon, and V. A. Pogozhev

M. V. Lomonosov State University at Moscow, 119899 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted 24 July, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 305–309~February 1998!

This paper describes the first investigations of the process of pulsed 180° magnetization reversal
in iron borate in the presence of a transverse magnetic field. How the intensity of
magnetoelastic oscillations depends on the amplitude of the magnetization reversal field and the
duration of the primary period of the transient process is studied, and also the analysis of
hodographs of the magnetization vector, which show that the primary reason why the pulsed
magnetization reversal curve exhibits a kink is a decrease in the energy lost to excitation
of magnetoelastic oscillations, caused by lagging of the elastic subsystem of the crystal behind
the magnetic subsystem for magnetization reversal times less than 13–16 ns. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03202-X#
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FeBO3 ~iron borate! is of special interest since this magn
exhibits an interaction between the elastic and magnetic
systems of the crystal in a way that is most remarkable
accessible to investigation.1–3 It has now been established2–4

that the magnetoelastic interaction can have a strong e
on the form of the primary pulsed integral characteristi
i.e., the pulsed magnetization reversal curve, in which
inverse duration of the transient processt21 is plotted versus
the amplitude of the magnetization reversal fieldHs . It is
observed that the ‘‘freezing’’ of the crystal lattice previous
seen in ferro- and antiferromagnetic resonance experim
at frequencies of;1032104 MHz,5,6 really begins to appea
at magnetization reversal times<13– 16 ns. However, only
one transient process has been investigated in detail—th
pulsed 180° magnetization reversal~at zero transverse field!.
In order to obtain a deeper understanding of the peculiar
of magnetic interactions and their influence on the trans
processes that occur, it is desirable to broaden the rang
processes under study. Thus, the study of 90° pulsed ma
tization could reveal the reason for the kink we discovered
the curvet21(Hs).

7 Analysis of the hodograph of the mag
netization vector has shown that throughout the range
fields Hs studied to date the magnetization of single cryst
of FeBO3 takes place via a quasi-uniform rotation of th
magnetization vector. Thus it is unambiguously establis
that the shape of the curvet21(Hs) is entirely determined by
the character of energy loss to pulsed excitation of magn
elastic oscillations.

In this paper we describe the first studies of pulsed 1
magnetization reversal of single crystals of FeBO3 in the
presence of a transverse magnetic fieldH' . Based on studies
of Fe–Ni films,8,9 we might expect that, for a sufficientl
large value of the fieldH', magnetization reversal of iron
borate will take place by a quasi-uniform rotation of t
magnetization. In itself, confirmation of the validity of th
assertion would be of great value to the evolving understa
ing of the physics of transient processes, since it would
ply an additional way to directly confirm that equations
motion for the magnetization can be used to describe pu
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this is true has been obtained only for Fe–Ni films~for ex-
ample, in Ref. 8!. However, since these films are polycry
talline in structure, it is not possible to study them with su
ficient theoretical precision. Our interest lies in th
possibility of obtaining unequivocal indications that magn
toelastic oscillations can affect the shape of the pulsed m
netization reversal curve.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

We studied six single crystals of FeBO3, with thick-
nesses ranging from 24 to 110mm and irregular polygona
shapes with transverse dimensions 3–8 mm. In the abs
of external fields, the total magnetic moment of each sin
crystal was close to zero. The minimum DC magnetic fie
intensityHsat that produces technical saturation in any dire
tion in the plane of the sample~perpendicular to thec axis!
was in the range 1.4–2.5 Oe for various samples. Our res
are illustrated by a sample with the following paramete
thickness of 45mm, saturation fieldHsat51.4 Oe, and period
of magnetoelastic oscillations of 22 ns.

Our investigations were carried out in an induction a
paratus similar to the one used to study pulsed propertie
Fe–Ni films.10 The samples were placed in a magnetizat
reversal apparatus consisting of a short-circuited segmen
stripline. The amplitude of the magnetization reversal pul
reached 12 Oe, with a duration of the leading edget f that did
not exceed 1 ns.14

In order to construct the hodograph of the magnetizat
vectorM we analyzed its componentsMx andM y collinear
and perpendicular to the pulse fieldHs respectively. Their
changes were recorded by longitudinal and transverse
movable coils.8–10 A signal induced in one of these was se
to a stroboscopic converter, then processed by a device
automaticaly subtracts out noise, then sent through a l
frequency RC filter to a plotter. Graphical integration of t
plotter signals yields instantaneous relative values of
componentsmx5Mx(t)/Ms andmy5M y(t)/Ms , whereMs

is the saturation magnetization.

27720277-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



The initial saturated state of the sample is set by an
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adjustable DC magnetic fieldH0'(1.2521.5)Hsat and a
transverse magnetic fieldH''0.420.6 Oe. The fieldH0 is
directed antiparallel to the pulse fieldHp that drives the pro-
cess under study, and the fieldH' is perpendicular to the
latter. In what follows, we will understand the quanti
Hs5Hp2H0 to be the amplitude of the magnetization reve
sal field. Since there is practically no anisotropy in the pla
of the sample,6,11 we can assume that in the original sta
(t<0)

m0x5
H0

AH0
21H'

2
, m0y5

H'

AH0
21H'

2
, ~1a!

while in the final state (t→`)

mlx5
Hs

AHs
21H'

2
, mly5

H'

AHs
21H'

2
. ~1b!

In our arrangement we used auxiliary magnetic fie
pulses of durations;100ms, which are suppressed for 6
ms before the start of the process under study and repe
with a frequency that is half the frequency of theHp

pulses.10 Their purpose is to saturate the sample~in the di-
rection of the fieldHs! before the arrival of every otherHp

pulse and in this way ensure conditions for separating
signal from noise. In order that the accuracy of this operat
not depend on the transverse field, the latter is chosen to
pulsed field as well. Pulses of this field~with duration
;100ms! arrive at the sample under study at a rate tha
half the repetition rate of theHp field pulses, but within the
period in which the saturating pulses are suppressed.

As in previous studies of transient processes, we are
terested in the correlation between the duration of the ‘‘p
mary period’’ of magnetization reversal and the intensity
the magnetoelastic oscillations. The duration of the prim
periodte is taken to be the interval between timest i andt f at
which the longitudinal signal voltage is 0.1 of its amplitud
Am . Following this primary period we observe decaying s
nal oscillations which, as we showed previously,1–4 are signs
of pulse-induced magnetoelastic oscillations. As a meas
of the intensity of the latter, the amplitudeA1 of oscillations
in the longitudinal signal voltage~measured during the firs
oscillation period immediately after the end of the prima
period! is used. Since in the majority of casesA1,0.1Am ,
our definition of the duration coincides with the definition
magnetization reversal time most widely used in t
literature.10,12 As the field intensityHs increases, from;85
to ;96% of the total change in magnetization takes pla
during the primary period, i.e., withinte . Therefore, we will
consider the quantityte to be the magnetization revers
time, and refer to the curvete

21(Hs) as the pulsed magnet
zation reversal curve.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF THEM

In this work, as in our previous studies of transie
processes,2–4,7 the most significant result is that the proce
under discussion here leads to a pulsed magnetization re
sal curve with two well-defined segments. Figure 1 shows
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an example the pulsed magnetization reversal curve obta
in fields H052 Oe andH'50.5 Oe. This curve exhibits a
kint at a fieldHs5Hbr53.7 Oe, accompanied by an abrup
increase in the magnetization reversal rate. We also fo
that for transverse field intensities exceeding 0.4–0.6 Oe~de-
pending on the sample!, magnetization reversal of an iro
borate crystal actually takes place by quasiuniform rotat
of the magnetization over the entire range of fieldsHs inves-
tigated. In order to confirm this, we show magnetizati
hodographs in Figs. 2 and 3, obtained in fields that w
smaller (Hs52.7 Oe) and larger (Hs57 Oe) than the kink
field Hbr . At each experimental point, which shows the p
sition of the end of the normalized magnetization vec
m5M /Ms , we show the time at which it was obtained me
sured from the beginning of the pulse fieldHp . We also
mark the timest i and t f corresponding to the beginning an
end of the primary period of magnetization reversal, alo
with the initial m0 and finalml positions of the magnetiza
tion vector determined by Eqs.~1a! and ~1b!.

FIG. 1. Plot of inverse duration of the transient processte
21 ~for

H'50.5 Oe! ~pulsed magnetization reversal curve! ~1! and the amplitude of
the signal oscillation~2! versus magnetization reversal field intensityHs .

FIG. 2. Hodograph of magnetization vector obtained forHs52.7 Oe and
H'50.5 Oe.
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It is significant that the experimental points shown
Figs. 2 and 3 measured within the primary period of mag
tization reversal practically lie on the arc of a circle with
radius equal to unity. From this follows that the magnetiz
tion reversal of single-crystal iron borate is accomplished
a quasiuniform rotation of the magnetization, whether
field is smaller (Hs,Hbr) or larger (Hs.Hbr) than the kink
field. Thus, the kink in the pulsed magnetization rever
curve is not associated with any fundamental change in
magnetization reversal mechanism. This in turn implies t
for the regime under study here we can unambiguously
vestigate the question of how the intensity of magnetoela
oscillations affects the kink in the curvete

21(Hs).
The results of these investigations are shown in Fig

where the functionA1(Hs) is plotted along with the curve
te

21(Hs). As we found in our previous investigations of 18
magnetization reversal~at H'50! and 90° magnetization
the intensity of magnetoelastic oscillations clearly increa
with increasing fieldHs , and then, having reached a max
mum, begins a rather abrupt decrease. The maximum o
curveA1(Hs) coincides with the kink in the pulsed magn
tization reversal curve. All these results taken together im
unambiguously that the kink in the pulsed magnetization
versal curve of single-crystal iron borate actually is n
caused by a change in the magnetization reversal mecha
but rather by a decrease in the fraction of energy of the s
subsystem of the crystal expended on exciting the magn
elastic oscillations.

Table I shows the times for 90° magnetizationtm* , 180°
magnetization reversal atH'50ts* , 180° magnetization re
versal forH'Þ0ts'* , and the period of magnetoelastic o
cillations T* , measured at the points where kinks appea
the pulsed magnetization curves and magnetization reve

FIG. 3. Hodograph of magnetization vector obtained forHs57 Oe and
H'50.5 Oe.

TABLE I. Temporal parameters of samples with various thicknesses.

D, mm tm* , ns ts* , ns ts'* , ns T* , ns

24 1361 1361 1361 1361
45 1561 1561 1461 2261
48 1461 1561 1661 2361
80 1561 1561 1661 4062
90 1561 1561 1561 4862

110 1461 1661 1661 5662
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curves in samples with different thicknessD. It follows from
this table that the duration of the primary period of the tra
sient process, during which the intensity of magnetoela
oscillations begins to decrease significantly, is practically
dependent of the frequency of the magnetoelastic osc
tions, i.e., the resonance properties of the crystal. It also
pends only slightly on the character of the transient proce
In Ref. 2 we claimed that for magnetization reversal tim
ts;13216 ns there is a significant lag between the elas
subsystem of the crystal and the magnetic subsystem.
assertion was then confirmed by experiments in which
amplitude of the magnetization reversal pulse was fix
while the duration of its front was varied, which varied th
duration of the primary period as well.3

Similar studies were made in this work. In Fig. 4 we pl
the intensity of magnetoelastic oscillations obtained
H052 Oe, H'50.5 Oe andHs59 Oe. The left-hand por-
tion of this function is especially interesting. The first poi
on it corresponds tot f'1 ns andte'3.5 ns. It is clear that
when the duration of the primary period increases to 12–
ns, which is accomplished by increasing the duration of
front t f of the pulse to 14–16 ns, the intensity of the osc
lations grows by a factor of 3, despite the fact that ast f

increases the magnetization reversal takes place primari
the pulse front, which naturally is accompanied by a cons
erable decrease in energy deposited in the magnetic
system of the crystal by the external field. In short, for lar
t f ~and te! this factor acts to decrease the intensity of t
magnetoelastic oscillations.

However, the left-hand portion of this curve clearly i
lustrates the ‘‘thawing-out’’ effect of the crystal lattice, i
that the rate of magnetization reversal decreases within
primary period of the transient process under study. In
turn, this result shows decisively that the decrease in int
sity of the magnetoelastic oscillations for magnetization
versal times smaller than 13–16 ns is caused by the ela
subsystem of the crystal lagging behind the magnetic s
system.

FIG. 4. Plot of oscillation amplitude of the signalA1 versus duration of the
primary period~H052 Oe, Hs59 Oe andH'50.5 Oe!.
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It is obvious that the study of this transient proce
would be incomplete without investigating the depende
of the magnetization reversal rate on the transverse field
tensity. However, it turns out that the magnetization- reve
rate of single crystals of iron borate is practically indepe
dent of the field intensityH' . In order to confirm this, we
show in Fig. 5 the functionte

21(H') for two values of the
magnetization-reversal-field intensityHs : 2.5 and 5.8 Oe. It
is clear that the rate of magnetization reversal increase
no more than 5% as the transverse field intensity varies f
zero to 1 Oe.

As for other magnets, the influence of the transve
field on the rate of magnetization reversal has been studie
detail only for Fe–Ni films.13–15 Recall that when the field
H' varies within the limits specified above, the rate of ma
netization reversal of permalloy films increases by more t
two orders of magnitude, and several characteristic segm
can be identified on the curve representing the funct
te

21(H').
Unfortunately, realistic mechanisms for pulsed magn

zation reversal of Fe–Ni films whenH'Þ0 have been insuf-
ficiently investigated, and the data obtained cannot be c
pared to the function te

21(H') obtained here.16,17

Nevertheless, the difference in behavior of Fe–Ni films a
single-crystal iron borate can be explained in the followi
way. In this and in other cases, whenH'50 the magnetiza-
tion reversal is associated with free rotation of t
magnetization.4,18 However, whereas a mechanism f
‘‘true’’ free rotation acts in iron borate single crystals, whic
is unimpeded by any slower processes, in Fe–Ni films wh
the magnetization is two orders of magnitude larger, the
fluence of the magnetostatic interaction is large, and th
fore the initial rotation is rapidly braked by the dispersi
field. Furthermore, in this material magnetization rever
takes place by the formation and subsequent destructio
strip blocking domains.18

In the presence of the transverse field, and as it
creases, both materials exhibit a transition to quasiunifo
rotation of the magnetization. In Fe–Ni films there are c

FIG. 5. Plot of inverse magnetization reversal time versus transverse
intensity.Hs ~Oe!: 1—2.5, 2—5.8. H052 Oe.
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place in the behavior of the magnetization, connected,
example, with a change in the behavior of the strip doma
for small H' we observe the destruction of domain boun
aries, while for rather largeH' their motion is accompanied
by rotation of the magnetization within the domains, etc17

As a result, segments appear on the curveste
21(H') with

abruptly different slopes.
However, there are no domain structures in single cr

tals of iron borate like the blocking domains mention
above, obviously due to the small value of the magnetost
interaction, and so the nature of the magnetization rota
itself ~two-sided, one-sided, or quasiuniform whe
H'>0.320.6 Oe, depending on the sample! is not found to
affect the rate of the transient process significantly. Na
rally, in this case we assume that local regions of the sin
crystal with strongly differing directions of the magnetiz
tion are quite large in size, so that exchange interact
forces do not have much effect.

Thus, we see that, for a sufficiently large value of t
transverse field, the magnetization reversal of single-cry
iron borate in fieldsHs.Hsat takes place by quasiuniform
rotation of the magnetization. We have established that
kink in the pulsed magnetization reversal curve is caused
by changes in the pulsed magnetization reversal mechan
but rather is due to a decrease in the energy loss to excita
of magnetoelastic oscillations. We have shown that, as
transient processes investigated previously, the decreas
intensity of magnetoelastic oscillations during pulsed mag
tization reversal in the presence of a transverse field
caused by lagging of the phonon subsystem of the cry
behind the magnon system.

The authors are grateful to G. V. Smirnov and Yu.
Shvydko for valuable discussions.
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Magnetopolaron states of a spin-correlated antiferromagnet in the neighborhood of the
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spin-glass transition
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The problem of the spectrum of magnetopolaron states of a strongly correlated conducting canted
antiferromagnet is solved. The approach used to study the spectrum is based on an atomic
representation and a diagram technique for Hubbard operators. This approach makes it possible
to include strong intra-ion interactions in a first-principles way, and to obtain the dispersion
equation for the magnetopolaron spectrum for arbitrary values of the magnitude of the spin,
temperature, and magnetic field. In the vicinity of the spin-flip transition an analytic
expression is obtained for the spectrum of magnetopolaron states that goes beyond the framework
of the quasiclassical approximation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!03302-4#
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Haas-van Alphen effect in the heavy-fermion compou
CeCu2Si2, Hunt et al.1 observed an abrupt change in the fr
quency of de Haas-van Alphen oscillations as they scan
through the spin-flip point. In its normal phase, CeCu2Si2 has
antiferromagnetic order with a low value of the Ne´el tem-
perature. Therefore, in the range of strong magnetic fie
and low temperatures, the de Haas-van Alphen effect
coexist with a spin-flip phase transition.

The role of antiferromagnetic order in the de Haas-v
Alphen-effect was discussed in Refs. 2 and 3. Howev
these papers do not predict any change in the period of
oscillations. In Ref. 4 we used a simple model that includ
s2d( f )-exchange coupling between spin moments of
collectivized and localized electrons to demonstrate that
frequency of de Haas-van Alphen oscillations in a condu
ing antiferromagnet could be different on different sides
the spin-flip point. The results of Refs. 2–4 show that it
important to take into account both antiferromagnetism a
the exchange coupling between collectivized and locali
subsystems when attempting to understand experimenta
Haas-van Alphen-oscillation data from first principles.

The latter is also important for strongly correlated sy
tems having low concentrations of current carriers. Examp
of systems that belong to this new class of strongly co
lated systems are, e.g., the rare-earth pnictides~R! with the
general formula RX, where X5Bi, Sb, As, P. The unusua
nature of their galvanomagnetic and thermodynamic prop
ties has led to the formulation of new concepts for constru
ing the ground state of these compensated RX semime
among them the concepts of magnetopolaron liquids
crystals.5,6 Many-body effects play a key role in generatin
these scenarios for electronic structures as well as the p
ence of long-range antiferromagnetic order.

In order to describe the magnetopolaron states of
valence band, we can use the ideas developed in the pa
by Nagaev.7 Here, in keeping with the known peculiarities o
the band structure of rare-earth monopnictides, we will
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pared with the characteristics2 f -interaction energy. In
these narrow-band antiferromagnets, it is well known tha
magnetopolaron narrowing of the band takes place.7 This
phenomenon has been well studied for the collinear ge
etry.

In this paper we find the spectrum of magnetopolar
states of a strongly correlated antiferromagnet under co
tions of large canting of the magnetic sublattices. The use
Hubbard operators8–10 and diagram techniques for them11–16

allow us to derive the required dispersion equation for
spectrum for arbitrary values of temperature, magnetic fie
and spin. In the low-temperature regime we obtain an a
lytic expression for the energies of magnetopolaron state
the neighborhood of the spin-flip transition.

1. HAMILTONIAN OF A STRONGLY CORRELATED
NARROW-BAND ANTIFERROMAGNET

Let us consider a strongly correlated narrow-band a
ferromagnet with hole-type current carriers. We will descri
this system within the framework of thes2d( f )-exchange
model.17 The physics of the narrow-band variant of th
model has been described in detail in Ref. 7. Strong sin
site correlations are conveniently taken into account by
troducing an atomic representation8–10 and the diagram tech
nique for the Hubbard operators.11–16

Let us write the Hamiltonian of the model in the form

H5Hh1Hsd1Hm . ~1!

Here the first term describes the band current carriers
order to describe the antiferromagnetic phase we introd
two sublatticesF andG. Then within the Wannier represen
tation, and taking into account the Hubbard repulsion o
single site, we have

28220282-05$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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f gs

t f g~cf s
1 dgs1h.c.!1 (

gg8s

@ tgg82dgg8

3~2mBHs2m!#dgs
1 dg8s

1(
f

Unf↑nf↓1(
g

Ung↑ng↓ , ~2!

where the labelsf , f 8, and g,g8 enumerate sites on theF-
and G-sublattices respectively, and the operatorscf s(cf s

1 )
and dgs(dgs

1 ) describe the processes of annihilation~cre-
ation! of Wannier-representation holes in theF- and
G-sublattices.

The second term of the Hamiltonian~1! describes the
coupling between band carriers and localized spin mom
via thes2d( f )-exchange interaction17

Hsd52A(
f

~Sfsf !2A(
g

~Sgsg!, ~3!

whereA is thes2d( f )-exchange parameter,Sf is a vector
operator for a localized spin on sitef , and sf is a vector
operator for the spin moment of a hole in the Wannier r
resentation for theF sublattice. An analogous definition ca
be made for theG sublattice.

The last term in Eq.~1! describes the Heisenberg inte
action in the subsystem of localized spins, and also its Z
man energy.

When a magnetic field is applied to an isotropic antif
romagnet, its sublattices become canted.18,19 In order to de-
scribe this effect it is convenient to change to local coor
nates so that for each sublattice the equilibriu
magnetization vector is oriented along a new axisOz. We
presented a detailed derivation of the Hamiltonian in lo
coordinates in Ref. 4, along with rules for transforming t
Fermi and spin operators. Using these rules, it is not diffic
to write down the HamiltonianH8. In this case

Hh85 (
f f 8s

t f f 8cf s
1 cf 8s1 (

gg8s

tgg8dgs
1 dg8s

1(
f gs

t f g~cosucf s
1 dgs12s sin ucf s

1 dgs1h.c.!

1(
f s

$mBH sin ucf s̄
1

cf s2~2mBH cosus2m!

3cf s
1 cf s%1(

f
Unf↑nf↓2(

gs
$mBH sin udgs

1 dgs

12~mBH cosus2m!dgs
1 dgs%1(

g
Ung↑ng↓ .

~4!

The Hamiltonian for thes2d( f )-exchange interaction re
mains unchanged:Hsd8 5Hsd . For the subsystem of localize
spin moments the transformed operator is given by the
pression
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f f 8 f f 8 2 (
gg8
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2gmBHH(
f

Sf
z~u!1(

g
Sg

z~u!J
1(

f g
K f g$cos 2u~Sf

xSg
x1Sf

zSg
z!1Sf

ySg
y

1sin 2u~Sf
zSg

x2Sf
xSg

z!%. ~5!

It is clear from Eq.~4! that the noncollinear phase is chara
terized not only by au-dependent effective overlap integr
but also by an additional operator term corresponding f
mally to a hole hopping from site to site, accompanied b
change in the projection of the spin moment.

2. THE NARROW-BAND ANTIFERROMAGNET IN ITS
NONCOLLINEAR PHASE IN THE ATOMIC
REPRESENTATION

In studying narrow-band antiferromagnets it is assum
that the following inequality holds between th
s2d( f )-exchange constant and the overlap integr
ut f gu!uAu. Therefore, thes2d( f ) coupling between local-
ized and collectivized subsystems must be taken into acc
exactly.7,12 To this end, we separate out terms from the to
HamiltonianH8 that contain only single site operators:

H ion5(
f

$2A~Sfsf !2H̄Sf
z2hs f

z2h's f
x1Unf↑nf↓%

1(
g

$2A~Sgsg!2H̄Sg
z2hsg

z1h'sg
x1Ung↑ng↓%,

~6!

where the effective fieldH̄ includes the self-consistent field

H̄5gmBH cosu1I 0R2K0 cos 2uR, R5
1

N (
f

^Sf
z&.

~7!

Here I 0 and K0 are Fourier transforms of the exchange p
rameters for zero quasimomentum. The longitudinal a
transverse components of the magnetic field acting on a
are determined by the expressions

h52mBH cosu, h'522mBH sin u. ~8!

In what follows we will assume that the Hubbard repulsion
so strong that we can neglect states of two holes on a si
site. Since in reality the inequalitiesuAu@H̄, uAu@h, uh'u
hold, the Schroedinger problem of finding eigenstates of
single-site operator in the noncollinear phase can be so
by following a simple kind of perturbation theory.

As is well known,17 the s2d( f )-exchange operato
2A(Ss) has two eigenstates with energiesEa52AS/2
when the total momentJ5S11/2 andEb5A(S11)/2 when
J5S21/2. For narrow-band magnets we can limit our d
cussion to only those single-site states that correspond to
smaller energy.7 For A,0, the states of interest ar
(n51, 2, . . . , 2S)
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If we treat the remaining terms of the single-ion Hamiltoni
by perturbation theory, it is not difficult to construct a bas
of single-ion statesucn&. In this case the energy spectrum
the one-hole states can be written in the form

En5«11«~n21!1
2n22S21

~2S11!2 S v2

« D , n51, 2, . . . , 2S,

«15
A~S11!

2
2H̄S S2

1

2S11D1
h

2

2S21

2S11
,

«5
2S12

2S11
H̄2

h

2S11
, v5mBH sin u. ~10!

Knowing the solution to the single-ion problem, it is n
difficult to write down a representation for the Fermi ope
tors cf s andcgs in terms of the Hubbard operatorsXf

a .11–14

cf s5(
nM

^M ucf sucn&Xf
Mn[(

a
gs~a!Xf

a . ~11!

Here the labelalpha identifies the transition of an ion from
stateucn& to a stateuM & corresponding to the ion without
hole with spin moment projectionM . For theG sublattice
the representation can be written in the form

cgs5(
a

ḡs~a!Xg
a . ~12!

In this description we have included the fact that the sing
ion problem for theG sublattice differs from the same prob
lem for theF sublattice only by a change in the sign of th
angleu. It is obvious that the parameters of the represen
tion gs(a) are in reality functions of the angleu. For brevity
we will use the following written forms:gs(u,a)[gs(a),
ḡs(a)[gs(2u,a).

Using Eqs.~11! and~12!, we find the following form for
the total Hamiltonian in the atomic representation:

H85H ion8 1H int , ~13!

where

H ion8 5(
f M

EMXf
MM1(

gM
EMXg

MM1(
f n

~En2m!Xf
nn

1(
gn

~En2m!Xg
nn . ~14!

The operatorH ion8 differs from H ion in Eq. ~6!. First of all,
H ion8 is written in the atomic representation; secondly, inH ion8
we used a truncated basis corresponding to states of the
est multiplet.

In Eq. ~14! the first two terms take into account th
single-ion states without holes with energiesEM52H̄M ,
M5S, S21, . . . , 2S. The remaining terms in Eq.~14! cor-
respond to inclusion of states with a single hole.

Let us write the interaction operator in a form that
convenient for applying the diagram technique for Hubb
operators:
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l PA,l 8PA8
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s l l 8

Here, in the interest of abbreviating the description, we h
denoted summation over the sublattices as sums overA and
A8, where the variablesA andA8 can take on two values:F
and G. The matrix elements of the interaction operator a
defined by the expressions

Vs
ab~ f , f 8!5t f , f 8gs~a!gs~b!,

Vs
ab~g,g8!5tg,g8ḡs~a!ḡs~b!,

Vs
ab~ f ,g!5t f ,g@cosugs~a!ḡs~b!

12s sin ugs~a!ḡs̄~b!#,

Vs
ab~g, f !5t f ,g@cosuḡs~a!gs~b!

12s sin uḡs̄~a!gs~b!#. ~16!

3. GREEN’S FUNCTIONS AND DISPERSION EQUATION

In order to compute the spectrum of Fermi-type, we
troduce into the discussion the Matsubara Green’s func
in its atomic representation:

Gab
AA8~ l t,l 8t8!52^TtX̃l

a~t!X̃l 8
2b

~t8!&, ~17!

where the lattice labell ( l 8) takes on a set of values corre
sponding to theA(A8) sublattice. The remaining notation
are standard and are contained in Refs. 11 and 16. The
lowing graphical equation can be written for the Four
transformsGabAA8(k,vn) in the simplest approximation:

~18!

In this graphical equation, a thin lineA/a corresponds to the
intra-ion propagator

Ga~vn!5@ ivn1aE#21, vn5~2n11!pT, ~19!

in which the scalar product of the root vectora and the
vector E is determined by the equatio
aE[a(M ,n)E5EM2En . Because the sublattices are ide
tical and the values of single-ion energy levels for them
the same,Ga(vn) does not depend on the sublattice lab
When the diagrams are written out in analytic form, t
wavy lines correspond to the Fourier transform of the int
action matrix element~16! summed over values of the spi
moment projection. The specific values that label the int
action matrix elements are determined by the labels of
Green’s function lines that join with the wavy line. For e
ample, in Eq.~18! for A5F andA15G the interaction lines
represent the expression

Gq
aa15(

s
Gq@cosugs~a!gs~a1!

12s sin ugs~a!ḡs~a1!#,
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If, however,A5F, A15F, the wavy line corresponds to th
following analytical description:

tq
aa15(

s
tqgs~a!gs~a1!,

tq5
1

N (
f 8

t f f 8 exp$ iq~Rf2Rf 8!%. ~21!

The remaining notations are standard and are discusse
detail in Refs. 11 and 15.

From Eq. ~18! there follows a system of equations
analytic form

Gab
FF~k,vn!5dabGa~vn!1Ga~vn!b~a!

3$tk
aa1Ga1b

FF ~k,vn!1Gk
aa1Ga1b

GF ~k,vn!%,

~22!

Gab
GF~k,vn!5Ga~vn!b~a!H tk(

s
ḡs~a!ḡs~a1!Ga1b

GF ~k,vn!

1FGk cosu(
sa1

ḡs~a!gs~a1!

1Gk sin u(
sa1

2sḡs~a!gs~a1!GGa1b
FF ~k,vn!J .

~23!

In solving this system of equations, it is very useful to no
that the nature of the interaction matrix element leads
separability with respect to the labels of the root vect
a,a1 . This separability is quite evident from Eqs.~20! and
~21!. Using the methods for solving equations with separa
kernels,13,14we find that the dispersion equation can be w
ten in the form

05@~12tkL↑↑!
22Gk

2M ↑↑
2 #@~12tkL↓↓!

22Gk
2M ↓↓

2 #

1Gk
4M ↑↓

2 M ↓↑
2 12~Gk

2M ↑↓M ↓↑2tk
2L↑↓

2 !@~12tkL↑↑!

3~12tkL↓↓!2Gk
2M ↑↑M ↓↓#12tkGk

2L↑↓

3~M ↑↓2M ↓↑!~M ↑↑2M ↓↓!1tk
2L↑↓

2 @ tk
2L↑↓

2

2Gk
2~M ↑↓

2 1M ↓↑
2 !#, ~24!

where

Lss1
~v!5(

a
ḡs~a!ḡs1

~a!Ga~v!b~a!,

Mss1
~v!5Lss8~v!cosu1~2s1!Lss̄1

~v!sin u. ~25!

In studying the de Haas-van Alphen-effect it is the lo
temperature regime that is of primary interest to us. T
regime is defined mathematically by the inequalityT!TN . It
is well known that occupation numbers for single-ion sta
are distributed according to atomic statistics. Therefore
the temperature range of interest to us, only the numbersN1

and NS are interesting, while the others are exponentia
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tions that participate in forming the collective quasipartic
spectrum, and simplifies the form of the dispersion equat
In fact, whenT!TN contributions come only from thos
transitions in which at least one of the low-lying states of t
multiplets participates, with a hole or without one.

Another factor that allows us to simplify the structure
the dispersion equation is the existence of the small par
eter (n/«). We will carry all calculations out to quadrati
accuracy in this parameter. The need to do calculation
this level of accuracy is dictated by considerations involvi
effects that are;u2 in the neighborhood of the transitio
from the canted to the collinear phase.

4. SPECTRUM OF HOLES IN A NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE
SPIN-FLIP TRANSITION

After calculating the functionsLs1s2
and Ms1s2

to the
specified accuracy, we obtain the dispersion equation in
following form:

~12Gk
2M ↑↑

2 !~12Gk
2M ↓↓

2 !12Gk
2M ↑↓M ↓↑

3~12Gk
2M ↑↑M ↓↓!50, ~26!

where we assume that analytic continuation has already b
done. For simplicity we assume that the only nonzero ma
elements are thoset l 8 which correspond to hopping of
charge carrier between nearest neighbors.

Solving Eq.~26!, we find the branch of Fermi excitation
of interest to us:

E~k!5
A~S11!

2
1

H̄

2S11
1

h

2

2S21

2S11
2

2S

2S11
uGkucosu

1N1H 2S21

~2S11!3 S v
« D 2

uGku

1
2~2S21!

~2S11!2 S v sin u

« D uGku2
2S21

~2S11!2 S v2

« D
2

sin2 u

2S11
uGkuJ . ~27!

It is clear that forH5Hc , whenu50 this spectrum become
the polaron spectrum obtained previously by Nagaev.7

These expressions for the spectrum of magnetopola
states of an antiferromagnet in the canted phase are fu
mental for studying many kinetic and galvanomagnetic p
nomena in conducting antiferromagnets in a magnetic fie
This statement is especially true for the de Haas-van Alp
effect in these systems. Limitations of space have not
lowed us to discuss studies of the influence of magneto
laron states on magnetic moment oscillations in a quantiz
magnetic field here. The corresponding results based on d
vations in this work will be published in a separate artic
We note here, however, that the expressions obtained
allow us to follow the temperature evolution of magnetop
laron states. This information is necessary, for examp
when temperature behavior of magnetoresistance in cond
ing antiferromagnets is investigated.
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Magnetoresistance of the semiconducting spinelide Cu 0.625Ga0.375Cr2Se4 having a low-

te
temperature long-range magnetic order–spin glass transition
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Moscow State University, 119899 Moscow, Russia
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 315–317~February 1998!

A study is reported of the dependence of magnetoresistanceDr/r on the square of
magnetizations2 of the semiconducting spinelide Cu0.625Ga0.375Cr2Se4, which exhibits a low-
temperature transition from long-range magnetic order~LRMO! to the spin glass~SG!
state in strong magnetic fields. It is shown that at the freezing temperatureTf the Dr/r(s2)
relations change their slope, and that belowTf this slope is about one half that forT.Tf . This
finding, together with the earlier observation that the freezing temperature does not depend
on the frequency of the ac magnetic field in which it was measured, suggests that the spin-glass
phase consists of spins of individual Cr31 ions, and that the SG-LRMO crossover is a
phase transition. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03402-9#

The existence of a spin glass~SG! paramagnetism~PM! shown that the 0<x<0.1 compositions are nondegenera
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and SG-LRMO~long-range magnetic order! phase transition
is presently a major problem in the physics of the spin-gl
state. While the SG-PM transition was considered in ma
publications, the SG-LRMO transition is much less studi
It is well known that magnetoresistance~MR! in magnets is
proportional to the square of magnetizations, with the slope
of the Dr/r(s2) curves in the strong-field domain chara
terizing the intensity of the paraprocess. To reveal the na
of the SG state, it is of interest to compare these slope
samples with the low-temperature LRMO-SG transition
different temperature regions, namely, in the region w
LRMO and in the SG region. If these slopes are close
magnitude, then the SG phase is most likely a system
clusters, inside which the magnetic order is the same a
the LRMO phase. If, however, these slopes are essent
different, then the SG phase may differ substantially fro
the phase with LRMO. Several versions of the structure
the SG phase can be envisaged:~1! It consists of clusters
with the same magnetic order as the LRMO phase, of o
magnetic-moment carriers, for example, spins of individ
ions, and of clusters with magnetic order other than tha
the LRMO phase;~2! the SG phase is made up of cluste
with another magnetic order than the LRMO phase;~3! the
SG phase consists of clusters with magnetic order diffe
from that of the LRMO phase, and of individual magne
ions; and~4! the SG phase consists of individual magne
ions. In the latter case one should expect the freezing t
perature to be frequency independent.

We studied1,2 earlier the magnetic and electrical prope
ties of the solid-solution systemxCuCr2Se4– (1 –x)
3Cu0.5Ga0.5Cr2Se4. It was found that IR spectra of compo
sitions with 0<x<0.2 contain seven fundamental absorpti
bands, which is in agreement with factor-group analysis

compounds with space groupF4̄3m, whereas IR spectra o
the conventional spinel (Fd3m) have only four bands. This
implies unambiguously 1:1 ordering in the tetragonal sub
tice of these compositions. It thus appears more approp
to call these compositions spinelides~or spinel-like!. It was
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semiconductors and possess properties characteristic of
glasses. Their MR is isotropic, negative, and very lar
(;98% in a field of 40 kOe!. Compositions with
0.1<x<0.2 exhibit a low-temperature LRMO-SG transitio
which makes the semiconductor degenerate. It was fo
that the freezing temperature of these compositions, defi
as the temperature at which the initial susceptibility me
sured in an ac magnetic field with frequencies in the range
0.2 Hz to 8 kHz starts to drop, does not depend on the m
surement frequency. Slightly below this temperature one
served a sharp minimum in negative isotropic MR down
;6% in absolute magnitude in a field of 40 kOe. For i
stance, for ax50.125 compositionTf510.5 K, while the
minimum in MR was observed atT56.1 K. This argues for
the existence of an SG-LRMO phase transition at the fre
ing temperatureTf . Compositions withx>0.6 are metallic
ferromagnets. Thus we observed in th
xCuCr2Se4– (1 –x)Cu0.5Ga0.5Cr2Se4 solid-solution system a
concentration-driven transition from the SG state to fer
magnetism through a mixed state~spin glass at low tempera
tures and long-range magnetic order at high temperatur!,
which was accompanied by a crossover from semiconduc

FIG. 1. Magnetic phase diagram of thexCuCr2Se4– (1 –x)Cu0.5Ga0.5Cr2Se4

system.PM—paramagnetic phase,FM—ferromagnetic phase, SG—spin
glass phase.

28720287-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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to metallic conduction. Figure 1 presents a magnetic ph
diagram for the system under study. Thus mixed-state c
positions in this system are a convenient subject for ve
cation of the above hypothesis.

In this work, we studied the dependence of MR on t
square of magnetization, Dr/r(s2), for the
Cu0.625Ga0.375Cr2Se4 composition with a low-temperatur
LRMO-SG transition. Figure 2 shows magnetization is
therms for the given composition both above and belowTf .
They are seen not to saturate up to 45 kOe. Presented in

FIG. 2. Magnetization isotherms for different temperaturesT(K): 1—4.8,
2—7.5,3—11, 4—13.4,5—18, 6—23.2,7—28, 8—32.2,9—38.5,10—48.

FIG. 3. Magnetoresistance isotherms for different temperaturesT(K): 1—
4.2,2—6.1,3—7.4,4—8.6,5—10.3,6—12.2,7—15,8—17.7,9—22,10—
26.7,11—31.5,12—41.
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3 are MR isotherms of the same composition obtained
fields H<45 kOe in the same temperature region. We s
that theDr/r(H) curves are far from saturation. We con
structedDr/r(s2) plots in the strong-field domain, 30–4
kOe, for different temperatures nearTf510.5 K ~Fig. 4!. We
see that the slope of these relations which are actu
straight lines changes as one crosses the freezing tem
ture, namely, aboveTf it is approximately twice that for
T,Tf . This suggests that the intensity of the paraproc
increases above the freezing temperature, which is ap
ently caused by a significant rearrangement of the spin
tem atTf . This provides an additional argument for the e
istence of an SG-LRMO phase transition atTf . The
independence ofTf of frequency, combined with the larg
difference in slope between theDr/r(s2) relations in the

FIG. 4. Magnetoresistance vs squared magnetization plots for different
peratures aroundTf . T(K): 1—4.2, 2—5.1, 3—6.1, 4—7.4, 5—8.6, 6—
10.3,7—12.2,8—15, 9—22.

FIG. 5. logDr/r vs logH plots for different temperaturesT(K): 1—6.1,
2—7.4, 3—10.3,4—12.2,5—15, 6—17.7,7—22, 8—31.5.
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phase corresponds to the fourth of the above versions, i.
consists of individual magnetic ions.

It was of interest also to study the dependence of the
of this composition on magnetic fieldH. There is at presen
no theoretical description of theDr/r(H) relation for spin
glasses and systems with a low-temperature transition f
the SG to LRMO state. Based on general thermodyna
considerations and taking into account the properties
second-order phase transitions, it was shown3,4 that for me-
tallic ferromagnets at the Curie pointDr/r}H2/3; for
T@Tc , Dr/r}H2; and forT,Tc , in the region of the para
processDr/r}H. It was found that these relations hold fo
ferrites as well.5 Figure 5 presents log-log plots of th
Dr/r(H) relation for strong magnetic fields in the temper
ture region 6.1–38.5 K.~For this composition,Tc534 K!.
We see that experimental points fit satisfactorily to strai
lines. The slopes of these lines yielded the following re
tions: for T'Tc , Dr/r}H0.6; for T.Tc , Dr/r}H1.5; for
Tf,T,Tc , Dr/r}H0.4; and for T,Tf , Dr/r}H0.2. A
comparison of these relations with the ones presented a
for ferromagnets and ferrites shows that MR depends we
on the field everywhere, and, particularly, in the SG a
LRMO regions. It was suggested1 that in the composition
under study SG regions are incorporated within an infin
ferromagnetic cluster. They occupy apparently a substan
289 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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pendence which is weaker in all phases than it is in a p
ferromagnet.

Thus the increase in the intensity of the paraprocess
served by us to occur in the transition from the SG to LRM
phase, combined with earlier observations~the presence of a
maximum in the temperature dependence of the abso
magnitude of MR aroundTf , the change in the conductio
activation energy at this temperature, and the independe
of the freezing temperature itself of measureme
frequency1,2!, permit a conclusion that a thermodynam
phase transition takes place atTf , and that the SG phase i
made up of spins of individual ions.
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Temperature anomalies in the relaxation of static photoelasticity in triglycine sulfate

„TGS… crystals

B. G. Mytsyk and N. M. Dem’yanishin

Institute of Space Investigations, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 290601 L’vov, Ukraine
~Submitted May 28, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 318–320~February 1998!

The relaxation of static photoelasticity in triglycine sulfate~TGS! crystals is investigated. The
relaxing amplitudes are quite anisotropic, including changes in sign, and exhibit
temperature anomalies. A mechanism is proposed for photoelastic relaxation and its temperature
anomalies based on the piezocaloric effect. The corresponding calculations are presented.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03502-3#

Static photoelasticity of ferroelectrics has been the sub-wave stresses or the method of Senarmon. The sign ofbkm is
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ject of many papers~for example, Refs. 1–4!, and the nature
of related temperature anomalies has been studied as w5

Nevertheless, very little attention has been paid to the re
ation of photoelasticity, i.e., time-dependent changes in
crystal optical parameters~path difference, birefringence
and refractive index! induced by mechanical stresses that
fixed in magnitude. It is likely that the primary reason for t
lack of work on photoelasticity relaxation is the complex
and precision the corresponding experimental methods
quire. In particular, we used the well-known polarizatio
optical method to study induced changes in the p
difference6 in this work; in order to do so we had to ensu
the following experimental conditions: 1! stability of the in-
tensity of our monochromatic light source to a level
<0.1%; 2! stabilization of sample temperature to an error
;0.01°, which is ensured by temperature-stabilizing
path differenceDk to within ;0.1% of the inducedDk ; and,
3! rigidity of the mechanical portion of the apparatus in ord
to exclude insignificant time-dependent translations and
tations of the loaded sample.

The relative amplitude of the relaxation is defined in th
paper as follows:

bkm5~dDkm
rel /dDkm!•100%,

wheredDkm
rel is the absolute relaxation of the path differenc

and dDkm is the path difference induced by a mechani
stresssm ; the labelsk, m take on values 1, 2, 3, and indica
the direction of propagation of the light and the effect
uniaxial compression along the corresponding axis of
optical indicatricesX1 ,X2 ,X3 of the TGS crystals.

The relaxation is studied by determining the change
light intensity I with time on the linear portion of the
function6

I k5I max sin2~pDk /l! ~1!

when a time-independent mechanical stresssm acts on the
sample~herel is the wavelength of light. Based on the me
sured relaxation-induced changes in light intensitydI km

rel , we
calculate the quantitydDkm

rel from Eq. ~1!. The induced path
differencedDkm is determined from the well-known relatio
dDkm52pkm

0 dksm/2 using known piezooptical coefficient
pkm

0 7 and the effective value ofsm . The quantitiespkm
0 are

also measured in the present paper by the method of h
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defined to be positive if the directions of change of the
duceddDkm and relaxation-induceddDkm

rel path differences
coincide, and negative ifdDkm

rel decreasesdDkm .
Figure 1 shows an example of the relaxation depende

of the path differencebkm(t) ~wheret is time!. It is clear that
the maximum relaxation amplitude, defined in the region
saturation of the functionsbkm(t), is significantly aniso-
tropic both in magnitude and in sign. The quantitiesbkm(t)
do not depend on the magnitude of the applied mechan
stresses within the range of values sm

5(20– 100)3105 N/m2 used in this paper.
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the m

mum relaxation amplitudes of the path differencesbkm . The
functionsbkm(T) increase significantly in absolute value
we approach the phase transition from the ferroelectric ph
side, while the values ofbkm far from the phase transition
correspond to values extrapolated from the paraelec
phase. The most obvious mechanism for photoelastic re
ation is the change in induced path difference due to
piezocaloric effect, in which rapid application ofsm leads to
an adiabatic change in temperature by an amountdTrel pro-
portional to the value ofsm . The temperature of the samp
then becomes equal to the temperature of the external
dium after a certain timet ~the relaxation time! due to heat
exchange with the external medium. This relaxation-induc
change in temperature causes a thermooptical change in
path difference and, accordingly, the relaxation of the lig
intensity I k recorded in the experiment. This mechanism
photoelastic relaxation is confirmed by calculations based
the following expression:

dDkm
rel 5dTm

reldDk~T!/dT, ~2!

where the labelm on dTm
rel indicates the dependence of th

piezocaloric effect on the direction of the uniaxial compre
sion. The values of the temperature derivatives of the p
differencedDk(T)/dT are determined from data of Ref. 8
while the value ofdTm

rel(T) is given by the temperature de
pendences of the piezocaloric coefficientsdTm

rel/dsm given
in Ref. 9:

dTm
rel5smdTm

rel/dsm . ~3!

29020290-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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It is clear from Fig. 2 that within limits of error in processin
graphical materials from Refs. 8 and 9~5–10%! the experi-
mental and computed functionsbkm(T) coincide.

Note that the quantitiesdTm
rel can be determined from th

coefficients of thermal expansionam of the sample as well:10

dTm
rel52~T0 /Cp!smam , ~4!

whereT0 is the sample temperature in the external medi
and Cp is the heat capacity per unit volume of crystal.
order to calculatedTm

rel , values of the heat capacityCm(T) of
TGS crystals were taken from Ref. 11, taking into acco
the fact thatCp5Cm(T)r. The densityr51690 Kg/m3 was
taken from Ref. 12, and the thermal expansion coefficie
am(T) along the crystallographic axesX1 ,X2 ,X3 , which co-
incide with the optical indicatrices of the TGS crystal, a
determined by transforming the components of the seco
rank tensoram(T) from the data of Ref. 13, where coeffi
cientsam(T) were given along axesX,Y,Z rotated through
an angle of 18° around the axisX2[b relative to the axesX1

andX3 of the optical indicatrices.
Differences between the functionsdTm

rel defined accord-
ing to Eqs.~3! and~4! do not exceed 5%. However, in Fig.
we present the computed functionsbkm(T) starting from the
functiondTm

rel defined in Eq.~4!, because in contrast to Ref
9 and 13, we clearly have indicated the system of coordin
in which the coefficientsam(T) are determined.

Also noteworthy is the fact that the relative relaxati
amplitudesb12 and b13 at temperatureT5293 K change
sign, which in accordance with Eq.~2! is due to a change in
the sign of the piezocaloric effect at this temperature.8 The
function b23(T) changes sign atT5303 K, despite the fac
that there is no change in the sign ofdTrel at this tempera-
ture. In this case, according to Eq.~2! the change in sign o
b23(T) is caused by a change in the sign of the derivat
dD2(T)/dT at T5303 K. The latter fact is confirmed in thi
paper experimentally, because it is impossible to exactly
termine the temperature where the derivativedD2(T)/dT
changes sign based on the temperature dependence ofD2(T)
given in Ref. 8.

In conclusion, we note that we have also investiga
photoelastic relaxation of TGS crystals with chromium-i
impurities ~TGS1Cr31, 0.1% chromium in solution!. At

FIG. 1. Example of relaxation functionsbkm(t) for TGS crystals at
T5308 K, l50.63mm. 1—b13 , 2—b23 , 3—b31 , 4—b12 , 5—b32 , 6—
b21 .
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these chromium concentrations we observed no cha
within 10% in either the temperature dependence of the
ezooptic coefficients or the functionsbkm(T) compared with
the pure TGS crystals.7
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the relaxation amplitudebkm for TGS
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dashed lines are computed.
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Mechanisms of EPR line broadening in Pb 5Ge3O11 near a structural transition

tric
V. A. Vazhenin, E. L. Rumyantsev, M. Yu. Artemov, and K. M. Starichenko

Scientific-Research Institute for Physics and Applied Mathematics, Ural State University,
620083 Ekaterinburg, Russia
~Submitted July 8, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 321–326~February 1998!

The polar angular dependence of the anomalous linewidth of three EPR transitions in the Gd31

trigonal center has been used to determine the broadening mechanism. It is shown that
the dominant mechanism of Gd31 EPR signal broadening in the vicinity of the ferroelectric
transition is the critically growing spread of theb21 andc21 parameters accounting for the odd-
order fields of remote charge-compensating defects. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03602-8#

1. Lead germanate~LG! Pb5Ge3O11 undergoes a ferro- ping of signals from various domains near the ferroelec
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electric phase transitionP3(C3)↔P6̄(C3h) at 450 K. A
distinctive feature of LG is the appearance in its ferroelec
phase of a natural optical activity, whose magnitude is
early related to spontaneous polarization. The tempera
dependence of the spontaneous polarizationPc , dielectric
permittivity, optical activity and other parameters of LG e
hibit additional anomalies,2–8 suggesting the existence o
other structural transformations.

An analysis of LG lattice vibrations9,10 showed that one
cannot obtain the ferroelectric structure without additio
distortions by mere freezing of the IR-active mode resp
sible for spontaneous polarization. To describe the temp
ture behavior of LG, a sequence of structural transitions w
proposed9,10 @the group symmetry of the praphase is assum

to be P6̄2m(D3h
3 )#, in particular, with the order paramete

transforming as an axial vector.
2. The room-temperature EPR spectrum of gadoliniu

doped LG single crystals is characteristic of a trigonal (C3)
Gd31 center, whose symmetry group becomesC3h above the
ferroelectric transition point. The presence in the spin Ham
tonian of parametersb43 and b63 ~the latter is very small!
related linearly~neglecting higher-order odd terms! to polar-
ization P gives rise to EPR splitting, which is due to th
existence of domains of two types and is maximum in
magnetic fieldB lying in the zx plane ~ziC3 , x is perpen-
dicular to the growth face!, with no splitting observed in the
zy plane.11,12

For uÞ0°, 90° ~u is the polar angle ofB! all transitions
of the trigonal center exhibit a broadening within a wi
temperature region around the ferroelectric transition~Fig.
1!.13 For the linewidthDBpp one takes the distance betwe
the extrema of the first derivative of the absorption sign
The line-shape analysis is hindered by the presence of a l
number of locally compensated triclinic Gd31 centers, whose
signals lie in the wings of the trigonal-center transitions14

One could establish only that near the phase transition
line shape is a superposition of a Gaussian and a Lorentz
whereas far fromTc the central part of the line is a Loren
zian, with the wings falling off faster. Measurements of t
temperature dependence of the EPR linewidth were
formed on single-domain samples in order to avoid overl
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transition.
In contrast to the trigonal Gd31 center, the axial Mn21

center observed in manganese-doped crystals and local
similar to Gd31, in trigonal positions of LG, does not exhib
domain splitting (b4350),15 as well as EPR line broadenin
in the vicinity of the structural transition.

Figure 2 shows polar angular dependences of the l
width for three transitions of the trigonal Gd31 centers mea-
sured in thezx plane at 453 K~i.e., in the paraphase!. These
dependences do not change their pattern within about
around the ferroelectric transition. Presented in Fig. 3 is
angular behavior of the anomalous part of the linewidth
two EPR transitions at 458 K, obtained by measuring
temperature dependence of the linewidth for seve
magnetic-field orientations and by subtracting from it t
‘‘background’’ width interpolated into the phase-transitio
region. We believe that the results displayed in Figs. 2 an
are in qualitative agreement~the relative positions of the
linewidth extrema for various transitions!, particularly if one
takes into account the possibility of an angular depende
of the noncritical linewidth and a certain arbitrariness in e
timating the background. In our opinion, the different a
nontrivial angular behavior of the linewidth of the EPR tra
sitions under study can be used in a search for the me
nism responsible for the anomalous linewidth in LG.

3. The broad temperature interval within which the Gd31

centers exhibit anomalous EPR broadening, as well as
behavior of the line shape~the increasing contribution of the
Gaussian near the transition! argue for a static mechanism o
formation of the additional width, for instance, a spread
polarization because of defects in the crystal, which
creases as one approaches the ferroelectric transition d
the increase of the polarizability and results in an ever
creasing modulation ofb43.

An additional argument in support of this assumpti
comes from the absence of any broadening in Mn21 EPR
signals in the region of the structural transition, whose po
tions do not depend linearly on polarization. If this mech
nism of broadening does operate, one should expect the
gular dependences of the linewidth and of the dom
splitting to behave similarly, since their angular course

29320293-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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]Bres

]P
(u);

]Bres

]b43
(u), and this is exactly wha

was observed16,17 in a study of the Fe31– O22-vacancy axial
center in SrTiO3.

Figure 4 shows angular dependences of the domain s
ting, both experimental and computed by diagonalization
the spin-Hamiltonian matrix, for the trigonal-center tran
tions treated in Fig. 2. No correlation between the angu
dependence of linewidth and the domain splitting is se
For instance, the domain splitting for the 5↔6 transition
passes through a maximum atu'60°, whereas the linewidth
is the largest atu530440°, although for the 3↔4 transi-
tion the linewidth and domain splitting behave in a quali
tively similar way. It thus does not appear possible to
tribute the angular dependence of EPR signal width near

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of EPR linewidth of Gd31 trigonal center
in the vicinity of the ferroelectric transition~3↔4 transition, levels num-
bered from bottom upward,u575°, w50°!. 1—0.1% Gd2O3, 2—0.01%
Gd2O3.

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the linewidth in thezx plane ~T5453 K,
0.1% Gd2O3!. 1—3↔4 transition,2—5↔6 transition,3—4↔5 transition.
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ferroelectric transition to modulation of parameterb43. The
same conclusion can be drawn from the fact that the sig
width in the zy plane, where spread inb43 should not pro-
duce any broadening, follows qualitatively the same angu
behavior as that in thezx plane.

Figure 5 illustrates the behavior of the quanti
d(u)5ADBpp

2 (u,0°)2DBpp
2 (u,90°), where DBpp(u,90°)

and DBpp(u,0°) are the angular dependences of linewid
measured in thezy andzx planes, respectively. The simila
behavior of the curves and of the relations shown in Fig
indicates the existence atu50° of a contribution to line-
width due tob43 modulation, although it is not dominant~see
the vertical scales in Figs. 4 and 5!. As for the dominant
contribution to the anomalous linewidth, it is apparently a
ally symmetric.

Let us take into account the fact that the dependenc
the spin-Hamiltonian parameters on polarization cannot
described only by the linear relation

b435cP, ~1!

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of the anomalous part of linewidth in thezx
plane.~T5458 K, 0.02% Gd2O3!. 1—3↔4 transition,2—5↔6 transition.

FIG. 4. Calculated~curves! and experimental~dots! angular dependences o
domain splitting in thezx plane (T5300 K). 1—3↔4 transition,2—5↔6
transition,3—4↔5 transition.
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wherec542 MHz~mC/cm2!21.
A study18 of the polar angular dependence of EPR sig

shift in an external electric fieldEiC3 in paraelectric phase
showed that the observed effect can be described with a g
accuracy by Eq.~1! and relations

b205b20~T!1aP2, a522.6 MHz~mC/cm2!22, ~2!

b405b40~T!1bP2, b50.17 MHz~mC/cm2!22, ~3!

whereP is induced polarization, and the coefficientsa,b,c
are estimated from the temperature dependence of the pa
eters of the spin Hamiltonian under the assumption that
paraphase relationsb20(T) andb40(T) do not have singulari-
ties at the transition~at room temperaturePc54.8 mC/cm2,
Ref. 2!.

The square root of the second moment, which takes
account the variations inb20, b40, and b43 caused by the
spread in spontaneous polarization@Eqs. ~1!–~3!#, differs
very little in angular dependence from the domain splitti
~Fig. 4!, thus bringing us to the conclusion that the EPR li
broadening near the structural transition cannot be attribu
to the spread in thez component of polarization.

Taking into account the mosaic structure of the crysta
hardly promising because it would not result in an anom
lous linewidth dependence on temperature.

The assumption of a spread in the transverse compon
of polarization ~i.e. in the mean square of parameterb22!,
whose contribution to linewidth becomes easier to estim
using measurements of the transverse electric-field effec19!,
leads to irrelevant polar dependences. Besides, as in the
of mosaic structure, one could hardly expect this contribut
to increase in a ferroelectric transition.

4. In connection with the experimental observation o
weak dependence of linewidth near the structural transi
on gadolinium concentration~Fig. 1!, we considered the
broadening of EPR transitions caused by the spin-spin in
action of paramagnetic centers via the soft-phonon field20,21

of the kind22

Ri j ~T,r i j ,u i j !O43
i O43

j , ~4!

Qi j ~T,r i j ,u i j !O20
i O20

j , ~5!

Ni j ~T,r i j ,u i j !O43
i O20

j , ~6!

FIG. 5. Contribution to the EPR linewidthd~u! in the zx plane due to
modulation ofb43(P). 1—3↔4 transition,2—5↔6 transition.
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whereRi j (T,r i j ,u i j ), Qi j (T,r i j ,u i j ), Ni j (T,r i j ,u i j ) are in-
teraction parameters depending on the ion spacing, the a
between the bond axis andC3 , and ~anomalously! on tem-
perature, andOnm

i andOnm
j are the Stevens operators for ion

i and j .
The angular dependences of the second moment of

two EPR transitions appearing by mechanism~4! were ob-
tained within Van Vleck theory, as well as estimated by n
merical diagonalization of a 64-order matrix for a pair
interacting ions. The dependences were found to be clos
one another and to the behavior of domain splitting~Figs. 4
and 6!, while not correlating with the experimentally ob
served linewidth behavior~Fig. 2!. The angular dependence
of the second moment of the line resulting from mechanis
~5! and ~6! were still farther from the observed pattern.

It was found to be possible to explain the angular dep
dence of the anomalous EPR linewidth of trigonal Gd31 cen-
ters in LG by assuming the existence of fluctuating non
agonal components of theg tensor.23 Indeed, inclusion of
terms gxzbHxSz and gyzbHySz into the Hamiltonian~with
gzx5gzy50! results in a shift of the EPR signal, whose a
gular dependence~Fig. 7!, in contrast to the above mecha
nisms, provides a qualitatively correct description of the lin
width behavior ~Fig. 2!. Symmetrization of theg tensor
(gzx5gxz , gzy5gyz! changes substantially the angular d
pendences to make them totally unlike the observed patte

Nondiagonal components may appear in theg tensor due
to spin-lattice interaction~in the C3h group!

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of the second moment of the line cause
spin-spin interaction of type~4!. 1—3↔4 transition,2—5↔6 transition.

FIG. 7. EPR signal shift vs polar angleu caused by inclusion ofgyz and
gxz . 1—3↔4 transition,2—5↔6 transition,3—4↔5 transition.
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gxz5G1ezx1G2ezy , gyz5G1ezy2G2ezx , ~7!

whereGi are the components of a fourth-rank tensor, andekl

are those of the strain tensor, or in the product of polar
axial vector componentsAkAl . Since, however, theg tensor
in S state depends usually very weakly on crystalline en
ronment, and the description of the observed relations
fairly conventional, this mechanism is hardly the one o
would be looking for.

5. Studies of the effect of a strong electric field (EiC3)
on Gd31 EPR spectrum in the vicinity of the ferroelectr
transition in LG revealed a noticeable field-induced sig
narrowing, which was attributed to suppression of the mu
phase state of the sample.18 Figure 8 shows experimenta
temperature dependences of the linewidth obtained in a
of 19 kV/cm and with no field applied. The line shape wi
the field on approaches closer a Lorentzian. The small ex
of the relations into the paraelectric phase is due to the
electric strength of the crystal at these temperatures, w
results in a finite sample lifetime. After the electric brea
down and removal of the electrode, one sees in the sam
triangular-based black needles directed alongC3 .

The angular behavior of the anomalous linewidth in t
presence of an external field is the same in thezx and zy
planes and is similar to that shown in Fig. 2, which implie
closeness of the broadening mechanisms operating with
without a field. The line-broadening contribution associa
with the multi-phase state and suppressed by an electric
can be explained as due to a high density of interfaces
domain walls near the structural transition, which give rise
arbitrary strain fields at paramagnetic centers. By anal
with Eq. ~7! we can write relations

b215F1ezx1F2ezy , c215F1ezx2F2ezy , ~8!

connecting the spin-Hamiltonian parametersb21 andc21 with
components of the strain tensorekl and of the spin-lattice
interaction tensor~in the C3 group!. While lowering of the
Gd31 symmetry will naturally generate other low-symmet
parameters of various ranks as well, theb21 andc21 param-
eters are remarkable in that their contribution to the ang
dependence of the resonant positions of the transitions u

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of linewidth for~1! E50 and ~2!
E519 kV/cm. 3↔4 transition, low-field domain-doublet componen
u563°, w50°.
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study ~Fig. 9! in the zx and zy planes, respectively, is in
accord with the angular behavior of linewidth~Fig. 2!, i.e.
both are described by the]Bres/]b21(u) relation. Thus the
assumption of the existence and spread of parametersb21 and
c21 or, according to Eq.~8!, of nondiagonal components i
the strain tensor, which appear in the vicinity of the stru
tural transition, permits one to explain the contribution to t
anomalous linewidth which vanishes in a strong elec
field.

As mentioned in Sec. II, one observes in LG, besides
trigonal Gd31 centers, a large number of triclinic center
whose low symmetry is due to local compensation of
excess gadolinium charge by interstitial ions of chlorin
oxygen, and bromine present at distances of about and
than 1 nm. As the temperature is lowered, an ever lar
number of lines become resolved in the wings of t
trigonal-center signals because of the associated decrea
linewidth.14 The compensating ions occupying positions w
arbitrary polar and azimuthal angles generate both longitu
nal and transverse odd-order fields at the paramagnetic
thus giving rise to Hamiltonian terms of the typ
b21O21;pzpx , c21V21;pzpy @pi are local-polarization com-
ponents, see Eqs.~7! and ~8!#, which produce transition
shifts with the angular dependence shown in Fig. 9.

There are undoubtfully many Gd31 ions which interact
only weakly with more remote compensating ions and, the
fore, give an experimentally unresolvable contribution to t
intensity of the trigonal spectrum. Measurements of the te
perature dependence of linewidth after a sample anneal
chlorine ambient, which increases the concentration of in
stitial chlorine ions, showed the anomalous linewidth
grow stronger than the background one.

As one approaches the ferroelectric transition, thepz

component induced by a charged point defect increases
that one may expect̂pz

2& to follow the same temperatur
behavior as the mean square of polarization fluctuations24

^pz
2&54kT«/V, ~9!

FIG. 9. Angular dependence of the modulus of EPR line shift in thezx
plane as a result of inclusion ofb21 . 1—3↔4 transition,2—5↔6 transi-
tion, 3—4↔5 transition.
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where « is the dielectric permittivity, andV is the crystal
volume. Assuming the longitudinal and transverse com
nents of the defect-induced polarization to be unrelated,
no singularities in the behavior of^px

2& and ^py
2&, one can

readily obtain the temperature dependence of linewidth.
dashed line in Fig. 1 shows the result of fitting the expe
mental data with a function

DB5F ~c1T2!21
c2T

uTc2Tu
1c3

2G1/2

, ~10!

where the radicand is a sum of second moments for the v
ous mechanisms of EPR line broadening, namely, the
term is due to spin-lattice relaxation,25 the second is the re
sult of a spread inb21 andc21, and the third accounts for th
low-temperature linewidth. Despite the assumptions m
here, relation~10! is seen to provide a fairly good fit to th
experimental temperature behavior of linewidth. Thus
good description of the angular and temperature cours
linewidth permits a conclusion that the main mechanism
sponsible for the anomalous EPR line broadening near
ferroelectric transition is coexistence of a spread in the l
gitudinal and transverse local-polarization componen
which is generated by charged defects. In the vicinity ofTc ,
the parametersA^b21

2 & andA^c21
2 & of the spread inb21 and

c21 are of the order of 10 MHz.
It should be pointed out that the contribution of th

mechanism to linewidth in a strong electric field may a
decrease because of the decrease in differential polariz
ity. In these conditions, the field dependence of the line n
rowing should be close in character to saturation of indu
polarization. In our opinion, the experimental data shown
Fig. 10 ~the electric-field-induced shift of EPR signal is pr
portional to induced polarization18! support the latter state
ment.

One can now explain the absence of broadening in
lines belonging to Mn21 paramagnetic centers near the ferr
electric transition. Since substitution of Mn21 for Pb21 does
not involve a change in the charge state, one can ha
expect the appearance in its environment of a charged de
which could generate longitudinal and transverse com
nents in the local polarization. The insensitivity of Mn21

signals to the average magnitude and spread ofPz originates

FIG. 10. Field dependence of the signal shift~dashed line! and of the signal
narrowing~solid line! at T5451 K, u563°, w50° ~3↔4 transition!.
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which is a component of the third-rank spin-lattice intera
tion tensor.

In the case of the Gd31 triclinic centers in LG, interac-
tion with the compensating ion creates its own EPR spect
and determines the parameters of the ‘‘average’’ spin Ham
tonian. In these conditions, the probability for one mo
charged defect to be present in its vicinity is considera
smaller than that for nonlocally compensated centers. In c
nection with this, line broadening near the ferroelectric tra
sition due tob21 and c21 fluctuations should be ineffective
and, as a result, the spread inb43 should be a dominan
mechanism. Measurements probing the 5↔6 transition of
center IIa ~Gd31 associated with an interstitial chlorine14!
performed atu558° on an LG crystal annealed in a chlorin
atmosphere showed that its linewidth also exhibits a ma
mum around the structural transition. Unfortunately, one
not succeed in measuring the angular dependence of
width near Tc and, hence, in establishing the domina
mechanism of broadening for the triclinic centers. The r
son for this was the splitting~into six equivalent, but rotated
centers! and broadening in arbitrary orientation of the EP
signal, which had low intensity and was located in the wi
of the intense trigonal-center transition.

The authors express their gratitude to F. M. Musalim
for the samples of doped single crystals and to A. O. Sh
styankin for assistance in measurements.
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X-ray structural and optical studies of PbZrO 0.598Ti0.042O3 single crystals in electric fields

in
up to 4 3107 V/m
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Field dependences of the rhombohedral unit cell parametera and birefringence of crystals of
lead titanate zirconate with 4.2 mol % additions of Ti are found to be linear in the range
from zero to 400 kV/cm. The linear and bulk expansions of the crystal in a field of 400 kV/cm
are close to 0.25 and 0.7% respectively. The coefficient of the longitudinal piezoeffectf 33

computed based on data from Fx-ray structural analysis exhibit a strong nonlinearity: it increases
monotonically by a factor of 7–8 as the electric field increases from zero to 200 kV/cm,
and reaches saturation at stronger fields. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!03702-2#

Recent years have seen considerable progress in struc-der study exhibit symmetric type of optical extinction with
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tural investigations of phase transitions induced by stro
electrostatic fields.1–5 In characterizing Refs. 1–5, it is wort
noting that although these authors aimed to investigate r
cal structural changes that take place in fields
E;23107 V/m, they observed no changes in the structu
parameters induced by the field in the range over which
crystalline phase under study is stable. Possible reason
this could be insufficiently high values of the applied elect
field, and also bending of the samples under the action of
field, which decreases the measurement accuracy.

In this paper, our goal is to investigate the field depe
dence of crystal lattice parameters. To do so, we have ch
as our object of investigation the rhombohedral compou
lead titanate zirconate ~PZT! in the composition
PbZr0.958Ti0.042O3, whoseR3c phase has a wide region o
stability on theE-T plane.6 The crystals were grown usin
the method described previously.7

The crystals chosen for this investigation were less t
25 mm thick. Vacuum sputtering was used to deposit a se
transparent graphite film on the developed face of
sample, which acted as one of the electrodes. In orde
create the second electrode, the crystal was glued by a
ond developed face to glass coated with a conducting tr
parent layer of SnO2 and a layer of glue a few microns thick
This latter procedure reduced random bending of the cry
during the measurements to a minimum.

The lattice parameters were measured with a DRON-
diffractometer using the CuKa1, Ka2 emission lines. The
positions of the diffraction peaks were refined by separ
measurements with respect to 2u and w using the method
described in Ref. 8. The optical path difference was de
mined using an Ehringauss compensator~Karl Zeiss Jena!,
and also tables of interference coloring.9,10 The samples un-
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all intervals of electric field, which argues in favor of
rhombohedral type of distortion of the perovskite cell. T
field dependence of birefringence in the plane perpendic
to the direction of the fieldE ~the ~001! plane of the perov-
skite unit cell! was given by the equation

uDnu50.03422.9310210E, ~1!

where the position of optical extinction was fixed~hereE is
the intensity of the field applied along the direction@001#
expressed in V/m!. For the case under study, the value of t
birefringence expressed in terms of the principal refract
indices and the coefficient of the linear electrooptic effect
given in Ref. 11. The half-wave voltage calculated fro
Eq. ~1! was around 1.9 kV. The values of the parameters
the rhombohedral lattice averaged over measurements o
flections from the~400! plane are shown in Fig. 1 as a func
tion of the voltage of the DC electric field. The error
measuring these parameters wasDa57310214 m. The
magnitude of the rhombohedral lattice angle remained c
stant over the entire range of fields and w
a589.7660.01°.

In electric fields whose intensity does not exceed tha
the coercive field, the quantity (1/a)da/dE corresponds to
the definition of the longitudinal inverse piezoelectric effe
However, in stronger fields polarization reversal occurs
the crystal, so that the sign of the effect does not cha
when the polarity of the electric field is reversed. In light
this statement, we can write

da/a5 f dE, ~2!

where f is an effective piezomodulus anddE5udEu. Repre-
sentations of longitudinal piezoelectric effects that app
when external fields are applied along directions of ty

29920299-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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$100%, which in particular do not coincide with orientation
of the crystal polar axis,12 suggest that the expression for th
strain can be written in the form

j l5 f klEk . ~3!

For symmetry class 3m, the nonzero components of the lo
gitudinal piezoeffect tensor expressed in two-label form
Eq. ~3! can be written f 2152d22, f 225d22,
f 315 f 325(d311d15)/3, and f 335d33. Here di j are the pi-
ezoelectric moduli of a single-domain crystal defined alo
the principal crystallographic axes~axis OX3 coincides with
the axis 3 and is parallel to the spontaneous polariza
vector Ps , while OX1 is perpendicular to the symmetr
planem!. In describing the piezoeffect in PZT crystals w
can assume with high accuracy that the electric field inten
vectorE is directed almost parallel to an edge of the pero
skite unit cell, and Eqs.~2! and ~3! become

da/a5d33~E!dE. ~4!

The dependence of the piezomodulusd33 on the intensity of
the applied fieldE is shown in Fig. 2. Using Eq.~4!, the
quantityd33 can be determined from the relation

FIG. 1. Field dependences of the rhombohedral cell parametera and bire-
fringenceuDnu measured in the~001! plane perpendicular to the direction o
propagation of light in PbZr0.958Ti0.042O3 single crystals.
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d335@1/a~En!#@a~En11!2a~En!#/~En112En!,

n50,1,..., ~5!

where the perovskite cell parametera is determined for two
rather close values of the field intensity such th
En112En,106 V/m ~curve 1 in Fig. 2!. For a comparison
we also plot curve2 ~Fig. 2!:

d335@1/a~0!#@a~E!2a~0!#/E, ~6!

which corresponds to a hypothetical strain of the perovs
cell in a single crystal as the electric field increases from z
to its current valueE. Both curves demonstrate the nonline
behavior ofd33(E) in strong electric fields and the possibilit
of reaching a limiting value ~saturation! such that
d33&80 pC/N. We mention that this piezomodulus coincid
in order of magnitude with experimental values ofd33 mea-
sured for perovskite single crystals in weak fields.13 Because
the piezoeffect is measured by recording changes in the
terplanar spacings under the action of the field, and the
ercive field of PZT single crystals in theR3c phase14 is
roughly 30 times smaller than the field corresponding
saturation for the curves in Fig. 2, the nonlinear behavior
are describing of the piezomodulusd33(E) cannot be ex-
plained by domain orientation.

As far as we know, no data has been reported in
scientific literature on field dependences of unit cell para
eters for field intensities higher than 53106 V/m. Therefore,
in this paper we can give only an elementary analysis of

FIG. 2. Computed functiond33(E) for a PbZr0.958Ti0.042O3 single crystal
determined from Eq.~5! ~curve1! and Eq.~6! ~curve2!.
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TABLE I. Computed values of the unit-cell parameteracalc(E) in the rhom-
bohedral phase of the crystal PbZr0.958Ti0.042O3, which satisfy the condition

er
results. There is only one type of dependence of the par
eter a(E) that leads to a piezomodulusf 33 that is indepen-
dent of the intensity of the applied fieldE. In fact, the con-
dition (1/a)da/dE5c05const can be integrated to obta
the dependenceacalc(E)5a(0)exp(c0E). Consequently, only
an exponential change in the absolute value of the unit
parameter as a function of intensity of applied field will e
sure thatf 33(E)5const.

Values of the functionacalc(E) calculated over a wide
range ofE are listed in Table I. Fora(0) we have taken the
experimental value of the cell parameter atE50; in agree-
ment with experimental data, the constantc0 is assumed to
equal 10 pC/N. A comparison ofacalc(E) with the experi-
mental values of the parametersa(E) shown in Fig. 1 indi-
cates that the differencea(E)2acalc(E).0 and increases
with increasing field intensityE ~see Table I!. The curve
acalc(E) itself, which satisfies the conditionf 33(E)5const,
lies below the experimental curve shown in Fig. 1, while t
quantity a(E)2acalc(E) exceeds~for E*33107 V/m it
even considerably exceeds! the measurement error for th
interplanar spacingDa57310214 m in our experiment.

f 33(E)5const, and a comparison of them with the corresponding exp
mental values ofa(E)

E, 107 V/m acalc(E), 10210 m a(E)2acalc(E), 10213 m

0 4.1500 0
0.426 4.1502 1.0
0.852 4.1504 1.9
1.28 4.1505 3.0
1.70 4.1507 3.8
2.13 4.1509 4.8
2.56 4.1511 5.9
2.98 4.1512 7.0
3.41 4.1514 8.0
3.83 4.1516 8.8
4.09 4.1517 9.7
301 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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the one hand, the linear relation between strain and elec
field intensity in piezoelectric crystals can be violated
strong fields. On the other hand, the exponential depende
of acalc(E), which rigorously ensures this linear relation,
only a special type of functional dependence. Therefore,
unlikely that the functionacalc(E) can have broad applica
tion. This indicates that it is advisable to continue to inve
tigate the functiona(E) for other similar piezoelectric crys
tals in strong fields.
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Mössbauer study of 119Sn hyperfine interactions in the KTi 12xSnxOPO4 system
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The first Mössbauer study of hyperfine interactions of119Sn nuclei in the complex ferroelectric
oxides KTi12xSnxOPO4 is reported. A one-to-one correspondence between the hyperfine
interaction parameters and tin atom arrangement incis and trans positions of the structure has
been established. The electric-field gradient at119Sn nuclei is shown to be dominated by
the contribution of valence electrons in the hybridizedp and d orbitals. A linear correlation
between the quadrupole displacement of the spectrum components and the average Sn–O
distances has been revealed. The Mo¨ssbauer line shift data were used to estimate the number of
valences electrons of Sn41 ions occupying thecis and trans positions throughout thex
range covered. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03802-7#

This work is a continuation of the nuclear gamma-
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resonance~NGR! investigation of the potassium titanyl-
phosphate family, KTiOPO4 ~KTP!. While the earlier study1

used57Fe nuclei to probe KFeFPO4 ~KFP!, this work focuses
attention on the state of119Sn nuclei in the KTi12xSnxOPO4

system~KTSP!.
The increasing interest in KTP and its analogs seen

emerge in recent years is due primarily to the ferroelect
ionic-conduction, and nonlinear optical properties of the
crystals, which promise considerable application potenti2

The nature of the unique physical properties of KTP-ty
crystals still remains unclear. This relates, in particular,
the colossal difference in the magnitude of optical nonline
ity among crystals of this family,3 specifically between its
two outstanding representatives, KTP and KSP (KSnOPO4),
which are at the same time closely similar in structural4 and
dielectric5,6 characteristics.

All KTP crystals studied thus far are ferroelectrics wi
high Curie temperatures.5 The presence in some of them
iron, tin, or antimony permits one to use Mo¨ssbauer spectros
copy to probe fine features of chemical bonding in the oc
hedral anion groups centering on these atoms, which ac
building blocks in the framework and dominate the nonline
optical characteristics. The tetrahedral groups XO4, where
X5P, As, Si, or Ge, are more rigid than the octahedra,
they represent the second building block of the framework
KTP-type compounds. The skeletal crystal framewo
formed by the octahedra and tetrahedra is criss-crosse
channels filled by high-mobility alkali-metal or thallium ca
ions or various hydrogen-containing groups.3 It is these
singly-charged particles in KTP-family crystals that play
dominant part in the phenomena of ferroelectricity and io
conductivity.7,8

The complex structure of KTP crystals on the whole, a
the specific features of the KFP structure discussed below
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Mössbauer spectra of other representatives of this family
the same time a common symmetry for all KTP ferroelectr
~rhombic, space groupPna21! and the presence of two
structurally nonequivalent octahedra suggest the NGR s
tra to be a superposition of two doublets differing both in t
isomer and quadrupole shifts of the components. The latte
a consequence of substantially different states of the
neighboring Mo¨ssbauer atoms in the octahedron cha
which are responsible for the anion-cation-anion chem
bonding of two kinds,cis and trans, in this chain. In KFP,
the octahedra are bonded through fluorine anions to for
chain, and in the case of KTP, KSP, and other, purely ox
compounds of the family, through the oxygen anions. T
nearest-neighbor environment of iron atoms was shown
exert a dominant effect on57Fe Mössbauer spectra.1 Changes
in the nearest-neighbor environment of Mo¨ssbauer atoms
cannot apparently be ignored for other compounds of
family as well.

It should be stressed that KFP and KSP crystals are v
similar in their physical properties; indeed, they are fer
electrics with close Curie temperatures~720 K for the first
crystal9 and 706 K for the second6!, and are also close in
their optical nonlinearity, which is substantially smaller th
that of the KTP crystals. Therefore investigation of t
KTSP system offers a possibility of identifying the coloss
change in the optical nonlinearity of the solid solution o
served to occur upon variation of the relative content of T41

and Sn41 ions with a comparatively small but importan
change in the nearest-neighbor oxygen environment of
latter.

The present work is a first Mo¨ssbauer study of119Sn
hyperfine interactions in the ferroelectric complex oxid
KTSP.

30220302-06$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1. EXPERIMENT METHOD

Our experimental studies were performed on pow
samples of the KTi12xSnxOPO4 solid solutions (0,x<1).
The samples were prepared in high-temperature solid-p
chemical reactions.1! Polycrystalline samples for Mo¨ssbauer
measurements were produced by grinding the synthes
material in an agate mortar, with its subsequent depositio
alcohol on an aluminum-foil substrate.

The Mössbauer measurements were made at room t
perature in absorption geometry on an NGR spectrom
operating in the constant acceleration regime. The sou
was119mSn in BaSnO3 with activity of a few mCi. The spec-
trometer was calibrated against reference spectra of BaS3,
sodium nitroprusside, anda Fe. Model identification and re
construction of the distribution functions of the hyperfi
parameters in Mo¨ssbauer spectra, as well as calculation
the electric-field gradient~EFG! tensor were carried out us
ing MSTools programs.10

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mössbauer spectra of119Sn nuclei in the KTSP oxides
were slightly asymmetric, broadened quadrupole doub
~Fig. 1!. To reveal their fine structure, the resolution w
improved using the DISTRI code10,11 by reconstructing the
distribution functionp(d) of the isomer shiftsd of the spec-
tral components~Fig. 2!. An analysis of thep(d) functions
showed the spectra to consist of two quadrupole doub
with close isomer shiftsd and essentially different quadru
pole shifts«, with components of one of them lying alon
the Doppler velocity axis between those of the other. Rec
struction of the distribution functionsp(«) of quadrupole

FIG. 1. 119Sn Mössbauer spectrum of KTi0.7Sn0.3OPO4 and its model assign-
ment ~curves1 and2!.
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shifts « of the spectral components~Fig. 2! made under the
assumption of two symmetric quadrupole doublets pres
confirmed the analysis of thep(d) function.

In order to make a reliable estimate of the relative inte
sity of the components in each quadrupole doublet, con
experiments were performed which were aimed at revea
the presence of crystal texture in the samples. Since the t
nique of sample preparation used in our case allows for
tion of a texture of cylindrical symmetry with the axis alon
the sample surface normal, we obtained spectra of sam
whose normal made a characteristic angleq'54.7° with the
g-ray direction, at which texture must not be visible in th
spectra.12 Turning the samples by an angleq did not change
the component intensity ratio, thus indicating the absenc
any texture.

In accordance with the results of the control experime
and with the analysis of the distribution functionsp(d) and
p(«), all Mössbauer spectra were treated with the SPEC
code10,13 under the assumption of the presence of two qu

FIG. 2. Reconstruction of the distribution functions of~a! isomer shifts
p(d) and~b! quadrupole shiftsp(«) for the components of119Sn Mössbauer
spectrum in KTi0.7Sn0.3OPO4.
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rupole doublets having pairwise equal amplitudes a
widths.

For illustration, Figs. 1 and 2 show the results of a mo
identification of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra of119Sn nuclei in
KTi0.7Sn0.3OPO4 and of a reconstruction of the distributio
functions of the isomer shiftsp(d) and quadrupole shifts
p(«) in the spectra. One readily sees the specific feature
the spectrum and of the distribution functions describ
above.

The existence of two partial spectra corresponds to
presence in the oxides crystal structure under study of
crystallographically nonequivalent tin positions,cis and
trans.4,14 To identify the partial spectra, we shall use the
relative intensities. Figure 3 presents the concentration
pendence of the relative intensityI 1 of the quadrupole dou
blet ~1! with a large quadrupole shift«. We see that for smal
Sn concentrations the relative intensityI 1;35%, and it in-
creases continuously with concentration to reach;50% at
x51, as this should be expected considering the equal m
tiplicity of the cis andtranspositions in the structure.4,14 For
a sufficiently thin sample and equal Mo¨ssbauer effect prob
abilities for different positions, the relative intensity of a pa
tial spectrum is equal to the relative occupation by Mo¨ss-
bauer atoms of the positions corresponding to this spect
~see, e.g., Ref. 13!. We shall use the results of Ref. 14, whe
combined application of x-ray and neutron diffraction me
ods permitted one to establish the relative population by
and Ti atoms of thecis and trans positions in the
KTi1/2Sn1/2OPO4 compound. The preferable distribution o
Sn atoms was found14 to be 64.1~5!% in transpositions~and,
accordingly, 35.9~5!% in cis positions!. A comparison of
these data with the relative intensityI 1 ~Fig. 3! of quadrupole
doublet ~1! leads one to a conclusion that the partial sp
trum with the larger quadrupole shift« and a smaller~for the
given tin concentration! relative intensityI @partial spectrum
~1!# belongs tocis Sn atoms, and the partial spectrum wi
the smaller quadrupole shift and larger relative intens
@partial spectrum~2!# is due totrans Sn atoms.

Figure 4 shows concentration dependences of the iso
shifts d ~measured relative to the119Sn Mössbauer line in
BaSnO3! and of the quadrupole shifts« of the components in
the partial spectra ofcis and trans 119Sn nuclei in KTSP
oxides. We readily see that the isomer shiftdcis for the cis
position is larger than the shiftd trans for the trans position
throughout the range of tin concentrationsx. As x increases,

FIG. 3. Concentration dependence of the relative intensityI 1 of the partial
spectrum of KTi12xSnxOPO4 with a large quadrupole shift«. The filled
circle refers to the relative population of thecis positions by Sn atoms~Ref.
14!.
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dcis increases noticeably, whereasd trans remains practically
constant and exhibits a large statistical scatter. The value
the shifts for both positions fit in a comparatively narro
interval, (20.12–20.04) mm/s, characteristic of quadriva
lent tin ions~see, e.g., Ref. 15!. Within this interval, a larger
shift corresponds to a larger covalency of the Sn–O bo
This means that the Sn–O bond forcis positions is more
covalent throughout the tin concentration range covered t
that for thetrans positions, and that the degree of its cov
lency grows with increasing tin concentration.

In accordance with the phenomenological description
the relation between the charge electron densityr(n5s ,n5p)
at a 119Sn nucleus and the electron configuration of the
ion16 one can write

r~n5s ,n5p!5r~0,0!1rsn5s1Ssn5s1Sssn5s
2

12Sspn5sn5p , ~1!

FIG. 4. Concentration dependences of~a! isomer shiftsd and~b! quadrupole
shifts « for the components of partial spectra of thecis and trans 119Sn
nuclei in KTi12xSnxOPO4 structure.
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the s andp states, respectively,rs is the charge density du
directly to one 5s electron,Ss is the effect of inner-shel
screening by one 5s electron, andSss andSsp are the results
of screening of a 5s electron by one 5s and 5p electron,
respectively. A comparison of calculated changes in
charge density at the119Sn nucleus18 with experimental iso-
mer shiftsd measured in ionic compounds of tin yielded17 a
calibration relation connecting shiftd relative to BaSnO3
with the numbers of 5s and 5p valence electrons:

d~n5s ,n5p!520.43313.01n5s20.2n5s
2 20.17n5sn5p .

~2!

We shall use this equation to estimate the population of
tin-ion valence shell. As seen from Eq.~2!, in the case of the
Sn41 ion with weak covalent bonding, where the occupan
of the 5s and 5p orbitals is low, the Mo¨ssbauer line shift is
dominated by the number of 5s electrons:

d~n5s ,n5p!>20.43313.01n5s . ~3!

In this case one can estimate the number of 5s valence elec-
trons,n5s , to within ;5% directly from the Mo¨ssbauer line
shift. It was found that the number of 5s valence electrons in
the trans position is;0.11 for any tin concentration, while
in the cis position n5s increases from;0.112 to ;0.128
when Ti is totally replaced by Sn~Fig. 4!.

The quadrupole shifts« of components of the119Sn par-
tial spectra for thecis andtranspositions in the KTSP oxide
system were found to be fairly large (0.4– 0.9 mm/s) a
essentially different. For thecis positions, the magnitude of«
is 1.5–2.0 times the quadrupole shift for thetrans positions
~Fig. 4!.

Note that this result is the exact reverse of that obtai
by us1 for 57Fe nuclei in KFeFPO4, which is isostructural
with the oxides under study. The quadrupole shift« of the
spectral components for thetrans positions was found to be
twice that for thecis positions. We showed1 that this relative
magnitude of quadrupole shifts for57Fe nuclei is connected
with the mechanism of EFG formation at the nucleus, w
the main contribution coming from localized matrix charge
and with the arrangement of F12 and O22 ions in thecis and
transpositions around Fe31 ions. In contrast to KFeFPO4, in
the KTSP oxides Sn41 ions are the Mo¨ssbauer probes, an
O22 ions act in place of the F2 bonding ions.

The quadrupole shifts« of components of the partia
spectra due tocis andtrans119Sn nuclei in the KTSP oxides
which are shown as functions of concentration in Fig.
have the same pattern as those of the isomer shiftsd. One
observes a strong increase of« ~by ;0.23 mm/s! for the cis
positions and a weak change~by ;0.05 mm/s! for the trans
positions.

To discover the mechanism of nuclear quadrupole in
action with an inhomogeneous electric field, we calcula
the EFG generated by localized matrix charges, and the
perfine interaction parameters for thecis and trans 119Sn in
the KTSP oxides by means of the LATTICE code.10

It is known~see, e.g., Refs. 15 and 19! that in the case of
ionic and covalent compounds the EFG tensorG can be
presented as a sum of contributions of the charges extern
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both involved,Gb , and not involved,Gnb , in ligand bonds.
Taking into account the shielding and antishielding effe
due to the inner closed electron shells, theG tensor can be
written

G5~12g!Glat1~12R!Gval

[~12g!Glat1~12R!Gnb1~12R!Gb , ~4!

whereR andg are the Sternheimer shielding and antishie
ing factors.15

In the absence of magnetic hyperfine interaction, one
present the quadrupole shift« of components of a119Sn spec-
trum in the form~see, e.g., Ref. 15!:

«5
e2qQ

4 S 11
h2

3 D 1/2

, ~5!

whereeQ is the quadrupole moment of the nucleus in e
cited state,eq[Gzz is the principal component of the EFG
tensor G at the nucleus, andh[(Gxx2Gyy)/Gzz is the
asymmetry parameter of tensorG ~here the axesx, y, andz
form a right-handed coordinate frame, anduGxxu,
uGyyu<uGzzu!.

We used x-ray diffraction data on atomic coordinates4,14

and calculated for119Sn nuclei the contribution to tensorG
due to lattice atoms, approximating them by point charg
and acceptingg5210 for the Sternheimer antishieldin
factor.20 The calculations involved about 40000 atoms ins
a sphere of radius;40 Å. For the nuclear quadrupole mo
ment we tookQ520.109 barn~Ref. 21!, and for the Mo¨ss-
bauer transition energy,Eg523.871 keV~Ref. 22!. The cal-
culations were performed for both formal atomic charg
@q(K) 511, q(Ti) 514, q(Sn)514, q(P)515,
q(O)522# and effective charges @q(K) 510.98,
q(Ti) 5q(Sn)512.9, q(P)511.8, q(O)521.136#. The
effective atomic charges in the KSP crystal were obtaine2!

by modeling the crystal structure of the compound by me
of METAPOCS code.23

The calculated quadrupole interaction constante2qQ,
asymmetry parameterh, and quadrupole shift« for 119Sn
nuclei in KTSP oxides are presented in Table I. A compa
son of Table I with Fig. 4 shows that the calculated quad
pole shifts are significantly smaller than those observed
perimentally, particularly if one takes into account th
effective charges localized at the atoms. This means tha
EFG at cis and trans 119Sn nuclei in the KTSP system i
dominated by the contribution due to the valence electr
Gval @see Eq.~4!#, and particularly, if we recall the electroni
configuration of the Sn41 ion, of the valence electrons in
volved in bonds with the ligands,Gb .

In connection with this, let us consider the correlati
between the quadrupole shifts« of spectral components fo
the cis and trans positions and the specific features of th
mutual arrangement of tin and oxygen atoms in the struc
of the oxides under study. KTSP oxides crystallize in orth
rhombic space groupPna21 (C2v

9 ).4,14 The main structural
elements are the phosphorus tetrahedra PO4 and tin octahe-
dra SnO6 making up a mixed Sn,P framework. The structu
contains wide helical channels localizing potassium ato
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TABLE I. Quadrupole interaction constante2qQ, asymmetry parameterh, and quadrupole shift« for cis and trans 119Sn nuclei in KTSP calculated for the
contribution of localized lattice charges.
Charges Parameter

KTiOPO4 KTi0.5Sn0.5OPO4 KSnOPO4

cis trans cis trans cis trans

Formal e2qQ, mm/s 10.687 10.842 20.655 20.747 20.632 10.911
h 20.894 10.374 10.399 10.536 10.383 10.531
«, mm/s 10.193 10.216 20.168 10.195 20.162 10.238

Effective e2qQ, mm/s 10.280 10.197 20.200 10.193 20.196 10.288
h 20.476 10.368 10.407 10.691 10.321 10.606
«, mm/s 10.073 10.050 20.051 10.052 10.050 10.076
which are weakly bonded to the framework. The tin octahe-
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trans Sn atoms. Namely, for thetrans positions it is the

Sn
on-
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lt,

f

in
dra made up of a central tin atom surrounded by six oxyg
are linked in chains–O–Sn–O–Sn–O–arranged along the
@011# and @01̄1# directions. Figure 5 displays a fragment
the chain of tin octahedra@the plane of the figure is perpen
dicular to the@110# crystallographic direction#. The SnO6

chain octahedra share corners through the bonding oxy
atoms (Ot1 and Ot2!, which are located alternately on opp
site sides~Sn trans positions! and on the same side~cis po-
sitions of Sn! of the central tin atom. Thus one half of th
structurally independent tin atoms occupy thecis, and the
other half, thetrans positions of the structure.

Taking into account the possible spatial configuration
the s, p, andd tin orbitals incis and trans positions of the
structure, consider the concentration dependences of the
erage distancesr Sn–O from the Sn atom to the six oxyge
atoms in the first coordination sphere, to the four oxyge
lying in the planes of nearest-neighbor octahedra, and to
two oxygens located on opposite sides of the Sn atom~Fig.
6!. A comparison of the dependences of quadrupole shif«
and of the average distancesr Sn–Oon tin concentration~Figs.
4 and 6! shows that the quadrupole shift fortrans positions
behaves with concentration similar to the average distanc
the trans Sn to the bonding oxygen atoms Ot1 and Ot2 ~Fig.
5!, and that forcis positions, similar to the average distan
of thecis Sn to the two oxygens O5 and O6 lying on opposite
sides of the chain plane~Fig. 5!. This permits a conclusion
on the orientation of the strongest Sn-O bonds for thecis and

FIG. 5. Spatial arrangement of nearest-neighbor oxygen environment o
in cis and trans positions of KTi12xSnxOPO4.
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Ot1–Sn–Ot2 bond in the–O–Sn–O–Sn–O–chain plane,
and for thecis positions, the O5–Sn–O6 bond directed prac-
tically perpendicular to this plane.

As long as the relative change in distance from the
atom to the nearest O atoms induced by changes in tin c
centration is relatively small~up to ;5%, see Fig. 6!, one
may expect that the population of Sn orbitals will, in the fir
approximation, vary linearly with distance. This will resu

tin

FIG. 6. Concentration dependences of the average distancesr Sn-O from the
tin atom in ~a! cis and ~b! trans positions to the corresponding oxygens
the first coordination sphere in the KTi12xSnxOPO4 system.~a! 1—O5, O6;
2—O2, Ot1, O5, O6; 3—O1, O5, O6, Ot2; 4—O1, O2, O5, O6, Ot1, Ot2; 5—
Ot1, O2; 6—O1, O2, Ot1, Ot2; 7—Ot2, O1. ~b! 1—O3, O4; 2—O3, O4, O7,
O8; 3—O7, O8; 4—O3, O4, O7, O8, Ot1, Ot2; 5—O3, O4, Ot1, Ot2; 6—O7,
O8, Ot1, Ot2; 7—Ot1, Ot2.
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electrons in the 5p and 4d orbitals, and a change in quadru
pole shift« linear with the corresponding distancesr Sn-O:

«~x!5a1brSn–O~x!. ~6!

The most reliable correlation between the quadrup
shift « for thecis positions and the average distance to the5

and O6 pair in the nearest-neighbor environment~Figs. 4 and
6! yields the following values for the coefficients in Eq.~6!:
a525.8(4) mm/s andb53.2(2) mm/s• Å. Using these
values and the dependence of the average distancer Sn-Ofrom
a trans Sn atom to the bonding oxygen atoms Ot1 and Ot2

~Fig. 6!, one can obtain, in its turn, the concentration dep
dence of quadrupole shift«(x) for the trans positions~see
dashed line in Fig. 4!. As follows from Fig. 4, the calcula-
tions made under the assumption of a linear relation~6! be-
tween the quadrupole shift and the corresponding ave
distancesr Sn-O agree well with the experimental values
« trans(x). This implies that the EFG atcis and trans 119Sn
nuclei in the KTSP oxide structure is dominated by the c
tribution of the valence electrons involved in ligand bond
Besides, the directions of the Sn-O bonds found for thecis
andtranspositions are the directions along which the chan
in distance between Sn and O atoms plays a dominant ro
the population of the Sn 5p and 4d orbitals.

An attempt to establish a linear correlation between
shift d(x) of the spectral components for thecis and trans
positions and the change in Sn–O distance showed th
change in the population of the 5s orbital, essential for the
shift with concentrationx, does not involve a proportiona
change in population of the Sn 5p and 4d orbitals. In other
words, the contribution of tin 5s electrons to the hybridized
electronic states of SnO6 octahedra depends differently o
the relative population of oxygen octahedra by tin and t
nium ions than those of thep andd electrons. This appear
only natural, sinces electrons of Ti41 ions, in contrast to
those of Sn41, are not involved in chemical bonding at a
To obtain a quantitative explanation for the isomer shiftd in
the KTi12xSnxOPO4 solid solution, one has to assume th
the s electron states of tin are affected by K1 and Ti41 ions
in the second coordination sphere.

Our results can be summarized as follows:
1. This is the first study of119Sn hyperfine interactions in

the complex ferroelectric oxides KTi12xSnxOPO4 by Möss-
bauer spectroscopy, and we have established a one-to
correspondence between119Sn hyperfine interaction param
eters and occupation by tin of thecis and trans positions in
the structure.

2. It was shown that the EFG at119Sn nuclei is domi-
nated by contribution of the valence electrons in the hyb
ized p andd orbitals.

3. The directions of the Sn–O bonds were found to
307 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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the line connecting oxygen ions in th
–O–Sntrans–O–Sncis–O-chain, and in thecis positions it is
perpendicular to the plane containing these chains.

4. The quadrupole shift of the119Sn Mössbauer spectrum
components was found to correlate linearly with the aver
Sn–O distances.
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New long-lived memory effects in LiNbO 3 crystals

0

B. B. Ped’ko, É. V. Lebedev, and I. L. Kislova

Tver’ State University, 170000 Tver’, Russia

T. R. Volk

Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow, Russia
~Submitted June 25, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 337–339~February 1998!

This paper describes a new way of recording information by changing the potential contour at
the surface ofz-cut crystals of LiNbO3. The effect of various kinds of external
perturbations on the rate of decay of optical images written using this method is investigated,
along with the possibility of writing information on crystals with transition-metal
impurities. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03902-1#

It is well known that practical applications of lithium pendicular to the polar axis at inclinations of less than 39,
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niobate crystals depend to a significant degree on op
uniformity, which characterizes the constancy of optical co
stants throughout the sample volume.1 Optical nonunifor-
mity, for example variations in the refractive index, can
caused both by structural nonuniformities and variations
the crystal composition2 and can manifest itself in the form
of locally reversible changes in double refraction wh
lithium niobate crystals are illuminated with laser beam3

The form and behavior of optical nonuniformities depen
on a number of external factors: the presence of illuminat
in the crystal, thermal, electrical, or elastic fields, etc.1 It is
well known that the usefulness of the photorefractive eff
for holographic writing of information3 is based on the pos
sibility of rewriting information, which is impossible whe
the refractive index modulation is due to structural nonu
formities in the crystal.

Using polarization-optics methods, we have investiga
the optical uniformity of single crystals of lithium niobate
the kinetics of their behavior in the temperature range 2
200 °C, and the connection between these characteristics
domains and defect structures in the crystals revealed
various methods.4,5 In the course of these studies, we us
polar-cut crystals on which electrodes made of aquadag w
placed, in the form of two parallel strips deposited on t
surface and separated by a distance of 0.5–3 mm. We
covered the following phenomenon when we observed th
crystals in polarized light: as a crystal was being heated
temperature of the order 40–70 °C, an optical pattern w
generated in the interelectrode gap in which the distribut
of illumination was determined by the shape of the depos
electrodes. Our observation was made without an exte
electric field. After cooling the crystal and removing th
electrodes, we saw an ‘‘optical trace’’ of the removed ele
trodes when we observed the crystal under crossed polar

In order to study the details of this effect we deposite
conducting mask~a grid! with a regular structure and a la
tice period of order 0.5 mm. To form the image we us
LiNbO3 crystals, both nominally pure and grown from a st
ichiometric compound by the Czochralski method; contain
these crystals metal impurities Mn, Zn, Fe, Cr, Ni, etc.
concentrations of less than 1 at. %. The films were cut p
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and were polished optically. A sample with a conducti
grating deposited on thez-cut surface was heated to 150 °
and cooled down to room temperature, after which the m
was removed. Following this procedure, when observing
surface of the crystal in polarized light, we saw an optic
image whose form corresponded to that of the conduc
mask~see Figs. 1a and 1b!.

We investigated the optimal temperature regimes
creating optical images. We established that the proces
creating optical images in samples with deposited masks
gins in the temperature range 40–70 °C. When a sample
a deposited conducting mask was heated above 80–100
the contrast of the pattern observed was considerably low
and upon heating the sample to 130–150 °C the pattern
appeared. The temperature interval 130–150 °C co
sponded to thermal erasing of the effect, independent of
presence of the conducting mask. Note that this tempera
interval corresponds to thermal erasure of holograms
lithium niobate,1 and also to the disappearance of optic
nonuniformities that are imaged in lithium niobate b
polarization-optics methods.4 When the crystal with a depos
ited conducting mask was cooled, the process was repe
in reverse order, but the resulting pattern obtained ha
higher contrast. Images were formed both when observe
transmitted polarized light and in darkness.

After cooling to room temperature the mask was
moved; in this case the optical images, whose shape co
sponded to that of the conducting mask~see Figs. 1a and 1b!,
were maintained for a period of several months, after wh
loss of contrast took place. The optical images that form
were erased by heating the crystal to 150 °C without
conducting mask.

Our observation of this effect was hindered by ‘‘old
regions that were not subjected to the external perturbat
and the ‘‘older’’ the cut chosen to repeat the experiment w
the smaller was the contrast of the image obtained. A
multiple annealings to a temperature of 200 °C, the crea
of images took place in the usual order.

In our opinion, the heat-induced appearance of opti
images that replicate the shape of a conducting mask de
ited on the sample surface ofz-cut lithium niobate crystals is

30820308-03$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. Crystal of LiNbO310.1 at %Mn~z-cut! observed in polarized light, the crystal diameter is;1.5 cm, T520 °C. a—before processing~the optical
nonuniformity is made visible by polarization optics, b—the same crystal after processing.
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surface while the latter is in contact with conducting a
nonuniform distributions of screening charge. These pictu
become visible because of the local electrooptic effect g
erated by components of the internal space-charge ele
field perpendicular to the crystal polar axis. The temperatu
dependent behavior is due to screening of these fields
nonequilibrium charges,6 while the fixation of the optical im-
ages is due to trapping of these nonequilibrium carriers
deep traps. The correlation between the temperature de
dence of the observed effects and well-known data on
temperature dependence of electrical conductivity of LiNb3

single crystals is evidence for the connection between
observed phenomena and effects arising from space-ch
fields.

If this model is valid, it seemed advisable to study th
effect in crystals with various impurities, since impuritie
determine the concentration and thermal activation energ
charge carriers, and also to study the influence of illumi
tion by light with wavelengths corresponding to the appe
ance of the photorefractive phenomena on the optical ima
that form.

The images were obtained in pure lithium niobate cr
tals and crystals containing Mn and Fe impurities. Th
formed most clearly in crystals of LiNbO310.1 at %Mn. In
LiNbO3 crystals without impurities, LiNbO310.1 at %Fe,
and LiNbO310.1 at %Mn, the images that formed had
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forming optical images for crystals with various compo
tions were not identified to a first approximation.

It should also be noted that the observed generation
induced birefringence was bulklike in character, one con
quence of which was observation of a thickness depende
for the process of creating the optical images. The best
sults were achieved for crystals with thicknesses up to
mm; further increases in sample thickness reduced the
trast of the images observed. Moreover, in crystals w
sharply expressed optical nonuniformities, observation~or
generation! of optical images was considerably hindere
since variations in the refractive index caused by structu
nonuniformities and changes in crystal composition co
significantly exceed the induced birefringence.

In order to investigate the effect of illumination on im
ages obtained by thermal processing, we used a h
pressure DRS-250 mercury lamp. Samples with images
ated previously were placed in the observation mount
exposed to long-period optical illumination. In order to avo
heating the crystal by the light source and to eliminate
influence of temperature effects, the samples were coo
throughout the entire experiment. After the first 10 minu
of illumination, the contrast of the images decreased. O
the next two hours the character of the observed pattern
practically unchanged. However, long-period illuminatio
~around three hours! led to recovery of the image contrast
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As we should expect, we were able to generate images
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similar to those described above by illuminating az-cut crys-
tal with a deposited opaque conducting or nonconduc
mask. We carried out the corresponding experiments
which a crystal with a deposited mask was exposed to a l
period of optical illumination. After the mask at the cryst
surface was removed, there remained an optical image w
was read by placing the sample between crossed polar
and observing it in transillumination. Note that to a first a
proximation the process of generating images by illumi
tion should occur in the same way both when conducting
nonconducting masks are used. The effect can be observ
LiNbO3 crystals with Mn impurities. The physical model o
this phenomenon corresponds to the model normally use
describe optical images formed by photorefraction, tak
into account that the writing takes place on polar-cut cr
tals.

Thus, in this study we have obtained the following r
sults:

1! We have observed a new memory effect in crystals
lithium niobate, which essentially consists of the following
conducting mask is deposited on a polar cut LiNbO3 single
crystalthat repeats the information to be written; the crysta
then heated to 120–150 °C, and then cooled to room t
perature, after which the mask is removed. As an opt
image forms on the crystal surface that replicates the sh
of the conducting mask. The optical image is read by plac
the crystal between crossed polarizers and observing
transmission.

2! The fact that the effect observed here manifests it
in the same way as the photorefractive effect allows us
310 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998
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mation on polar-cut crystals of lithium niobate. The physic
basis for these possibilities is the thermal fixation of chan
created by some method or another in the potential con
of the crystal surface, and the nonuniform distribution
screening charge that arises as a result of this. In the con
of this report, we feel it is necessary to point out qualitative
similar effects observed by the authors of Ref. 7 involvi
the appearance of optical images in LiTaO3 crystals sub-
jected to local mechanical perturbations.

The authors are grateful to the Russian Fund for Fun
mental Research for support from Project 97-02-166
whose subject is related to that of this paper.
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EPR and NMR line shapes in disordered ferroelectric crystals

M. D. Glinchuk and I. V. Kondakova

Institute of Materials Science Problems, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, 252680 Kiev, Ukraine
~Submitted June 19, 1997; resubmitted August 14, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 340–347~February 1998!

A theory is developed for the magnetic resonance line shape in disordered ferroelectric crystals.
In a study of the random fields responsible for inhomogeneous line broadening, nonlinear
and spatial correlation effects are taken into account. It is shown that homogeneous broadening
depends on the temperature and on the magnitude and orientation of the external magnetic
field, as well as on the nonlinearity parameters of the ferroelectric material. The resonance line
shape is calculated as the envelope of homogeneously broadened Lorentzian spin packets.
Analytic expressions forI 2(v) and I 3(v) are introduced to account for nonlinearity and
correlation effects of second and third order, respectively. Calculations are done for
centrally symmetric crystals, as well as for those without a center of symmetry. It is shown that
homogeneous broadening is important near the line peak, while the wings are determined
mainly by inhomogeneous broadening. Manifestations of the predicted effects in the spectrum lines
of disordered ferroelectric crystals are discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!04002-7#

Because of their anomalous physical properties, disor-replica formalism employed for spin glasses.7 A more gen-
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dered ferroelectric crystals, including the group of ferroel
tric crystals with diffuse phase transitions, such
PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 ~PMN!, PbSc1/2Ta1/2O3 ~PST!, and
Pb12xLaxZr12yTiyO3 ~LPZT!, the group of virtual ferroelec-
tric crystals with off-center impurities, such as K12xLi xTaO3

~KLT ! and Pb12xGexTe, and the group of mixed systems
the KH2PO4 ~KDP! family, such as Rbx(NH4)12xH2PO4

~RADP!, have attracted the close attention of research
These anomalies are, to a substantial degree, related t
complexity of the phase diagrams in these systems which
include ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic phases and a
pole glass, as well as a mixed ferroelectric-glass phase.
variety in the phase diagrams of disordered ferroelec
crystals is caused mainly by the different sources for
random fields, by the form and magnitude of the fields th
produce, and, especially, by their distribution functions.1–4

As a result, the observed physical properties of system
this type depend strongly on the characteristics of the r
dom fields, so that the average macroscopic and local p
erties can differ substantially. The methods of radio f
quency spectroscopy~EPR, NMR! have been particularly
informative in connection with this latter point.5,6 The ran-
dom fields created by disordered substitution of cations~e.g.,
Mg and Nb in PMN and Sc and Ta in PST!, by impurities
and vacancies in the cation and anion sublattices, etc., c
inhomogeneous broadening of the resonance lines. Usu
this broadening is greater than the contribution from hom
geneous broadening, so that the distribution function of
random fields determines the line shapes in disordered fe
electric crystals. Studies of the EPR and NMR line sha
can, therefore, yield valuable information on the features
the random field distributions when calculated and obser
line shapes are compared. Up to now, the resonance
shapes have been calculated for mixed systems such as
assuming a gaussian distribution of the random electric fie
and Ising-model dipole interaction constants based on
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eral, rigorous computational technique that is free of assu
tions regarding the shape of the random field distribution w
be based on the use of statistical theory.8,9 Calculations have
mostly been made in the framework of a first order statisti
theory which includes linear contributions from the rando
fields. It might be expected that for disordered ferroelec
crystals characterized by large random fields it would be n
essary to include nonlinear and spatial correlation effe
We have recently developed a general formalism for cal
lating the distribution function of the random fields takin
these effects into account in a statistical theory.10

In this paper, we use that formalism to calculate re
nance line shapes and generalize it by including the con
bution from homogeneous broadening. Theory and exp
ment are compared. It is shown that the calculated l
shapes are in good agreement with the observed shapes
number of disordered ferroelectric crystals.

1. THEORY OF THE RESONANCE LINE SHAPE

In the statistical theory the absorption intensityI (v) is
proportional to the number of source configurations for
random fields leading to a given frequency sh
Dv(r 1 ,...,r N) at the observation point,8

I N~v!5
1

VN E ...E d3r 1 ...d3r Nd@v2Dv~r 1 ,...,r N!#.

~1!

Here V5*d3r , N is the number of sources of the rando
field, which are assumed to be independent and isotropic
distributed at the pointsr 1 ,...,r N , and the observation poin
coincides with the origin of the coordinate system. In ge
eral, the change in frequency of a resonance transition
include both linear and nonlinear contributions with resp
to the local perturbationDv(r i), specifically,

Dv~r 1 ,...,r N!5vN1a2vN
2 1a3vN

3 1¯1amvN
m , ~2!
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Dv~r i !, ~3!

where the dimensions of the nonlinearity parametersam are
given by the (m21)-th power of the frequency. Note tha
the nonlinear terms in Eq.~2! include products of the type
(Dv(r i))

k and the typeDv(r 1)Dv(r 2)...Dv(r k), which
account for the effect of spatial correlations.

On writing the d function in Eq. ~1! in the form of a
Fourier integral and substituting Eqs.~2! and~3! in the inte-
grand of the Fourier transformI m(v), after a number of
transformations, we find10

I m~v!5 (
k51

m
I 1~vk!

u f 8~vk!u
, ~4!

and

f ~v8!5v2v82a2v822¯2amv8m, ~5!

where thevk are the real roots of the equation

f ~v8!uv85vk
50. ~6!

Thus, the line shapes calculated in them-th order statis-
tical theory include nonlinear terms in the frequency shift
to them-th order but are expressed in terms ofI 1(v), which
is calculated in the first order statistical theory, which on
includes terms linear in the frequency shift. The functi
I 1(v) has been calculated for many of the most often
countered sources of random fields~point charges, electric
dipoles, dilation centers! and it has been shown that it
usually linear and can be represented in a gaussian, Lor
or Holtsmark form.8,9 As can be seen from Eqs.~4!–~6!, the
line shapeI m(v) including nonlinear effects cannot be wri
ten simply as a sum of these forms, since the coefficient
I 1(v) depend onv. For example, Eqs.~4!–~6! imply that the
calculated line shape including second order nonlinear
fects,I 2(v), is given by

I 2~v!5
u~7v6vc!

uA114a2vu
F I 1SA114a2v21

2a2
D

1I 1S 2
A114a2v11

2a2
D G ,

u~x!5H 1, x.0,

0, x,0,
~7!

where the upper~lower! sign corresponds to positive~nega-
tive! values of a2 and vc52(1/4a2) is the critical
frequency at whichI 2(v) diverges. I 2(v)50 for v,vc

(a2.0) or for v.vc(a2,0). Thus,I 2(v) is an asymmet-
ric function of the frequency. The critical frequencies
which the line intensity increases without bound have a
been obtained taking third order nonlinear terms into acco
for a3,0.10 In the case ofa3.0, on the other hand, the lin
shape was symmetric with respect to the resonance
quency which we chose to coincide with the origin forv.
The divergences mentioned above vanish when any~even a
small! contribution owing to homogeneous broadening
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tution corresponds to having inhomogeneous broadenin
the line in the form of the envelope of Lorentzian spin pac
ets with a half-width, half-maximum ofI /t. Note that this
procedure is simpler than that customarily employed, wh
an inhomogeneously broadened line with both homogene
and homogeneous contributions is represented in the for

I m~v!5E
2`

`

J~v,v8! f m~v8!dv8, ~8!

where

J~v,v8!5
t

p~11~v2v8!2t2!
. ~9!

Here f m(v8) is the distribution function of the random field
andI (v,v8) is a Lorentzian spin packet. It is clear that whe
J(v,v8)5d(v2v8), I m(v)5 f m(v). Later it will be
shown that Eqs.~8! and~9! give the same result as replacin
v by v6( i /t) in Eq. ~4!. In the case where the homoge
neous broadening is small compared to the inhomogene
broadening, the line shape nearv.vc is determined mainly
by the mechanisms for homogeneous line broadening~e.g.,
reorientational motion, dipole interaction of identical spin!,
while the line shape is mainly determined by inhomogene
broadening in the regionv.vc . We emphasize that this
separation of the contributions from homogeneous and in
mogeneous broadening is a characteristic feature which
curs when nonlinear effects control the inhomogene
broadening of resonance lines. These are especially im
tant in disordered ferroelectric crystals and, as shown bel
become larger as the degree of disorder and the diele
constant increase, so that the line shape should depen
temperature. Since the temperature dependence of the i
mogeneous broadening of resonance lines in disorde
ferroelectric crystals originates in the nonlinearity para
eters, let us discuss this question in more detail.

2. RESONANCE FREQUENCY SHIFT AND THE
NONLINEARITY PARAMETERS

1! In disordered ferroelectric crystals, random elect
fields govern the properties and form of the phase diagr
In the following we shall regard these fields as the m
cause of the frequency shift owing to the electric field effe
in radio frequency spectroscopy.

The frequency shift owing to electric field effects can
linear or nonlinear with respect to the electric field.9 Linear
effects are possible only at paramagnetic centers whose
symmetry does not contain a center of symmetry, while n
linear effects always occur. Note that the local symme
depends both on the structure of the paramagnetic center
on the lattice symmetry. For example, in non-centrally sy
metric structures, the local symmetry does not contain a c
ter of symmetry, while in cubic lattices this is true only fo
off-center ions or complex centers of the impurity-vacan
type, etc.

The magnitude of the electric field effects depends9 on
the magnitude of the spin and, in an approximation tha
linear in E, the spin-hamiltonianHE has the form
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whereSi , I j , Ei , andHk are, respectively, the componen
of the electron and nuclear spins and of the electric and m
netic fields. The third term in Eq.~10! equals zero forS
51/2. The frequency shifts of the resonance transition wh
are linear and nonlinear in the electric field can be obtai
by expanding the matrix elements of the spin-hamilton
~10! in terms of wave functions of the electric field
independent spin-hamiltonianĤ0 in, respectively, the first
and higher orders of perturbation theory. In addition,
frequency shifts that are nonlinear inE can be obtained in
first order perturbation theory by including the terms of t
spin-hamiltonian that a nonlinear inE.11 It should be empha-
sized that the electric field effect can not only lead to a f
quency shift, but also to line splitting, for example, in cry
tals with aTd symmetry. In lattices of this type, there are tw
nonequivalent positions with respect to inversion for wh
all the parameters are the same, while the fieldE differs in
sign, and this leads to the splitting of the lines in an exter
field that has been observed in a number of crystals.9 In
ferroelectric crystals, this kind of splitting has been o
served, for example, in the EPR spectrum of Tl21 owing to
spontaneous polarization in the paraferroelectric transitio
RbH2PO4, as well as in the disordered ferroelectric crys
RADP.12

2! The nonlinear parameters for ferroelectric crystals
usually obtained by studying the effect of an external elec
field on the lattice polarizationP and are described using a
expression for the free energyF(P). As an illustration, let
us consider the case of the polarizationP induced by a field
Eiz ~Ez[E, Pz[P! in centrally symmetric lattices:

F~P,E!5F01
1

2
aP21

1

4
bP41

1

6
cP61¯2PE.

~11!

The polarization, as usual, is determined from the condit
dF/dP50, i.e.,

aP1bP31cP51¯5E. ~12!

In the linear case~b5c5¯50, P[Pl , E[El!,

Pl5jEl , a5j21, ~13!

wherej is the dc dielectric permittivity of the system. Su
stituting Pi in Eq. ~12!, we find

E5El1bj3El
31cj5El

51¯ . ~14!

Comparing Eq.~14! with Eq. ~2!, wherevN is the frequency
shift in the linear approximation with respect to the field, w
find

am5
am

0 jm

Am21 . ~15!

Herea3
0[b, a5

0[c, etc., depend on the type of material a
usually are temperature independent, whilejm(T) deter-
mines the temperature dependence of the nonlinearity pa
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matrix elements of the hamiltonianHE for the electric field
effect ~see Eq.~10!, for example! and can depend on th
magnitude of the magnetic field and its orientation relative
the crystal lattice. In ordinary ferroelectric crystalsj;1/(T
2Tc) ~Tc is the phase transition temperature!, so that theam

should increase rapidly nearTc . In disordered ferroelectric
crystals,j depends both on the temperatureT and on the
degree of disorder in the system. Thus, for example, it
been shown13 that in the ferroelectric crystal PST, which ha
a diffuse phase transition and can be obtained with any
gree of disorder, the ratio of the maximum values ofj ( f
50.1 kHz) for two samples with substantially different d
grees of ordering is 1.5 and thatj8 decreases as the degree
ordering increases while the maximum becomes sharper
analysis of the measured temperature dependences o
third order nonlinearity coefficients of PST samples with d
ferent degrees of ordering showed13 that the nonlinearity pa-
rameters of samples with a higher degree of disordering
much higher than in the more ordered samples, and Eq.~13!
fits the experiment fairly well forT<Tm ~Tm is the tempera-
ture at whichj(T) has a maximum!, while for T.Tm we can
only speak of a qualitative agreement which improves w
increasing ordering of the sample. The latter appears to
related to the fact that Eqs.~11!–~15!, which were derived
for illustrating the temperature dependence of the nonline
ity parameters, are strictly valid for ordered ferroelect
crystals. For disordered ferroelectric crystals, a compari
with experiment13 shows that Eq.~15! provides a qualita-
tively correct temperature variation in the nonlinearity p
rameters.

3. RESONANCE LINE SHAPES IN NONCENTRIC CRYSTALS

1! In these systems the frequency shift caused by r
dom fields includes both even and odd powers of the non
ear contributions. Since the magnitude of these contributi
usually decreases as the degree of nonlinearity increases
shall restrict ourselves to the largest~quadratic! contribution,
i.e., we shall retain the first two terms in the frequency sh
~2!. In this case, the shape of the inhomogeneously bro
ened lines is determined by Eq.~7!, where it is necessary to
replacev by v( i /t), where 1/t is the half width of the spin
packet. For the following calculations we choose a gauss
form for I 1(v):

I 1~v!5
1

A2pD
exp~2v2/2D2!. ~16!

Then the real part of Eq.~7! for the resonance line shape
can be rewritten in the form
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I 2~v!5
DA2p~w~v!!1/2

3H expF f 1~v!22~112a2v!

8a2
2D2 G

3cos
~4a2 /t!2 f 2~v!

8a2
2D2

1expF; f 1~v!22~112a2v!

8a2
2D2 G

3cos
~4a2 /t!1 f 2~v!

8a2
2D2 J ,

w~v!5A~114a2v!21~4a2 /t!2,

f 1,2~v!5&Aw~v!6~114a2v!. ~17!

Equation~17! clearly transforms to Eq.~7! as 1/t→0. In
the limit of a large nonlinear contribution~dimensionless
nonlinearity parametera2D.1!, the exponents in Eq.~17!
approach unity, so that Eq.~17! also implies that for
v.vc , I 2(v)→1/A114a2v. Lineshapes constructed i
accordance with Eq.~17! for different values of the nonlin-
earity parametera2 and of 1/t are shown in Fig. 1. Clearly
the line shapes differ substantially from the gaussian sh
corresponding to the linear approximation. The most imp
tant point is that the line shape is asymmetric even for sm
nonlinearity parameters and its asymmetry increases rap
with increasing a2D, approaching the limit I 2(v)
51/A114a2v for v.vc . Near the critical frequency
(v.vc61/t) the line shape is entirely determined by t
homogeneous broadening contribution. This is true both
large ~Fig. 1a! and intermediate~Fig. 1b! values of the non-
linearity parameter, when the line shape consists of not o
but two peaks with different intensities, one of which is r
lated to the denominator and the other, to the exponent
Eq. ~17!. It is also clear from Figs. 1a and b that the shape
the right hand wing is determined by inhomogeneous bro
ening, while the left hand wing results from homogeneo
broadening. In the case of large nonlinearity parameters,
line shape is given by a curve with a sharp peak atv5vc

~Fig. 1a! whose intensity increases, while its half width d
creases as the homogeneous contribution becomes sm
For smaller nonlinearity parameters, the line has two pe
which merge into one as 1/t increases~Fig. 1b!.

Figure 2 shows the expected transformation of the l
shape with temperature on approaching the phase trans
temperature. The nonlinearity parameter was estimated u
Eq. ~14! and it was assumed that 1/t increases exponentiall
with rising temperature. For concreteness we have used
values ofj(T) and 1/t(T) for KTa12xNbxO3 (x50.157).14

2! We now consider ferroelectric crystals in the KD
family with a Td symmetry in the paraelectric phase. A
indicated in paragraph 1 of Section 2, in systems of this t
there are two inversion-nonequivalent positions and
leads to splitting of the resonance lines in a fieldE owing to
the polarization of the lattice in the ferroelectric phase. T
positions of the first and second lines are usually determi
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by first order perturbation theory, where the spin-hamilton
~10! for 1E and 2E, respectively, serves as the perturb
tion. In this approximation the center of gravity of these lin
is v50, so that one line lies in the regionv.0 and the other
in the regionv,0. The shapes of the two lines are given
Eqs.~7! and~17!, respectively, forv.0 andv,0. Note that
the origin of the frequencyv axis is taken to be the reso
nance frequencyv0 , i.e., v[v82v0 , so that including
terms nonlinear inE leads to a renormalization ofv0 for the
even terms inE or to an additional shift of the lines for th
odd.

Figure 3 shows the shape of the spectra that can be
served in the disordered KDP ferroelectric family. Profil
were calculated for several values of the nonlinearity para
eter and of the homogeneous width. The overlap of the t
of the lines clearly enhancesI 2(v) nearv.0, while the line
shapes are essentially unchanged near the maxima~cf. Figs.
1 and 3a!. This behavior should be typical of all ordinar
ferroelectric crystals, since the lattice polarization that cau
the line splitting is always much greater than the fluctuatio

FIG. 1. Inhomogeneously broadened line shapes calculated using Eq.~17!.
The dotted curve is a gaussian shape corresponding to the linear app
mation without homogeneous broadening.a2D50.4 ~a! and 0.22 ~b!.
(tD)21: ~a! 0.1 ~1!, 0.05 ~2!, 0.01 ~3!; ~b! 0.3 ~1!, 0.016~2!, 0.01 ~3!.
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in the internal fields responsible for inhomogeneous bro
ening. In the case of the dipole glasses, however, the fl
tuations can be of the same order as the average field.
leads to greater overlap of the lines and to a more com
cated spectrum~Fig. 3!, right up to the disappearance of th
peaks nearv56(v081vc) and the appearance of a sing
broad line with a peak atv50 as the homogeneous contr
bution increases. Since the nonlinearity parameter incre
with rising temperature forT,Tc and decreases fo
T.Tc , the line shapes will be substantially different in the
temperature intervals. When 1/t is determined by jumps be
tween equivalent positions, this analysis generalizes
theory of resonance lines in the motional broadening reg
to the case of intrinsically nonlinear contributions to inhom
geneous broadening. Note that under the conditions of
tional narrowing usually observed at high temperatures, n
linear effects will be small, so that the changes in t
spectrum with temperature will have the customary form15

4. RESONANCE LINE SHAPES IN CENTROSYMMETRIC
SYSTEMS

In these systems the line shapes are given by Eqs.~4!–
~6!, with only the odd-power nonlinearity parameters r
tained, i.e.,a2k11Þ0, a2k50 (k51,2,...). Actually, in this
case, when the frequency shifts are caused by the ran
electric fields from sources located at the pointsr 1 ,...,r n ,
thea component of the random field including the linear a
nonlinear contributions can be written in the form

FIG. 2. Calculated transformed shapes of spectrum lines near the tran
temperature.a2D and (tD)21: 0.22 and 0.014~1!, 0.25 and 0.011~2!, 0.3
and 0.008~3!.
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Ea~r 1 ,¯ ,r N!5«aN1b2«aN
2 1¯1b3«aN

3 ,

«aN5(
i 51

N

«a~r i !. ~18!

Since the left and right hand sides should vary the same
under inversion~«aN→2«aN , Ev→2Ea!, we conclude
that b25b45¯5b2k50. Given thatam5bm /Am21, we
conclude that only the odd-power nonlinearity paramet
are nonzero in centrally symmetric systems.

It appears thatI 3(v) depends significantly on the sign o
the nonlinearity parametera3 . Equation ~15! implies that
a3.0 and a3,0 correspond to ferroelectric crystals wit
second and first order phase transitions, respectively. Le
examine the casea3.0.

~2! For a3.0 Eq. ~6! has a single real root. Including
the contribution of homogeneous broadening in Eq.~4! for
the case of a gaussian line shape in the linear approxima
~16!, we find

I 3~E!5Re
1

DA2pu113zx0
2u

expS 2
x0

2

2 D , ~19!

ion

FIG. 3. Spectra consisting of two lines in crystals withTd symmetry.a2D
and (tD)21: 0.22 and 0.02~1!, 0.3 and 0.027~2!, 0.4 and 0.035~3!. The
distance between the lines is 4D ~a! andD ~b!.
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1x2zD 1/3

1S z1/2x2A 4

27
1x2zD 1/3G . ~20!

Here z[a3D2 is a dimensionless nonlinearity paramet
x[v/D is a dimensionless frequency, andy51/(tD) is a
dimensionless half width of the spin packet which det
mines the homogeneous broadening contribution.

Figure 4 shows an inhomogeneously broadened line
file constructed on the basis of Eqs.~19! and~20!. It is clear
that, as opposed toI 2(v), a function of the formI 3(v) is
strictly symmetric with respect to the resonance frequency
which it has a maximum. Nonlinear effects in the inhom
geneous broadening narrow the line and enhance its w
~cf. curves1 and2 of Fig. 4!. It is also clear from Fig. 4 tha
homogeneous broadening changes the line shape mainly
the resonance frequency, leaving the wings of the pro
essentially unchanged as their behavior is controlled by
homogeneous broadening. Note that when the inhomo
neous broadening is caused only by the linear terms in
random fields, i.e., is determined only by the lineI of Fig. 4,
introducing homogeneous broadening of the same magni
as in curve 3 (1/(tD)50.3) causes only a negligible increa
in the height of the peak, a slight narrowing of the line, a
a small enhancement in the wings~cf. profile I and the dotted
curve!. Thus, it is nonlinear inhomogeneous broadening
fects which enhance the influence of the homogene
broadening mechanisms which turned out to be espec
important near the resonance frequency. Since the magn
of the nonlinearity parameter varies with temperature asa3

;j3(T) ~see paragraph 2 of Section 2!, the line should be-
come narrower as the temperature is reduced forT.Tc and
wider for T,Tc .

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The above theory for the inhomogeneously broade
magnetic resonance line shape in disordered ferroele

FIG. 4. Inhomogeneously broadened line profile including third-order n
linear effects@see Eqs.~19! and ~20!#. a3D2 and (tD)21: 0 and 0.3~1!, 1
and 0~2!, 1 and 0.3~3!.
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cifically in optical, Mossbauer, dielectric, and other spect
Given that the mechanisms responsible for inhomogene
line broadening are extremely diverse and can be signific
not only in disordered, but also ordinary ferromagnetic a
ferroelectric crystals, where the nonlinear contributions
come much greater near the transition temperatureTc ,15 the
theory of inhomogeneously broadened spectrum lines de
oped in this paper applies to a broad class of solids.
example, the transformation of the line shape on approach
the phase transition temperature in KTa12xNbxO3 (x
50.157) shown in Fig. 2 is close to that observed recently
the spectrum of first-order Raman scattering by the TO2 op-
tical phonon in this material.14 We emphasize that immedi
ately adjacent toTc , the observed line shape forv.vc is
well described by the theoretically predicted express
I 2(v);1/A114av. Note that a second, less intense ma
mum which occurs away from the transition temperature
v.220 cm21 has been mistakenly interpreted14 as an addi-
tional peak caused by acoustic phonons.

The observed variation with increasing temperature
the EPR spectrum of Tl21 in Rb0.3~NH4!0.7H2PO4

~RADP-70!12 is qualitatively consistent with the curv
shown in Fig. 3b, which is illustrative, since the nonlinear
and homogeneous broadening parameters in it were ch
quite arbitrarily. In addition, calculations were made assu
ing that the homogeneous width is caused by the motion
this spin or its surroundings with a single time (1/t). In a
spin or dipole glass state there is usually a spectrum of
laxation times characterized by a distribution function. I
cluding such a functionf (t) in a calculation of the line
shape by taking an average of the type* I 2(v,t) f (t)dt
could lead to a change in the distribution function and, a
parently, the peaks nearv.vc in Figs. 1–3 would become
less pronounced. On the other hand, calculatingf (t) is a
rather complicated task and the form off (t) is determined
essentially by the distribution of random electric fields in t
system,3 so that some sort of self-consistent procedure
needed in order to find the line shape. In the theory with o
time t it is possible to assume that this time corresponds
the most probable time, which is greater than the half wi
Dt of the distribution.16

The proposed theory, in which the dynamics is det
mined by a single timet also gives a qualitatively correc
description of the observed temperature variation in
NMR line shape of deuterium in RADP-44.7 The observed
NMR and EPR line shapes have been described7,12 in terms
of a distribution function of the local polarization of diso
dered ferroelectric materials which corresponds to a dip
glass model phase for an Ising model assuming a gaus
distribution for the random interaction and for the rando
fields. The form of this distribution function in the motiona
broadening regime is close to that shown in Figs. 3a and
Our results, however, are not limited to the assumptio
listed above, but include nonlinearity effects and are, the
fore, more general. The NMR lines of nuclei with a larg
quadrupole moment can be broadened inhomogeneous
disordered ferroelectric crystals owing to fluctuations in t
gradients of the electric fields. In particular, the observe17

-
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al,
numerical Monte-Carlo calculations in which the elect
field gradients owing to the disorder in the ion substituti
were calculated for a Gaussian distribution of the Nb sub
tutions relative to the lattice site in an ideal PMN structu
NMR spectra of87Rb broadened by a quadrupole interacti
have been fitted18 using both a Monte-Carlo calculation an
another approach in which the distribution of the elect
field gradient was coupled to the distribution of the loc
lattice polarization. It is possible that the observed5,17 NMR
line shape of93Nb in PMN is close to that in Fig. 4 becaus
of this coupling. In our approach, the shape of lines bro
ened by a quadrupole interaction can, in general, be ca
lated using Eqs.~4!–~6! since the mechanisms responsib
for the frequency shift in Eqs.~2! and ~3! can be arbitrary.
Difficulties may arise only in the case of61/2→71/2 tran-
sitions, for which the frequency shift begins with terms th
are quadratic in the field gradients and, therefore, does
contain the linear contributions which essentially determ
the form of Eq.~4!. A preliminary examination shows tha
magnetic resonance line shapes can also be calculated b
method in the case where there are no linear terms in Eq.~2!.
In conclusion, we note that an experimental manifestation
the nonlinear effects in magnetic resonance spectral
shapes predicted here should be sought at temperatures
responding to the maximum dielectric constant, as well a
the particular orientations of the external magnetic field
the crystals implied by Eq.~15!. A study of the features o
the magnetic resonance spectra in disordered ferroele
crystals such as PST and PLZT with different values of n
linearity parameters would be of special interest. An exa
nation of the magnetic resonances in systems of this t
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nisms responsible for the features of the phase diagram
the properties of disordered ferroelectric crystals.
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tense study, both in the low-pressure region~where it is one
example of quantum crystals! and at high pressures, whe
phase transitions in it cause interest, in particular
insulator-metal transition.1–15 In determining the equation o
state of hydrogen, the highest accuracy is provided by st
compression experiments in diamond anvils. By now,11 er-
rors in measurements are sufficiently small that we can
tinguish the equation of state of the two isotopes~hydrogen
and deuterium! and how they change at temperature diffe
ences near room temperature. There is even greater exp
tion for accuracy of planned experiments using intense s
chrotron radiation to determine the sample volume. T
makes it possible to directly determine such important ch
acteristics of solids, and in particular hydrogen, as the De
temperature and Gru¨neisen parameter.

In the Mie-Grüneisen approximation, the pressure of h
drogen can be written in the form

P~v,T!5Ps~v !1P0~v !1Pa~v !1Pt~v,T!. ~1!

HereT, n, andP are the temperature, specific volume, a
pressure,Ps is the static pressure,P0 andPa are pressures o
zero point oscillations caused respectively by optical a
acoustic branches, andPt is the thermal part of the pressu
arising from acoustic phonons.Pa andPt are determined by
the expressions

Pa52
9

8
kB

dQD

dv
, ~2!

Pt523kB

T

QD
DS QD

T D dQD

dv
, ~3!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,QD is the Debye tempera
ture, and

D~x!5
3

x3 E
0

x t3dt

et21
~4!

is the Debye function. Using labelsh and d to refer to hy-
drogen and deuterium respectively, let us write four Eqs.~1!
for these two isotopes with the same specific volume and
values of the temperatureT1 and T2 . Then by eliminating
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into account the connection between Debye temperature
hydrogen and deuterium:

j5QD
d /QD

h 51/&, ~5!

we obtain an algebraic equation that determinesQD
h ~it is

convenient to introduce the dimensionless quan
t5QD

h /T2 in place ofQD
h ):

F~t![

D~t!2
T1

T2
DS t

T2

T1
D

D~jt!2
T1

T2
DS et

T2

T1
D 2

Ph~v,T2!2Ph~v,T1!

Pd~v,T2!2Pd~v,T1!
50.

~6!

For each specific volumev, which is a parameter~in this
case,T1 , T2 , Ph andPd are also parameters!, the algebraic
Eq. ~6! with respect to the single unknownt can be solved
numerically, for example, Newton, ast5 lim

n→`
t (n), according

to using the recursive Newtonian procedur
t (n11)5t (n)2F(t (n))/F8(t (n)) (n51,2, . . . ). Thederivative
of the functionF(t) required for this with respect tot is

F8~t!5
3

t3 F f ~t!2S T1

T2
D 3

f S t
T2

T1
D GFD~jt!2

T1

T2
D

3S jt
T2

T1
D G2

1

j3 F f ~jt!2S T1

T2
D 3

f S jt
T2

T1
D G

3FD~t!2
T1

T2
DS t

T2

T1
D G Y

FD~jt!2
T1

T2
DS jt

T2

T1
D G2

, ~7!

where f (x)5x3/(ex21).
In this case, the Gru¨neisen parameter for the valuev that

is the same for both isotopes can be found from the equa

g52
~Ph~v,T2!2Ph~v,T1!!v

3kBT2FD~t!2
T1

T2
DS t

T2

T1
D G . ~8!
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TABLE I. Debye temperatureQD and Grüneisen parameterg of hydrogen,
obtained by solving Eq.~6! according to the experimental data of Ref. 11.
As an example of the use of this procedure we will
cover the values of the Debye temperature and Gru¨neisen
parameter from data given in Ref. 11 on the equation of s
of hydrogen and deuterium at low (T55 K) and room
(T5300 K) temperatures. The results of the calculation
shown in Table I.

We note that if a valuet05QD
h /T2 is found from Eq.~6!

for some value of the specific volumev0 , then by integrating
with respect to specific volume the difference between p
sures of only a single isotope ~hydrogen!
dPh(v)5Ph(v,T2)2Ph(v,T1), we obtain the equation

W~t![D~t!2D~t0!23 ln
12e2t

12e2t0
2

T1

T2
FDS t

T2

T1
D

2DS t0

T2

T1
D23 ln

12e2t T2 /T1

12e2t0 T2 /T1G
2

1

kBT2
E

v0

v
dPh~v !dv50, ~9!

which also determinest, and thusQD
h as a function of the

specific volumev. The derivative of the functionW(t) re-
quired for its numerical solution by Newton’s method has
form

W8~t!52
3

t FD~t!2
T1

T2
DS t

T2

T1
D G . ~10!

In conclusion, we note that the same procedure can

v, cm3/mol t QD , K g

8 2.543 763 0.863
7 2.871 861 0.828
6 3.780 1134 0.856
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parameter of a crystal of another light element~helium!,
starting from measurements of the equation of state of4 He
and 3 He crystals. Despite the fact that the mass differen
for this system is relatively smaller than that for hydrog
isotopes, solid helium has the advantage in that it is be
described by the Gru¨neisen equation over a wide range
specific volumes due to its atomic character. In it, in partic
lar, there does not appear a phase transition caused by r
ing a molecule out of its orientational order, as happens
solid hydrogen crystals.
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Lattice dynamics of ionic crystals in a model of ‘‘breathing’’ and polarizable ions

N. G. Zamkova and V. I. Zinenko
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660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia
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An expression is written down for the dynamic matrix of ionic crystals in terms of a
microscopic, parameterless model of ‘‘breathing’’ and polarizable ions. Results from a calculation
of the complete spectrum of the lattice vibrations of ionic crystals having an NaCl structure
are presented as an illustration. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!04202-6#
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scopic justifications for a model of ionic crystals consisti
of individual ions whose interaction also determines all
static and dynamic properties. This picture of ionic cryst
is described rather completely by a simplified version of
functional density method proposed by Gordon and Kim3

The later work1,2 generalizes the Gordon–Kim model so
to include the multipole polarizabilities of the ions. The
must be included when calculating the electronic polariza
ity of the ions in the crystal, the dielectric permittivity, an
the spectrum of the crystal lattice vibrations. The polariza
ity and deformability of the ions have been taken into a
count previously through a phenomenological model4–6 and
an adequate description of the lattice dynamics of ionic cr
tals was obtained by including these effects. This approa
however, could only be used to calculate the lattice vibrat
frequencies of ionic crystals with a simple structure, sinc
large number of unknown parameters are involved. In Ivan
and Maksimov’s method1,2 there are no fit parameters an
this method can be used for calculating the lattice vibrati
of ionic crystals with a complicated crystalline structure.
it1,2 the lattice vibration frequencies are calculated by
frozen phonon method, which greatly limits the possible
plications, since the whole frequency spectrum of the lat
vibrations cannot be calculated by the frozen phon
method.

In this paper the approach employed in Refs. 1 and
used to derive expressions for the dynamic matrix and h
frequency dielectric constant and to calculate the comp
phonon spectrum of the lattice vibrations of alkali hali
crystals and alkaline earth oxides with an NaCl structure

1. DYNAMIC MATRIX

An ionic crystal is treated as consisting of spherica
symmetric overlapping ions and the total electron den
can be written in the form

r~r !5(
i

r l~r i2Ri !. ~1!

The total energy of the crystal is given by1,2
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F i j ~Vi ,Vj ,uRi2Rj u!1(
i

Pi
2

a i~Vi !

1
1

2 (
i j

PiQi j ~ uRi2Rj u!Pj

1
1

2 (
i j

PiG i j ~Vi ,Vj ,uRi2Rj u!Pj2(
i j

PiSj~ i !

2(
i

PiEi , ~2!

where the first term describes the Coulomb interaction of
nuclei and the second is the intrinsic energy of an ion, wh
depends on the potentialVi created by the crystalline envi
ronment. The pairwise interaction energyF i j is defined as2,7

F i j 5E@r i~r i2Ri !1r j~r i2Rj !#2E@r i~r i2Ri !#

2E@r j~r j2Rj !#. ~3!

In Eq. ~1! Ri5Ri
02ui , ui is the displacement of an ion from

its equilibrium position,Pi anda i are the dipole moment an
polarizability of thei -th ion, respectively, andEi is the elec-
tric field at the i -th ion owing to the displacement of th
atoms from their equilibrium position, i.e.,

Ei52(
j

Qi j Zj
ionul . ~4!

The matricesQi j andG i j describe the long and short rang
parts, respectively, of the dipole-dipole interaction,Sj ( i )
5Skmjkuk , and the matrixmjk describes the deformability
of an ion. Expanding the first three terms in Eq.~1! in terms
of the small displacementsui , eliminatingPi from the mini-
mum energy condition, and transforming to normal coor
nates, we obtain an expression for the dynamic matrix,

Dak,bk8~q!5~Dak,bk8
pib

~q!1Dak,bk8
pol

~q!!~mkmk8!
21/2,

Dak,bk8
pib

~q!5
1

2
ZkQak,bk8~q!Zk8
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TABLE I. Cell parameters, dielectric constants, limiting phonon frequencies, and dynamic charges.

r.
Crystal a, Å «` vT0 , cm21 vL0 , cm21 Ze f f

Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor. Exp. Theo

LiF 4.03 4.02 1.9 1.71 308 343 636 536 1.0 0.70
NaF 4.63 4.66 1.7 1.54 239 229 413 338 1.02 0.72
KF 5.34 5.24 1.5 1.69 191 127 323 269 1.01 0.95
RbF 5.60 5.61 1.9 1.84 154 156 286 277 1.25 1.16
LiCl 5.14 4.5 2.7 3.36 191 364 398 557 1.15 1.27
NaCl 5.64 5.4 2.3 2.30 164 161 265 239 1.13 0.9
KCl 6.29 5.92 2.1 2.25 143 102 212 180 1.11 0.99
RbCl 6.60 6.24 2.32 124 112 172 169 1.13 1.08
LiBr 5.50 5.03 3.2 3.25 159 319 323 466 1.18 1.25
NaBr 6.00 5.82 2.6 2.38 133 139 207 193 1.14 0.88
KBr 6.60 6.24 2.4 2.36 120 111 166 154 1.11 0.94
RbBr 6.88 6.56 2.38 82 115 0.96
LiI 6.00 5.32 3.91 326 506 1.72
NaI 6.48 6.14 2.9 2.70 120 169 170 216 1.07 1.06
KI 7.06 6.59 2.7 2.58 101 109 138 150 1.14 1.10
RbI 7.34 6.88 2.6 2.58 74 76 101 102 1.13 1.01
MgO 4.21 4.21 3.0 2.83 400 476 750 617 1.15 0.98
CaO 4.81 4.79 3.4 2.95 300 350 574 516 1.26 1.28
SrO 5.16 5.10 3.3 3.09 240 330 495 474 1.40 1.41
BaO 5.54 5.50 3.3 3.32 150 222 430 418 1.45 1.75
1
]

F
0 n

Q ~q!Z
1Tg i ,ak* ~q!Rg i ,g8 i 8~q!Qg8 i 8,bk8~q!Zk8
(

nj ]Vk
S k j D ak,bk8 k8

1
]Ek

self

]Vk
Qak,bk8~q!Zk8

2
1

2 H(
j

pak
j ~q!

]Vj

]Rb
1(

j
pbk8
* j

~q!
]Vj

]Ra

1dak

]Vk

]Rb
1dbk8

]Vk

]Ra
1(

j
i j

]Vj]Vj

]Ra]Rb

1(
n

F ]2

]Ra]Rb
FS n 0

k k8
D Gexp~2 iqn!J

3exp~2 iq~r k2r k8!!, ~5!

Dak,bk8
pol

~q!52
1

2 (
g i ,g8 i 8

@ZkQg i ,gk* ~q!

3Rg8 i 8,bk8~q!Qg8 i 8,bk8~q!Zk8
TABLE II. Electronic polarizabilities of oxygen, halo
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1ZkQg i ,ak* ~q!Rg i ,g8 i 8~q!Tg8,i 8,bk8~q!

1Tg i ,ak* ~q!Rg l ,g8 l 8~q!Tg8 i 8,bk8~q!#, ~6!

where

pak
j ~q!5(

n
F ]2

]Vk]Ra
FS n 0

k k8
D Gexp~2 iqn!,

dak52(
nj

F ]2

]Vk]Ra
FS 0 n

k j D G ,
gk,k8~q!5(

n
F ]2

]Vk]Vk8
FS n 0

k k8
D Gexp~2 iqn!,

i k52(
nj

F ]2

]Vk
2 FS 0 n

k j D G1
]2Ek

self

]Vk
2 ,

R̂5~ Ĝ1Q̂1â !;1, ~ â !g i ,g8 i 85dgg8d i i 8a i ,
gens, and metals in compounds with an NaCl structure.

321. Zinenko
Crystal aM , Å3 ax ,Å3 Crystal aM , Å3 ax , Å3

LiF 0.02 0.71 Kl 0.71 5.09
NaF 0.12 0.79 RbI 1.29 5.24
KF 0.73 0.86 LiBr 0.02 3.21
RbF 1.36 0.89 NaRb 0.12 3.58
LiCl 0.02 2.35 KBr 0.71 3.76
NaCl 0.12 2.69 RbBr 1.3 3.88
KCl 0.71 2.89 MgO 0.06 1.6
KbCl 1.32 2.99 CaO 0.38 2.03
LiI 0.02 4.38 SrO 0.75 2.28
NaI 0.12 4.84 BaO 1.3 2.63
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An expression for the dynamic matrixDpib in the ‘‘breath-
ing’’ ion model has been obtained in Ref. 7.

2. LATTICE DYNAMICS OF CRYSTALS WITH AN NACL
STRUCTURE

We shall use this expression for the dynamic matrix
calculate the lattice dynamics of alkali halide crystals a
alkaline earth oxides with an NaCl structure. The calcula
equilibrium values of the unit cell parameters, limiting vibr
tion frequencies, high-frequency dielectric constant, and
namic Born charges, as well as experimental data for c
parison, are listed in Table I. The calculated polarizabilit
of the metals, oxygen, and halogens are given in Table
Dispersion curves together with available experimental d
for the symmetric directions of the Brillouin zone are show
in Figs. 1–5. As can be seen from Table I and the figures,

FIG. 1. Phonon dispersion in MF~calculated!.
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agreement between the calculated and experimental va
and dependences is quite satisfactory, except for LiCl
LiBr crystals, for which the calculated transverse optic
mode frequencies are 2 times the experimental values.

FIG. 2. Phonon dispersion in MCI. The smooth curves are calculated.
comparison, the results of a ‘‘breathing’’-ion-model calculation neglect
the ion polarizability are shown as dotted curves. The hollow and s
circles are the experimental dependences for the longitudinal and trans
branches, respectively.13
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FIG. 3. Phonon dispersion in MBr. The smooth curves are calculated.
hollow and solid circles are the experimental dependences for the lon
dinal and transverse branches, respectively.14

FIG. 4. Phonon dispersion in MI. The smooth curves are calculated.
hollow and solid circles are the experimental dependences for the lon
dinal and transverse branches, respectively.14
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Thus, the calculations made here show that a rat
simple microscopic model of ionic crystals including th
monopole and dipole polarizability of the ions can be us
successfully to calculate the static and dynamic propert
The advantage of this method is that the time to compute
complete phonon spectrum is several orders of magnit
shorter than for the other known methods of calculating
crystal lattice vibrational frequencies based on first princip
and this offers the possibility of calculating the lattice d
namics of compounds having a complicated crystalline str
ture.

We thank O. V. Ivanov and E. G. Maksimov for provid
ing the programs for calculating the total ion energy a
polarizability.
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FIG. 5. Phonon dispersion in MO. The smooth curves are calculated.
hollow and solid circles are the experimental dependences for the lon
dinal and transverse branches, respectively.9–12
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Characteristic behavior of the specific heat of exsolving 3He–4He solid solutions

. 7
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 355–361~February 1998!

A theory that includes a substantial contribution of the correlation effects to the specific heat of
exsolving3He–4He solid solutions is constructed on a lattice-gas model. This theory
makes it possible to construct a unified description of the temperature variation of the specific
heat of these systems for a wide range of values of the4He impurity densityn0 . It is
shown that, to obtain quantitative agreement of the proposed theory with published experimental
data, the effective coordination numberz for the impurity in the solution must be treated
as an adjustable parameter. For concentrated solutions (5%,n0,50%) the optimal valuez.250
is independent of density, while for dilute solutions (n0,5%) it decreases withn0 .
Specifically,z55 for n050.28% andz53 for n050.11%. This suggests that a second phase
can precipitate in the form of low-dimensional fractal structures during the exsolution of
dilute solutions. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03501-1#

It is well known1 that solid solutions of helium isotopes and determined exclusively by fluctuation effects. In Ref
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with any concentration of the components segregate if t
are cooled below the segregation temperatureTs , whose
value depends on both the composition of the mixture
the external pressure. Exsolution is a first-order transit
leading to the formation of a two-phase heterostructure in
crystal. In the case of the exsolution of dilute solutions ea
phase consists of virtually pure3He or 4He.1 For the case of
exsolution in concentrated solutions, phases have the s
property provided the temperature of the system is su
ciently low. The presence of structural transformations i
solid solution strongly affects its thermodynamic properti
Specifically, the specific heat of a crystal in the two-pha
region contains a contribution~large compared with the spe
cific heat of a homogeneous lattice! due to the additiona
degrees of freedom of the heterophase system. In a hom
neous solution, however, the impurity contribution to t
specific heat is very small, so that, in the case of a transi
into the single-phase region, the total specific heat dr
abruptly to values which are virtually equal to the spec
heat of the lattice. Behavior of this kind was first observ
experimentally in Refs. 2 and 3, where the temperature
pendences of the specific heat of solid solutions of4He in a
3He matrix, with 4He concentrationsn0 in the interval
1.131023,n0,0.5, were measured, and confirmed by la
investigations4–6 performed under different experiment
conditions. Nonetheless, the experimental data2,3 are more
helpful in the development of a theory of the specific hea
exsolving solid mixtures of helium isotopes, since such d
consist of results obtained under identical experimental c
ditions for solutions having a wide range of4He concentra-
tions.

In Ref. 3 it was shown that the behavior of the syste
of interest to us in the two-phase region, at temperatu
T<Ts, can be described satisfactorily in the self-consiste
field approximation~SCF!. The interpretation of their ther
mal properties for the case of a transition to a homogene
solution~at temperatureT.Ts! is a more complicated prob
lem, since in this region the impurity specific heat is sm
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the dependences of the specific heat of a solution on
temperature and4He concentration atT.Ts were obtained
under the assumption that the impurity density fluctuatio
are Gaussian. It was assumed that the rigidity of the Ga
ian mode is proportional toT2Ts , while in reality, as fol-
lows from microscopic analysis,8 it should be proportional to
T2Tc ~Tc is the critical temperature of the mixture!. Atten-
tion to this important circumstance was also drawn in Ref
but the corresponding theoretical analysis is not available
the literature.

Thus, it is obvious that the problem of developing a
equate models for describing the specific heat of exsolv
4He–3He solid solutions above the separation temperat
remains open. Our objective in the present paper is to c
struct a theory of the specific heat of such systems with
bitrary concentration of the components in the entire te
perature range, including nearTs .

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

We shall assume that the Hamiltonian of the system
der study can be represented by a lattice-gas model10

H5«0(
f

nf2
1

2 (
ff8

Vff8nfnf8 . ~1!

Herenf are the occupation numbers of4He impuritons occu-
pying a site f, «0 is the impuriton energy, and
Vff85V(uf2f8u) is the interaction energy of impuritons lo
cated at the sitesf andf8. Since the segregation curve of th
solid solutions4He–3He in the concentration–temperatu
coordinatesn-T is virtually symmetric with respect to the
point n50.5,11 we shall employ a Hamiltonian that is explic
itly invariant with respect to the substitutionnf→12nf

H5
1

2 (
ff8

Vff8nf ~12nf8!,
1

2 (
f8

Vff85«0 . ~2!
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variables f5122nf , after which, to within an nonessentia
constant, the equations~2! transform to

H52
1

2 (
ff8

Jff8s fs f8, Jff85
1

4
Vff8 . ~3!

The self-consistent field~SCF! approximation provides a
very simple method for describing qualitatively correctly t
behavior of the impurity specific heat. It is formally exact
the limit of an infinite impuriton interaction length under th
condition( f Jff85const. In specific calculations, a model
often used in which the interaction of an atom, occupyin
site f, with all other impurities is assumed to be consta
~equal toJ! right up to a definite coordination sphere co
taining z neighbors. The interaction is assumed to van
outside this sphere.8 Thus, the number of neighborsz with
which an impurity atom interacts effectively is a charact
istic of the interaction length. The SCF approximation cor
sponds to the limitz→` with Jz→const. We also note tha
this approximation gives the correct asymptotic behavior
the thermodynamic functions in the low-temperature lim
irrespective of the value of the coordination number.

In the SCF approximation the expression for the spec
heat~here and below all extensive thermodynamic functio
are calculated per lattice site! have the form

Cmf5Jzs
ds

dT
, ~4!

wheres5122n is an order parameter related with the4He
densityn in the separating phases. The order parameter
function of temperature must be found from the equation10

s5tanh
Jzs

T
~5!

until the order parameter reaches, as the temperature
creases, the limiting values05122n0 corresponding to a
homogeneous solution with average densityn0 . The tem-
perature at whichs becomes equal tos0 is the separation
temperatureTs

Ts
215

1

2Jzs0
ln

11s0

12s0
.

In the case of transition to the single-phase region atT.Ts,
the order parameter is temperature-independent and rem
equal tos0 . Then, in the SCF approximation the quant
ds/dT appearing in Eq.~4! satisfies

ds

dT
5H 2~s/T!@l/~12l!#, T,Ts ,

0, T.Ts ,
~6!

where

l5
Jz

T
~12s2!. ~7!

The SCF approximation completely ignores the ex
tence of fluctuations in the system, so that forT.Ts the
impurity contribution to the specific heat identically equa
zero. Thus, despite the fact that the variation of the spec
heat in the two-phase region can be explained satisfacto
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homogeneous solution (T.Ts). Allowance for correlations
in the system under study could be made by using, fi
different variants of cluster approximations~for example, the
quasichemical approximation10 or the Kikuchi method11!
and, second, different variants of the random-ph
approximation.8 Further, exact methods based on virial e
pansions are applicable at low concentrations.10 Finally, in
the specific case when the impurity concentration equ
50% extrapolation of the high- and low-temperature exp
sions of the specific heat to temperatures near the crit
temperature can be used.12,13

2. DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC HEAT BY
EXTRAPOLATION OF SERIES

We begin our discussion of the applicability of differe
approximations for describing the specific heatC(T) with an
analysis of the last possibility listed in the preceding secti
At concentrationn050.5 the separation temperatureTs5Tc .
Low-temperature~in powers ofu5exp(24J/T)! and high-
temperature~in powers ofn5tanh(J/T)! expansions of the
specific heat are presented in Ref. 14 for a system descr
by the Hamiltonian~3! in the nearest-neighbor interactio
approximation for three types of cubic lattices~sc, fcc, and
bcc!. As is well known,1 a solid solution of helium isotope
with equal concentrations of the components has a bcc
tice. The low-temperature series14 for this case is irregularly
sign-alternating and its coefficients differ sharply in absol
magnitude. The direct application of this series for the int
pretation of the experimentally observed specific heat of
mixture 3He–4He2 is ineffective, since its region of applica
bility is limited to extremely low temperatures. Moreove
the specific heat calculated using this series becomes n
tive, even atT.0.3Tc . This behavior is due to the fact tha
the convergence radius of this series is determined by n
physical singularities in the complexu-plane which are lo-
cated closer to the origin of coordinates than the phys
singularity.15,16

Following Ref. 15, this difficulty can be circumvente
by re-expanding the series, as proposed in Ref. 14, in te
of the variabley related withu by the relation

u5S y

12yD 2

.

The result is a new representation for the low-temperat
(T,Tc) specific heatCLT(T) in the form of a sign-constan
expansion

GLT~T!516S J

TD 2

y8(
n50

26

bnyn. ~8!

The coefficients in this series are given in the Appendix. F
this series the singularity closest to the origin lies on
positive real semiaxis and corresponds to the true phys
singularity.

The expansion of the specific heatCHT(T) for a bcc
lattice at high temperatures (T.Tc) is sign-constant and de
pends only on the variablew5n2 ~Ref. 14!
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C 5S TD (
n50

dnw , ~9!

where the coefficientsdn are: d054, d15140, d254056,
d35129360, andd454381848. As shown in Ref. 13, th
high-temperature expansions converge in the entire temp
ture rangeT.Tc and the ratiodn /dn21 of coefficients rap-
idly approaches the asymptotic valuewc

21@11(a21)/n#
~a.1/8 is the critical exponent for the specific hea
wc.tanh2(J/Tc)!.

To describe the specific heat in the entire tempera
range, the low- and high-temperature branches of the spe
heat must be extrapolated to temperatures near the cr
temperature with allowance for the critical behavior of t
function C(T) asT→Tc .

It is known17 that nearTc the specific heat diverges a
A6u12T/Tcu21/8 ~where the coefficientsA6 refer to tem-
peratures above and belowTc , respectively!. These coeffi-
cients are related with one another by the approxim
relation18

A1

A2
54S b

g D 2Fg~122b!

2b~g21!G
g12b

, ~10!

whereb55/16 andg55/4 are critical exponents.13 We now
supplement the high-temperature series~9! by a term of the
form

dCHT5B1FU12
w

wc
U21/8

2 (
n50

3

anS w

wc
D nG , ~11!

wherean are the coefficients in the Taylor series expans
of the first term in square brackets in Eq.~11!

an5
G~n11/8!

G~n11!G~1/8!
, ~12!

~G(x) is the Euler gamma function!. Thus, the expansion
~11! in powers ofw/wc starts with a term proportional to
(w/wc)

4. Next, we choose the coefficientB1 so that the
term of the expansion ofdCHT that is proportional to
(w/wc)

4 is identical to the last term of the starting exa
high-temperature expansion~9!. Then

B15
73308

425
~16wc!

4.

As a result, forT.Tc the specific heat is described by th
sum of the termsCHT and dCHT, in one of which a term
proportional to the fourth power ofw has been dropped so a
to avoid taking this term into account twice.

Similarly, a termdCLT of the form

dCLT5B2FU12
y

yc8
U21/8

2 (
n50

34

anS y

yc
D nG , ~13!

where the coefficientsan are once again determined by th
relation ~12! and 2yc512tanh(J/Tc), must be added to the
low-temperature expansion. Despite the fact that the lo
temperature expansion re-expanded in terms ofy is sign-
constant and its coefficients exhibit a more regular beha
than those of the starting series, the coefficients nonethe
converge nonuniformly to the asymptote
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in the sense that the differenceyc
212bn /bn21 changes sign

irregularly with increasingn. In this connection the coeffi-
cient B2 in Eq. ~13! cannot be determined by analogy
B1 . Here it is necessary to use the relation betweenB1 and
B2 that can be obtained from Eq.~10!, if the first terms in
Eqs.~11! and~13!, respectively, are re-expanded in the po
ers of 12(T/Tc). The result is

B1

B2
5

A1

A2
F2S 1

Awc

21D G21/8

.

To compare the present theory with the experimen
data, terms taking account of, respectively, the lattice con
bution to the specific heatCph5(12p4/5)(T/QD)3 ~where
QD is the Debye temperature! and the contributionCex due
to the exchange interaction of3He atoms must be added t
the expressions obtained above. The latter contribution
be represented in the form11

Cex53~12n!2S I

TD 2F12
I

T
1

7

4 S I

TD 2G ,
whereI is the exchange integral. We shall always take th
corrections into account when we compare with the exp
mental data all the expressions for the specific heat that
presented in the present paper. It should be noted that
cause these corrections are small we neglected the pre
dependence ofI in our calculations, taking for it the maxi
mum value corresponding to a molar volume
24.2 cm3/mole. According to different published data,11 the
experimentally determined value ofI under these conditions
is 0.88–1.22 mK. We shall employ the average numeri
value I .1 mK. Moreover, we neglect the temperature d
pendence ofQD , since the associated corrections are sm
in the temperature interval where the effects of interest to
occur.

The results of a comparing of the extrapolation formu
derived above for the specific heat with the experimen
data of Ref. 2 as well as SCF calculations for solutions w
n050.5 are presented in Fig. 1. The quantityJ was deter-
mined from the real experimental valueTc50.38K,2,9 so that
J520.25Tc ln(0.5327).0.15 K,14 for the expressions~9!–
~13! while for the SCF approximationJ5Tc /z. At high tem-
peratures, the theory agrees only qualitatively with expe
ment. Ways to improve the theory will be discussed belo
As one can see from Fig. 1, the low-temperature branch
the specific heat in the SCF approximation~4! agrees some-
what better with experiment than does the extrapolation
the power series. In our opinion, the discrepancy betw
theory and experiment is due to the following. Although,
principle, power series formally give exact solutions in t
corresponding temperature intervals, the interaction of o
nearest neighbors is taken into account in the derivation
the series expansions.14 This suggests unequivocally that th
nearest-neighbor approximation is insufficient for describ
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our system, and we are apparently dealing with a situa
where the contribution of the distant coordination sphe
must be taken into account.

3. CORRELATION CORRECTIONS TO THE SCF
APPROXIMATION

A natural method for obtaining the correlation corre
tions to the SCF for lattices with large coordination numb
z is to expand the thermodynamic functions in powers of 1z.
The first term of this expansion corresponds to the so-ca
random-phase approximation~RPA!.8 The correction to the
average energy of the system in this approximation equa

DERPA52
1

2NT (
q

J2~q!~12s2!2

12J~q!~12s2!/T
. ~14!

HereJ(q) is the Fourier transform of the functionJff8 , N is
the total number of sites in the system, and the order par
eters satisfies Eq.~5!. We call attention to the fact that th
impurity interaction length is of the order ofz1/3. For this
reason, the terms with 0,q,q0 , whereq0;z21/3, make the
main contribution to the sum in Eq.~14!. To estimate this
sum we approximate the potentialJ(q) by the expression8

J~q!5H Jz~12q2/q0
2!, q,q0 ,

0, q.q0 .
~15!

Switching in Eq.~14! from summation to integration, we fin

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of a 50%3He–4He
mixture. Solid curve—theory, obtained by extrapolating power ser
Dashed line—SCF approximation.1—Experimental data from Ref. 2. Her
and in the following figures the specific heat is normalized to the unive
gas constantR.
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12p2 H l S l

3arctan21 A l

12l D 1
2

5
lJ , ~16!

wherel is determined by the relation~7! andn0 is the cell
volume.

In a model where the interaction is constant~and equal
to J! right up to the coordination sphere containingz neigh-
bors, the first correction with respect to the parameterJ/T to
the specific heat equals19

DE52
J2z

2T
~12s2!252

l2T

2z
. ~17!

On the other hand, the first term in the expansion in Eq.~16!
in powers of the reciprocal of the temperature must be
same as in Eq.~17!. This makes it possible to find a relatio
between the cutoff parameterq0 and the effective coordina
tion number. The result is

q0
3v05

105p2

4z
. ~18!

The corresponding correction to the specific heat has
form

DCRPA5
DERPA

T
1

1

12l F S 3

2
2l D DERPA

T
1

7

4z
l2G

3S 112
Jzs

l

ds

dTD . ~19!

Hereds/dT is once again given by Eq.~6!.
Comparing the obtained result with the experimen

data2 for 4He concentrationsn050.5, 0.21, and 0.5 showe
that to achieve good agreement between theory and ex
ment the coordination numberz in the above-obtained for
mulas must be treated as an adjustable parameter, w
value turns out to be unexpectedly large. Thus, for all c
centrations listed abovez5250. This means that the neares
neighbor approximation does not give an adequate desc
tion of the observed specific heat in the concentration ra
studied and the impurity interaction extends at least o
several~four to five! coordination spheres. The fact that th
optimal ~from the standpoint of agreement with experime!
values found here for the parameterz are comparatively
large must signify, on the one hand, that the above-calcula
fluctuation corrections are small~proportional to 1/z! and, on
the other, that the conditions of applicability of the SCF a
proximation are satisfied~formally corresponding to the limit
z→`!. In reality, however, above the exsolution tempe
ture, T.Ts, in the homogeneous solution region the exce
specific heat in the SCF approximation equals identica
zero and the lattice specific heat of the matrix nearTs is still
very small. For this reason, the fluctuations make the m
contribution to the specific heat of the solid solution
T;Ts .

We note, however, that in the case of low concentratio
the correction~16! presented above is negligibly small eve
compared with the lattice contribution. This is evidently

.

al
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because the RPA describes the interaction due to sub
tially collective effects, provided that the interaction with
each pair of sites is determined in the first nonvanish
order of perturbation theory.

For low concentrations, an approach based on expan
of the thermodynamic functions using Mayer groups10 is
more effective. The corresponding correction to the ene
in the approximation of the second virial coefficientDE2

depends only on the coordination number and is indepen
of lattice type. In our case

DE252
Jz

8
~12s2!2@exp~4J/T!21#. ~20!

Let us combine both approximations~16! and ~20! so as to
obtain a unified description for both low and high concent
tions. A diagrammatic analysis of the Ising model8 shows
that the correction~17! is taken into account in both th
relation ~16! and ~20!. For this reason, it must be subtract
from the sums~16! and~20!. The resulting total correction to
the specific heat is

DC5DCRPA2
4J

T FDE2

T
1

Tzs

l

ds

dT S DE2

T
1

l2

2zD G .
~21!

Figures 2 and 3 display theoretical curves and exp
mental data for all4He concentrations presented in Ref.
The proposed theory contains two adjustable parametersTc

and z. The first one is taken directly from experiment~for
our systemTc50.38 K!, and the coordination numberz must
be set equal to 250 for all high concentrations~n0550, 21,

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of dilute3He–4He
solid solutions. Experimental data:2 1—0.11%4He, 2—0.28%4He. Curves
are results of the theoretical calculations in this work.
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and 5%! andz55 (n050.28%) andz53 (n050.11%), re-
spectively, for low concentrations. The quantityJ was as-
sumed to be equal toJ5Tc /z for all concentrations on the
basis of the fact that atT,Tc the specific heat lies on th
same curve for all solutions.

4. DISCUSSION

Our analysis shows unequivocally that the existing e
perimental results can be interpreted only under the assu
tion that the impurity interaction is long-range. We took a
count of this long-range interaction indirectly by introducin
an effective coordination number. Thus, in all approxim
tions discussed above the coordination numberz must be
treated as an adjustable parameter. The entire concentr
interval n0<50% separates naturally into two parts. At hig
concentrations~5% and higher! z is virtually independent of
n0 and good agreement with experiment is obtained w
z.250. For each of the low concentrations~n050.28 and
0.11%!, however, the values ofz are different:z55 and 3,
respectively. We note that this choice is unique, i.e. agr
ment with experiment cannot be obtained for any values oz
different from those indicated above. Indeed, the lead
term in the low-temperature asymptotic expansion of
specific heat depends only on the combinationJz. At the
same time, in the single-phase region, where the impu
density is fixed,C(T) is determined by two independent p
rameters:J andz. This last circumstance makes it possible
determine uniquely the value of the coordination number

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the specific heat of concentr
3He–4He solid solutions. Experimental data:2 1—5% 4He, 2—21% 4He,
3—50% 4He. Curves are results of the theoretical calculations in this wo
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applicable at low concentrations. Moreover, the first vir
correction does not depend on the specific type of lattice,
in the lattice-gas model~Ising model! unique agreement with
experiment obtains only forz53 or z55, which does not
correspond to any regular spatial structure. This sugg
that, at low concentrations, exsolution in the solution occ
with formation of a new phase in the form of fractal stru
tures of the Cayley tree type. This is not surprising, since
impurity interaction at large distancesr decreases as 1/r 3 and
is strongly anisotropic~it is attractive for some directions an
repulsive for others!. The magnitude and sign of the intera
tion depends strongly on the crystallographic direction
which the radius vector connecting the interacting impurit
lies.20–22 For this reason, at low concentrations, when
average impurity separation is much greater than the in
atomic separation, a new phase grows in the form of a t
the degree of whose vertex is determined by both the c
centration and the number of crystallographic directio
along which there is attraction.

At high concentrations, when the impurity separation
comparable to interatomic distances, the elastic fields of
impurities overlap and the effective interaction between
impurities becomes substantially isotropic, but remains lo
range. In this case, the nuclei of the new phase grow in
form of compact formations. Thus, the large difference in
values of the effective coordination number with high a
low 4He concentrations is in our opinion due to the spec
nature of the impurity interaction in bcc3He lattices.

We note that the character of the impurity interaction
large distances is very similar to the dipole-dipole interact
~electrostatic and magnetic! in the sense that it depends o
distance asr 23 and the angular dependence is such tha
vanishes after averaging over directions. It is known23 that
very complex structures with a nontrivial distribution of or
entations of the dipole moments at the lattice sites can ap
in systems with an interaction of this type. This circumstan
can serve as an additional argument in support of our c
jecture that fractal structures consisting of4He impurities
form in dilute 4He–3He solutions.

Of course, it could be assumed that, forz53, regularly
packed planar structures consisting of4He atoms appea
when the solution segregates. This assumption would be
vious only if the 3He matrix possessed the specific anis
ropy that is characteristic of, for example, layered crysta
Since the bcc lattice of3He does not possess such properti
it is very unlikely that planar nuclei of a new phase exist
it. Impurity precipitation at grain boundaries can serve
another possibility for the formation of planar precipitate
Verifying this conjecture, however, falls outside the scope
our model of a solid solution~it assumes, specifically, that a
additional adjustable parameter is introduced into
problem—the impurity–boundary interaction energy!.

We also call attention to the fact that, in the oppos
limiting case of very dilute solutions of3He in a4He matrix,6

the behavior of the specific heat can be explained under
by assuming that there exist quasi-one-dimensional nucle
a new phase that form, for example, at dislocations in
crystal.24 It seems to us that this model cannot be direc
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a small quantity of He impurities. The reason is that theHe
lattice is substantially more ‘‘quantum,’’ so that dislocatio
mobility is high in it and, therefore, there is a high probab
ity that dislocations will leave the crystal during growth
the sample.

In conclusion, we note that the further investigation
the problem should involve a systematic microscopic
scription of the impurity interactions, taking into account t
discrete nature of the crystal lattice. Unfortunately, we do
know of any works where measurements of the specific h
of solutions were performed in the intermediate concen
tion range 0.3,n0,5%. Such results would make it pos
sible to draw more definite conclusions about the chang
the mechanism of nucleation as a function of the compo
tion of the solid solution.

We wish to thank Professor D. O. Edwards~Ohio State
University, USA! for discussions which led to the publica
tion of this paper and also V. N. Grigor’ev and E´ . Ya. Ru-
davski� for valuable remarks and for their interest in th
work.

5. APPENDIX

The coeffiicients in the expansion in Eq.~8! are as fol-
lows:

b054; b1532; b25144; b35480; b451320,

b553168; b656913; b7514414; b8530813,

b9572048; b105184620; b115488376,

b1251252648; b1353006272; b1456674186,

b15513811996; b16527447686; b17555431280,

b185121396999; b195293835094;

b205749271795,

b2151884259692; b2254474431975,

b2359864530634; b24520287650355,

b25540058936096; b26580443615062.
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LOW-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS AND SURFACE PHYSICS
Propagation of quasi-two dimensional exciton polaritons in a quantum well waveguide
V. A. Kosobukin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted July 17, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 362–365~February 1998!

The propagation of exciton polaritons in an optical waveguide with a quantum well is studied.
Spatial dispersion of the excitons causes the wave vector of the exciton polaritons to
split between waveguide and exciton modes at resonance. The magnitude of this splitting is
determined by the radiative decay parameter of excitons with corresponding polarization in the
quantum well. The group velocity of the waveguide exciton polaritons in the resonance
region can be three or four orders of magnitude lower than the speed of light in vacuum.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!04402-5#

Energy transport of optical excitation by exciton polari- quency and speed of the light,aB is the Bohr radius of the
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tons plays an important role in understanding the mec
nisms for the interaction of light with excitons.1 In particular,
the multimode character of energy transport by polarito
caused by the spatial dispersion of excitons in bulk crys
has been established.2–4 There is special interest in analo
gous effects which occur in solid-state waveguide structu
where coupled exciton and electromagnetic waves are qu
two dimensional.

A time-of-flight experiment for observing waveguide e
citon polaritons has been performed5 in which a delay time
of ;5 ps was found for pulses propagating along a wa
guide with a quantum well of length 250mm. Models of
semiconductor structures with an isolated quantum w
which lies inside the waveguide6 or itself serves as a
waveguide7 have been proposed for the theoretical desc
tion of waveguide exciton polaritons. In this paper we exa
ine the first type of model. This model has been used6 to
simulate numerically the propagation of aTE-mode in an
experimental waveguide structure.5 It was found6 that the
group velocity of the waveguide exciton polariton was
more than an order of magnitude lower than the speed
light in vacuum. The existence of certain contradictions
tween Refs. 5 and 6 and of major discrepancies between
results of Ref. 6 and their analogs for bulk excito
polaritons2–4 suggest that the dispersion and, especially,
propagation characteristics of waveguide exciton polarit
are issues that have not been fully resolved.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate a sim
model which provides a reliable estimate of the propaga
characteristics of waveguide exciton polaritons. The disp
sion relation for waveguide exciton polaritons, including t
spatial dispersion of quasi-two dimensional excitons, and
corresponding group velocities are discussed forTM-modes,
which have not been analyzed theoretically before.

1. MODEL AND DISPERSION RELATION

As a model for a symmetric optical waveguide, we co
sider a layer of semiconductor (uzu,L/2) with a quantum
well inside it (uzu,a/2). The waveguide thicknessL;c/v
and the quantum well widtha;aB ~v and c are the fre-
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exciton! obey the inequalitya!L and correspond to a low
dimensional spatial limit along thez axis for both the exciton
and the electromagnetic modes. The background dielec
constant is«b for uzu,L/2 and«b8 for uzu.L/2 («b8,«b), and
an optical waveguide mode can propagate in this struc
when there is no quantum well. The interaction of this mo
with the polarization field of a quasi-two dimensional exc
ton of the quantum well can lead to the formation of a wav
guide exciton polariton near the exciton resonance
quency.

Outside the quantum well the electric field of a mon
chromaticTM wave is given by

E~r ,v!5exp~ i¸x!@ex1ez~ i¸/kz
2!d/dz#Ex~z,¸,v!. ~1!

Here¸ is the magnitude of the wave vector in the interfa
plane, kz takes valuesq5A«bk0

22¸2 for uzu,L/2 and
q85A«b8k0

22¸2 for uzu.L/2, k05v/c, and ea is the unit
vector along thea-th cartesian axis. The normal waveguid
modes are enumerated by integersm that are related to thez
component of the wave vector byqm'pm/L, and them-th
waveguide mode at frequencyv exists ifL.mpc/vA«b. In
the absence of a quantum well, we denote theTM mode of
type ~1! by E0, where the parity of the givenTM mode is
determined by the componentHy

0;dEx
0/dz in the expression

for the magnetic field, H05ey(2 i«bk0
2/ l z

2)(dEx
0/dz). For the

odd (m51,3,5,...) TM-modes we haveEx
0(z)5C cos(qz)

and Hy
0; sin(qz), while for the even (m52,4,...) we have

Ex
0(z)5C sin(qz) andHy

0; cos(qz).
When the nonlocal contribution of the quasi-two dime

sional exciton to the polarization,8–10 which is assumed an
isotropic here, is taken into account, we can write the elec
field in a semiconductor layer that includes a quantum w
in the form

Ea~z!5Ea
0~z!2

2k0A«b

I c
2 (

b
E dz8Dab

0 ~z,z8!C~z8!

3
2MGb

0/\

¸2;~¸ex
0 !2 E dz9C~z9!Eb

0~z9!. ~2!
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~1! of the electrodynamic tensor Green function for a hom
geneous ~without a quantum well! semiconductor,
I c5*dzC(z)cos(qz), and

¸cx
a ~v!5A~2M /\!~v2va1 iG!. ~3!

Equations~2! and ~3! correspond to the conditionuv2vau
!va , whereva is the resonance frequency of the quasi-t
dimensional exciton,C(z) is the envelope of its wave func
tion, M is the translational mass,Ga

0 is the radiative decay
constant, andG is the dissipative damping constant. Equati
~2! shows that, because the functionsC(z)5C(2z) are
even, in the ground state the exciton interacts with thea-th
component of the field of the waveguide mode, for whi
Ea

0(z)5Ea
0(2z) inside the quantum well. As a consequen

the odd and evenTM modes form waveguide exciton polar
tons with thex andz components of the polarization, respe
tively.

In order to calculate the waveguide exciton polarit
field for uzu,L/2, in Eq.~2! we substitute the components
the Green function,

Dxx
0 5

q2

«bk0
2

sin quz2z8u
2q

,

Dxz
0 5Dzx

0 5
i¸q

«bk0
2

cosq~z2z8!

2q
sign~z2z8!,

Dzz
0 5

¸2

«bk0
2

sin quz2z8u
2q

1
d~z2z8!

«bk0
2 . ~4!

Using Maxwell boundary conditions, we then match t
functions ~2! at the interface boundariesz56L/2 with a
field of the form ~1! for uzu.L/2 in which Ex(z)
5C8 exp(iq8uzu). This yields dispersion relations for th
waveguide exciton polariton,

Fa~¸,v!5H \

2M
¸21va2v2 iGJ f a~¸,v!2Ga50,

~5!

which are different for the different Cartesian componentsa.
Here

f x5
ib8ctg~qL/2!1b

ib82bctg~qL/2!
, f z5

b2 ib8tg~qL/2!

btg~qL/2!1 ib8
, ~6!

b5«b /q, andb85«b8/q8. In solving Eq.~5! we use an ana
lytic continuation of the radiative decay parametersGx

5Gx
0(qc/vxA«b) and Gz5Gz

0(¸2c/qvzA«b) with constants
Ga

0 that depend on the polarization direction of the quasi-t
dimensional exciton states. The parametersGa for the exci-
ton of a quantum well are given explicitly elsewhere.10 For
Ga50 ~i.e., no interaction between the exciton and ligh!,
Eqs. ~5! determine the dispersion relationşex

a (v) and
¸wg

a (v) for the uncoupled exciton and waveguide mod
respectively, wherȩ wg

a (v) is the solution of the equation
f a(¸,v)50. In the absence of spatial dispersion (M→`),
Eq. ~5! transforms tof a(¸,v)5Ga /(va2v2 iG).

The type of boundary conditions which determine t
form of the functionsf a(¸,v) does not have a critical effec
on the theoretical characteristics of waveguide exciton po
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TM mode waveguide exciton polaritons using the simplifi
equations

f x~¸,v!5cot~qL/2!, f z~¸,v!52tan~qL/2!, ~7!

which correspond to the tangential component’s,Ex(z), go-
ing to zero at the waveguide wallsz56L/2 and is obtained
from Eq. ~6! in the limit u«b8/«bu→`. We might expect that
Eqs. ~5! with the substitution~7! would be suitable for a
waveguide bounded by a precious metal~e.g., «b8'230
10.4i for silver at a photon energy\v51.6 eV11 in the re-
gion of the exciton resonances of GaAs12!.

For clarity, neaŗ 5¸wg
a (v) we approximate the func

tions ~7! of ¸2, by f a5Aa$¸22@¸wg
a (v)#2% with constants

Aa.0. Then the solution of the equation obtained from E
~5! has the form

~¸1,2
a !25

~¸cx
a !21~¸wg

a !2

2

6A@~¸xz
a !22~¸wg

a !2#2

4
1~D¸a!4, ~8!

where the quantity (D¸a)45(2M /\)(Ga /Aa).0 calculated
for ¸5¸wg

a has the significance of a photon-exciton intera
tion constant. Equation~8! implies that near the resonanc
frequency determined by the condition¸ex

a (v)5¸wg
a (v), the

wave vector splits into componentş1
a(v) and ¸2

a(v) cor-
responding to the upper and lower dispersion branches o
waveguide exciton polariton. This resonance splitting, wh
magnitude is determined by the quantity (¸1

a)22(¸2
a)2

52(D¸a)2, is a consequence of including the spatial disp
sion of the exciton (MÞ0), and its existence means that
the given frequency two waveguide exciton polariton mod
should propagate and interfere with one another.

Figures 1a and 2a show the waveguide exciton polar
dispersion branches calculated from Eqs.~5! and ~7! with
typical parameters for quasi-two dimensional excitons
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells. Figure 1 corresponds to
oddm51 waveguide mode interacting with thex component
of the polarization of ane12hh1 heavy hole exciton and
Fig. 2, to the evenm52 mode interacting with thez com-
ponent of the polarization of ane12 lh1 light hole exciton.
It is clear from Fig. 1a that the upper waveguide excit
polariton dispersion brancheş1(v) found from Eq.~5! or
Eq. ~8! approach the curvȩ ex

a (v) from below or above,
respectively, for (v2vx /Gx

0@1. However, these details o
the asymptotic behavior of̧ 1(v) are only of theoretical
interest here, since in GaAs they should be strongly affec
by the analogous polariton resonance which is coupled to
e12 lh1 light hole exciton and lies several tens of un
higher in frequency on the scale of Fig. 1a.12 Figure 2a illus-
trates the anticrossing of the dispersion curves, which
uniquely possible for thez component of the exciton polar
ization, sinceGz

050 for thee12 lh1 exciton.

2. GROUP VELOCITY

The group velocityn5]v/]x of the waveguide mode is
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n

are
FIG. 1. The dimensionless wave numbers Re¸c/(vxA«b) ~a! and group velocitiesnA«b/c ~b! as functions of the frequency detuning (v2vx)/Gx
0 for odd

m51 modeTM mode exciton polaritons in a waveguide with«b512.6, u«b8u@«b , andLvxA«b/c56 (L51.3mm). The smooth~1, 2! and dashed~18,28!
curves were obtained from the dispersion relations~5! and~8!, respectively, for the uppeŗ1 ~1, 18! and lower¸2 ~2, 28 branches of the waveguide excito
polariton and the dashed curve shows the functions¸ex

a (v) and ¸wg
a (v) for the noninteracting modes. The parametersbx51024, Gx

0/vx5431024, and
hGx

0'0.6 meV, corresponding to a quasi-two-dimensionale12hh1 exciton in ana550 Å wide GaAs quantum well, have been used. Dissipative losses
neglected for both the exciton (G50) and waveguide (Im«050) modes.
a fundamental characteristic of the transport of optical exci-
c
o

~]F/]¸!1,2 1

tation energy by it in a wave packet. For a waveguide ex
ton polariton, the group velocity can be calculated as f
lows:
i-
l-

v1,252
~]F/]v!1,2

, or v1,25~]¸1,2/]v!
, ~9!

where the solutionş 5¸1,2(v) of Eqs. ~5! or ~8!, respec-
t shows the
FIG. 2. The dimensionless wave numbers Re¸c/(vzA«b) ~a! and group velocitiesnA«b/c ~b! as functions of the frequency detuning (v2vc)/Gz
0 for even

m52 modeTM-mode exciton polaritons in a waveguide withLvzA«b/c57 (L51.5mm). The dotted curve shows the functions¸ex
a (v) and¸wg

a (v) for the
noninteracting modes. The parametersbz52.631024, Gz

0/vz56.231024, and\Gz
0'1 meV, corresponding to a quasi-two-dimensionale12 lh1 exciton in

ana550 Å wide GaAs quantum well, have been used. The notation for the curves and other computational parameters are as in Fig. 1. The inse
same curves on a reduced scale.
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polarization indexa. For them51 (a5x) mode, for ex-
ample, the first of Eqs.~9! gives

v

c/A«b

5b
¸c

v0A«b

11S

11bS
, ~10!

where

b5«b\gq0 /~Mc2!, ~11!

v0 is the exciton resonance frequency of the quantum w
(vx in this case!, and S(¸,v)5$¸22¸ex

2 (v)%
$11q(¸,v)L/sin@q(¸,v)L#%/q2(¸,v). In order to obtain
n1,2(v) from Eq.~10!, it is necessary to replacȩby ¸1,2(v)
in the range of frequencies where the latter are real. After
substitution~8!, the second of Eqs.~9! yields

v1,2

c/A«b

52b
c¸1,2

v0A«b

~12!

at the frequencyv corresponding to¸ex(v)5¸wg(v)
5A«b¸0

22(p/L)2, where the quantities ¸1,2

5A¸wg
2 6(Dx)2 are also real. Similar relations are eas

obtained for they andz components of the exciton polariza
tion.

In the resonance region,̧1,2;¸ex'¸wg;A«bv0 /c in
Eqs. ~10! and ~12! and the small parameter~11! determines
the reduction in the group velocity of the waveguide excit
polariton in a way similar to the case of bulk excito
polaritons.2–4 For heavy and light hole excitons in bulk GaA
and the corresponding quantum wells, the parameter~11! is
of order'1024. Thus, the group velocity may be reduced
three-four orders of magnitude compared to the speed
light in the region where the waveguide exciton polarit
exists, while the exact values ofn1 andn2 may be affected
by the details of the waveguide exciton polariton dispers
relation.

This conclusion is confirmed by the numerical calcu
tions of the waveguide exciton polariton group velocitiesn1

andn2 shown in Figs. 1b and 2b. The curves in Fig. 1b sh
that in the region of the exciton-polariton anticrossing, t
group velocity n1 for the modes in the upper waveguid
exciton polariton branch decreases sharply with frequen
while n2 for the lower-branch waveguide exciton polarito
modes increases. It also follows from Fig. 1b that the s
plified solution based on Eqs.~8! and ~12! gives much
greater reduction in the waveguide exciton polariton gro
velocity. Figure 2b illustrates another situation, in whic
because of the peculiarities of the photon-exciton interact
the modes in the upper dispersion branch are faster at
frequency, while the minimum velocity of these modes tu
out to be comparable to the results shown in Fig. 1. Thus,
curves of Fig. 2b can scarcely be interpreted using Eq.~8!.
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guide exciton polariton modes at a given frequency pro
gate independently of one another, we can approxima
ascribe the propagation velocity of the electromagnetic
ergy to the faster of these modes. Then, as Figs. 1b an
imply, this transport velocity must have a minimum near t
frequency of the photon-exciton resonance at which the
duction in the velocity will be related to the parameter~11!.

We have found, therefore, that the features of the re
nance splitting of the waveguide exciton polariton wave v
tor depend strongly on both the polarization direction of t
exciton component and the symmetry~parity! of the wave-
guide mode. In the neighborhood of an isolated resona
state of the quasi-two-dimensional exciton, the wavegu
exciton polariton group velocity or the transport velocity f
the optical excitation energy is characterized by the sa
small parameter as for bulk exciton polaritons. The cal
lated waveguide exciton polariton group velocities in t
resonance region are three-four orders of magnitude lo
than the speed of light in vacuum~Figs. 1b and 2b!. This is
close to the estimates of the group velocity for bulk excit
polaritons,2–4 but differs substantially from Ref. 6 for the
TE-polarized waveguide exciton polariton mode. In this r
gard, we note that all the above conclusions regarding thx
component of the waveguide exciton polaritonTM mode are
qualitatively valid for the waveguide exciton polaritonTE
mode. It might be expected that these conclusions wo
retain their validity even in more precise models which,
must be done, take into account the interference of t
monochromatic waveguide exciton polariton modes or of
waveguide exciton polariton wave packets considered ab

The author thanks R. P. Seisyan for his interest in t
work and for fruitful discussions, as well as A. V. Sel’ki
and F. Lavallard for useful comments.
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Two-particle correlations in 1D-lattice systems with d-interactions

a

A. N. Kocharyan and A. S. Saakyan

State Engineering University of Armenia, 375009 Erevan, Armenia
~Submitted May 20, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 366–370~February 1998!

The problem of two interacting particles in finite closed and open chains is solved by the
Lifshitz method. The ‘‘density-density’’ correlation function, the dependence of the ‘‘surface’’
energy on the two-particle interaction energy and number of links in the chain, and the
two-particle distribution on the chain are found and the nature of the ground state is clarified.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!04502-X#

1. Correlations between particles are known to determineWhen U51` two particles cannot simultaneously be at
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the physical properties of many systems. The simplest m
els in which particle interactions are rigorously taken in
account are the 1D Bose-gas1 and Hubbard models2 which
are solved exactly by the Bethe-Ansatz method.3,4 In the case
of a finite number of particles, it is incorrect to make t
transition to the thermodynamic limit; hence the proble
must be solved for a finite chain. The two-particle proble
on a finite low-temperature lattice is of current interest fro
the standpoint of clarifying the mechanisms for hig
temperature superconductivity,5 as well as clarifying the na
ture of the magnetic ordering in highly-correlated syste
with hole exchange6 ~a generalization of the Nagaoka the
rem!. This explains the heightened interest in the tw
particle problem on a finite low-dimensional lattice. A vari
tional technique has been used7,8 to study the ground state o
two electrons on a closed chain and an expression has
obtained for the ground-state energy that is asymptotic in
number of links,N. An attempt has been made8 to solve this
problem numerically on a 2D lattice. This problem has be
solved for asymptotically largeN.9 An exact expression ha
been obtained10 for the density-density correlation functio
for two spinless fermions on a closed chain and the grou
state energy of the system has been determined. Thus, a
present time there is an entire series of separate results
tained by different, mainly approximate, methods. All the
results can be combined in a single approach, which mak
possible to find an exact solution for the problem, such as
Lifshitz method.11 In this paper we solve the problem of tw
particles ~identical and nonidentical! and, in some cases
compare our results with the earlier work.7–10

2. The hamiltonian of a system of interacting bosons
a lattice has the form

H5( J~n12n2!an1

1 an2
1U( dn1n2

an1

1 an2

1 an2
an1

,

~1!

wheren1,2 are the discrete vectors of the lattice, andan
1 and

an are the Bose creation and annihilation operators. In
case of the Hubbard model, in the Fermi creation and a
hilation operators it is necessary to add a spin subsc
while the interaction operator has the form

H int5
1

2
U( dn1n2

ds1 ,2s2
an1s1

1 an1s1
an2s2

1 an2s2
. ~2!
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single lattice site.
The two-particle wave function is taken to have the fo

u2&5 (
n1n2

c~n1n2!an1

1 an2

1 u0&, ~3!

wherec(n1n2) is the ‘‘first-quantized’’ wave function and
u0& is the vacuum ket vector corresponding to an empty
tice. Acting with operator~1! on the state~3!, we arrive at the
Schrödinger equation

(
n8

J~n12n8!c~n8,n2!1(
n8

J~n22n8!c~n8,n1!

1Udn1n2
c~n1 ,n2!5Ec~n1 ,n2!. ~4!

We seek a solution of Eq.~4! in the form

c~n1 ,n2!5
1

Nd exp@ i ~Q/2!~n11n2!#

3(
k

exp~ ik~n12n2!!c~k,Q!, ~5!

wherec(k,Q) is the two-particle wave function in the mo
mentum representation,d is the dimensionality of the prob
lem,Q is the quasimomentum of the center of mass, andk is
the bare quasimomentum of the relative motion. Substitut
Eq. ~5! in Eq. ~4!, we obtain

c~n1 ,n2!52
Ut

Nd
exp~ i ~Q/2!~n11n2!!

3(
k

exp~ ik~n12n2!!

«~k1Q/2!1«~k2Q/2!2E
, ~6!

where

t5c rel~n12n2!un15n2

is the wave function for the relative motion at zero and

«~k!5
1

Nd (
n

J~n!eikn

is the dispersion relation of the particles. We shall work
the nearest neighbor approximation below. Then, in the c
d51, we have«(k)522t cosk, where 2t is the width of
the energy band. We assume that the lattice constant is u
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In order to find the constantt it is necessary to write the

tte
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itte

this yields the transmission and reflection coefficients

the

s
-

of

to

or
general solution of Eq.~4!, augmenting Eq.~6! with the
plane wave

c~n1 ,n2!5exp~ i ~Q/2!~n11n2!!Fexp~ ik0~n12n2!!

2
Ut

Nd (
k

exp~ ik~n12n2!!

«~k1Q/2!1«~k2Q/2!2EG .
~7!

Examining this expression forn15n2 , we obtain the follow-
ing self-consistency condition:

t21511
U

Nd (
k

1

«~k1Q/2!1«~k2Q/2!2E
. ~8!

The energy spectrum of the systemE is the solution of the
equation

1

Nd (
k

1

«~k1Q/2!1«~k2Q/2!2E
52

1

U
~9!

and is determined by the poles of the mutual particle sca
ing amplitude, i.e., from the conditiont215Q.

Let us examine the solution of the problem of tw
bosons on a one dimensional lattice. We choose a param
zation of the energyE of the form

E524t cos~Q/2!cosp. ~10!

Substituting Eq.~10! in Eq. ~6! and proceeding to the
integration,11 we obtain two solutions corresponding to co
verging and diverging waves:

c6~x,y!5
7 ih

sin p cos~Q/2!6 in
ei ~6rx1~Q/2!y!,

h5
U

4t
, x5n12n2 , y5n11n2 . ~11!

The eigenvalues of the parity operator are linear comb
tions of c6(x,y),

c~x,y!5ei ~Q/2!y@cos~kx1d!u~2x!

1cos~kx2d!u~x!#,

d5arctan
h

sin p cos~Q/2!
. ~12!

These solutions satisfy the boundary condition

lim
x→0

lim
U→`

c~x,y!50. ~13!

The solutions corresponding to the reflected and transm
waves have the form

c~x,y!5ei ~Q/2!yH e2 ipx2
iheipx

sin p cos~Q/2!1 ih
, x,0,

sin r cos~Q/2!eipx

sin p cos~Q/2!1 ih
, x.0.

~14!
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R5
ih

sin p cos~Q/2!1 ih
,

S5
sin p cos~Q/2!

sin p cos~Q/2!1 ih
. ~15!

On passing from the coefficientsR and S to the scattering
phase,12 we again arrive at the eigenstates~12!.

3. In the case of a closed chain, we must impose
following boundary conditions on the wave function~6! or
~12!:

cA~n11N,n2!5cB~n1 ,n2!,

cB~n1 ,n21N!5cA~n1 ,n2!, ~16!

where cA,B(n1 ,n2) are the wave functions in the region
n1,n2 andn1.n2 , respectively. In order to find the eigen
values of the problem from the Lifshitz equation~9!, first of
all we have to determine the spectrum of the seed valuesk
starting with the boundary conditions~16!. Thus, we assume
that translation byN does not change the state with respect
the motion of two particles. Then,

k5
2pm

N
, m50, 1, 2, . . . ,N21

and the Lifshitz equation takes the form

I ~p!5
1

N (
n50

N21
1

cos~2pn/N!2cosp
5

cos~Q/2!

h
. ~17!

To find the sum, we multiply both sides of Eq.~17! by sin p
and integrate with respect top,

E I ~p!sin pdp5N ln 21 ln )
m50

N21

sinS pm

N
1

p

2D
3 )

m50

N21

sinS pm

N
2

p

2D , ~18!

then we use the fact that13

)
m50

N21

sinS pm

N
6

p

2D56212N sin
Np

2
.

Finally, we obtain

cot~Np/2!

sin p
5

cos~Q/2!

h
. ~19!

We introduce the simplest solutions of Eq.~19!:

a. U50, p52pm/N,

b. U51`, p5~2p/N!~n1~1/2!!,

i.e., in the ground statep5p/N,

c. h@1, p5~2pn/N!1~p/N!2~4p/N2!,

d. h!1, p5Ah/N.

Thus, the ground state energy, in particular f
U51`, is
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E 524t cos
p

, ~20!
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The averaging in Eq.~25! should be taken over the two-

s
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re-
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qs.
0 N

or, in the asymptotic approximation inN21, we have

E0524tS 12
p2

2N2D . ~20a!

The result~20! was first obtained in Ref. 9 for spinless fe
mions and a result similar to~20a!, in Ref. 6 ~see Section 1
of this paper!.

In the case of attraction (U,`), the solution of the
Lifshitz equation corresponding to the ground state has
form

E0524tA11h21O~e2pN/2!, ~21!

which corresponds to a bound state of the particles, and
wave function is

c~x!5A2

R
expS 2

uxu
R D . ~22!

whereR51/sinh21h is the ‘‘radius’’ of the bound state.
For a repulsive interaction the probability density of t

particle distribution in the chain in the ground state f
U51` is given by the expression

P~x!5sin2
px

N
, ~23!

which implies that after a single scattering event the partic
separate to a maximum distance equal to the chain le
~the dynamic ground state!.

From Eqs.~6! and ~19! it is easy to obtain the groun
state energy and the wave function of a ‘‘diatomic m
ecule’’, a system consisting of two particles on a two-po
lattice,

E05H 2
1

2
~AU21~8t !22U !, U.0,

2
1

2
~AU21~8t !21uUu!, U,0,

~24a!

and

C~n1 ,n2!55
dn1n2

cosp

A11cos2 p
1

12dn1n2

A11cos2 p
, U.0,

dn1n2
cosh p

A11cosh2 p
1

12dn1n2

A11ch2 p
, U,0,

~24b!

where

cosp52
h

2
1Ah2

4
11, U.0,

coshp5
uhu
2

1Ah2

4
11, U,0.

The pairwise correlation function has the form

G~n1 ,n2!5~an1

1 an1
an2

1 an2
!. ~25!
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particle states~3!. Substituting Eq.~3! in Eq. ~25! and using
Eq. ~12!, we obtain

G~n1 ,n2!5
2

N
dn1n2

1
4

N2 cos2$p~n12n2!1@u~n12n2!

2u~n22n1!#d~p!%. ~26!

In particular, forU→1`, we have

G~n1 ,n2!5
2

N
dn1n2

1
4

N2 sin2 p~n12n2!. ~27!

Equation~27! was first derived in Ref. 10 for 1D spinles
fermions.

4. Let us consider the two-boson problem on an op
lattice. We write the parametersQ andp in the form

2Qi j 5« i p11« j p2 , 2pi j 5« i p12« j p2 , « i51,21.
~28!

This allows us to include all the waves incident on and
flected from the chain boundary. The seed spectrum can
found from the condition that the wave function goes to ze
when the particles are separated by a distance equal to
chain length,c(0,N)5c(N,0)50. Applying these boundary
conditions to Eq.~6!, we obtain

kN5p~n11/2!, n51, . . . ,N,

so that the Lifshitz equation becomes

1

N (
k51

N
1

cos@p~2n11!/2N#2cospi j
5

cos~Qi j /2!

h

and, after summing, takes the form

tan Npi j 52
1

h
sin pi j cos~Qi j /2!, ~28a!

or, using the definition of the parameterspi j andQi j ,

tan Np52
1

h
sin p cos~Q/2!,

tan
NQ

2
52

1

h
cosp sin~Q/2!. ~29!

We introduce the simplest solutions of the system of E
~29!:

a. h50, p15p252pm/N,

in the ground staten5m51,

E0524t cos~p/N!,

b. h51`, p15p~n11!/N, p25pm/N,

in the ground state

n5m51, E0522t~cos~p/N!1cos~2p/N!!,

c.n@1,

E0522tFcosS 2p

N
2

2p

hN2D1cosS p

N
2

p

hN2D G ,
and
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d. h!1, E 524t cos
p

1
2h

cosAh
.
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c~n s ,n s !5~ I 2 P̂ !x
1

exp~ i ~Q/2!
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0 S N p D N

The wave function can be obtained, as in Section 2, fr
Eqs.~6! using Eqs.~28! and ~29!,

c~n1 ,n2!55
~21! l 1 sin p1n1 sin p2~n22N!1~21! l 2

sin p2n1 sin p1~n22N!, n1,n2 ,

~21! l 2 sin p2n2 sin p1~n12N!1~21! l 1

sin p1n2 sin p2~n12N!, n1.n2 ,
~30!

where l 1,2 are the single-particle quantum numbers on
open chain. The main difference from the problem of
closed chain is that here the quasimomenta of the cente
mass and of the relative motion appear in a resonant fo
because of reflection processes at the ends of the chain,
‘‘periodically’’ exchange roles. In the case of attractio
U.0, the ground state energy is

E0524tAh21cos2
p

2N
. ~31!

Evidently, the energy of a two-particle system on an op
chain is higher than on a closed one. Let us define the sur
energy as

DE5EopenEclosed. ~32!

Thus, forU51`, we have

DE5
3p2

N2 t, N@1, ~33!

and forU,0,

DE5
2p2

uUuN2 t2, uUu/t@1, N@1.

5. We now examine the problem of two electrons on
finite chain. We write the two-particle wave function in th
form

u2&5 (
n1n2
s1s2

c~n1s1 ,n2s2!an1s1

1 an2s2

1 u0&. ~34!

Applying the Hubbard hamiltonian to the state~34!, we ar-
rive at the Schro¨dinger equation

(
n8s8

J~n12n8!c~n8s8,n2s2!1 (
n8s8

3J~n22n8!c~n8s8,n1s1!1Udn1n2
ds1 ,2s2

3 (
nmss8

@dnn1
dmn2

ds1 ,sds2 ,s8

2dnn2
dmn1

ds1 ,s8ds2 ,s#c~n1s1 ,n2s2!

5Ec~n1s1 ,n2s2!. ~35!

The expression in the square brackets is the matrix elem
of the operatorÎ 2 P̂12 whereÎ is the unit operator andP̂12 is
the permutation operator. We seek, therefore, a solutio
this equation in the form
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1 1 2 2 12 ab Nd (
kQ

3~n11n2!!3cs1s2
~kQ!eik~n12n2!,

~36!

wherexab is the singlet spin wave function. Then

F«S k1
Q

2 D1«S k2
Q

2 D2EGcs1s2
~k,Q!

52U~ts1s2
2ts2s1

!, ~37!

where

ts1s2
5c~n1s1 ,n2s2!un15n2

.

Using the self consistency condition~see Section 2!, we ob-
tain the following expression fort:

ts1s2~s2s1!56S 16
U

Nd (
k

1

«S k1
Q

2 D1«S k2
Q

2 D2ED
~38!

and then, using Eqs.~36!–~38!, we finally obtain the follow-
ing for the coordinate part of the singlet wave function:

c~n1n2!52
U

Nd exp i ~Q/2!~n11n2!

3F S 11~U/Nd!(
k

1

z~kQ!2ED 21

3(
k

exp~ ik~n12n2!!

Z~kQ!2E

1S 12~U/Nd!(
k

1

Z~kQ!2ED 21

3(
k

exp~2 ik~n12n2!!

z~kQ!2E G ,
Z~kQ!5«S k1

Q

2 D1«S k2
Q

2 D , ~39!

while the energy spectrum is determined from Eq.~9!. As
can easily be shown, in the 1D case Eq.~39! is the same as
the Bose two-particle wave function~12!. The 1D wave
functions ~12! and ~30! both have the feature that they g
identically to zero forp15p2 , i.e., they obey the Pauli prin
ciple, and the system becomes ‘‘fermiized’’ with an arb
trarily small interaction, but it should be noted that this res
cannot be obtained using perturbation theory. Clearly,
pairwise correlation function for the singlet electrons is d
termined by Eqs.~26! and ~27!.

Thus, 1D systems of two spinless bosons, two sing
electrons, and, forU51`, two spinless fermions, are
equivalent, i.e., they have the same wave functions, ene
spectra, and pairwise correlation functions.
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6. In a similar fashion we can obtain an exact solution
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We thank A. F. Andreev for discussing this article and

od-
for two particles with different band widthst15t2 . Here we
give the Lifshitz equation which determines the energy sp
trum of this system on a closed chain,

1

sin~p1w0! Fcot
Np

2
1cot NS p

2
1w0D G5

2t

U
,

t5At1
21t2

212t1t2 cosQ, tan w05
t12t2

t11t2
tan

Q

2
.

~40!

The problem of two particles on a chain can, therefo
be solved exactly using the Lifshitz approach. Another
proach, in the spirit of the Bethe Ansatz, also leads to
stated goal and the Yang equations coincide with the co
sponding Lifshitz equations, i.e., both approaches to the
problem are equivalent.
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Initial stages in the Sm-Si „111… interface formation

n

T. V. Krachino, M. V. Kuz’min, M. V. Loginov, and M. A. Mittsev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted May 26, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 371–378~February 1998!

The initial stages in the formation of the Sm-Si~111! interface have been studied by thermal
desorption, atomic beam modulation, and low-energy-electron-diffraction spectroscopy. The
structure of adsorbed films and samarium silicide films, as well as the Sm atom desorption
kinetics have been investigated within a broad range of surface coverages and temperatures. The
activation energy of desorption from the thermally most stable 332 submonolayer structure,
as well as the binding energy of a single samarium atom with the substrate, have been measured.
The temperature of the onset of silicide decomposition and the activation energy of this
process have been determined. It is shown that the Sm-Si~111! interface forms by a mechanism
close to that of Stransky-Krastanov. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!04602-4#

Thin silicide films formed in deposition of rare-earth system.10 The samarium surface concentratio
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metals~REM! on a silicon surface exhibit a number of sp
cific physicochemical properties~for instance, a high therma
stability and metallic conduction!, which make them prom-
ising for use in micro- and nanoelectronics.1–3 This attracts
considerable interest to the processes occurring in diffe
stages of REM silicide formation from both a scientific a
practiced standpoint.

Attention to REM-silicon and, in particular, to
samarium-silicon film structures has been focused until
cently on the electronic properties of the silicides, whi
form on the substrate surface coming in contact with
adsorbate material.4,5 One still does not know, however, th
mechanisms of formation of the interfaces of this type,
well as the part played by the adsorbed phase in this proc
Our investigation of the adsorption and desorption kine
of atoms of Eu~Ref. 6! and Yb ~Refs. 7 and 8! and of the
kinetics of formation and thermal decomposition of their s
icides on the Si~111! surface provided answers to some
these questions. The present work deals with the Sm-Si~111!
system.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experiments were carried out in an ultrahig
vacuum chamber with a base pressure less than 1310210

Torr described elsewhere.6,8 The substrates wer
phosphorus-dopedn-silicon samples cut parallel to the~111!
plane and having resistivity of 1–10V•cm. They were thin
ribbons 403230.3 mm in size prepared by the method
Ref. 9. Heating was done by passing dc current through
sample. The cleanness and structure of the surface w
monitored by Auger electron spectroscopy~AES! and
LEEDS. The diffraction patterns were studied at room te
perature.

The adsorbate~Sm! was deposited onto the substrate s
face from an evaporator.6 During the deposition the pressu
in the chamber was not worse than 131029 Torr. The flux
intensity from the evaporatorn0 was calibrated agains
known thermal desorption spectra of the Sm-W~100!
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NML57.84310 cm at which there is one deposited ato
per one substrate atom in the Si~111!131 structure was as
sumed to correspond to monolayer coverage (u51).

This work reports results obtained by thermal desorpt
spectroscopy~TDS!, atomic beam-modulation~ABM !, and
LEEDS. TD spectra were recorded in then-I s coordinates,
where n is the Sm atom desorption flux measured with
mass-spectrometer,6 andI s is the current through the sample
The heating current was increased linearly with tim
I s(t)5I 01bt (I 0 ,b5const). The substrate temperatureT
was determined with an optical pyrometer. The seco
method, ABM, was described in detail earlier.6,8

Experimental data obtained by the first two techniqu
were analyzed under the assumption that the flux intensin
obeys a kinetic equation of the type

n5CNn exp~2Ed /kT!, ~1!

whereC is a prefactor,N is the adsorbate atom concentr
tion, n is the order of desorption, andEd is the desorption
activation energy. The latter quantity was derived from t
slope of the straight line drawn in logn5f(1/T) coordinates
~the Arrhenius plot!, and the prefactorC, from the known
values ofn, Nn, Ed , andT using Eq.~1!. For more details,
see Refs. 6 and 8.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As already mentioned, adsorption of REM atoms on
silicon surface can give rise to the formation of silicide
Heating the substrate may result in evaporation from its s
face either of the silicide molecules or of the products
their complete or partial decomposition. Preliminary expe
ments performed within broad temperature and cover
ranges revealed that heating desorbs only free Sm ato
with the silicides being completely decomposed. It was a
established that surface migration of adsorbate atoms to
back side of the substrate, which could introduce seri
error into our measurements6 is either absent altogether o
small enough to be neglected.

34120341-07$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics



FIG. 1. TD spectra obtained at different initial coveragesu. Heating rateb50.03 A/s. Dashed linea shows the shift of the top of peakA1 . Also shown is
theT5 f (I s) relation.u : ~a! 1—0.04,2—0.07,3—0.11,4—0.14,5—0.18,6—0.21,7—0.25,8—0.29,9—0.32,10—0.36,11—0.39,12—0.43,13—0.46, and
14—0.5; ~b! 1—0.21,2—0.43,3—0.64,4—0.86,5—1.07,6—1.29,7—1.50, and8—1.71.
A. Thermal desorption spectroscopy
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Prior to starting a systematic investigation, we carr
out control experiments to learn the effect of prehistory
the Sm-Si~111! adsorption system on the shape of TD sp
tra. It was found that the spectra do not depend on whe
the adsorbed layer was heated before their measureme
not. The structure of the spectra did not change either w
the sample heating rateb was varied. This implies that th
rates of the surface processes substrate heating exce
rates.

Figure 1a shows TD spectra obtained for different co
erages of the Si~111! surface by Sm atoms. Within th
u<0.17 coverage interval, only one peak,A1 , is present in
the spectra. The position of its maximum on the tempera
scale varies nonmonotonically with increasing density of
adsorbed layer. At the lowest coverages, this maxim
moves toward lower temperatures~see the dashed line an
spectra 1 and 2!. Above u50.0620.07, the peak begins t
shift in the opposite direction~spectra 3–6!. While the rate of
desorption in the low-temperature domain does depend
adsorbate concentration, this dependence is weak.

With further deposition of Sm atoms onto the substr
the structure of the spectra becomes more complex and
hibits two new peaks,A2 andS, lying at temperatures lowe
than that ofA1 . No more maxima appear with further evap
ration of the adsorbate~our measurements extended to
monolayers!. In contrast to TD spectra obtained by u
earlier7,8 for the Yb-Si~111! system, all three peaks resolv
very poorly, thus making their analysis difficult.

As seen from Fig. 1a, the third peak,S, becomes clearly
pronounced in the coverage intervalu50.3520.40. Figure
1b illustrates its growth in the region of large coverag
Inspection of the two plots reveals a number of characteri
features.

First, starting with practically the very earliest stage
formation, one observes zero-order desorption (n50) in the
low-temperature part of peakS. This permitted us to deter
mine by means of Eq.~1! the activation energyEd of desorp-
tion from the given adsorption state. Figure 3~curve 10!
illustrates the plot of log fluxn vs reciprocal temperature
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energy was found to beEd(S)54.1 eV.
Second, the monotonic intensity increase of peakS with-

out appearance of any additional maxima in the TD spe
suggests that Sm evaporates from an infinitely growing fi
with constant desorption parameters. Such a film can con
either only of Sm atoms~metal! or from atoms of samarium
and silicon~silicide!. The second possibility is argued for b
the fact that the rate of evaporation of Sm from a metal fil
estimated from its vapor pressure atT51220 K, should ex-
ceed by more than eight orders of magnitude the fluxn ob-
served experimentally, and the valueEd(S)54.1 eV exceeds
by two eV the sublimation energy of metallic Sm@2.14 eV
~Ref. 11!#. These two considerations suggest that theS peak
in the TD spectra is due to evaporation of adsorbate ato
from the silicide layer.

B. Atomic beam-modulation method

Figure 2 presents isothermal dependences of the des
tion flux n on coverageu obtained in the course of adsorba
deposition onto the sample surface. The temperature

FIG. 2. Isothermaln5 f (u) relations obtained with samarium deposited o
the substrate atT(K): 1—1315, 2—1300, 3—1285, 4—1270, 5—1255,
6—1235,7—1215. Incident fluxn054.8331012 cm22 s21.
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which the isotherms were measured were determined by the
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thermal properties of the adsorption system and were ab
the temperature of the 737↔131 phase transition of the
clean Si~111! surface@Tc51100 K ~Ref. 12!#. A special ex-
periment showed that the material deposited onto the s
strate surface does not dissolve in the bulk of silic
throughout the temperature rangeT5121521315 K studied.

One can discriminate four characteristic parts in ea
isotherm. Section I is observed in the earliest sta
(u<0.0320.04) of metal deposition onto the substrate. It
characterized by a close-to-linear dependence of the des
tion rate on atom concentration in the adlayer. The slope
the linear portion decreases with decreasing tempera
since the lifetime of adsorbed atoms increases. As the
marium concentration increases, new parts appear in
curves: II (0.08<u<0.18) and III (0.23<u<0.34), where
the growth of fluxn slows down substantially. The extent o
these regions grows with decreasing temperature. As
transfers from region I to region II, the order of desorpti
changes fromn51 to a value close ton51/2.

As the coverage reachesu50.42, a maximum appears i
the curves. Further increase ofu results in fluxn reaching
saturation~Part IV!, with the level being independent of th
adsorbate concentration~zero adsorption order!. No equilib-
rium is reached between the incident,n0 , and desorbing,n,
fluxes at any coverage~i.e., we have alwaysn,n0!. This
implies unlimited growth of the Sm silicide film. The reaso
why we associate region IV with the growth of the silicid
rather than metallic samarium film have been pointed ou
Subsection A.

The isothermal curves presented in Fig. 2 permit one
follow the concentration dependence of the desorption a
vation energy of Sm atoms. The calculation ofEd was made
under the assumption that desorption takes place from
sorption states of one type and is described by Eq.~1!. The
families of curvesn5 f (u)T5const similar to the ones dis-
played in Fig. 2 were converted to logn5f(1/T)uu5const for a
number of values ofu. Some of these plots representin
straight lines are shown in Fig. 3~curves 1–9!. Their slope
was used to derive the value ofEd for the corresponding
coverage. The results of several series of such measurem
are displayed in Fig. 4.

A characteristic feature of this relationship is the no
monotonic variation ofEd in the earliest stage of the inte
face formation. Foru,0.17, its value first rises sharply from
Ed53.2 eV to reach a maximum of 4.95 eV
u50.0720.08, after which it decreases to 4.5 eV. The la
of data in the coverage interval 0.2<u<0.35 is due to a
nonlinearity of the logn5f(1/T)uu5const plots in this region.
The reasons for this will be discussed later.

Finally, after a silicide film has grown on the surface, t
desorption activation energy from this layer becomes 4.1
The dashed line shows the value ofEd(S) which was derived
from a TD analysis of peakS.

C. Low-energy-electron diffraction

If a samarium adlayer deposited on silicon at room te
perature was not heated, the (737) reflections from the
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clean Si~111! surface gradually disappeared, to reveal,
ready at coveragesu50.120.2, a (131) pattern with a
higher background.

Heating the substrate produced significant changes in
adlayer structure. In the first place, annealing
T57502800 K resulted in film ordering, which was ev
denced by the appearance of additional reflexes. Sec
heated films exhibited a successive sequence of diffrac
patterns replacing one another with increasing Sm concen
tion on the surface. It could be obtained in two differe
ways. In the first of them, the adsorbate deposited on
sample at room temperature was heated for three minute
T5900 K. In the second, the adsorbate was evaporated
rectly on a substrate maintained atT5900 K. Both methods
produced the same results presented in Table I, which sp
fies the coverage intervals within which the correspond
diffraction patterns were observed. Our diffraction measu

FIG. 3. Arrhenius plots obtained by ABM for different coveragesu: 1—
0.007,2—0.015,3—0.018,4—0.05, 5—0.08, 6—0.11, 7—0.14, 8—0.17,
9—16. Curve 10 was obtained by TDS on the low-temperature side
peakS.

FIG. 4. Ed5 f (u) relation. The various symbols correspond to differe
series of ABM measurements. Dashed line shows the silicide decompos
activation energy obtained by TDS.
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TABLE I. Diffraction patterns and corresponding coveragesu1<u<u2 for
Sm-Si~111! structures obtained atT5900 K.
ments are in good agreement with the data of ot
researchers.13,14

In order to compare LEEDS data with TDS and AB
measurements performed at temperatures above 900 K
carried out additional diffraction studies of adlayers dep
ited on the substrate at 1300 K. The observed diffract
patterns and the corresponding coverage intervals are g
in Table II.

Upon inspection of the two Tables we see that, for co
eragesu<0.4, both sequences of the diffraction patterns
incide. Differences appear at higher adsorbate concen
tions. Namely, in the case of interfaces formed atT5900 K
~Table I! we observed (731) and ()3))R30° patterns
which were not seen from interfaces formed atT51300 K.

The diffraction patterns obtained after the substrate h
ing atT5800 K were compared with scanning tunneling m
croscopy~STM! data for the Sm-Si~111! system.13 It was
found that the (331), (531), and (731) patterns can be
identified with STM images obtained from the 332, 531,
and 731 structures~we shall in what follows drop the pa
rentheses in the STM notation and leave them in the diffr
tion patterns!.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

TDS and ABM~Subsections II.A and II.B, respectively!
showed that the appearance of the Sm-Si~111! interface can
be separated into an adsorption and a silicide forma
stage. In the first stage, samarium atoms reside on the su
in adsorbed state. The growth of this film leads eventually
the second stage, namely, silicide formation, where the r
ture of interatomic valence bonds in the substrate make
possible for Sm and Si atoms to combine in a chemical co
pound.

u1 u2 Diffraction pattern

0 0.06 ~737!
0.07 0.09 ~737!1~331!
0.12 0.29 ~331!
0.33 ~331!1~531!
0.36 0.39 ~531!
0.42 ~531!1~731!
0.46 ~731!
0.49 ~731!1~)3)!R30°
0.52 10 ~)3)!R30°

TABLE II. Diffraction patterns and corresponding coveragesu1<u<u2 for
Sm-Si~111! structures obtained atT51300 K.

u1 u2 Diffraction pattern

0 0.06 ~737!
0.07 0.10 ~737!1~331!
0.12 0.31 ~331!
0.33 ~331!1~531!
0.35 .15 ~531!
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For low adsorbate concentrations corresponding to ini
region I in then5 f (u)uT5const relations plotted in Fig. 2, the
samarium atom flux from the surface grows nearly linea
with increasing number of samarium atoms in the adla
and is described by first-order (n51) desorption equation
~1!. This reflects formation of a two-dimensional gas
single adsorbate atoms on the surface. To estimate the
netic parameters of the desorption, we chose the lowest
sible values ofu, at which lateral interactions may be ne
glected. The activation energy of desorption,Ed53.2 eV,
obtained foru50.007 is thus the binding energy of a sing
Sm atom with the substrate, and the prefac
C'131011 s21 is typical of desorption of atoms from th
2D gas state.15

Growth of the adsorbed film results in a qualitativ
change in the pattern of then5 f (u)T5const relations. This
change occurs in the coverage intervalu50.0420.07 and
becomes manifest in the appearance of region II in the
therms. The rate of increase of the desorption fluxDn/Du
within this region is substantially smaller than that in t
preceding one. The transition from the first to second reg
indicates a change in state of the adsorbed film. TDS se
this change also. The motion of the top of peakA1 in TD
spectra~Fig. 1a! reverses direction exactly at the adsorba
concentrations at which region II appears in the isother
On reachingu50.0620.07, this peak begins to shift towar
higher temperatures.

The two above observations suggest that the desorp
activation energy for samarium atoms in new adsorpt
states is higher than that for atoms of a two-dimensional g
This is clearly seen from Fig. 4 showing that an increase
adlayer thickness only by a few hundredths of a monola
brings about a strong increase ofEd , which becomes as high
as 4.95 eV foru50.0720.08. This value is considerably i
excess~by 1.75 eV! of the binding energy to the surface of
samarium atom in the 2D gas.

LEEDS measurements lead one to a conclusion that
filling of new adsorption states characterized by substanti
higher values ofEd is a consequence of a structural rea
rangement in the adlayer. This is evidenced by the app
ance atu50.07 of reflections belonging to a new diffractio
pattern, (331). This pattern persists without any chan
within a broad adsorbate concentration range, and its refle
grow in intensity as one moves toward largeru, thus imply-
ing that the geometric structure of the growing adsorbed fi
remains unchanged. As for the (737) reflections from the
clean surface, they die out gradually as the adlayer fills
the substrate surface, to vanish altogether atu50.12.

The above results obtained independently by means
three methods suggest that, similar to the Yb-Si~111! case
studied by us earlier,8 structural rearrangement in the adlay
in the Sm-Si~111! system proceeds from the 2D-gas state
2D islands, after which the growth follows a domain patte
The evolution of the two-dimensional structure occurring
the interface is accompanied by a change in desorption o
n as one transfers from region I to region II in the isother
~Fig. 2!. Deviations from the first-order characteristic of d
sorption from a two-dimensional gas are seen in the cover
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2D
intervalu'0.0320.04, which signals nucleation of an islan
phase at the given adsorbate concentration. In contrast to
system Yb-Si~111!, however, where formation of 2D do
mains from atoms of the adsorbing substance results in
onset of zeroth-order deposition, in the Sm-Si~111! systemn
becomes close to 1/2.

The desorption kinetics are determined both by the
layer structure and by the conditions in which partic
evaporate into vacuum. Two limiting cases of desorption
netics from the system containing a mixture of 2D islan
with a 2D gas were considered.15,16 In the first case, the
desorption is zero order (n50), and in the second,n51/2.
Figure 5a shows schematically an adlayer consisting of
phases, namely, 2D islands and an adsorbed gas, whos
oms can reside either on the substrate~state 1! or on an
island~state 2!. The corresponding energy diagram in Fig.
illustrates adsorption centers with a high binding energyE0

~particles in an island! and centers with lower binding ene
gies, E1 and E2 , for adsorbed-gas atoms. Desorption fro
the island phase, where most of the adsorbate is con
trated, takes place in such a system in two stages. In the
stage the particle transfers to one of the 2D-gas states,
which it can subsequently leave the surface.

Here a very essential simplifying assumption was ma
namely, that the 2D-gas atoms residing in the two differ
adsorption states have the same desorption parameters
E15E2 andE1* 5E2* 5E* .15,16 If within this approximation
it is assumed that the mean diffusion pathXs of gas particles
exceeds by far the average distance between islands,r21/2

~wherer is their density!, then the desorption kinetics will b
zero order. In this case the measured desorption activa
energy isE0 . In the other limiting case,Xs,r21/2, the de-
sorption order is one half, with the activation energy decre
ing by E* .

In actual fact, however, the desorption parameters of
2D gas from states 1 and 2 may differ considerably, since
substrate and the island have essentially different surfa
Obviously enough, the desorption flux will in this case be
sum of two terms,n1 andn2 . The first of them is determined
by the surface properties of the substrate, and the secon
those of the domain. If~i! the desorption through state 1

FIG. 5. Scheme illustrating the model of desorption processes in the
islands–adsorbed-gas system.
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order, and~ii ! the gas atom concentration is negligible com
pared to the total adsorbate concentrationN, then the flux
can be written

n5n11n25~12a!C0 exp~2E0 /kT!1aC2N1/2

3exp@2~E02E2* !/kT#, ~2!

whereC0 andC2 are the preexponential factors, anda is the
relative area of the surface occupied by the island phase.
a!1 the second term, which describes desorption thro
state 2, may be neglected. In this case the desorption is
order, and the measured energy of its activation is equa
the energy required to remove an atom from a domain i
vacuum,E0 . Conversely, when the surface is filled com
pletely by islands, the first term becomes negligible, and
desorption order becomes close ton51/2. In this case the
desorption activation energy isEd5E02E2* ~Fig. 5!.

The above approach offers a qualitative interpretat
for the course of the concentration dependenceEd5 f (u).
The maximum energyEd54.95 eV obtained in the early
stage of island formation~i.e. when their total area is smal!
approaches most closely the energyE0 required to remove
an atom from a domain. As the substrate surface beco
filled more and more by the island phase~as follows from
TDS and ABM measurements, this process is complete
u50.17!, the activation energy of desorption drops
4.5 eV. This yieldsE2* 50.45 eV.

LEEDS data~Tables I and II! reveal a (331) diffraction
pattern for the adsorbate concentration corresponding
completion of the island phase formation. The STM ima
corresponding to this diffraction pattern was shown13 to have
332 structure. The maximum filling for this surface supe
lattice is alsou50.17. One can therefore conjecture that
coverages up tou50.17 the island-layer domains have 332
structure at high temperatures as well.

An analysis of STM images and of photoelectron spec
provided a basis for an atomic model of the Sm-Si~111!332
structure.13 In this model, bridge-type adsorption cente
were chosen as preferable sites for Sm adsorption on
Si~111! 131 surface. The Sm atoms adsorbing at these c
ters and having a valence of 21 become bound to two sili-
con atoms and form rows with Sm atoms spaced by 2a and
a row-to-row separation of 3a, where a53.84 Å is the
Si~111! 131 lattice parameter. The other four silicon atom
(Si* ), which are contained in the 332 unit cell and are not
bound to samarium atoms, have one dangling bond each.
atomic model of the Sm-Si~111! 332 structure is shown in
Fig. 6a.

The data obtained in this work permit a suggestion t
Si* atoms play a decisive role in the increase of the deso
tion activation energyEd when 332 domains form from the
two-dimensional gas. If we assume that the energy requ
to remove a samarium atom from such a domain i
vacuum is 4.95 eV, then incorporation into this doma
should increaseEd by 1.75 eV. The distance betwee
nearest-neighbor samarium atoms in an island is, howe
too large~about 8 Å! for direct lateral interaction to contrib
ute noticeably to this value. The energyEd may increase

-
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through formation of Si* -Si* dimer pairs on the substrat
surface. One of the versions of this process is shown in
6a. Charge redistribution between Si* atoms and the corre
sponding enhancement of their interaction should br
about a decrease of the energy of the system and an inc
of Ed .

The assumption of the dimer formation is in accord w
a study by photoelectron spectroscopy.13 It was found13 that
the 332 structure does not have dangling bonds~i.e. the
surface has a semiconducting character!.

Our results permit an evaluation of the binding energy
the Si* -Si* dimer. Formation of the 332 domain increases
the bond strength by 1.75 eV. In the unit cell of such
domain, there are two silicon dimers per one samarium at
Hence the energy required to break each of them shoul
0.85 eV. Evaluation of this quantity for the Yb-Si~111!332
structure yielded 0.75 eV.8

In this case the activation energy of the desorption p
cess equalsEd5E02E2* ~Fig. 5!. The energyEd within the
coverage interval 0.2,u,0.35 was not evaluated, since th
Arrhenius plots at these adsorbate concentrations are no

FIG. 6. Atomic models of unit cells of the Sm-Si~111! submonolayer struc-
tures; a—332, b—331, c—531. A0 andA1—Si atoms in the first sub-
strate layer, not bound to Sm and bound to one Sm atom, respecti
B0—Si atoms in the second substrate layer, Si2*—two Si atoms making up
a dimer.
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multaneously from several adsorption states, and its rat
determined by the sum of the rates of these states. As for
presence in the isotherms~Fig. 2! of region III similar to
region II, it argues for the domain character of growth of t
adsorbed film. Turning now to the structure of this film, it
believed13 that after the 332 domain layer has been filled,
thicker film with 531 structure begins to grow. The latte
was studied by STM. The data obtained provided a basis
development of an atomic model, by which Sm atoms, si
lar to the 332 structure, occupy bridge-type adsorption ce
ters on the Si~111! 131 surface. They combine to form lin
ear chains with perioda, spaced alternately by 2a and 3a.
This model is shown in Fig. 6c.

Our LEEDS data suggest that the (531) diffraction pat-
tern corresponding to the 531 structure appears only afte
u50.33 has been reached. At lower concentrations, the 331
pattern is observed. The maximum coverage at which i
seen isu50.33. This number of adsorbed atoms correspo
to complete filling of the 331 structure. Although this struc
ture was not observed by STM,13 we believe that the 331
adlayer forms within the coverage interval 0.17,u,0.33,
with 531 layers growing aboveu50.33. Thus foru.0.17
domains of different types coexist on the surface. The n
linearity of the Arrhenius plots reflects the fact that s
marium atoms desorb from different adsorption states co
sponding to domains with different structure.

Our introduction of a new structure, 331, in an attempt
to explain the experimental data appears logical if we ta
into account that it is an intermediate step in the evolution
an adlayer from 332 to 531 structure. Figure 6b propose
an atomic model for the lattice of such a layer. By th
model, Sm atoms occupying bridge-type adsorption cen
make up rows separated by 3a, similar to the 332 structure.
As in the 531 structure, the distance between the neighb
ing atoms in the row isa.

The growth of 331 and 531 domains is apparently
also accompanied by a rearrangement of the substrate su
and formation of Si* -Si* dimers. The desorption activatio
energyEd from the three above structures~332, 331, and
531! depends on the concentration of these dimers.

B. Silicide formation

As seen from Fig. 1a and 1b, the film consisting of
oms of the adsorbate and substrate materials, samarium
cide, starts to form at high temperatures at coveragesu<0.4.
The Sm desorption kinetics from such a layer is zero or
already at low coverages, less than one monolayer, an
maximum appears in the isotherms~Fig. 2! around a cover-
age u50.42. Both these observations argue for the isla
pattern of growth. The feature in the form of a maximum
due to the existence of an activation barrier against
growth of a silicide film and can be explained in terms of t
theory of heterogeneous nucleation.17,18 According to this
theory, thin-film growth on a substrate passes through a s
of formation of a nucleus of critical size, which possesses
largest free energy. In these conditions, the adsorbate des

ly.
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decreases after the nucleus has grown beyond the cr
size.

Our results permit a conclusion on the dimension of
silicide islands. The unlimited growth of the TD peakS ~Fig.
1! without the appearance of any new features, as well as
existence of region IV in the isotherms~Fig. 2! with no ad-
ditional maxima present, give us grounds to believe that
crystallites forming at the interface are three-dimensiona

Our data provide also an answer to the question of w
a silicide and not a metallic phase grows on an adsor
monatomic samarium film. The explanation lies in that fo
mation of a layer consisting of atoms of the adsorbate
substrate materials is energetically preferable to growth
metallic film; indeed, the valueEd54.1 eV for samarium
silicide, which is actually the activation energy of silicid
decomposition, is nearly twice that of sublimation of pu
samarium, which is 2.14 eV~Ref. 11!. Moreover, the decom
position energy of the silicide forming on a monatomic a
sorbed film with domain structure 531 is so high as to make
formation of the silicide phase energetically favored ev
before the completion of the intermediate adsorbed la
The higher thermal stability of Sm silicide films with a d
composition temperatureT>1200 K compared to the sili
cides of Eu and Yb~Refs. 6 and 8, respectively! is due to the
higher chemical activity of samarium atoms.

As for the film structure of such a silicide, LEEDS da
show it to depend on substrate temperature. If the adsor
material was deposited atT5900 K, a ()3))R30° dif-
fraction pattern was observed throughout the coverage ra
from 0.5 to 10 monolayers. The) reflections are apparentl
due to formation on the substrate surface of samarium d
licide with stoichiometric composition SmSi22x , where
x'0.3.14 As already mentioned~Table II!, at higher tem-
peratures of aboutT51300 K the 531 diffraction pattern
was observed in place of ()3))R30°. It may be argued
that at this temperature the surface of silicide islands is c
ered by a 531 samarium-atom layer, with the stoichiometr
composition of the silicide itself being Sm2Si5. This surface
phase is characterized by a higher percentage content of
con atoms compared to the disilicide SmSi1.7. This may be
explained by the higher mobility of silicon atoms in an a
sorbed film at higher temperatures.

A special experiment showed the structural rearran
ment in the samarium silicide layer to have thermally ac
vated. Heating the sample with au51 samarium film at
T51100 K revealed a transition from the ()3))R30°
diffraction pattern to (731). If this layer was heated a
T51140 K, the (531) diffraction pattern appeared. As fo
lows from TDS measurements~Fig. 1a and 1b!, at these tem-
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In conclusion, it should be pointed out that the Sm
Si~111! interface forms by a mechanism close to that
Stransky-Krastanov.19 The difference lies in that the 3D is
lands growing on a monatomic Sm film consist of atoms
only of the adsorbate but of the substrate as well. The in
mediate layer grows also by the island pattern. The struc
of its domains~332, 331, 531, and 731! is determined
by the adsorbate concentration and the formation temp
ture. The silicide phase starts to form even before
completion of the intermediate adlayer. The structure a
stoichiometric composition of a silicide film depend on t
substrate temperature at which it grew. All structural re
rangements in the system under study exhibit thermally i
versible character.
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Unusual behavior of thermal conductivity of a crystalline-NaCl–opal nanocomposite
L. I. Arutyunyan, V. N. Bogomolov, N. F. Kartenko, D. A. Kurdyukov, L. S. Parfen’eva,
I. A. Smirnov, and N. V. Sharenkova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

A. Jezowski, J. Mucha, and H. Misiorek

Institute for Low-Temperature and Structural Research, Polish Academy of Sciences,
50-950 Wrocław, Poland
~Submitted September 2, 1997!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 379–380~February 1998!

An opal-based nanocomposite has been prepared with NaCl incorporated in its pores. The
nanocomposite was produced by impregnating the opal with a NaCl solution at room temperature.
Thermal conductivity of the nanocomposite has been measured in the temperature range
4.2–300 K. The effective heat conductivity of the nanocomposite was found to be equal to that
of pure opal. The observed phenomenon can be explained by assuming that NaCl resides
in opal pores in the form of noncontacting needles, thus precluding heat propagation through it.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!04702-9#

A number of our studies dealt with the thermal conduc-
1–4

presence in some of the closed opal pores of superco
tu
n

-
or
in

du

ct

a
les
, to
ne
ity

ue,
fill-
tivity of nanocomposites based on synthetic opal.The cor-
responding publications discussed in detail the opal struc
and the specific features of formation of opal-based na
composites.

An investigation5 of the surface oscillations of NaCl in
troduced from a water solution into porous glass with p
diameter of;70 Å showed NaCl to reside in the pores
the form of needles which do not contact each other.

The temperature hysteresis observed in thermal con
tivity measurements of opal-21! was attributed by us to the
348 Phys. Solid State 40 (2), February 1998 1063-7834/98/0
re
o-

e

c-

water crystallizing in ice needles, which are not in conta
with each other and, thus, do not transmit heat flux.

The objective of this work was twofold: to prepare
NaCl-opal nanocomposite by impregnating opal samp
with a saturated NaCl solution at room temperature, i.e.
try to produce a composite by a technology similar to the o
employed in Ref. 5, and to measure its thermal conductiv
within a broad temperature range.

NaCl was introduced into opal-1 by the above techniq
after which the samples were dried at 100 °C. The pore
1

FIG. 1. Diffractometer curve for the
nanocomposite representing opal-
in which 45% of the volume of first-
order pores is filled by NaCl.
34820348-02$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Figure 2 shows the experimental thermal conductivity
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ing, determined by the solubility of the substance in wa
was found to be 45% of the volume of the first-order pore2!

The conductivity measurements were performed in
vacuum of;1025 mm Hg in an arrangement described
detail elsewhere.6

Figure 1 displays a diffractometer curve for the nan
composite representing opal-1 in which 45% of the volu
of first-order pores was filled by NaCl. Similar curves su
porting the amorphous state of opal-1 were obtained by
earlier.1–4

X-ray diffraction analysis of opal-1 and of the nanocom
posite was performed on a DRON-2 diffractometer~Cu Ka
radiation, Ni filter! within the angular range 2u542100°.
The diffraction patterns indicate the presence in the sam
of a well-developed NaCl phase and the absence of
traces of opal crystallization. The cell constant of NaCl in t
opal was found to be 5.641 Å~reference tables give 5.640
Å for the unit cell parameter of bulk NaCl!.

FIG. 2. Thermal conductivity of~1,2! the nanocomposite representin
opal-1 in which 45% of the volume of first-order pores is filled by NaCl, a
~3! opal-1~Refs. 1 and 2!. The numbers 1 and 2 refer to the nanocompos
measurements performed in heating and cooling runs, respectively. S
in the top left corner is the proposed arrangement of NaCl crystals in fi
order opal pores. Pore diameter;800 Å ~Refs. 1–3!.
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data of the nanocomposite and of opal-1~the latter were
taken from Refs. 1–3!.

We readily see that the heat conductivity of the opa
matrix and of the nanocomposite practically coinci
throughout the temperature range covered by the meas
ments.

We may thus conclude that NaCl resides in opal po
~the largest diameter of first-order pores in opal is1–4

;800 Å! in the form of noncontacting needles and, the
fore, there was no heat flux through NaCl.

Support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resea
~Grant 96-03-32458a! is gratefully acknowledged.

1!We are following here the terminology accepted earlier.1–4

2!The volume of the first-order pores constituted 26% of the total theoret
opal porosity~59%!.1–3
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